Another purist
mike technique
EQUIPMENT REVIEWSFive speakers,
Ten cartridges

THE NEW
KEF MODEL105 SERIES II
The KEF Model 105 loudspeaker
system has been acclaimed
throughout the world by music lovers,
acoustic engineers and HiFi
enthusiasts.
A pair of Model 105s will give
amazingly life-like performance, at
concert hall volume, with excellent
tonal qualities and stable stereo
perspective.
Now, the Model 105 Series II
incorporates some significant technical
improvements.

The Model 105 Series Il shown on the left with
the optional one-piece grille assembly

THE SYSTEM
The system has three drive units in
acoustically isolated enclosures,
whose sizes and shapes have been
designed for their specific frequency
ranges. The smoothly curved lines of
the mid and high-frequency head
assembly (1) avoid frequency response
irregularities at oblique angles which
would cause colouration.
The Model 105 Series II produces
its intended response within aknown
listening area, defined optically by a
red light (2) when seen simultaneously
in both speakers.
To allow greater flexibility the head
assembly can be tilted and swivelled
(3).
Significant audible improvement
has been achieved by novel design
features in the bass enclosure.
By reducing the transfer of
mechanical vibration between the
bass drive unit and the main structure,
audible colouration is markedly
reduced.

MODAL ANALYSIS
1
KEF used "
Modal Analysis"
techniques to investigate the way a
cabinet vibrates in response to
movement of the drive units. A
measuring device detects vibrations
1. Three dimensional _ plot of sound
decay for LF unit rigidly mounted in
standard enclosure.
2. Improved sound decay plot with
decoupled LF drive unit and modified
enclosure.

ELECTRONIC LOUDSPEAKER
PROTECTION
Model 105 Series II incorporates a
new self-powered electronic circuit (6)
of the cabinet at alarge number of
which fully protects the system from
points on the surface. These minute
movements are recorded digitally and accidental overload. Protection is
correlated by computer to display a provided against excessive voltage,
moving 3-dimensional picture of the heat and mechanical excursion.
Whenever safe limits are exceeded, a
cabinet under operating conditions.
Through this revealing analysis, the relay-operated attenuator reduces the
B300 bass unit (4) was redesigned for input signal. Normal operation is
3-point fixing, which avoids the stress automatically restored when the
overload has passed.
associated with conventional
mounting arrangements.
PRODUCTION CONTROL
The internal bracing and acoustical
The quality of reproduction from
damping were repositioned to greater
effect and, more significantly, the bass this loudspeaker system is
unit was mechanically isolated from outstanding, and to ensure that the
the main enclosure using specially intended performance of the design is
developed, anti-vibration mountings realised in full, every vital
characteristic is controlled by
(
5).
computer during its manufacture.
Drive units are measured
1
individually. Performance data is
recorded digitally and used to closely
match pairs of drive units, grouping
them into sets prior to assembly. The
crossover networks, constructed from
close tolerance components, are also
matched to guarantee overall system
performance.
Completed speakers likewise
undergo rigorous measurement.
Paired Model 105s differ in frequency
response by less than 0.5dB.

KERN

Even when all these rigorous
checks are completed, every
loudspeaker is given acareful listening
test as an extra insurance. However,
the best way of assessing Model 105
Series Hs is to go to your local KEF
dealer and audition them yourself.

KEF Electronics Ltd Tovil Maidstone Kent ME1,5 6QP Telephone: 0622 672261 Telex: 96140
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Features
Pai allel-tracking systems are among the latest fashions, and seen at
Chicago in June ( report next montlA was this beautifully made American
forearm from Denneson. The vertical bearing housing floats on an air cushion
resulting in africtionless suspension.
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The precise shape and polish of the tip on atiny
fragment of diamond mounted near the end of a
cantilever makes all the difference between hi-fi and gruesome
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micron or so of error on unseen radii, such are the concern of A. J.
Van den Hui, inventor of the ' Intimate Groove Contact' tip.The IGC
story is told by Basil Lane on page 75, while our picture comes from
some of Mr. Van den Hul's photomicrographs.
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Classical
Records
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Roger
Bowen, Peter Branscombe, Christopher
Breunig, John Crabbe, Stephen Daw,
Kenneth Dommett, Colin Evans,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond,
Doug Hammond, Ivor Humphreys,
Peter le Huray, Arthur Jacobs,
Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener,
Victor McAloon, Ates Orga, David Pickett,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Edward Seckerson. Peter Turner
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ALBINONI
Concertos ( Hirsch)
ARBEAU
Orchesographie ( Flagel)
J. S. BACH
Cantatas ( RiIling)
Concertos ( Boegner/Hartemann)
Concertos ( Soloists/
Müller-Brühl)
Organ Works ( Isoir)
Keyboard Works ( Lagacé)
BARBER
Orchestral etc ( Schippers)
BARTOK
Bluebeard's Castle ( Solti)
SAUR
Sonatas ( Nordmann/Haudeborg)
BEETHOVEN
Symphony 3etc ( Furtwàngler)
Quartet 14 (Talich)
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Sonatas ( Milanovas/Grigorov)
Lieder ( Norman/Parsons)
Piano Quintet ( Pollini/
Italian)
Piano Pieces ( Tracy)
Sonata in D ( May/Hokanson)
CHOPIN
Cello Sonata ( Starck/
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Orphée/Médée ( Soloists)
DANZI
Wind Quintets ( Danzi)
DARGOMIJSKI
Convive de Pierre ( Ermler)
DEBUSSY
Piano Pieces ( Tracy)
DUTILLEUX
Symphony 1( Casadesus)
DVORAK
Violin Concerto etc
(Suk/Neumann)
FRANCK
Sonata in A ( May/Hokanson)
Symphony in d ( Cantelli)
GRIEG
Cello Sonata ( Starck/
Requejo)
String Orchestra
(Tlennesen)
Piano Music ( Knardahl)
HANDEL
Arias (
Dieskau)
HAYDN
Symphonies 88/104 ( Thomas)
Baryton Trios ( Munich)
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year guarantee!"
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Emperor Quartet ( Italiano)
LISZT
Violin/Piano ( Kantorow/
Barda)
Sonata ( Achatz)
MARAIS
Suites ( Soloists)
MENDELSSOHN
Walpurgis etc ( Ormandy)
Quartets (
Bartholdy)
MIASKOYSKY
Symphony 11 etc
(Dudarova)
MONDONVILLE
Pièces de Clavecin
(Soloists)
MORALES
Jeremiah ( A Sei Voci)
MOZART
Hunt Quartet ( Italiano)
Figaro ( Böhm)
Mass in C etc ( SchmidtGaden)
Syms 32/38 etc ( Hager)
Divertimento (Aureum)
Entführung/Figaro for
wind ( Aureum)
NORDHEIM
Tempest ( Darden)
ORFF
Carmine Burana ( Muti)
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Song of Songs ( Veselka)
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Motets etc (
Rifling)
SCHUMANN
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Vocal Duets (
Soloists/
Eschenbach)
Liederalbum/Liederkreis
(Ameling/Demus)
Frauenliebe/Liederkreis
(Lear/Vignoles)
Piano Music ( Dichter)
SCHUTZ
Sacred Choral (Ehmann)
SPOHR
Violin Concerto (
Christian/
Bernet)
TARTINI
Violin Concertos ( Scimone)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 5 (
Tjeknavorian)
VERDI
Otello ( Biihm)
VIEUXTEMPS
Violin Concerto 5
(Christian/Bernet)
VIVALDI
Concertos (
Shepherd)
COLLECTIONS
Vocal
BJOERLING & MERRILL
PILAR LORENGAR
IVIUSIC AT THE TOWER
PASTORAL DUETS &
DIALOGUES
QUIRES & PLACES
LJUBA WELITSCH
Not Vocal
ACADEMY ENCORES
ARS NOVA BRASS
BOURNEMOUTH
SIN FONI ETTA
CELLO & PIANO
ENGLISH SERENADE
HARP RECITAL
18th CENTURY HARP
MACHO MARCHES

"Bose
Unbeatable!'
Darwen HiFi Company,
219 Duckworth Street,
Darwen, Lancs. 0254 75201

Stones of Winchester,
30 St. Thomas Street,
Winchester. 0962 2534
"
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acclaimed range
of small, compact speakers. And made
stringent improvements.
The new Studiocraft range.
Now boasting the benefits of the very
latest speaker technology, improved
manufacturing and testing techniques,
and acomplete re-style.
The result is small speakers with a
helluva lot of sound.
From 50 to 100 watts, we've improved
power handling throughout the range.

over 20 years research and development by Bose into speaker design and
manufacture. Built to standards that
give us the confidence to offer a5year
warranty on every model.
Give them alisten at your local hi-fi
specialist, or contact us at
Bose (UK) Limited, Trinity Trading
Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent 1\4E10 2PD.
Telephone: Sittingbourne (0795) 75341.
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alp safe way
to el minate static
permanently
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Meticulously designed and manufactured, this 3speaker
unit is brand new and represents the technology of the
late seventies projected into the eighties.

It you care for the life of your reeorsis- care with Permostat. Only
Permostat can guarantee the free of charge protection needed to
eliminate permanently dust- attracting static.
Applied in seconds Permostat acts as an invisible shield to both
presene and protect your treasured records against undue wear
and :ear.
Just one application of Permostat stopsdust attraction and prolongs the
life tei both record and stylus.
Permostat - the safe, sure way to keep your good soundssounding good.
As ailable in kit form and refill packs. Permostat can be found in all
good hi-fi record and department stores.
Milty Products Ltd., New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA. Tèl: 061-480 8142/3 Telex:667700

Milty — record care technolo
Ii

con luire ditien be obtaining . uppl

¡' leu se

that works
complete the. cintpon.

To: Milt yProducts Ltd., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA.
Tel: 061-480 8142/3 Telex: 667700
State quantity required.

For details of Monitor 80 send to:—
Richard Allan Radio Ltd.
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, West Yorks.
BD19 4AZ. Phone: Cleckheaton (0274) 872442.
Grams: Acoustics Bradford. Telex: 51311 Relays—G.

Permostat Kit
Permostat Reid!

PRICE
Pers P
INC. VAT EXTRA
£ S.75 +

Ienclose
ehequ,»Il0. value

1.392 + 2.3p

Permostat lumho Retill 17.94 + 46p

(Please do not send
postage stamps,)
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The distinctive
styling of the new
Pixall — with added features— makes
this outstanding and unique record
cleaner even more superior.

Serrated culling edge simplifies removal of
used tape

Milty

picks up
where the
others leave off
The specially formulated, wellproven and internationally acclaimed
adhesive tape retains its powerful and
safe cleaning action. Now used on a
roller of smaller diameter it enables
even easier penetration into the
grooves.
The unique bearing design is
precision engineered, to ensure perfect
roller alignment enabling even
smoother roller action. An added
advantage is the speed and ease of
roller replacement — simply click out'
the old, snap in the new.

Look out for the improved
PIXALL Mk. 1Record Cleaner. It
should be in your local HiFi shop from
September onwards.

record care technology that works

MILTY PRODUCTS LIMITED
New Mansion House, 173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 6677(X)

NRDC

AMBISONICUHJ
SURROUND SOUND DECODER
PERFORMANCE

40mV-2V RMS
600mV RMS
<0.03%
—9IdB ref 600mV
—80dB ref 600mV
+10.5dB
90dB

Input level
Output level
Distortion
Hum
Noise
Overload
Dynamic Range

The first ambisonic decoder specially produced by Integrex for this British NRDC backed surround sound system which is the result of 7
years research by the Ambisonic team.
The following ten push button selected
encoded formats are decoded to
Ambisonic format (4or 6speakers):
Mono
Stereo
Super stereo (widestage)
13 format (3ch input)
U11.1

Push-button selection is provided for speaker layout as follows:Forward preference
Distance compensation > or < 3metres
Rectangular layout (with variable control for I : 2 to 2:1 rectangles)
Hexagonal layout (0°)
Hexagonal layout (90°)
PRICE £77-62
DIN standard sockets
inc VAT & delivery
240V AC mains operated

Matrix Hi (BBC)
Wilk (from which QS is derived)
SQ
Spare (future development)

DOLBY 61B 9 NOISE REDUCTION UNIT Trade...faeby
Laboratories Inc.

Typical performance
Noise reduction better chan 9dB weighted.
Clipping level: 16•SdB above Dolby level
(measured at I% third harmonic content).
Harmonic distortion 0.1% at Dolby level
typically 0-05% over most of band, rising to a
maximum of 0.12%.
Signal-to-noise ratio : 7SdB (20Hz to 20Hkz,
signal at Dolby level) at Monitor output.
Dynamic Range > 90dB.
30mV sensitivity.

Add DOLBY to your tape system! (cassette or open reel)
PRICE: for 3 head tape machine
Units for 3 head tape machines (
le simultaneous decoded playback) £96-60 inc VAT & delivery
and 2 head machines (
ie switchable encode/decode)
for 2 head tape machine

INTEGREX LTD

Please send SAE for complete lists and specifications

Portwood Industrial Estate, Church Gresley,
II Burton- on-Trent, Staffs DEI 19PT
Burton- on-Trent (0283) 215432 Telex 377106

£68.31 inc VAT & delivery
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equipment he could find. So, he went to alocal discount house and
bought the best of everything. Peeling pleased with himself, he went
home and unloaded his car and — dear me, he found that it almost filled his
sitting-room. But the man did not mind, after all, it was going to sound good.
It took him along time to sort it all out and get it ready before he sat down
on the floor to listen (there wasn't enough room for achair now). The music
started and, to his dismay, there were some very odd noises (no one had told
him about earth loops, mistracking and things). He was very sad
use he
had bought the very best. The Man's wife was angry because his 111Fi had
ruined her lovely sitting-room, she went into the kitchen and wept, and then
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Howard Popeck is aconsultant and therefore has to work

by appointment

—

please write or 'phone to arrange aconvenient time.
MU3j'aCtIVE 59, Grovelands Road, Palmers Green,
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London N.13

Telephone: 01-8136 7289

and
The
Old School, St
Lane,
Godmanchester,
Nr.Anil%
Huntingdon,
Telephone: (
04801 59910
Cambs.

Experto Credite

MC-3L+ FORMULA 4 MkIll °
VIRGIL

BELIEVE TIIE EXPERTS

The best value in state-of-the-art pickup
Geometry optimised for 12 LP Discs.
Stevenson, ' Wireless World', May & June, 1966

More than ever in these days of high technology, a truly satisfactory choice of hi-fi can only be made after first choosing a
specialist " hi-fi only" dealer of integrity, who has carefully selected
an extensive and comprehensive range at all price levels,
demonstrated effectively.

The only variable mass damped
arm for high or low compliance
Styli.
£5T50

We stock selected items from:
ADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Allston'
B&W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Decca, Denon, Dual, Dumpa, Entre,
Eumig, Ferrograph, Fuji, Gale, Glans,
Grace,
Grado,
Hadcock,
Harbeth,
Heybrook, IMF, Infinity, JPW, JVC, KEF,
Lentek, Linn
Isobarik, Linn-Sondek,
Maxell, Meridian, Michaelson & Austin,
Michell,
Mission,
Monitor
Audio,
Nakamichi,
Nightingale,
Optonlca,
Ortofon, QED, QUAD, Radford, RAM,
Reference, Revox, Rogers, Sansui, Satin,
Sennheiser, SME, Spendor, Stanton, Stax,
STD, Sugden, Supex, Swallow, Syrinx,
Systemdek, Tangent, TDK, Technics,
Trio, UAD,

M•11•••

imiumumme,

High output Moving Coil
Cartridge MC-3L
No step-up required

£49.95

Super- polished special line contact
nude diamond stylus—for maximum information retrieval.

REVIEWED BY REG WILLIAMSON SEPT. 'HI-FI FOR
PLEASURE' and GEOFF GILES DEC. PRACTICAL 'HI-FI'
Alignment Protractor Mk II
Improve your stereo Image
Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.£3.45 post free
Devised by Percy Wilson, M.A.
Original ' HiFi News' Review available • -

^

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel.: ( 04215) 2827 & 65232

GOODWINS
•

tele

NEW

MC-2C
MOVING COIL
CARTRIDGE
£49415

T24 Universal
MC Transformer,
the quietest best
step-up available.
£57•50

• Open Thursdays until 8p.m.;
• Extensive free parking; • Special
Discs Stocked; • All equipment
checked before sale; • Our own
2- year
labour parts
guarantee;
• Comparator
Demonstrations
in
3 studios. • Access & Barclaycard
accepted.

8iiE
SEPC;c
e7

Reviewed by John Borwick, Feb. ' 79 Gramophone

.101.1mle

All items available from selected dea ers or if in difficulty, from
MAYWARE LTD, ( Dept HFN7)
PO Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH Tel: 01-958 9421

The Specialists

HI-FI * VIDEO * TV •

8 rELEP
88 ;;;7

Contact us for good prices and service
AKAI

BOSE

JR

NAKAMICHI

SANSUI

WHARFEDALE

AKG

CELESTION

LINN

ORTOFON

SENHEISER

YAMAHA

AIWA

DECCA

LECSON

PIONEER

SHURE

ZEROSTAT

AUREX

GRUNDIG

MAXELL

QUAD

TDK

etc.

ADC

GOLDRING

MISSION

QED

TANDBERG

AR

HITACHI

MITSUBISHI

REVOX

TOSHIBA

B &0

IMF

MITCHELL

RAM

TECHNICS

B &W

JVC

SONY

ULTIMO

MONITOR AUDIO

GOODWI NS

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22

Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 am to 5.30 pm.

Closed all day Monday.

Wood Green Tube Station

Television Sound
at its very best

Award yourself the PPM!

Bulgin Electronics

Perk Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.
Telephone: Hoddeedon 64455

from EDWARDS CONSTRUCTION CO.

The space saving
'DEMIFLEX 40'
Melamine Unit has
adjustable shelves for hi-fi
and space for 140 LP's
(Cassette drawers
optional extra)
,The Television Souad Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. IRECEVER, its only
requirements are asimple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulationi- A.M. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proven its rehiability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi lames throughout the world.
• Instant press button station sellectioa.
• Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.
• Available in four versions :—UHF oily; VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.
• In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.
• Unconditional two year guarantee.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Wistiria House, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.
A postage stamp for your reply is necessary, please.
Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
NAME
ADDRESS

Telephone number
10

For all details send two 10p stomps to: HFN,80

ECC, 4BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE. N. YORKSHIRE HG1 2PZ
Open all day Saturday

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 35p for
• CASSETTES
Ampex High Bias
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
LH/SM Super
Chrome . . ..... .
Fern Sup. CH/1 . .
Ferrichrome .
Super Chrome . . .
E.M.I. X-1000 UD .
Fuji FX 1
Fuji FL
Hitachi UD.
Hitachi LN
Hitachi EX or ER. . . ..
Maxell L10/XL1 or UD/XL2
Memorex MRX3
Philips Ferro
Super Ferro
Super Ferro 1
Chrome
Ferrochrome . .
Pyral Hi Fi
Maxima
Optima .
Super Ferrite
Scotch Dynarange
Sony CFH
AHF . .
C46 88p
CD Alpha
Ferrichrome
C46 £1.22
BHF
TDK Dynamic
C46 70p
SA.
AD
C46
SAXC
OD . .

Prices Inc_ VAT subject to alteration without notice
C60
£1-28
64p
Li 07
£1-44
fl - 12
£1 - 60
£1.70
75p
£11 7
849
£1-12
70p
£1.54
£1-54
fl - 17
64p
75p
85p
fl - 28
£1-49
59p
80p
70p
609
649
64p
Li- 02
£1 . 26
£1-50
90p
79p
£1-38
£1.00
£1.80
£1-31

C90
£1-76
90p
£ 1.44/
Li- 76
£ 1 49
£ 2.13
£ 2.20
fl 07
£1-60
£ 1.17
£ 1.44
£1.00
£1.97
£ 1 • 97
£1.54
85p
96p
£1 - 07
£1-76
£1-92
.85p
£110
£1.00
£1-60
96p
96p
£1-30
£1-66
£1-90
£1-07
96p
£2 03
£1-33
£2.90
£1 - 87

C120
£1.20
fl - 92
£ 2.29
fl - 97

£ 1.60
£ 1-97
£ 1 - 44

£1-22

VIDEO
RECORDERS BY
AKAI, GRUNDIG
PHILIPS,
HITACHI, SONY
AND V.H.S.

Appointed stockists for
Akai, AKG, Beyer,
Garrard. Grundig,
Hitachi, JR, JVC, KEF.
Koss, Ortofon, Philips,
Black Tulip. Pioneer,
QED. Rote.l. Sennheiser
Sharp. Shure, Sony,
Tandberg, Technics.
Uher. Woolensaak.
Wharfedale, Yamaha,
Scott.

£1.07

£1 -00
£1-38

£ 1.31
£ 1.46

• VIDEOTAPE BY
PHILIPS, SONY,
B.A.S.F., V.H.S.,
TDK AND HITACHI

TDK ENDLESS
LOOP CASSETTE-1
min £ 1.86. 3 mine.
£2.08. 6 mine. £2-39_ '

Li- 97

• AMPEX TAPES ( All ON T REELS)
Series 2020 1800' £4-40
Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £3.78.
Series 351. 2400 £3.67
Ser. 661, 3600' few. Ser. 342 plus.
Series 2020 1(%- 3 600' £14-50.
• SHAMROCK TAPES
7" 1200' £1-06. 7" 1800' £1 - 60, 7" 2250' £2-34. 5- 900' £1-07
5" 1200' £1-28
• 101, spools, 3600' by AMPEX MAXELL AND MEMOREX trote
£7.00 to £16-50

• REEL TO REEL
Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony,
Philips, Akal, Hitachi,
Uher and others.
Mics., Mixers.
Accessories.
• Own Service Dept.
• Credit facilities

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Between St Leonard's Churel, and Streatham Station

Phone: 01-769 0466 .01-769 0192

YOUR TURNTABLE PROBABLY
DESERVES A BETTER PICK-UP.

LOW INDUCTANCE,
OUTPUT REMAINS CONSTANT
REGARDLESS OF LOAD.

If you've spent afair amount of time and money on your
audio system, it's likely your turntable is ready for the new
MMC 20CL caeridge. You do need atonearm which can track
successfully at one gram, one that has its own resonance well
damped, and one which features minimal horizontal and vertical
friction. Many of today's higher quality units meet these criteria;
the one you own is probably among them.

As you know, low inductance in acartridge is directly
related to the strength and constancy of the electrical
' signal fed to your preamplifier input. What you may
r not know is that the MMC 20CL has an inductance
among the lowest of all high quality cartridges
available today This is due to adesign which
incorporates an exceptionally powerful permanent
magnet and coil cores of very low permeability This
design results in very low cartridge induced noise.
'. Subsequently you receive an excellent
signal-to-noise ratio without having to use
auxiliary equipment.

THE MMC 20CL, A REFRESHING
PERSPECTIVE IN CARTRIDGE DESIGN.
Critical acclaim has identified the MMC 20CL as an exceptional
cartridge. It is. It will not only give you more music from your records,
but will ensure that those records last significantly longer However,
it is not one of those ' astounding breakthroughs' that
always seem to be hovering around cartridge
design. No, while the 20CL does incorporate
new thinking, new materials, and new
manufacturing methods, it should be
reasonably viewed just as it is: simply one
step closer to the theoretical ideal. When we
gave Europe its first stereo cartridge over 20 years ago, we knew that
someday we would have the 20CL. Our approach to cartridge engineering
tells us that 20 years from now we will have something significantly better.

INDIVIDUALLY
CALIBRATED.
When you manufacture very high quality
cartridges, each unit must be tested — not one
out of two, or ten, or twenty, but each one. This
is why when you purchase the MMC 20CL,
you will receive the test results for your
individual cartridge. These results include:
output voltage, channel balance, channel
separation, tracking ability and afrequency
1 response graph for each channel.

SINGLE CRYSTAL SAPPHIRE,
BECAUSE THE CANTILEVER IS CRITICAL.
Unlike aluminium and beryllium, single crystal sapphire transfers the motion
of the stylus tip without adding any measurable vibration,
and hence distortion, of its own. The absence of this
vibration and flexibility in the cantilever means the
undulations in the record groove are transferred exactly
and generate an exceptionally accurate electrical signal.
Music is no longer lost between the stylus tip and the
armature. Your records yield up their music with
new clarity, definition, and spaciousness.

REDUCING EFFECTIVE TIP
MASS, BANG 8t OLUFSEN'S
ENGINEERING TRADITION.
As early as 1958, our research demonstrated that
effective tip mass ( ETM) was the single most
influential factor behind record wear and the loss
of high frequency sound information. While some
manufacturers are now beginning to realise the
importance of this specification, only Bang &
Olufsen can look back upon acontinuous
chain of improvements in this critical area.
Today, the MMC 20CL with its Contact
Line, nude diamond, ultra- rigid sapphire
cantilever, and the patented Moving
Micro Cross armature features an
ETM value of only 0.3mg.
Give your turntable what it
deserves. The MMC 20CL with
our new universal connector
can be mounted directly onto
most high quality tonearms
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Dept H1, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE

BRAND LEADER.

The MMC 20CL is Bang & Olufsen's brand .
leader in the field of pick-up cartridges. It is
part of acomplete pick-up range called the
MMC 20 Series. Other models use the same
cartridge chassis matched to avariety of
stylus types, suitable for less highly-specified
tone arms. .
Prices range from about £19.00 to £96.00.
All MMC 20 Series pick-ups are available
'th standard i". mounting bracket or with the
ultra- lightweight universal plug-in connector.
Send today for descriptive literature, including
our free Technical Design Story on the MMC
20 Series

Bang & Olufsen
THIS TIME
MAKE THE
RIGHT
CONNECTION

To
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited
Dept H1, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE
Please send me details of your MMC 20 Series of pick-ups, plus my free copy of the MMC Technical Design Story and technical reviews.
Name
Address
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The new Garrard DDQ650,
one of arange of the most exciting
decks ever to come out of the world
famous Garrard laboratories.

with uncanny accuracy. The
DDQ650 also carries afrequency
generator which gives you apitch
control facility.

Minimum pressure front
controls give smoother, more
positive action, and the quartz lock
motor maintains turntable speed

The brand new ultra-low
mass straight tonearm design,
common to the whole new range,
and the fully isolated

ALSO FROM GARRARD GT255. BELT DRIVE SEMI OR FULLY AUTOMATIC. GT355. BELT DRIVE F.G. MOTOR WITH STROBE. SEMI OR FULLY AUTOMATIC. 131)45(

de
counterbalance weight, allow the
arm to track at just threequarters of
agram.
And the plug-in headshell
has been designed with aself
aligning feature to ensure that
your cartridge is precisely
positioned.

Whilst all the other controls
are electronic, we've left the
cueing on manual to allow you to
"feel" your way on and off your
records.
See the beautiful new
Garrard DDQ650 at your local
Garrard dealer.

garrard
Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wiltshire.

ARECT DRIVE F.G. MOTOR. SEMI AUTOMATIC DD455. DIRECT DRIVE F.G. MOTOR. FULLY AUTOMATIC. DD550. DIRECT DRIVE QUARTZ LOCKED. SEMI AUTOMATIC.

Two into one will go.
o

We received world-wide acclaim for our B760 FM Tuner and B750 Integrated Amplifier.
So we decided to combine the two into one unit producing the new B780 FM Receiver.
No compromises have been made - in fact we be added alot more: amicrocomputer to
control all the tuning functions and audio signal routing, four ways to select astation
and there is still the facility for automatic antenna rotation.
Well admit its expensive but its not unaffordable. Costing less than the two separate
units, the B780 FM Receiver is areal investment in gevox excellence.
o
Write for àcopy of our new colour catalogue.

EW O. Bauch Li mited,49 Theoba Id Street, Boreharn Wood, Hertfordsh ire.Telephone: 01-953 0091

WHICH HIGH BIAS TAPE
STANDS UP TO AGENRAD
REAL-TIME ANALYSER?
The Gen Rad 1995 Real-Time Analyser is
among today's state-of-the-art devices for
accurately measuring and displaying audio
signals. That's why we used it to show that
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS is today's state-of, the-art high bias cassette tape.
clisplay

àle

- And, the signal/noise ratio of MEMOREX
HIGH BIAS proved to be unsurpassed at
the critical high end.

130
120
DB
110

ne
BAND

When tested at standard recording levels
against other high bias tapes, none had
aflatter frequency response than
MEMOREX HIGH BIAS.

Proof you can't buy ahigh bias cassette
that gives you truer reproduction. And isn't
.- that what you buy a
- M t,
high bias tape for?
-- „:;r
1:
>
.
--e--,

CIF

Is it live, or is it

MEMOREX
rillNalœrnichi

582 Easonte Head Camette Dee

Phones

The GenRad 1995 Integrating Real - Time
Analyser measured signals from a Nakamichi 582 cassette deck. Input
signal source was "pink noise"at OdB
(200 nanowebers - standard record
level).

\,

It's ironic that the more technically
advanced and accurate hi-fi systems
become, the more they reproduce even
the tiniest imperfections on the records
and cassettes that are played on them.
In the past, the problem with producing records was at the preliminary
stage, when the sounds were recorded
directly onto conventional tapes. There
was always acertain difference and
distortion between the input and output
signals. We solved this problem with our
award winning PCM (pulse code
modulation) 'digital' recording system.
This method converts audio signals

into digital codes which are then transferred onto tape.
For reproduction, the digital codes
are reconverted into the original music
waveforms by synchronising them to a
reference signal.
The advantage of this system is that
the codes give atrue representation of the
original sound form without the noise
and distortion attributable to normal tape.
In other words, you hear the sounds
just as they were performed.
Nothing else.
For tape decks,we produce arange of
improved double coated blank cassettes

(including metal tape) which will also improve the sound ot your system.
So now, there's no longer any excuse
for not playing your hi-fi.
[ease send me details on PCM record7.1
and DX cassettes.
Name
Address
HFN 8

To: Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way,
London 1•1W2 7TN.

DENON'

THE PROFESSIONAL STANDARD IN HI-FI

Stuck° ALS 40
Activa Line
4Way

Monitor TLS 80
'
Transmission Line
4Way

Studio ILS 50
Transmission Line
4Way

IMF Electronics
LOUDSPEAKERS

Reference Standard
Ppofessional Monitor
Transmission Line
4Way

are renowned worldwide as aresult of pioneering research into
transmission line and active line principles.
A complete range of the finest quality systems are hand built to laboratory
standards. Superbly finished in walnut, the rigidly braced cabinets are
veneered internally for stability. They are produced in "mirror image"
configuration with phase coherent crossover and driver layout.
Frequency response from the lower bass regions to beyond
audibility ensures that every nuance of the programme; be it
classical or popular rock, is reproduced with supreme
accuracy. Performance, not price, is the criterion.
Although having many famous studio, laboratory
and professional users, they are equally
accepted in the domestic environment. Coupled
with the best ancillary equipment, they
will fulfil any requirement to reproduce
even the most demanding material.
Listen to them at your nearest
IMF Electronics dealer. Buy them
and be confident that continuing
listening pleasure is assured.
ALS 30
Active Line
4Way

Super Compact
Reflex °
3Way

IMF

Westbourne Street Higlh Wycombe Buckinghamshire Tel High Wycombe 35576
N America

5226 State Street

Saginaw

Michigan L8603

Tel ( 517) ,790 2121

ELECTRONICS

The JVC guide t

Super-Asound.
Or the undistorted truth about amplifiers.
Super-A is not just aname that we've
produced because we think it sounds
superior. It's the name that actually applies
to the superior sound we can produce.
So what does Super-A do? It achieves
that undistorted clean performance of a
Class-A amplification together with the high
efficiency of Class-B. With no compromises.

than in any conventional Class-A amp. The
result is simply better hi-fi performance.

The A-X9. The 'dream' amp.

If an amplifier's function can be defined
as accurate signal transmission under
actual performance conditions, our X-series
Amps have attained it.
Take alook at the A-X9.
The Super-Arange.
111111111111111110.0a
It's the cleanest
"VegWi
sounding, most
accurate inte ated
[
amplifier on the
. 11
,),) ^1 al
.rr peer
V'
irr
market today. The
fur Super-A eliminates
1
1
1[
t4.
all trace of switching
•II .
II
imi
distortion.
Which is why we've filed for 10 patents
Indeed distortion is as low as 0.0005% at
on the technique. Confused? Let's take a
lk Hz at rated output, because the transistors
guided tour of amplifiers before Super-A
do not switch on and off.
came on the scene.
Naturally the Super-A power section in
all X-series amps is of advanced DC design
Class Aor B?
for even.greater accuracy. Unlike
For power amplifiers in hi-fi the
conventional models there are only two
Class-Bmode has been predominantly
amps inside. The tone control circuit is part
popular — because it is efficient. Roughly
of the negative feedback network of the
3urnes more efficient than Class-A. But it
power amp. Distortion is much reduced.
achieves this efficiency by permitting its
Thanks to the new DC servo technique
power output transistors to switch on and
the phono input accepts moving-coil and
off. This leads to switching and cross-over
moving-magnet cartridges. Of course the
distortion. These forms of distortion often
circuit operates in the Class-A mode as befits
make the final musical output sound harsh
the Super-A power amp section. Output is
and unnatural.
100 watts RMS per channel, both channels
On aClass-A operated amp the
driven, into 8ohms, 20 Hz to 20kHz,
transistors remain on all the time. So they
0.005% THD. Isn't that music to your ears?
yield acleaner, less distorted audio output.
Tell me more.
But, Class-A is inefficient because it
eliminates switching distortion by the
If they asked us, we could write abook
constant application of afixed bias current.
... and we have. So why not send for your
At JVC's Audio Engineering Research
guide to Super-A sound and the X-series of
Centre we saw the way to obtain the best of
stereo integrated amplifiers?
both worlds. So we went to work on a
unique variable bias circuit.

Aefilal
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Super-A...the 'cool'amp.
The all new Super-A amp has an active
bias-control circuit to adjust the bias current
as the output level varies. This prevents the
power transistors from switching
completely off by providing aminimum
bias when there's no signal present for the
transistor to amplify.
With less power wasted as heat it actually
saves on power consumption.
In short, we've achieved the "cool"
amp. Distortion is reduced and efficiency
improved. (The efficiency is equal to that of
Class-Bdespite its high-power output).
Linearity is higher and distortion is lower

r—To: JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate,RR
Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2 7AF.
Please send me further guidance on
your Super-A amps.
Name
Address

JVC

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

VC Is the trade mark of the VIclor Company of Japan

Z.

Better sounds.
Trio KD1033B Boots Price £ 7.50

Sansui SRB20()Boots Price £ 9.50

fitIttitt(484144144tt4ttlft 44 .44ti ,,
//I/tit- 81444441114W 4 411.4.11%1 ,4N,
//lifilittittft144ItiltttitiNt‘ 44%
//If // 1/ 44181411114141144tIltil't

Trio KA1500B 2x30W Boots Price £69.50

Trio KX530 Boots Price £ 9.50

Trio KX520 Dolby Boots Price £89.50

Trio KR2090L 2xl8WAM/FM (LW) Boots Price £ 9.50

Hi-fis available at the following Boots branches. Aberdeen, Bedford, Belfast, Birmingham, Blackpool, Bradford, Brent Cross, Brighton,
Croydon, Derby, Exeter, Falkirk, Glasgow, ( Boots Corner/Sauchiehall Street), Gloucester, Hanley, Hull, Ilford, Leeds, Leicester, Luton,
Manchester, Newcastle, Newport, Northampton, Nottingham, Slough, Swansea, Wood Green, Worthing.
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Fewer pounds.
Garrard GT25P Boots Price £59.50

Trio KT5300 AM/FA/Tuner Boots Price £79.50

Trio SRC75 Console
Boots Price £39.50
IMI
'
r- "

r

Right now there's some great low
price hi-fi at Boots Audio Departments.
Record decks, cassette decks, amps,
tuners, speakers and lots more top-quality
equipment at low low prices. Build up a
complete Trio system or take the chance to
upgrade your present stack.
It's hi-fi you can't turn down and it's
all at Boots now.

Ferguson 3926 Casseiver 2x25W
Dolby AWFM/LW/SWBoots Price £119.50

Wharfedale Shelton
XP2 (per pair) Boots Price £55.50

Our rew Cread Card Thesdnple
way to budel and buy at Boots
Deters evadable from all lyancheS
13001s AncEss. Barclaycard and
Trustcard

From the branches listed opposite
while limited stocks last.

Value with
the Special Touch
21

Audio-T Aúd o-T Audio-T Auc lo-T Audio-T Audio-T
EXPORT

ci

Personal shoppers can take advantage of

o
o

our ' over the counter' export scheme.
We also ship directly abroad, contact us
for tax free price quotes and delivery
costs to anywhere in the world.

----,
—l-ii-Ft
in Engleand
Koop tuw
,
goedkoper
uit.
---------]

Phone for our competitive
prices, available on most
makes of equipment.
•----,

NIllij exporteren direkt naar u.
'se Accem lx•rx•

Genom aft koPa Din HiFi
anlaggning fran England kan
Du spara pengar. \li ar
specialister pa direkt ocb

*--) Credit facilities available
to personal calle s.
BARCLAYCARD

personli g export.

Audio T

The Audio Consultants
Auc io-T

Victor Buckland Ltd.,
41-49 London Road, Derby.
0332 48425/6/7

Sound by
1745 FMLL
Hi Fi and Pro-Audio Products
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Amelm e
190 West End Lane
London NW61SQ
Tel. 01-794 7848.
Mon- Wed 11.6

Thurs - Fri 11 - 7 Sot 10- 5

Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T Audio-T

"We stock
and recommend
Bose!'
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Wenn man Hi- Fi von Eng-

land kauft,
kann se
man
ren Geld
un s
,sparer).
VVir speziali
i
n Direkt und Privatexport.
Si vou achetez votre Hi- Fi
d'Angletserre vous
fair
pouvez n e
speciali
des
economies.
Nous
directe et
son s dans l
personn elle.
'
exportatous
ion

"Looks great,
sounds even
better!'
HiFi Connections,
51 Beckenham Road,
Beckenham, Kent.
01-658 3450

Studiocraft®

In the HiFi jungle, there's asystem that
doesn't speak with forked tongue

Choosing aHi Fi system should be fun. But
for the unwary, it can be like stepping into a
jungle. Ajungle where everything is not always as
it seems. Systems may have apparently
impressive technical specifications. But if such
specifications are regarded as an end in
themselves the sound you hear can still be
coloured, harsh and ultimately tiresome.
You hear music the way the system dictates,
rather than the way the musicians intended.
We at Pye believe that there is only one way
to build sound reproduction equipment, and
that is to get as close as it is humanly and

electronically possible to ensuring that you hear
the music the way it was originally played.
The Pye Hi Fi Sound Project system HF3035
stands out in the Hi Fi jungle as one that speaks
to you with straight tongue. It has a35 watts per
channel amplifier with less than 0.08% THD.
An advanced cassette deck with Dolby B®
System. An electronically controlled semiautomatic turntable with wow and flutter better
than 0.09% WRMS, complete with cartridge.
And apair of high performance bass reflex 2-way
speakers.
The elegant housing furniture is designed to

ensure domestic harmony with its smooth teak
finish, cassette drawer, recessed turntable shelf,
and smoked glass door shutting off the record
compartment
Pye speaks to you with straight tongue in
more ways than one. The price of the complete
HF3035 system is only around £475. Famous
Pye reliability is built-in and you will be backed by
our nationwide service network, in the unlikely
event of your ever needing it
Pye's promise to you is -'The finest audio
equipment of its class you can buy

PYE HI-F1 SOUND PROJECT

You con rely on Pue
*

Dolby

is aregistered trade mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc

Pye Ltd., 137 Ditton Walk Cambridge CB5 8QD.

If you really want to know
the truth about your Hi-Fi
RE- 257 High-velocity with advanced
system, plug in these Ross
design drive units and independent
volume controls. Imp- 4 - 32 ohms.
headphones.
Response: 20 - 22,000 Hz.
Sens. 90 dB. SRL. at 1000 Hz.
Loudspeakers can be liars.
Weight: 240 gm Around £23.00.
Hampered by random room
reflections, they cannot develop
true bass which limits the quality
of the sound your system is
capable ofreproducing.
Ross headphones provide a RE-272 Studio monitor Samariun Cobalt
superrnagnet headphones.
direct link between drive unit
Matching Imp: 8 - 1000 ohms.
Response 8 - 28,000 Hz
and ear across two thimblefulls
Sens 125 dB SRL at 1000 Hz.
Weight 160 gm. Around £370C
of unobstructed air space.
Like George Washington they
cannot tell alie. They will reveal
with ruthless accuracy the
condition of your playback
rI'm intrigued! Please send me more information about the
heads or stylus. And they will
Ross range of stereo headphones.
help you to site your speakers
Name
for the best results.
So when you want to listen to Address
ROSS 32 Rathbone Place, London WI P1AD
the whole truth in private — plug
ELECTRONICS TEL. 01-580 7112 F;FN & RR;8 80
in your Ross headphones. CROSSI9a)
.
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Wm/ made seiPme Acmemeemmi mI
Lotoreemees...
The Meridian M1 active
loudspeakers include 3power
amplifiers each and are being
presented with the matching
Meridian 101 Pre-amplifier
making up acomplete
system with aprize value of
£1,700.

Tickets for the draw will be awarded as follows:
One for the first £ 50 value of the purchase and an
extra ticket for each complete £ 100 thereafter, e.g.
Purchase of £ 360 entitles purchaser to 4tickets.
This offer applies to any purchase of sale items
below, or any other normal stock during the period
Mon 14 July-Sat 30 Aug 1980. The draw will take
place on Fri 5Sept at Radford Hi Fi, Bristol branch.
The winner will be notified and announced in the
Hi Fi press. Employees of Radford Hi Fi and associate
compamies, and relations are exempt from this draw.

AT vita
RADFoRD >Ale.
SPEAKERS

RECORD DECKS

AR14
179.95
Audiomaster MLS1 109.00
Audiomaster MLS4 189.00
Bose 301 s/s
125.00
B&VV DM5
85.00
Celex Monitor
172.00
Celex Mini-Prof
226.00
Celex PE1
317.00
Celestion Ditton 22 196.00
Griffin 27
200.00
IMF TDL BS2
63.00
IMF Super Compact128.00
IMF ALS40
300.00
IMF TLS 50/11
345.00
Infinity OTM JNR 210.00
Infinity GE
112.00
JBL L40
193.00
JBL L110
380.00
KLH 28
350.00
Monitor Audio
MA2
242.00
MA84
219.00
Phillips AH489
119.00
Radford T90 s/s
264.00
RAM 100
148.00
RAM 150
193.00
RAM 200
210.00
Tandberg Fasett
67.00
Technics SBXS
204.00
Technics SB4500
110.00

Prices Include VAT

JVC LA11
Sony PS333
Sony PSX35
Sony PSP7X
Sansui SRZ22
Thorerrs TD110 sis
Thorens TD115 sis
Thorens TD126BC
Technics SLZOO
Technics SL5200
Technics SL1710
Technics SL 1600
Trio K0 3070

54.00
69.00
79.00
186.00
59.00
98.00
112.00
225.00
49.00
110.00
185.00
216.00
115.00

OPEN REEL DECKS
Sony TC399
Teal A3300SX2T
Techni2:s RS1506

255.00
409.00
661.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa A D2000
BIC T3
Hitachi 0980
JVC KD1OB
JVC KDA2
Pioneer CTF750
Pioneer CT F650
Sony TCK8B
Sony TCK60
Sony TCK55/11

99.95
289.00
212.00
98.00
72.00
198.00
159.00
335.00
199.00
146.00

Sony TCK45
111.00
Sony TCK35
90.00
Sony TCU30
89.00
Tandberg TCD320 204.00
Teal CX270
102.00
Teal CR1500
145.00
Technics RSM22
125.00
Technics RS:V156
214.00
Technics RSM63
216.00
Technics RSM671
145.00
Trio KX550
110.00
Trio KX650
150.00
Trio KX1060
230.00

RECEIVERS
Aiwa AX7700
Aiwa AX7800
Hitachi SR 304L
Hitachi SR504L
JVC RS5L
JVC RS7
Pioneer LX690
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer SX790
Sansui G70000
Sony STRV3L
Sony STRV6
Sony STR333L
Sony STR434L
Technics SA100L
Technics SA200L
Technics SA500
Technics SA700

Personal No- VAT Export Facilities

126.00
202.00
99.00
112.00
110.00
148.00
125.00
118.00
163.00
350.00
138.00
250.00
118.00
175.00
98.00
142.00
249.00
329.00

Technics,SA5070
Toshiba SA620
Trio KR2010L
Trio KR5030
Yamaha CR220
Yamaha CR420

88.00
150.00
90.00
250.00
109.00
128.00

AMPS & TUNERS
Hitach, HA2500
61.00
Hitachi HA3500
75.00
Hitachi HA5700
123.00
Hitachi HCA6500
58.00
Hitachi HMA6500 103.00
Hitachi HMA7500 280.00
Lecson API
144.00
Lecson AP3
225.00
Lecson SF M2
207.00
Marantz 1152
278.00
Marantz 2100T
84.00
Meridian
101/103 s/s
278.00
Monogram
3000/3200
619.00
Optonica SM3636 219.00
Pioneer SA408
52.00
Pioneer SA508
80.00
Pioneer SA608
116.00
Pioneer SA706
128.00
Pioneer SA7800
215.00
Pioneer TX7800
152.00
Pioneer TXD1000 210.00
Radford ZD22
185.00
Radfoud ZD50
220.00

Radford ZD100
Sansui A80
Sansui T80
Sony TAF3A
Sony TAF6B
Sony TA313
Sony TA333
Sony TAF60
Sony STJ60
Sony TAF535
Sony TAF30
Sony STA3OL
Sony ST333L
Sony TAP7X
Sony STP7X
Technics SU8011
Technics SU8022K
Technics SU8044
Technics ST8044L
Technics ST8055
Technics SU8055
Technics SU8077K
Technics SU8099K
Technics ST8011K
Technics SU9011
Technics SE9021
Technics ST9031
Technics SUCO1
Technics SECO1
Technics STC01
Trio KA3700
Trio KT413
Trio KTS500
Trio KT8300
TVA10

Securicor Delivery f4.90 per item

342.00
110.00
86.00
98.00
215.00
79.00
70.00
150.00
126.00
110.00
79.00
79.00
70.00
186.00
186.00
78.00
109.00
127.00
128.00
133.00
161.00
238.00
465.00
86.00
136.00
165.00
115.00
130.00
260.00
130.00
56.00
109.00
82.00
265.00
340.00

While Stocks Last

If you are in the Bristol Area manager
Tony Revelle and his staff will be
happy to assist you ...

Radford H fi Lim

If you are in the London Area
manager Paul Stephenson and his staff
will be pleased to see you at our new
branch in Windsor.

ed

Radford Hif Lim'ted

52/54 Gloucester Road, Bri toi BS7 8BH

43 King Edward Court Windsor

Tel. ( 0272)422709/44593 Telex: 449315

Tel. ( 07535) 56931
for Latest Price

.co
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+ Expert Advice
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See itallat
Harr

At Garrard, now apart of the
Gradiente Group, we have awhole
range of goodies up our sleeve ready to
be introduced at Harrogate.
Now you can see tried and tested
Garrard belt and direct drive models as
components of superb new rack

systems, teaming up
with beautifully designed cassette decks,
tuners, amplifiers and speakers which
enjoy the same famous after-sales service.
Don't miss this greatest ever
Garrard range.

garrard

Garrard Limited, Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wiltshire. Telephone: 0793 35381
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BEST BUY

READPHONES&CARTRIDGES

SENNIHIEIZIER

SIENNIHEISER

headphones
HD 400
Hi Fi Choice

Best Buy'

HD 4I4X
Over 2 million sets sold

HD 420
Hi Fi Choice ' Best Bt,,,'

HD 424X
Hi Fi Choice ' Recommended'

HD 430
The new top end model

They all have three features in common:
* TOP PERFORMANCE
* SUPERB COMFORT
* EXCELLENT RELIABILITY
As well as the two ' Best Buy' awards and the ' Recommendation'
bestowed by Hi Fi Choice, Serinheiser headphones were also
selected by NASA for use aboard Skylab. Little wonder the U.K.
Hi Fi press have given the range such enthusiastic reviews.
Why not audition Sennheiser headphones at your local dealer
and you will then see why they are the first choice for so
many Hi Fi enthusiasts. Alternatively, write to us for
further information.

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Churchfield Road. Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks, SL9 9EW, Telephone Gerrards Cross ( 02813) 88447

HAYDEN

Please send me more details of the Sennheiser headphone range

Name

Address ...

Code

HFN 8

Out of bounds
A power amplifier has to produce an adequate
output voltage. This voltage has to be able to change at
asufficiently high rate to trace accurately any
possible programme waveform. It has to be able to do
all this independently of the current drawn by the
loudspeaker.
These are the three dimensional limits of apower
amplifier, usually referred to as voltage clipping level,
slew rate and output current limit.
If an amplifier is operated so that none of these
limits is exceeded, and is otherwise competently
designed, then the amplifier will not degrade the
programme. (If the programme were auditioned at the
input or the output of such an amplifier there would be
no audible change).
QUAD amplifiers are such amplifiers.
For further details on the full range of QUAD
products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUAD is a registered trade mark.

1978

Insert th ,,side oto reOD(Cfer

111..

DO no QOUCh
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JVC made the worlds
first VHS tape...we still do
Since JVC developed and launched the hour, one, two and three hour cassettes.
VHS system in 1976, we've made sure we are
Superb free offer - Cassette Rack
the leaders in the home video world. Now
Now with each purchase of ten or
with 17 other manufacturers adopting our
more cassettes, we are giving away totally
system, VHS is the most popular home video free, asuperb JVC, VHS cassette rack.
system in the world.
A stylish and practical way to store ten
And this year we opened anew factory
VHS cassettes.
producing amillion VHS cassettes amonth.
So why not pop in to your nearest
Each and every tape is of the finest quality.
JVC dealer today and pick up the name
We have tapes to suit every need with our half that started it all?

VHS

PAL

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY
JVC is thetrade mark of heVictor Compony of Japon
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DESIGNING A SUPERIOR SYNTHESISER HASN'T GONE TO OUR HEADS.
JUST OUR HEADPHONES.
Asa hi-fi manufacturer we've found certain advantages in be.ing
a musical instrument manufacturer as well. For example, over the
years it has been responsible for us developing an unusually critical
ear for music. Which is why our people can actually appreciate subtle
tonal qualities that even sensitive test equipment can't measure.
Also, when you produce complex electronic instruments such
as synthesisers, you've got to be well up on the latest technology. All
those shown here feature a new, radical and exclusive Yamaha
orthodynamic design. The result is lower distortion and wider
frequency response. Here's how it works. A small-mass diaphragm
vibrates over the entire surface giving bright, clear treble and crisp,
clean bass notes. In fact, due to the spiral winding and corrugated
construction, the richness of the bass just cannot be improved.

Critics found the HP1, HP2 and FIP3 " possibly the best value
and most comfortable headphones ever made." The specifications
vary slightly with additional refinements built-in according to price.
At the top end of the range is a very talented newcomer. It's
called the YH100 and it features arare earth serium cobalt magnet
that gives high sensitivity and durability. As well as an aluminium
diecast housing that cuts out unnecessary and annoying vibrations.
Whichever of our headphones you choose, you'll find they're
remarkably light in weight and easy on the ear.
DETAILS OF THE FULL RANGE OF
YAMAHA HEADPHONkS FROM: NATURAL
SOUND SYSTEMS, 10 BYRON ROAD.
WEALDSTONE. HARROW. MIDDLESEX
11A3 7TL. TELEPHONE: 01-863 8622

YAMAHA

We have agood ear for music

Available from.better Hi-FL stores 'and selected breeches of Boots...

An example of New Class A amplifier waveform.

ie rough with the smooth.
Even today, over 90% of power
amplifiers are in the B or AB class.
Chances are, then, our top picture
shows the kind of waveform you have to
live with.
Not apretty sight, is it?
Now our New Class A amplifiers
present you with an altogether smoother
picture.
Which, of course, translates into
better sound quality with less distortion.
Ah, but isn't there asnag with
Class A amplifiers? Something about poor
power conversion efficiency?
Quite right.
Three years ago, we came close to
cracking the problem with our
revolutionary Class A+ amplifiers.
Indeed, many critics hailed them as
the first Class A amplifiers to offer
Class B efficiency.
Still, we weren't satisfied.
So instead we decided to take a
completely different approach by using a

synchro-bias technique.
Which in turn led us to develop new
circuit components that overcame the
problems of using transistors for tube
applications.
All that thinking has now gone into
our four New Class A amplifiers.
Called our ' V' series, they start at 40
watts per channel and rise to amighty
105 watts per channel.
Even at Technics we're convinced
they're the first amplifiers to combine
Class B efficiency with the joys of Class A
distortion-free sound.
Their warm vitality and effortless
clarity have to be heard to be believed.
Until then, you'll just have to
believe your eyes.

Technics
New Class A Amplifiers
107/109 Whitby Rd., Slough, Berks SL1 3DR. Tel: Slough 27516.

"Bose
the ultimate!'

The Longplayer,
118 High Street, Margate,
Kent. 0843 293477

A.C.L. Radio Services,
1North Mall, Grays, Essex
RM17 6QF. 0375 78646
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HiFi and Pro-Audio Products
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OUR BABY PROVES SMALL
CAN BE = EALITIFUL

The Chartwell PM110 is no ordinary small loud speaker.
It's remarkably efficient and particularly suitable for low power amplifiers.
Like its bigger brothers, its appearance is as pleasing as its performance. So it becomes
part of your furniture as well as part of your hi-fi.
And again like its brothers, its performance is consustently outstanding because we
make the drive units ourselves.
We use polypropylene for the cones, which has all the advantages and reliability of
plastic plus the sensitivity of paper.
But without the typical variations, distortion and cclouration of paper.
So when you have our baby, small is unquestionably beautiful.
Just send alarge self-addressed, stamped envelope for full details to
Swisstone Electronics Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.
Tel: 01-697 8511. Telex: 847777 Swisselec 492.

CF1ARTWELL

THE SPEAKERS THAT LOOK AS GOOD AS THEY SOUND.

@
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fact: there's aShure
cartridge
that's correct
for your system
—and your
cheque- book:

V15 Type IV— The perfectionist's pickup—
overcomes such ever-present problems as
warp, static electricity, and dust. Ultra-flat
response. Reduced distortion. Unprecedented trackability 3
/ to 11
4
/ grams tracking
4
Premium- priced

M97HE — The top model from an entire new
line of Shure pickup cartridges, each with the
exclusive Dynamic Stabilizer and the unique
SIDE- GUARD stylus protection system, and
available in arange of stylus tips, tracking
forces, and prices. The M97HE features the
distortion- reducing Hyperelliptical stylus.
/ toi/4 grams tracking.
4
3

M95HE — New mid- priced cartridge with
distortion- reducing Hyperelliptical stylus.
Flat response. 3
/ to 11
4
/
2 grams tracking.

M75ED Type 2— Deluxe cartridge with a
nude-mounted Biradial (Elliptical)stylus for
outstanding high frequency trackability 3/
4 to
1Y2 grams tracking. Overall performance
previously unavailable at this price level.

the pickup
cartridge is the
heart of hi-fi...
The hi-fi pickup
cartridge functions as the source of
sound (
the point at which the recording
is linked with the balance of the hi-fi
system)— therefore, its role in high
fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the
camera can be no better than its lens,
not even the finest hi-fi system in the
world can transcend the limitations of
an inferior cartridge. The cartridge represents arelatively modest investment
which can audibly upgrade the sound
of your entire record playback system.

Consult with your neaiby Shure dealer
who will help you select the Shure
pickup cartridge that is correct for your
system and your cheque- book. We
especially recommend that you
audition the Shure V15 Type IV.
Discriminating critics throughout the
world praise this cartridge as the new
standard for faithful sound re-creation
It overcomes such ever-present
/Sroblems as dust, static electricity,
"hot" signals, and record warp that
cause " clicks" or "pops," and distorted
record reproduction. May we send you
our brochure?

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone Iv1E15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

Cartridge Clinic— Harrogate HiFi Festival
Exhibition Centre, Stand B.5
Bring along your Shure Cartridge/Stylus for Free Inspection

38
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The Bose
concept of spatial
sound is unique.
More than
two decades of
research have
produced arange of
speakers that deliver
abalanced combination of
direct and reflected sound to
match closer than ever before
the `feel' of alive performance.
Our 901 speaker achieves
this unique realism
with one forward
facing driver supplying

conventional direct. sound, while eight rear
facing drivers provide the all important
reflected sound.
The same high standards of excellence are
achieved throughout
the entire Bose range,
from the powerful professional speakers used
by top performers like
Ronnie Scott, to the
small compact 301's.
And now at last we've brought the direct/
reflecting concept to car stereo, giving live
con ,
2ert hall realism to in-ear entertainment.
If you want to hear more, get in touch with

us at Bose (UK) Limited, Trinity Trading
Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD.
Telephone: Sittingbourne (0795) 75341.
Sound by
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H i-Fi and Pro-Audio Products

NEW 1981
HI-FI RANGES
in stock NOW. Call 01 247 9791
for price and demonstrations

Britains leading HiFi and Cassette Centre
Major stockists of ADC, AR Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodwans, Hitachi, JVC, Marantz, Nakamichi,
Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tannoy, Toshiba,Trio, Wharfedale, Et Yamaha

AMPLIFIERS

Our Price

0.,
£69.95

£39.95

RECEIVERS

Our Price

£89.95

Amstrad EX 220
Quality Hi Fi at alow price with
this 25W output stereo amplilim
giving afull range of filters and
bars. treble and balance controls
have click position potentiometers.

Amplifier with LEO power display
which news level of musical source
and responds instantaneously to
charges in output level. Mk, mixing an
connections from two pairs of speaker

Akai AM1101/AMUO 2
POA
Aiwa 8100
75.95
Amstrad EX 220
39.95
JVC AS3/AX1/2/3/4
POA
Hltachi HA3501.1/4500/5700 POA
Sansui A40
62.95
Sony TA333/TAE30
POA
Sony TA212
lees 13X 300
Trio KA300

59.95
POA
57.95

Trio KA 305
Technics S1122
Yamaha A450
Pioneer 50408

POA
69.95
POA
58.95

See an hear the new ranges from
Hitachi JVC, Pioneer and Sony all at competitive pr ices.

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY

WC AS3
£56.95

Amstrad Mini 15101
39.95
AR 18
POA
Castle Richmond II
85.95
Celestion Dillon 22/121
POA
Celestino Dillon 15/XR/County POA
JVC SK1/SK 700/600
POA
JBL 77VX/55VX
POA
Ket 104A0/Concorde/Celeste
POA
KL113/K11-14
Mordent Short Range
Tannoy/K LH Complete range
Technics S87
Sony SOI
Witarfdale Shelton XP2
Wharfedale Laser 4Q/60/80/100
Wharf ES50/EVÔTÉS30/E90
Wharfedale Linton XP2

PUA
POA
POA
POA
159.95
59.95
POA
POA
74 95

Plume 4G/C 2.yrey
stereo speaker system incorporating a
20cm woofer and 4,5cm tweeter. Power
handling 40W integrated programme
material. Frequency response 40 Hz to
18 kHz.

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY

Goodmans XB35
£99.95

MINI- SYSTEMS
Ferguson 7948
Mini Hr Fi system including LM/VHF
Stereo Tuner with LEI) tuning & signal
strength indicators; Stereo Amplifier
giving 25W per channel. Dolby Cassette
Deck with LED channel recotd meters &
3position rape selector plus attractive
mini speakers

Aiwa Micro- System

359 95

199.95
279.95
299.95
Hitachi ACTOI
469.95
Pio neer Mini System
(optional rack 83000 £ 64.951
Technics SCO1 Mini System
PUA
Terhnics SCO3 Mini System
POA

Amstrad Mini System
Ferguson 3948

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Hitachi ACT 01
£299.95

e

Hitachi 011.20101
New LW/MW/FM Stereo
VHF/MW/LW Stereo Receiver with
20W per channel output, loudness switch Recover giving 15W per channel output,
LED signal strength meter, integrated
automatic muting in stereo mode,
power output stage, high quality FM
aharmonic distortion of only 0.7%,
tuner. stable FM MPX circuit, equalizer
103.95
Ana 7300
circuit with high performance IC
147.95
Aiwa AX7700
109.95
Akai AAR 30
Hitachi SR 504/604
JVCJRS201/301
JVC RSII
Maranta 10001
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Sansui 030/850/070
Sony STR '333/434 L
Technics 202/303

POA
POA
109.95
119.95
99.95
126.95
POA
POA
POA

Trio KR 2010
Toshiba SA 735
Yamaha CR 640/840

96.95
157.95
POA

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY

CASSETTE CENTRE

40

keaLu-S

Sans« S022211 E
Sony PST15
Sony PST333

-

Ointe
Tremendous
AP-21000
value
2-speed automatic nturn belt
drive turntable with cueing
mechanism, anti. skating device,
top- grade MM phono canridge,
& W&F of only 0.07%.

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY

ADC17000D Quartz
Superb semi-automatic direct drive
quartz-lock turntable with low mass
fully tapered tonearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head, viscouszueing;
illuminated R.P.M. read-out. Complete
with cartridge.
Our Prime

Sony SIR 3331
£114.95

128.95
66.95
86.95
39.95
POA
49.95

in stock
POA
64.95
69.95
POA
Sony PSX35/PSX40
Technics 5182
64.95
Technics SL83/SLO2/51.03/SLO2
Technics SL033
POA
Trio 1033 with FFI5E
57.95

Som ST02321. Top quality

Aiwa AP-21001(
£39.95

£99.(15

DOLBY CASSETTE DECKS
Our Price

£69.95
thielY;
JVC 41).A5
uperb metal- rape ompatible stereo cassette
eck with remote control, sup«
minone reduction system, atrequency
esponse of 31)Hz- ifikHz and aW&F
fonly 0.04%. Atrue Hi Fi machine.
Under £100
Aiwa
Amstrad
Aka,
Hitachi
Hitachi
JVC
JVC
JVC
Manors
Done«
Sansui
Sharp
Sony
Sory
Sony
Toshiba
Toshiba
Technics
Technics
Technics

ADM100
69.95
EX700
69.96
CSIA01
69.95
022
POA
0230/0305/0403 POA
£ 0720
69.95
KIM 11
POA
KOA 22
POA
MSD 1000
92.95
CTF500/506
090
RT 10
TCU2
TCU 30
TCK 35
PC X10
PCX 12
RSM 8
RSM 12
FISM 14

M stock
POA
56.95
POA
79.95
89.95
79.95
79.95
71.95
POA
POA

Hitachi 0.980

ACHI100
Brand new superb quality
Colby Stereo Cassette deck,
Featuring cue/review mechanism.
Peak indicator. Full auto stop.
extremely low W&F.
Teas A109
Trio KX400

Altai CSQ101
New Dolby Stereo Cassette
Deck featuring Cr02/FeCr/Normal tape
facility. Super permelloy head, central VU
meter, timer start. Tremendous «rue.

69.95
79.95

Und« £160
51200
GXMIO
075S

Al«

Aka,
Hitachi
Matarte

114.95

SO 3000
2543
CT606

Philips
Pioneer
Sony
Sony
Sony
Technics
Toshiba
Trio

POA
PO A"

119.95
129.95
in stock
CTE600H/8
in stock
TCK 35/TCK 45/
TCV 30
POA
TCK45
109.95
TCK 5511
148.95
RSM 24/ 17
POA
PCXV)
119.95
0%550
119.95
00500
103.95

Und« £200
Aka.
JVC
Pioneer
Sony
Teas
Technics

POA
POA
POA
on stock

CTE650HB
in stock
TCK 55
POA
A108
POA
FISI122/85/X45/
RSMO3
POA
XX650
153.95

Owl £208
An;

6700
A06600
690011

Aka,
Hitachi
JVC

Maranta ST 3001
Pioneer TX 408
Santos T60/T80
Sony STA3OL
Sony STJ60
Sony ST212A
Sony ST333
Sansui
U417
Seguin TU317

39.95
44.95
95.95
pop
pop
99.95
58.95
POA
POA
124.95
59.95
POA
POA
104.95

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY

Sony ST333
£69.95

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
Rnht next door to Whitechapel Underground Station
Tel: 01.247 3493(24 Hour Answering Service)
Open 9am-6pm Mon- Sat

Fabulous new Dolby Cassette Deck with
Unitorque Motor/DC Motor, 3head.
logic control, auto- rewind play/autorewind stop. 11 & Pcombination head
and Dolby Calibration Control System.
Pioneer

GXM30
KOA5
KOS201
CTE750H8

309.95
169.95
369.95

GXE 90/DOM 50/
GXE 80
POA
0980/05500M
POA
KOA7/KOA77/{A8 POA

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad E5202
Amstrad EX303
Aiwa AT9300
Hitachi FT4000/F 7500
JVC T/V 31., TX11.. T4OP

reoarr

CaVendiSh 1eh

Aiwa 2600
ADC 1500
ADC 1600
, Aiwa 2100
l JVC/OL5/LA55/LF66
VC l.All
==1I Pioneer 01300/400/200

=

4t

tiree Jci

SPEAKERS
Goodmans X1325
Is One of the new range of Stereo
Speakers from Goodmans town
amplifier rated at 10-60 watts HMS
Features a25mm soft dome Hi Fi
unit 'for extra smooth high
frequencies and a200mm bass
unit for extra bass.

£39.95

£79.95

'
Sony TA 333
Tremendous 25W per channel Stereo

TURNTABLES

Our Price

Our Price

Sony

CTE1250H8
CTE950H0
Ezmokm
TCK 75

in stock
in stock
in stock
POA

Mewl Tape Decks
Aka,
Aka,

ASM30/ASM40/
ASM50
CS1.402

POA
POA
POA

033
0355
045S
03300M
KOA3/K OAS/
KOA7/77
CTF 850/950
0100
1330
TCK 65/75/55
PCX 20

POA
POA
POA
PGA

Hitachi

JVC
Pioneer
Sansui
&instil
Sony
Toshiba

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

CASSEIVERS
POA

Aiwa 3090
Ferguson 3926

129.95

Ferguson 3925

117.95

Hitachi 4001

136.95
229.95

Marantz 4025
Sony HST 89A
Teac 1500

169.95
189.95

ompare our pric
and stock
Ring HOT LINE
01 - 247 9791
AUDIO HOTLINE
01 • 247 11

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Hitachi SDT 4001

£136.95

Cavendish GUARANTEE OF SERVICE
*OVER 20011ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM
*PROFESSIONAL ADVICE * BEST PRODUCTS
AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARO TO BEAT
Prins Finalised on 12.6.80 Please check
prices and availability at purchase.

*Over 2000 models in stock
*Biggest discounts
*Test on our comparators
*Established over 50 years
' ! Irg
üi

Cavendish introduce you to four of over 50
different HiFi rack systems in stock-Come
along and test them in our modern showroom
SYSTEM CTRS 144
SYSTEM CTRS 138

MYSIC CENTRES
Our Price

Our Price

£22495

£299.95

t_e

-1Ze/

'". 0.0 emit, •
....i.e. •

Sharp 00400E
arecision.engineered hi•fi music
centre with LW/MW/SW/FM
IS pre-select stations) radio.
turntable with stroboscope &
'S' shape tonearm, Dolby cassette
deck with auto level control

Sumo 63002
Tremendous value LW/
,MW/FM stereo music centre with
digital clock. Dolby cassette deck
featuring fast forward/ rewind, best
cut switch, recording noel controls
plus an auto return 2speed
turntable with'S' shape tonearm.
167.95
309.95
179.95
184.95
299.95
259.95
POA
POA
POA
154.95
203.95
POA
399.95
POA
POA
POA

National S63000
Panasonic 562200
Pye 1602
Sharp 450
Sharp SG 500

179.95
POA
129.95
299.95
459.95

receiver, Sansui 090 Dolby
Cassette deck, Same
SOB 200 Trurntablf
with certridge, Stereo
speakers aid wood Oleo
cabine, with glass doors.)

Magnificent new remote control system from Techn.s. Consoling al
Quality locked Direct Drive Turntable, SE 4808 Stereo Power
Amplifier, ST-1(808'Tuner/Pre•amp, SH•R8013 Remote. Control S13•133
speakers and SH-546 Cabinet Complete with all leads. Securicor £ 12.

Complete with all leads.

Sanyo 62002
Sanyo 3002
Sanyo 6002
Sony HMK44
Toshiba 3350/3650
Toshiba SM360c./3750

Amstrad 140
Altai AC3750L
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3921
Hitachi ACTO1
Hitachi STD 170
Hitachi SOT 300
Hitachi SOT 400
Hitachi SOT 900
Hitachi SOT115
JVC MF 33
JVC MF 55 11
Murphy MC3210
National SG4000
National 6070
National $66000

A magnificent COMPLETE
Hi.Fi System for under £300
comprising Sansui 030 stereo

189.95
224.95
399.95
POA
POA
POA
POA

Sony HMK 7000

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
Panasonic SG 3000
£179.95

.
SL•1333

Seco ricos delivery £ 12.

SYSTEM CTRS 157

SYSTEM CTRS 154

Our Price

Our Price

£299.95

£34995
Amagnificent
Rack System with tremendous
Hi-fi specification. Comprising Sony
PST15 serni.auto direct drive turntable.
Sony TCU 30, Dolby Cassette
Deck with 16 segment LED
record meters, Sony TA 333
25W n2stereo amplifier,
Sony ST333 4band Stereo
Tuner. Magenta 4G/C Speakers.
double door glass fronted rack in
teak. rosewood or black.
Complete with all leads.

The system ronsists of
JVC JAS3 Stereo Amplifier.
JVC JTV3 Stereo Tuner, JVC
KOA2 Dolby Cassette Deck,
JVC LA 11 auto- return
turntable wth cartridge,
Marantz 45/C speakers and
all leads. Alt this plus adouble
fronted-glass door Hifi cabinet
available in teak, ash black.
rosewood or walnut finish.
SeCUfiC01

RADIO/CASSETTES

delivery £12.

Securttor delivery £ 12.

CARTRIDGES
f10.65

GLM36
£16.95
ZLM £54.95
VIM III £23.95
XLM
f33.95

Ortofon FF15E £ 11.95
F15E £ 17.95
VMS20E £25.95
M20FL £49.95
Concorde 20 £36.95

AT 11E

£ 9.50

Shure

Technica AT13EA

f15.95

ADC

Sharp GF•555E
Another first from
Sharp! DOUBLE Cassette stereo tape
recorder with LW/MW/SW/FM
radio, auto-programme locate device.
high power output of SW per channel.
Battery Mains/Radios
Aiwa TOP 130
Aiwa TPR 180
Grundig RR 400
Hitachi 5600/5601
JVC RC250
JVC RC 232
Panasonic OX 1450/RS 1750
Sanyo 2560 1.6
Sanyo 2441
Sharp 1754
Sharp 2800
Sony CFM 31

34.95
61.95
78.95
POA
39.95
38.95
POA
39.95
49.95
37.95
55.95
56.95

PAW caroms
JVC MK 100
Sanyo MK 100
Sharp RO 100X
Sanyo 5300
Sony TCM II
Sony TCM 260
Sony TCM 600

69.95
46.95
41.95
56.95
61.95
99.95
123.95

Stereo Radio Caseate Rec.
Aiwa 901
Aiwa 935
Aim 945
Akai A1490
Ferguson 3709
Ferguson 3113 ( Dolby)

79.95
114.95
129.95
144.95
59.95
89.95

Aiwa TPR-990K
Now - aportable 4
band Stereo Radio Cassette Recorder with
Dolby and Metal Tape Facility. Big output
lOW per channel. Soft- touch control
buttons. 2peak step indicators. Metal/
Cr02/FeCr/LH/normal tape facility.
Hitachi 5280
Hitachi 8155
Hitachi 8080
JVC 646/838
National 4350/FIX5500
Nordmende 881
Sanyo 9998 (
Dolby)
Sharp 8585
Sharp 9494
Sony CFS5/CFS65
Toshiba 8560/8000

72.95
89.95
POA
POA

CILM34

Audio

M75EJ

£ 13.50

M75ED

£ 13.55

M95E0 £ 19.25
M95EJ £ 13.50
M95G £ 12.95 Grado
V15 III £44.95
V15 IV £59.95
Stanton 500A £ 10.95
500EE £ 13.95

680EE £ 19.95
681E E £43.95
F1 £34.95
F2
f24.95
F3E £ 16.75
FCE

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS

HOW TO ORDER

Pay avisit to London's Specialist Video Centre fcr the most

ORDERING BY MAIL. To order by mail
state the goods required and enclose

competitive prices.

Test on comparator Akai,

Ferguson, Bush,

Hitachi.JVC, Panasonic, Philips, Sony Betamax,

Toshiba.

Buy now ready to record all your favourite programmes.

119.95
209.95
121.95
159.95
POA
POA

Sanyo 9300
Beramax video
recorder with 3% how record
time, remote pause. 3day timer,
digital tape counter. I. Channel
tuner.

cheque, postal

order

or one your

£ 11.95

ACCESS

or BARCLAYCARD number ( if sending
cash please use aregistered envelope).
Please see P&P charge below.
Mail order to:

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
If paying by ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
you may phone in your order for prompt
delivery.
SECURICOR DELIVERY Add £ 5 to order.
POST & PACKING add the following for

THIS
MONTH'S
STAR BUY
JVC 545
£73.95

P&P Amps, Tuner Amps., Stereo Tuners,

Ferguson 3V 16
New video recorder with lull remote
control, 8day clock with serial rimer.

_
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ouartz lock. capstan.
drive for superb
r
-o •men ,eareauceen

Turntables, Cassette Players, Dolby
Decks In Car add £ 1.95.Music Centres &

speakers add £5 ( Securicor only) Cartridges
add 50p.

soft eject. 3hours
play record time.

SPECIAL OFFERS ON

VIDEO TAPES

JVC VHS 180£9.50 or 10 for £92.50
Betamax L750 £ 9.25 or 10 for £ 90

ALILAI&ALKAK.411.4k
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Dual CS 506
RECOMMENDED

HIFI CHOIdE
TURNTABLES &TONI ARMS

The CS 506 is asemi- automatic hifi turntable unit with
belt drive. It incorporates many fine features, including
Dual's new Ultra Low Mass tonearm, complete with Ultra
Low Mass cartridge — only 8grams Total Effective Mass.
This turntable is already regarded by many people as the
best unit currently available in the £100 class.
ULTRA

Lu

w'r

For further information on this model and other Dual products, please contact:

Hayden Laboratories Limited
Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks, SL9 9EW. Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447

HAYDEN

Dual

PAGEANT SERIES 2
£206 00
1,e.eci.

A.1.1 k

SIGNIFER
£608.00
(excl. VAT)

FESTIVAL SERIES 2
£138.00
(excl. V.A.T

CARNIVAL SERIES 2
El 04.00
(e.xcl VA I
-)

for your greater pleasure.
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Mordaunt-Short Ltd ,'/
High- Fidelity Loudspeakffl. Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Rogate (S.T.D. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
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AUDIO PRIORITIES

monito
soun
• All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15% •
•
Two Year Gaurantee
•
•
Comparator Demonstrations •
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA408. . £ 59-00
Pioneer SA508 . £ 91-00
Pioneer SA608
£ 127-00
Pioneer SA708 . £165-00
Rotel RA300
£59-00
Technics SUZ2
P 0.A.
Technics SUV2
P 0.A.
JVC ASS
£85.00
JVC JAS22
£106.00
Armstrong
P 0.A.
Quad-Trio-JVC
P 0.A.
Yamaha-Hitachi
P 0.A.
Sugden-Revox
P 0.A.
Technics New Range
P 0.A.
RECEIVERS
BEOMASTER 1500
BEOCENTRE 2800
JVC JRS301 SP. .
JVC RS7 SP
Aiwa AX7600. .
Aiwa AX7800.
Akai AA1135.
Akai AA1125.
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer New Range
Technics SA 101L
Technics SA 202L
Technics SA 303L
Sony-Goodmans
Hitachi-Aiwa
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Technics New Range
Rotel

£176.00
£280.00
£249.00
£135.00
£159.00
£248.00
£125.00
£95.00
£96-00
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P OA.
P 0.A.
P OA.
P0.A.
P0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0 A.

TURNTABLES/CA RT RODG ES
Pioneer PL512
£ 49.00
Pioneer PL200X
£ 89.00
Pioneer PL300X . £109.00
Pioneer New Range
P 0.A.
Technics SLB2
P OA.
Technics SLD2
P 0.A.
Technics SLO2
P 0.A.
JVC OLA5R
P 0.A.
Dual Range
P O.A.
Bang and Olufsen .
P 0.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC. . . P.O.A.
Thorens-Shure-OrtolonRevox
P 0.A.
Revox-STD-Entre etc
PO.A.
SME 3009ND Arm
P0.A
SME 3009 III arm.S
C79.00
Technics Range
PO.A.
Hi- Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVC-Pioneer . . . P.O .A.

TUNERS
Pioneer TX408
Pioneer TX608
Technics ST8011L
Technics ST8044L
Technics ST 8055
JVC TV5L
Sony-Sugden
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range

£59.00
f94.00
P 0.A.
P O.A.
P0.A.
£97-00
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P O.A.
P 0.A.

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF500
£88.00
Pioneer CTF600 £108.00
Pioneer CTF650 . £170.00
JVC KDA3
£139-00
JVC KDA
£159.00
JVC KD720
£74.00
Akai GX4000D
£189.95
Akai AX40001)13
£240.00
BEOCORD 5000
£299-00
Aiwa M100
£88-00
Aiwa New Range
P0.A.
HITACHI D980, 3 HEAD . C169.00
Hitachi New Range
P0.A.
Sony- Yamaha
P O.A.
Technics
P 0.A.
Bang and Cilufsen
P O.A.
JVC
POA.
Revoir
P0.A.
SPEAKERS ( pair)
Celestion UL8 . ...... C155-00
Celestion Dinon 15XR £115.00
Celestion Onion 22
P O.A.
Celestion Dinon 33
P O.A.
Celestion 442
P OA.
Celestion 551
P O.A.
Wharfedale Shelton
£64.00
Wharfedale Linton XP2 .
P.O.A.
Wharfedale New Range.
Wharfedale E30
P 0.A.
Wharfedale E50
£ 66-00
Wharfedale E70
P 0.A.
Goodmans X825
£89-00
Goodmans XB35
£109-00
Goodmans X845
£128-00
Audiomaster
P O.A.
& W-IMF
P 0.A.
Quad-Lenteck
P O.A.
Monitor Audio
P O.A.
Castle-JR-AR . .
P.O.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen ..
P.O.A.
Tangent-M ission
P 0.A.

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90 . . . ....
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
TOK AD C90.
.
TDK SA C90
.
Maxell UD C90

10 rate
£0.83
£1.37
£1.22
£ 1.65
£ 1-36

20 rate
£0-82
£1.34
£1 - 14
£1.54
£1.33

POSTAGE: 769 per ten, 98p per twenty
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

•

35 Moscow Road, Queensway, London '4
,
1
,2
Mon

Tues

Sat

Telephone 01-229 2077
Basic opening hours
9.30-5.30
Thurs 9.30-1

Fri

9.30-7

HIGH QUALITY
REALISTICALLY PRICED,
MICROPHONE PRE- AMP
FOR dbx, DOLBY AND
TAPE RECORDER OWNERS.

• 4'' 111

e

Please ring or write for full specifications.
MAC. ITO, 437 WESTOA1E LANE, MAPPERLEY, NOTTINGHAM.
TEL (0802) 808998. TELEX. 378118 HOFMAC G
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

STEWART CAMERAS & HI-FI
AKG

KEF
JVC VIDEO

TEL 71935

Wed

SHERWOOD LOW NOISE
MICROPHONE
PRE-AMPLIFIER

JVC

64 chapel st. chorley, lanca shire.
44

Thomas Heinitz musie in the home

CASTLE

monitor,

souna

Have you ever wondered why we have been variously described as '
the doyen
of Hi-Fi music' ( Penguin's London Shopping Guide), '
Britain's leading Hi -Fi
specialist' (The Observer) or as 'epitomising all that is most civilised and musicoriented in the British audio scene' (High Fidelity, USA)? Our involvement
with audio over almost forty years, of course, has something to do with it:
more important, however, is our deep understanding of music and of the
technical problems, allied to an unchanging policy of utter frankness and total
fairness towards our clients which leads to permanent relationships based on
trust-trust in our advice, in our help in installing any selected equipment and
in our comprehensive after-sales service (which includes entitlement to a
substantial discount on all discs and tapes once equipment has been purchased
from us).
When you first consult us about a new music system for your home, we place
great emphasis on 'getting our priorities right'. In our list of priorities, splitting
technical hairs so as 'to please any passing bat' (as Flanders & Swann so aptly
put it) figures nowhere: what we care about is the best possible musical
performance your projected outlay will permit, the long-term reliability of the
chosen components (including first-rate back-up by manufacturers or their
agents in the UK) and visually attractive design.
Although musical performance and reliability must obviously take precedence
over elegant appearance ('cosmetic Hi -Fi' as such, designed primarily for
'with it' visual appeal, cuts little ice with us), it is now possible to put together
admirable systems which, for a comparatively modest outlay, will produce
results to delight the serious music lover, allied to superb reliability, compactness and the kind of appearance to satisfy all who put great store by visual
style. Thanks to the technical advances of recent years, loudspeakers now
combine sound of the highest excellence with a degree of compactness which
remains aconstant source of amazement to those who visit our studio for the
first time, while amplifiers, tuners and receivers are becoming neater and more
attractive year by year-thus the new Onkyo TX2 0 Receiver surely deserves
whatever award may be on offer for functional elegance. Where major installations of some complexity are concerned-including, where required, TV sets
and video recorders of top quality-we like to collaborate with architects and
interior designers in our striving for an ideal blend of musical excellence and
visual appeal.
LIVE RECORD REVIEW
LRR, which has been functioning at our studio each Saturday from 2 p.m. to
4.30 for almost aquarter of acentury fulfils several purposes: these free recitals
featuring the latest classical recordings may simply be enjoyed for their own
sake, they can be used as an agreeable and painless way of 'getting to know us',
or they may assist you in discovering what loudspeakers ( unquestionably the
dominant components in any music system!) would best suit your purpose.

AMMO
er1711,
ANNOY

ORTOFON
PIONEEER
SANSUI
SENNHEISER
SHURE
TECHNICS

9 THE ARCADE - HATFIELD - HERTS
Telephone: HATFIELD ( 30) 64808

HIFI AUDIO-TN.-VIDEO- MICRO COMPUTERS

PROBABLY LONDONS LOWEST PRICES

GIGANTIC SUMMER CLEARANCE
DURING JULYAND AUGUST

AIWA AX7600
AKAI CS703D
AKAI AC3750L
AKAI AC3400L
AKAI AM2250
AKAI AM2350
AKAI AT2250
AKAI AA1150
AKA I
AA1175
AKAIAT2450
AKAIGXC704D
AKAI GXC715D
ADC 1600
AR 18
AR 25
AMSTRAD EX202
AMSTRAD EX700
AMSTRAD EX250
AUDIO PRO B-250
BOLIVAR 18
BOSE 301
BOSE 501
CELESTION 551
DENON PMA200
EAGLE L4200
GOODMANS 4000 ( No spks)
GOODMANS SIGMA
HARMON 1500
HITACHI HA-250
IMF SUPER COMPACT II
JBL L50
J.R. 150
J.V.C. RS5L
J.V.C. AS5
K.L.H. 331
LUX R1050
LUX R1120

£99.90
£59.90
£149.90
£99.90
£49.90
£59.90
£49.90
£109.95
£139.90
£79.90
£79.90
£129.90
£69.90
£79.90 pr
£122.50 pr
£29.90
£49.90
£29.90 pr
£299.90
£79.90 pr
£124.90 pr
£229.90 pr
£299.90 pr
£99.90
£19.90 pr
£99.90
£149.90 pr
£99.90
£39.90
£149.90 pr
£299.90 pr
£189.90 pr
£99.90
£59.90
£79.90 pr
£199.90
£299.90

HUNDREDS OF OTHER BARGAINS
CALL OR RING TODAY

MARANTZ 2238BL
MARANTZ 2285B
MARANTZ 1122DC
MICRO SEIKI MB10
MISSION 720
MONITOR AUDIO MA- 16
MONITOR AUDIO MA-6
MONITOR AUDIO MA-84
OPTONICA RT1616
ROTEL RA2020
ROTEL RA2030
ROTEL RD2200M
TEAC A-109
TEAC A-510
TEAC A-700
TEAC A-7300 2T
TRIO KA-3700
TRIO KT-5500
TRIO KX-830
TRIO KA-8100
TRIO KA-9100
WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE SP2

£99.90
£199.90
£99.90
£49.90
£229.90 pr
£49.90 pr
£129.90 pr
£199.90 pr
£59.90
£129.90
£169.90
£119.90
£69.90
£99.90
£199.90
£599.90
£49.90
£49.90
£89.90
£149.90
£199.90
£49.90 pr
£139.90 pr

LION HOUSE

227/229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W.1. Tel: 01 637 1601 or 580 7383
Opening Times: Monday- Saturday 9am-6pm.
Late opening Thursday until 7pm.
MAIL ORDERS Add £4.00 for Securicor Delivery:
Order by mail or telephone using Access or Barclaycard.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE.
Prices correct at time of going to press. an_chei
but subject to alteration withoutBi
notice. Special offers always
MIA
Barclaycard.
avaiable. All prices include VAT. •
E&OE.
, Carta Blanche.
These offers subject to goods unsold.
accapt 7d
These offers also available from
D&D HI Fi & AUDIO. 17 Tottenham Court Road. 580 7731
DISCOUNT AUDIO. 231 tottenham Court Road 580 3459.
BUDGETSOUNDSYSTEM 242TottenhamCourtRoad,6365974
SIMONS HI-FI. 185 Tottenham Court Road. 631 1424
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AT LAST, A SHOP IN
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD
THAT SELLS HI-FI!
Music is what hi-fi is really all about. The aim is to
extract the music from the record and the hi-fi
system is the tool we use for this purpose. The
problem lies in selecting the correct tool; after all,
apair of pliers can be used to knock nails into
wood, but it's not an efficient use of resources.
The following is aguide to what we are currently
using in our personal quest for music
reproduction. (The stress is on personal — you are
allowed to disagree.)
On the turntable side, the Sondek, Ittok and
Asak combination is now the Linn Reference
system, and we must confirm that this is the
finest we have yet heard.
On the amplifier side our current recommendations are for the Hafler DH101 + DH200
combination as well as anewcomer on the scene
— the Quantum 102 pre-amplifier coupled with
any one of avariety of power amplifiers from the
same company. Both Hafler and Quantum are
available in kit form or ready built. Other
amplifiers we can recommend include Quad.
Rogers and Lux. We are also pleased to announce
that REW are now stockists for Sugden
amplifiers.
Speakers are still the big bone of contention,
depending so much on correct driving from the
amplifier and less easy to control, room
interfacing. However, choosing has never been

more exciting, with the Linn Sara now available as
an alternative to the incredible Isobarik. The B&W
801 should also be heard, as should also Spendor
(still), Quad ELS ( still), Radford TS90, Rogers, JR,
Gale, AR, Mission, Ram, etc. . . .
Iam of the opinion that the finest source of
stereo in the home is provided by BBC Radio
Three's live concert broadcasts. However, many of
you will probably never have had the chance to
verify this because of poor reception. The
installation of agood outdoor aerial is not always
possible. Indoor aerials have never proved
adequate until now. The American company B.I.C.
has just made available in the UK their Beam Box
indoor, electronically directable, FM aerials. The
reception now available to us in the heart of the
West End using these devices is quite exceptional.
This company has also produced what are possibly
the finest cassette decks available, the first to
offer both 17
/
8tips and 33
/
4 ips speeds.
Performance is phenomenal at the lower speed;
have to come and hear for yourself to
believe the reproduction at 33/
4 ips.
Space does not permit any more; we can only
suggest that you come and make up your own
mind by listening. That's what your ears are for.

Quantum
Linn Sondek
Beam Box

Now at: Lower Ground Floor, 230 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.

ALSO INCORPORATES: TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUDIO NEWS, RECORD
NEWS, AUDIO RECORD REVIEW, THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR
IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
ART EDITOR
CHRISTINE STAPLETON
CONSULTING EDITORS
PETER GAMMOND
(Musical)
DONALD ALDOUS
(
Technical)
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ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG
PETER CLAYTON
(
Jazz)

(Classical)
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STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
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DOUGLAS G. SHUARD
EXECUTIVE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
MICHAEL JAMES
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READERS LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1980 are each
covered by two binders ( January-June and
July- December). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.

Editorial comment
T

-1—HREE months ago we offered some
I comments here on the subject of
reproduced sound levels in the home,
having regard to the loudness and dynamics
experienced with large-scale music in the
concert hall. For the latter we quoted 99 dB
as the highest peak registered on a soundlevel meter by the most massive of ensembles
when monitored from a moderately
distanced listening position, although a
somewhat nearer location might well have
topped 100 dB by a few decibels.
One of the points we wished to make
was that such peaks ( usually very shortlived in classical music) are more feasible
domestically than is sometimes supposed.
Also, even with today's inefficient loudspeakers this sort of level can be achieved
without resorting to impossibly highpowered amplifiers—certainly not more than
100 watts per channel. In last month's
'Quality Monitor' feature mention was made
of the now notorious Telarc recording of the
1812 Overture, whose cannon clocked up
98 dB during our listening session without
any problem, using a Quad 405 power amp
and a pair of KEF R105 speakers, with the
latter just blinking their lights on the 60- watt
setting at the cannon's loudest firing.
All the above is by way of a preamble to
the tale of an unexpected problem met at
the Commonwealth Instittite in London on
June 5th, when we collaborated with John
Goldsmith of Unicorn Records in presenting
a programme of digital recordings to an
audience of about 150 people. The
Institute's theatre is not especially large, and
as the seating is tiered up towards the rear
and the side walls are distinctly reflective, it
seemed very likely that a pair of KEF 105s
would handle all the power that might be
needed for ' concert- hall' realism. With a
Marantz amplifier capable of delivering 400
watts per channel, we were quietly confident
that low speaker efficiency could be offset
with high power, as easily in asmall hall as has
happened in many a large sitting room.
We were wrong. The theatre's linear
dimensions were roughly four times those of
asizable domestic room, which doesn't
sound particularly alarming until one realises
that this corresponds to an increase of 16

times in the boundary surface area and to a
cubic volume ratio of 64 : 1. The KEF
speakers made some beautiful sounds
during our setting- up session, bringing their
smooth but analytical powers to bear on Mr.
Goldsmith's digital master- tapes ( played
courtesy Sony PCM gear) and digitally
derived discs ( Telarc and Delos) with
stunning effect. But the occasional very
loud peak took them over the 200- watt
boundary and operated the safety cut-out
circuits. We pondered whether the remaining
three decibels mattered all that much,
and changed our minds several times on the
point, but eventually came to the reluctant
conclusion that they did—especially with
unrestricted digital dynamics.

So, at rather short notice someone rushed
off to fetch amuch- used pair of Tannoy GRF
enclosures, which handled all they were fed
without complaint. We now know why the
ubiquitous Tannoy is so ubiquitous when
music must be reproduced at realistic levels
in non- domestic places; perhaps there is
something to be said for high efficiency
after all. But, with every respect to a wellproven design, we did miss that glorious
KEF sound, and would probably have felt
similarly frustrated had the discarded
speakers been B & W 801s, which happen
to incorporate similar cut-outs.
Why relate all this? Well, it's partly
educational (we certainly learnt something)
and it emphasises the unwritten assumption
behind the design of nearly all hi-fi loudspeakers: that they will be used within
spaces of domestic dimensions. We grumble
about our listening rooms, but they certainly
help us to reach 100 dB without burning
out the speaker coils! Incidentally, and for
what it may be worth, we monitored the
levels at asuitable mid- audience point
during the Unicorn recital. Things were a bit
too fierce at times for some people near the
front, but it seemed about right on the
bigger orchestral items where we sat.
Generally, absolute peaks reached into the
96-98 dB region, but one colossal tympani
roll registered a momentary 102 dB. An
omni-miked string quartet stretched across a
wide stage sounded a trifle odd, but full
orchestra was terrific. Roll on digital.
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DYNAMIC STEREO
HEADPHONES.

II

1SET FREE IF YOU
BUY 29 OR MORE
'YASHIMA
CASSETTES.
ORDER NOW OR
KEEP THIS ADVERT UNTIL YOU DO!

A new range of high
quality Ultra Ferric
Oxide cassettes
which offer

exceptional value for money. C30
UFO+
45p
UFO I(normal bias)
UFO II High Bias 1,".'i
r,„°). -

C45
49p

C60
59p
96p

C90 C120
79p 1.28 1.64

1.10

1.74 -

Buy 3 UFO Iand ask for 1 ( same size and type) FREE
Buy 3 C60 UFO II and ask for 1 ( same size and type) FREE
Buy 2 C90 UFO II and ask for 1 ( some size and type) FREE.
Buy any 21) YASHIMA cassettes ( including free ones) and
ask for 1 set Dynamic Stereo Headphones absolutely FREE
Special offer only valid when you buy at these prices
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Recommended by Aiwa • Ake - . Alpha
Audiotronic • Beltek • HanImex • JVC

NAD • Pioneer • Rotel • Sansui • Teac • Toshiba • Trio

FL
FX-I
FX-II

C46

71p
73p
88p

C60

C90

C120

79p
85p
1.08

1.07
1.08
1.49

1.47
_

-

• Buy 3 C46 FL, or 3 C120 FL. or 3 C90 FX-II and ask for
1 ( same size and type) FREE.
• Buy 4 C60 FL and ask for 1 ( same size and type) FREE
• Buy 7C90 FL and ask for 3(same size and type) FREE.

SPECIAL
OFFERS: •Buy 8 016

FX-II and ask for 2 ( same size and type) FREE
• Buy 9 C46 FX-I. or 9 C60 FX-I. or 9 C60 FX-II and ask
for 1 ( same size and type) FREE.

Special offer only valid when you buy at these prices. ,

MASONS AVENUE
t 30 COLEMAN ST.
101-606 4102)
-

LONDON N5

LONDON WC2 LONDON SE14

H16801)111' STATION ILEICESTER SQUARE
HIGHBORY CORNER
STATION Tick« Hall
(01-607 0644)

NEW CROSS GATE
STATION

IICranhourn St. Exit) ( 01-691 7294)
101-439 9210)

C60

76p

£1.08

C90

59p

C120

79p

99p

85p£1.13 £ 1.49

Agfa SED1
Agfa Carat

E1 . 47

56p
76p £ 1.14
Agfa Ferro Colour
GENUINE NEW SUPERCHROMF AT A PSEUDO CHROME PRiCE
£1.18 £ 1 59
Agfa Superchrome

Agfa PEM

REEL -TO -REEL
S"
SU
5"

VOL!' LP
1200' LP
1800 .LP
1200' DP

54"
7"
5"
54 7105"
19ii -

1800'
24C0
1800'
2400'
3600'
4200'
4200'

7-

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46

£1.92
£ 2.19
£ 3.14
£ 2.28

DP PE46
DP PE46
TP PE66
TP PE66
TP PE66
CinePE36
NAB PE36

£ 3.14
£ 3.86
£ 3.58
£ 4.70
£ 4.95
£ 8.43
£9.71

(
matt)

5-

900'
LP
7"
1800' LP
10}" 3600' Cine
104
5'

3600'
1200'
2100'
103 - 4200'
104" 4200'

r

NAB
DP
DP
Cine
NAB

£2.73
£3.84
£8.70
£10.50
£3.55
£5.96
£10.12
£12.14

Hitachi

SONY., BAS

C90
C120
C46
C60
73p £ 1.1 9
54p
BASF LH
£1.19
£
1.55
88p
BASF Super
£1.30 £ 1.79
99p
BASF Ferro Super 1
£1.21
£1.52 £ 2.23
BASF Cit22
£1.90
E1 . 46
BASF FeC,
82p £ 1.18
58p
Hrtachr LN
Et 14 £ 1.54
95p
Hrtachr UD
£1 58
£1.26
UDER IUDXIIi
£1.58
£1.26
Hdachi UDEX tUDXLIII
Ma
UL
58p
80p
E1.02
Marcell UD
£1.10
439
-p
77p
Makeii 0D)41.1
£1.51
Makell UDXLII
£ 1.22
All TDK are offered at 1p per cassette less than any other
advertiser in this magazine ( printers errors excepted). limit 20
TDK per customer. Plea,e quote our competitors' advertised
price when ordering. Of1er cluses 31.8.80.
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CHF - New Super LN
AHF - Super
C60
56p
Ferric Pius/NW/OD Type!
C90
77p
(Normal Position'
C120
£ 1.05
C46
75p
CO Alpha - Super Pseudo Chrome C60
85p
!XLII/SA type) ( C,02 Switching) CaO
only £ 1.10
only
£ 1.18
C90
only £ 1.58 BHF - New Super Ferric
HF typel(Norrnal Position!
FC,- Ferrichrome
C60
76p
C46
£ 1.06
C90
91p
C60
£ 1.29
C120
£ 1.12
C90

HF
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BIRMINGHAM

LEEDS

BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market)
1021-643 17661

62 WELLINGTON ST.
(off City Square)

"Now improved,
they're unbeatable'
K.K. Peddie HiFi Studio,
71 Kinnoull Street, Perth
PH1 5EZ, Scotland.
0738 35611

Stodiocraft®
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C46
AGFA High Energy

All orders POST Riff- mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO De t.
LONDON ECZ

ORDER ANY 20 CASSETTES
(INC FREE ONES) AND ASK FOR

(0532-444 692)

STN

REEL-TO - REEL
BASF LS
Black Box Studio
TOE Audua
TDK Audua

7" LP 1800
7' DP2400
£4.50 £ 5.80
£ 2.12

10

LP3600'

£3.65
£10.74
£4 42
£12.06
VCR lAgfa(
VIDEO VC30/60
VC45/90 f9.40: VC60/130 £ 12.50
BETAMAX Format: L500 f7.25: L750 f9.45
wis Format: E60 £6.10: E120
E180 £8.95

HIGHBURY CORNER LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)

SHEFFIELD 2
206 London Road
0742 587 726

-------

MANCHESTER 3

BRISTOL

ESSEX

APPROACH

29 DENMARK ST.
(Behind Hippodrome)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH- ON SU

(
061-832 4592)

(0272-290900'

(0702-712841)
-

I6 VICTORIA

STATION

••""

"A unique
sound!'
Hocken Sound,
1195 Pershore Road,
Stirchley, Birmingham
B30 2YT. 021-459 4242

Sound by
HIFi and Pro-Audio Products

Compact Disc

Iegal
`

Tandberg's
3004 cassette deck

^ -^

Tandberg
Developments
Various references to financial and
other problems experienced by the
Norwegian firm of Tandberg during
the last 18 months seem to have
generated adegree of confusion in
the U.K. about what is happening,
both to the company and to its
products. However, despite an unfortunate dispute with Revox about
the 'Actilinear' tape- head drive
system ( see Feb. 1979, p. 54),
Tandberg have continued their
pioneering role on the hi-fi front,
being very quick off the mark in
response to ' pure iron' tape and very
much in touch with problems of
tape saturation as evinced in their
'Dyneq' HF limiting system ( Oct.
1979, p. 117). Also, their most recent cassette deck was highly regarded by Angus McKenzie in his
March 1980 review of the TCD
440A, while the TD20A open- spool
machine came out well in Martin
Colloms' report last month.
At the end of 1978 the Norwegian
Government indicated its intention
to withdraw financial support from
the Tandberg operation, with the
hope that while the television division would probably have to close
down, it might be possible for some
commercial body to salvage the hifi, tape and educational activities.
The latter happened when the computer company Norsk Data A/S
took over, and following some rationalisation the audio side of
Tandberg is now back on the rails
and ready to launch afresh range of
no- compromise up-market products. Just over half the company's
output comprises educational and
information systems ( Tandberg
'language laboratories' are well
known in British schools), most of
the remainder being audio products. Only 3% of the latter are sold
on the Norwegain home market, the
bulk of customers being found in
the U.S., Germany and Britain—in
that order.
Continuing the philosophy of its
now
deceased
founder,
the
Tandberg approach to hi-fi is rather
akin to that of Quad in this country,
with adeep concern for high standards of performance and construction, and a natural suspicion of
gimmicks. This came over very
strongly during arecent visit to the
Oslo factory, where we were able to
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see the whole operation at work and
learn about their3000series,seen as
prototypes at last year's shows.
This comprises an FM tuner,
preamplifier,
power
amplifier
professional quality cassette deck,
and monitor loudspeakers.
The TPT 3001 tuner has eight
pre-set tuning positions, switchable
bandwidths and other refinements,
and boasts a potential stereo S/N
ratio of 92 dB—this being the equivalent thermal noise of the unit's
output impedance! Its matching
TCA 3002 pre- amp also features
some notable parameters, including
an input circuit slew- rate of
300 V/iis to handle anything ever
likely to come out of a pickup cartridge, nine R/C load configurations, and a separate output for
headphones with its volume control. The TPA 3003 power amp is
rated at 150 watts per channel continuous into 8 ohms at 0.02% distortion, with LED peak- clipping indicators and an efficient 'seethrough' cooling arrangement for
the output transistors. Tandberg's
3004 cassette deck, the pièce de
résistance of the group, features a
four- motor
microprocessorcontrolled
tape- drive,
Dolby- B
Dyneq circuitry, switched replay
time- constants,
adjustable
bias
with tape calibration facility, irontape capability with another 5 dB
tape- head drive capacity in hand for
future developments, various filtering and other facilities, etc, etc.
Finally, the 3005 speakers are fourway systems in 65 litre vented
cabinets, with overload protection
circuits,
mirror- image
angled
baffles and contour controls.
UK prices have not yet been
settled, but the 3000 series should
all be on the market this autumn. It is
hoped later on to produce asomewhat less sophisticated range of
units which draw upon the same
technology and follow the same
high standards, but aimed at a
slightly less wealthy consumer.

Static Liquid

Probably the best news of the year
for the record and hi-fi industry is a
recent joint announcement by
Philips of Holland and Sony of
Japan of their intention to join
forces on an optical digital Compact
Disc system. This disc offers
improvements on the format first
shown by Philips last year. The new
Compact Disc will use a16 bit linear
code, rather than 14 bit linear as
proposed by Philips. Also, despite
repeated denials by Philips over
the last year that there would be any
change in the size of the disc, it has
now crept up in size to nearly five
inches. This should give sufficient
extra space to record three or four
channels of information for surround sound reproduction without
sacrificing playing time from the
nominal 60 minutes per side in
stereo. As yet unspecified improvements have also been made in
the modulation and error correction
techniques.
Any system is only as good as its
software
catalogue
and
the
Compact Disc already has world-

ARtech
AR's two latest speaker designs, the
floor standing AR93 and 94 were
launched over here in June. Under
the catchy banner ' High- Tech' the
new speakers represent AR's solution to the problem of maintaining
high quality acoustic performance
within a carefully defined price
structure. High- Tech derives from
high style and technology and what
it involves here is an approach in
which the investment is almost
wholly devoted to performance
while the finish, although elegant, is
relatively inexpensive. The AR93
clearly derives from AR's verticals—
the AR9 and 90. Like them, it has
two side- firing woofers ( here
200 mm) and these are combined
with afront- mounted 200 mm midrange diver and 32 mm liquid
cooled tweeter. The crossover is
extremely simple ( unlike the computer program which decided its
component values!) and uses turnover frequencies of 350 Hz and
2 kHz. Frequency range extends
from 32 Hz-23 kHz, impedance is
nominally 6 ohms ( min 4-5 ohms)
and max power handling 150 watts
(DIN). The AR94 uses three drivers
in a conventional in- line configuration, its two 200 mm drivers
handling the LF spectrum in tan-

Harrogate

It's time once again for the
Harrogate show which promises to
Simoniz have come up with ananti - be bigger than ever this year despite
static liquid designed for use with the somewhat gloomy state of the
transparent plastics. We used it on a economy. It was already sold out in
Perspex turntable cover and it mid- June with firm bookings from
proved quite effective for around 115 companies. The accommodathree weeks. Called ' Vista', it is tion, as previously, is in amixture of
wiped over the desired surface—not buildings around the centre of
records however—and wiped dry. Harrogate—the
Royal
Hall,
For £ 1-95 you get 227 ml, and it's Exhibition Hall, adjoining marquee
available from car accessory shops. and, this year, five hotels, the new-
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wide backing from the Polygram
group, which of course now embraces Decca ( London). The Sony
tie-up now brings CBS into the CD
camp despite that company's
commitment to the RCA grooved
videodisc. On the face of things, it
seems increasingly unlikely that
Thorn- EMI will ever actually issue
any digital audio recordings on the
JVC grooveless capacitive disc
format. This is the system they have
adopted for video and ( until now at
least) planned to use also for digital
audio. In short, it could now be
suicide for EMI to isolate its audio
catalogue on 10 in. grooveless
capacitive discs of JVC format
while so many other giants of the
industry back the elegant 5 in.
optical format. Recent events reinforce a widespread belief in the
audio industry that Thorn- EMI took
the decision to back the JVC disc for
video and audio without any real
understanding, or even consideration, of the audio implications.

AR94

dem, the crossover progressively
fading out the lower driver leaving
the other to cover the midrange
alone. Crossover frequencies are the
same as in the 93, as are the HF
driver, frequency range, nominal
impedance and power handling.
Both designs use AR's acoustic
blanket around the tweeter to eliminate edge reflections. The cabinets
are black- sprayed particle board
over which is stretched a black
stocking, the top and bottom being
finished by plastic end caps—smart
looking yet inexpensive. VAT inclusive retail prices are: AR93,
£331.68 and AR94, £ 242-00.
comer being the Prospect Hotel.
There is a full lecture and seminar
programme chaired once again by
Donald Aldous and this includes a
talk on digital audio by Keith Barker
of Sheffield University. Live music
will be provided this year by George
Chisholm and his ' Gentlemen of
Jazz' who open the proceedings on
the first day. Public days are Sat 16
and Sun 17 August from 11-8, with
trade only on Mon 18 from 10-8
and Tues 19 from 10-6. HFIVIRR
will have astand, so maybe we'll see
you there.
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Pioneer, Price-Fixing and
the EEC

Revox
New from Revox are the A780
microcomputer- controlled 70 watt
synthesizer FM receiver, which
matches the B760 tuner, and B795
direct- drive linear- tracking turntable combination. All the control
functions of the A780, radio and
preamp are governed
by an
MK 3872 NMOS
microcomputer
with ancillary RAMs and a ROM.
FM tuning is controlled by push
buttons, the tuning area of the main
panel holding 13 buttons. These
provide direct numerical input of a
station frequency, tuning in 25 kHz
steps both slow and fast in both
directions, automatic tuning and 18
presets. Digital control of input
selection and tape monitoring facilities is enabled by FET switches.
The power stage is basically that of
the A760 integrated amp; a microcomputer monitors various aspects
of this circuit too, and looks at the
power dissipation of the output
transistor, DC currents and subsonic signal components. It also
governs the switch- on delay/cutoff relays.

Armstrong re-jig
As part of a streamlining operation
to help them face increasing opposition from imported products
Armstrong Amplifiers Ltd, the
branch of Armstrong concerned
with world export, is taking over all
aspects of the selling and manufacture of the company's products.
Armstrong Audio Ltd has gone into
voluntary liquidation, but the new
regime will apparently not affect the
availability of the 600 series models
here or the supply of spares for the
400 and 500 models.

Ambisonic
Advice
The National Research Development Corporation has set up an
NRDC Ambisonic Advisory Service
in order to bring the audio, record
and broadcasting industries into
closer contact with Ambisonic
technology.
After along period of research the
NRDC is now seeking contact with
potential licensees who would like
to explore the application of
Ambisonics to their particular field.
Simple leaflets on the Ambisonic
surround- sound system and on
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The B795 is a development of
Revox's estab5shed linear tracking
turntable design. It dispenses with
the variable speed facility, offering
just two speeds via aquartz- locked
direct- drive motor. The inertia of the
platter is 'electronically stimulated'
so that its effective mass is considerably more than its ' real' 2.1 kg.
A floating subchassis is employed,
and it comes fitted with an AKG
cartridge. Price £ 295 plus VAT.

Max' Mats
News from Max Townshend, Elite
Electronic Imports, concerns anew
turntable mat, the Plattermatter (!).
This is a very high density plastics
mat weighing- in at around 1lb. It
has a high coefficient of 'stiction'
and
a high damping factor.
Replacing the conventional mat, it is
apparently ideal for direct- drive
types having exceptionally good
frequency absorption. It literally
'adheres' to the record and you have
to peel it off to change sides. It will
be on dem at Harrogate in Max' Salt
(yes, as in cooking salt—don't ask
us, he wouldn't say!) test. Price will
be around £23 inclusive.
Periphony are available on request,
while the first three of a series of
mare detailed booklets are now to
hand: Some production facilities
available in Ambisonics, System
UHJ encoding standards, and
Ambisonics and IJHJ multiplex FM
Broadcasting. Enquiries to: NRDC
Ambisonic
Advisory
Service,
Westbourne
Street,
High
Wycombe, Bucks, England. ( Tel:
0494 445951)

DIY Help
A problem with the electronic constructional articles we publish is
that some readers would like the
unit but don't have the required
expertise to make it themselves.
Failing helpful friends or reliable
relations, there doesn't seem a lot
one can do, but asmall electronics
firm has now informed us that they
are prepared to undertake limited
quantities of such one-off work.
Unfortunately they have to charge a
prototype rate of £ 10 per hour,
which makes a project quite expensive, adding £ 10—£25 to the
cost of parts, and not nearly such a
bargain compared to acommercial
unit. However,, if you are interested,
contact A. S. Glover ( Electronic 8
Engineering) Ltd., 32 Sunnyhill
Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth,
BI-16 5H R.

The EEC Commission has now published afull transcript of its decision
on the proceedings taken against
Pioneer under Article 85 of the
Treaty of Rome. ( See brief note on
p. 39, February issue.) Although the
legal document runs to nearly 50
pages, it make compulsive reading.
Because of the obviously touchy
matter the following synopsis draws
almost exclusively on the words
used by the Brussels Commission in
the decision transcript. Anyone
whose appetite is whetted by the
synopsis should note that the full
document carries the identifying
legend C(79) 1474 Final, and is
dated 14 December 1979. Where to
find a copy? Apply either direct to
the Brussels Commission or ask
almost any large British hi-fi company. The decision is of such significance to the hi-fi trade that most
on- the- ball companies will already
have obtained acopy through their
lawyers.
Pioneer Electronic Corporation is
one of the world's largest producers
of hi-fi equipment, with more than
20 subsidiaries around the world. In
1966 C. Melchers and Co. of
Bremen entered into an exclusive
distribution agreement with Pioneer
for West Germany. Melchers have
built up a network of over 1000
dealers.
Since
1973
Musique
Diffusion Francaise ( MDF) has
been Pioneer's exclusive distributor
for France. In the UK, Shriro, now
Pioneer GB, has been sole distributor since 1969.
As anyone who has travelled
around Europe well knows, price
differentials are common in the hi-fi
field. For Pioneer equipment, the
price differentials were considerable: eg, MDF in France were charging almost twice the UK price for
some identical equipment, with the
German Melchers price somewhere
in between. This situation created
an obvious incentive for parallel
imports; anyone bringing Pioneer
goods into France from the UK
could easily undercut the prices
being asked by MDF in French
shops. The Treaty of Rome ( Article
85, in particular) allows such
parallel imports and the case against
Pioneer
resulted
from
the
company's attempts to prevent
them. The case was triggered by a
complaint from Mr. B. lffli, owner of
lffli SA, aFrench discount business,
and partner in a purchase- pooling
syndicate called 'Connexion'.
In 1975, thanks to parallel importing, lffli and colleagues were
able to offer Pioneer equipment in
France at around 30% lower than
MDF prices. Pioneer then took
steps to try and cut off Iffli's source
of supply; but first this source of
supply had to be tracked down. So
test orders were placed in the UK
through
Audiotronic ( Laskys),
Comet, and Lindair-Henrys. At the
hearing, Mr J. Sefton, Chairman of
MDF, admitted that the test orders

had been placed to prove that the
low cost Pioneer merchandise was
coming into France from England or
Germany. According to astatement
by Mr. Todd of Shriro at the
Hearing,
he
then
wrote
to
Audiotronic and Comet ' in order to
get Mr. Setton off his back'. In one
of these letters Mr. Todd acknowledged that the 'solution would
probably be for me to put up my
prices and for the French distributor
to bring his prices down'. But,
added Todd, ' unfortunately economic conditions sometimes prevent
applying the obvious'.
Unfortunately ( because his letters were
subsequently seen by the EEC
Commission) Todd also wrote: ' Iam
well aware of EEC rules regarding
parallel exports, but quite honestly
at times lam more concerned with
justice than with the law itself'.
In January 1976, Setton and
Todd met at the Pioneer headquarters in Antwerp. No agenda or
record was kept of the meeting. In
the Commission's own words, 'the
absence of any trace of the meeting
in Pioneer's files indicates either an
extraordinarily unlucky omission by
Pioneer in the circumstances, or a
deliberate dpcision not to keep any
documentary evidence relating to
the
meeting'.
In
fact
the
Commission concluded that the
main item on the agenda of that
January 1976 meeting was the prevention of parallel imports.
The only safe way for an EEC
company to enter into restrictive
deals, is to notify the Commission,
plead a special case and ask for
'exemption' from Article 85. But in
this case the Commission had not
been notified of the restrictive dealings
between
MDF,
Pioneer,
Melchers and Shriro. What's more,
the Commission made clear that
none of the dealings would have
been exempt from Article 85 even if
the Commission had been notified.
The Commission concluded that the
deals had ' resulted in the maintenance of consumer prices for Pioneer
equipment in France at alevel considerably higher than prices in some
other member states', and that 'this
was very much to the detriment of
French
consumers'.
All- in- all,
therefore, it is not surprising that the
Commission's
verdict
was
to
impose very heavy fines on the
offending companies. MDF was
fined just under 5 million French
francs; Pioneer Europe was fined
175
million
Belgian
francs;
Melchers 3.5 million DM; and
Pioneer GB just under £ 200,000.
All the companies involved were
ordered to cease their price fixing
practices forthwith. With fines of
this magnitude it is easy to understand haw and why the decision has
brought such achill of fear to other
European hi-fi companies, many of
whom have been quietly contravening the dreaded Article 85, either
through ignorance or bravado, for
many years.
Adrian Hope
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Technics indoor FM aerial

Technics and the foreign junket
IN THE RECENT debate in these
I columns on the ethics and morality of reviewing for magazines
while acting as paid consultants for
manufacturers or importers, little attention was paid to the sort of
inducements that abound in the PR
world of the common- or- garden
consumer journalist. There is plenty
of money at stake in consumer electronics, even in the jaws of arecession, to which the annual advertising content of this magazine can
attest, so the fierce competitiveness
of the marketplace ensures that
many manufacturers, both large and
small, vie for editorial attention. Add
to this the fact that journalists are
not particularly well paid, and like
most humans are apt to appreciate
the finer things in life, we have a
recipe which could create all sorts of
ethical skulduggery.
The reader is forced to rely upon
the integrity of the journalist, and
has no idea of the sort of inducements whch may have prompted the
writing. Idon't propose to turn what
is primarily a Technics news story
into a sensationalist exposé of the
transgression of propriety and honesty. Instead Ishall describe their
1980 European Seminar bash, because this enables me to get the
news stories in. Also, it was quite
typical of that combination of lavish
hospitality tempered by fuming
frustration which, in my experience,
characterises the short foreign visit.
Invitation received about amonth
in advance gave plenty. of time for
scheduling, but no itinerary was
received so required dress was
guesswork; being rather sartorially
thick-skinned Itravelled light with
T-shirts, though a shirt and tie
would have been appropriate on
one
occasion.
Left
home at
10.30 am for Heathrow check- in at
2 pm, allowing half-hour in office
en route. Take-off 3 pm, arriving
Schipol 5 pm local time ( raining).
Hang around while groups from
other European countries assemble
and then board a luxury coach;
amidst ravenous journalists. Iam
grateful for the Big Mac Igrabbed
before
boarding
the
tube.
Monotony of hour-long coach- run
relieved by attacking duty-free and
using glasses from ( unstocked)
coach bar ( I). Arrived at very classy
hotel ( Kissinger slept here, etc.) in
countryside near Arnheni 6.30 pm,
and everyone was prompt for dinner
served from 7pm; set menu food
and wine were outstanding. Renew
acquaintance
with
several
European
journalists,
including
Dutchman Van den Hul, whose
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interesting and unorthodox views
on styli are winning Goldring new
friends ( see p. 75).
Next morning, entering the seminar room, there was a dazzling, if
daunting array of new products
displayed—more than one could
comfortably fit in most dealers.
Serried rows of tables bedecked
with national flags rather quashed
the anticipation of small- group
discussions with Japanese designers that we had been led to
expect. Having located our place
cards we found apress- pack in the
excess baggage class, and a
'present' which all opened with
studied nonchalance. The Japanese
custom of present- giving on business occasions does not seem to
have any connotations of bribery
attached—in fact politeness dictates
reciprocation,
though
European journalists ( self included)
tend to be ill- prepared and maybe a
trifle embarassed, perhaps because
the custom doesn't sit too easily
with
the
protestant/journalistic
ethic? However, said present was
particularly appropriate in any case,
being a micro- cassette recorder
which enabled taping of the subsequent sessions, and served to introduce
their
new
ultra- thin
Angrom tape, which allows 3 hrs
recording per ( tiny) cassette at
1.2 cm/s. After the traditional
speechifying, we were treated (?) to
some hours of amost professionally
produced slide presentation of the
new merchandise, marred by the
grossest commentary imaginable—
hyperbole- ridden ad copy, full of
half-truth and irrelevance. A saving
grace was that it was read in English
rather than American, and a possible excuse for the content was the
rumour that it had been translated
from the Dutch, from the Japanese,
but there was no denying that it had
been made in order to hard- sell the
product to the dealers whose seminar had been held earlier in the
week, and it was hardly the way to
stimulate editorial writing in the
specialist press.
Lunch was again of the highest
quality, giving some opportunity for
fraternisation, but the lack of formal
place setting led to the usual cliquiness of a multilingual gathering.
In the afternoon we were split
into two largish seminar groups of
about a dozen people. Each of
Technics' deviations had their
engineers present and their stories
to tell, so what we hoped would be
a (MA session turned out to be a
series of short lectures which generally did little more than cover the
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same ground as the morning spiel,
though the accents were different!
Sadly the pressures of the schedule
restricted questioning severely, and
the groups were still too large for
any meaningful interchange of
views.
What of the new products then?
Pride of place goes to the SL- 7
turntable—a no- frills
movingmagnet version of the cute paralleltracking SL- 10. This should sell for
less than £ 200 ( Japanese price
£140), and the cartridge fitted is a
fully compatible high quality model
with tubular boron cantilever, etc.
The detachable cartridge fixing
method on these models appears
lighter and firmer than the traditional SME/JEI. With Ortofon due
to make acompatible cartridge, and
an arm tube variant of the EPA500
component arm so fitted, we may be
seeing an improved ' universal detachable' system on its way.
The strong emphasis on ergonomics in the European tradition,
exemplified by the SI -10, continues
in two elegant new tuners. The STS7 and the ST- S3 are very slim and
pretty, with digital synthesising
tuning and display, lots of presets,
and push-button scanning ( as well
as a host of presumably desirable
technical features). Further evidence of this design trend, something of a departure for a major
Japanese company, is arather crude
'Auto Rec Sensor' fitted to the midpriced RS- M51 cassette deck. This
automatically selects the recording
level after a seven- second scan
(which sounds a bit marginal even
for pop music). The 'step/scan'
electronic level control offered
rather a restricted range with too
few steps in my estimation.
The major Japanese technohype
for ' 79/'80 is the flat drive unit
speaker ( which had already been
introduced in its Technics version to
the UK press), and variations on
'New class- A', to use Technics' term
for the bandwagon upon which
everyone has jumped after the
American success of the Threshold
design; personally Iremain a little
sceptical of the obsession with
crossover distortion which has
prompted this trend. A useful spinoff however is that the 'flagship'
'aquarium- styled' class- A power
amplifier is now replaced by the
smaller and cheaper SE- A3; its
matching control amp likewise by
the SU A4.
Interesting gizmos included an
indoor 'wing aerial' for FM set- top
use; though slightly lower gain than
a dipole, its fine-tuning and directionality are claimed to enhance
reception by avoiding multipath in
strong- signal urban areas. Also new
is the ' Disc Protec', which claims
NASA research parenthood, reduced vinyl/stylus drag ( 40%), and
semi- permanent static removal.
These were but the tip of the
product iceberg, and indicate the
sort of direction Technics are
moving. Space precludes mention or
illustration of the whole lot, so those
interested will have to write for
catalogues.
The superb hospitality continued

that night with dinner at a nearby
17C castle—one of the best meals I
have eaten, and of astonishing
quality for 50- strong dinner party.
My disappointment at the lack of
dialogue with the Japanese engineers was tempered by the good
fortune of being seated next to the
new head of record player design,
which was very stimulating, though
Ifeel Iwas unusually lucky in this
respect.
The following morning we rose
early for the 9am 'sightseeing trip'
prior to most groups' early pm
flights. This involved three hours or
so staring out of the coach windows
with no idea what we were looking
at or why, as no commentary was
given. ( Speculation ranged from
'searching for Basil Lane' to
'Amsterdam's South Circular,' but
the most logical inference was that
we had got stuck in a holding pattern for Schipol.)

Technics SL- 7

Upon eventual arri.val at Schipol,
there was no problem with the flight
and Ifinally arrived home about
4 pm.
To put the 'foreign junket' into
perspective is difficult. It took three
days and some 16 hrs of travel,
which is a bit wearing and represents afair amount of lost income
for someone who generates even
part of his income from freelance
writing. The information gleaned
was probably worth aday or two's
work. The hospitality was generally
excellent ( apart from the sightseeing). The microcassette recorder
was a delightful ' perk', particularly
as Inearly bought one acouple of
weeks previously in Akihabaral My
fortunate choice of dinner companion was the real bonus, though
the value of this sort of contact is
always impossible to assess. On
balance Iwould have preferred a
shorter trip that permitted more useful dialogue in smaller groups,
rather like the Trio trips to Brussels
on which I have been fortunate
enough to have been invited more
than once. But it was by no means
all time wasted for me, and provides
an excellent example of how the
high life and the tribulations of the
foreign trip balance one another
out. The reader now has the opportunity to gauge for himself whether I
have been unduly influenced ( one
way or another) by the experience,
and whether the ethics of journalism are in any way offended!
Paul Messenger
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AUDIO

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS
Audax
Audaz
Audit.
Audaz
Audax

HD12.9D25
£ 8.25
HD11 P25EBC
£ 7.50
HD201325H4 £14.95
HD13D34H
£12.95
HD24545C
£21 - 95

Kits include drive units, crossovers, BAF/Iong
fibre

Celestion G12/50TC .
Celestion G12/80CE
.
Celestion G12/80TC

Coles 3000.
.
.
.£7.65
Celestion HF130011
£12-50
Celestion HF2000
£ 12-50
Dalesford AB R 10"
£10.25

Celestion Powercell 12/150
Celestion Powercell 15/250
Celestion MH1000 . .
Fane Classic 45 12" .

£66.00
£88.00
£21.75
£13.95

Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford
Dalesford

Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane

£15-50
£19.75
£26.00
£37.95
£43.95
£47.95

.
.

D30/110
D50/153
D50/200
070/250 .

£25.00
£14-95

£ 11.25
£12.25
£12.25
£ 25-50
£35-75
.£ 8.45

Decca London Horn
£61 - 95
Decca CO/1000/8
£10-25
Elac 6NC204 6V'
.£ 7.50
Elac 8NC298 8" . . . £ 7.95
EMI type 350, 13" . 8", 4 ohm. £9.45
EMI 14A/770. 14 x
9, 8 ohm £ 19-50
Isophpn KK8/8 . . . .£8.15
Isophon KK10/8
.
£ 8.45
Jordan Watts Module. . £ 24-95
Jordan Watts HF kit . . £ 10-50
Jordan 50mm unit . . £ 24-50
Jordan CB crossover pan
£ 24.50
Jordan Mono crossover pair . £ 24.50
Kef T27
.
.
•.£ 9.45
KO
Kef
Kef
Kef
Kef

8110
..
£12.25
13200
.
.
£13-50
8139
.
.
£27-75
DN13.
.
.£ 6.75
DN12.
.
.£ 9.40

Kef DN22. .
pair £ 42.00
Lowther PM6
.
£ 59-00
Lowther PM6 Mk 1
£62.00
Lowther PM7
.
.
£94-50
Peerless K010DT.
Peerless DT1OHFC
Peerless K040MRF
Radford BD25 Mk Ill
Radford MD9
.
Radford MD6

.

.

.

£ 10.95
£ 10.50
£ 13-60
£36.95
£ 14-85
£ 25-50

Radford FN8/FN831 . £ 22.50
Richard Allan CG8T
.
£13-50
Richard Allan CG127 Super
£29-50
Richard Allan HP8B
.
£ 20.75
Richard Allan LP88 . . £ 14.50
Richard Allan HP12B . £33-50
Richard Allan DT20
.
£ 9.95
Richard Allan 0130
.
SEAS H107 . . .
Shackman Electrostatic with
polar network
Tannoy DC296
Tannoy DC316
Tannoy DC386

3'.

£10.75
£8.95

& crossover
pair £130-00
10" . . £ 107•35
12"
.
£148.50
15"
.
£178•90

SWIFT

OF WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi -Fi
5Swan Street.
Wilmslow. Cheshire

G12/125CE .
G15/100CE
G15/100TC. .
018/200 .

£19.50
£24.50
£23-75
£42.00
£37.95
£38-50
£64-75

Chartvvell CEA205 pairs only. £61-25
Coles 4001.
.
.£ 7-65

.
.

Dalesford D100/310 .
Dalesford 010 tweeter. .
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PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion

Baker Superb . .
Castle Super 8RS/DD

Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic

55 12"
80 12"
85 15"
150 15"

Fane Classic 125 18"
Fana Classic 175 18"
Fane Guitat 80L 12" .
Fane Guitar 80B/2 1r
Fane Disco 100 12
Fane PA85 12" . .

..

Crescendo 12E
Crescendo 15E
Crescendo 18E
Colossus 15E

Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane

Colossus 18E
J44 ..
J104 .
J73 . . . .
HPX1/HPX2.

£74-50
£94.75
£99-95
£107-00
.£6-90
£15.95
£10-90
.£3.45

Fane HPX3A . .
Fane HPX313 . .
Goodman. 8PA. .
Goodman. PP12 .
Goodman. 0112 .
Goodmans GR12 .
Goodmans 18P.
Goodman. Hitas 50HX .
McKenzie C1280Gp . .
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie
McKenzie

C1280TC .
C1280 bass. .
GP15 .
TC15 v.
C15 bass . .

Motorola Piezo horn 3',"c
Motorola Piezo 2" . 6"
Richard Allan HD8T . .
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard
Richard

Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan
Allan

£26.25
£27-25
£28.75
£26.25
£39.00
£57-50

Fane Bass 100 15"
Fane
Fane
Fane
Fane

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc."

HD1OT .
H0127 .
HD15 . .
HD15P . .
Atlas 15" .

Richard Allan Atlas 18".

.£5.60
£4.55
£5.05
£22-50
£25.50
£24.95
£48-45
£21 . 85
£24-45
£24.45
£24.45
£35-10
£35-10
£59-60
£8.50
£12.25
£20-25
£21-75
£29-75
£52.75
£52-75
£77-00
£96-00

wool.

etc

for

a pair

of

PRICES

HI- F1 NEWS MINILINE ( Atkinson) £49-00
Plus £3 carriage
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE COMPACT

CARRIAGE £3.95

(Colloms). . . . . .
POPULAR HI- F1 ROUND SOUND

Dalesford System 1
Dalesford System 2
Dalesford System 3

£54-00
£57-00
£104-00

Dalesford System 4
Dalesford System 5
Dalesford System 6 . .
Goodman. DIN 20 4 ohm
(special offer) . . . .
KEF reference 104aB kit £133-00
Plus £6 carriage

£110-00
£142-00
£95-00
£27-00

KEF Cantata kit £213.00 plus £ 5 carriage
LS3 Micro Monotor kit £71-00

MONITOR ( Colloms) . . .
£116.00
Plus £5 carriage
POPULAR HI- Fl MINI MONITOR

Plus £3•75 carriage
Lowther PNI6 kit

£74.00

(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit . . . . £71-00
POPULAR HI - F1 ( Jordan) SYSTEM I
£96-00 Plus £3 carriage
PRACTICAL HI- Fl AND AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers). . . . . £65.00
PRACTICAL HI-FI AND AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) . . . . £180-00
PRACTICAL HI-FI AND AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) . . . £120.00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR ( Janes) with
J4 bass units . . . . . £ 66-00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR ( Janes) with
H4 bass units . . . . .
£70-00
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE KEF ( Bailey) £ 125.00
WIRELESS WORLD TRANSMISSION LINE RADFORD
(Bailey) . . . . . . £ 179-00
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE70
(Stephens)£1513.00 Plus £ 5 carriage
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EE20
(Stephens) £29-50 Plus £3 carriage
SMART BADGES WITH ABOVE KITS ( to
give that professional touch to your DIY
speakers!)
REPRINTS/CONSTRUCTION
OF ABOVE DESIGNS 10p each

PER PAIR -

speakers

Carriage £ 3.75 unless otherwise stated.
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
PRO9TL(Rogers) . . . . £ 146..00
As above but including felt panels £ 152.75
Plus tb carriage
HI- Fl ANSWERS MONITOR
(Rogers) . . . . . . £ 146-00
HI- Fl NEWS STATE OF THE
ART ( Atkinson) . . . . £ 185.00

DETAILS

Lowther
Lowther
Peerless
Peerless

.

£ 116-00

£1
12
92-00
PM6 Mk 1kit. . £
5.00
PM7 kit .
1070
.
.
£ 157-00
1120
.
.
£ 169.90

Peerless 2050
.
.
£ 59-95
Peerless 2060
.
.
£ 79-95
Radford Studio 90 kit
£181 - 00
Radford Studio 270 kit
£ 309-00
Radford Monitor 180 kit
£ 243-00
Radford Studio 360 kit. .
£450.00
RAM 50 kit (makes RAM 100) £ 76-25
550
0
Richard Allan Tango Twin kit £ 575
Richard Allan Charisma
Maramba kit
kit £
£
111
7 - 00
Richard Allan Super Triple kit £ 102-50
Richard Allan Super Saraband II £159-95
Richard Allan RA8 kit .
£62-75
Richard Allan RA82 kit
£98-75
Richard Allan RA82L kit
£ 108-00
SEAS 223 .
£42-50
SEAS 253 .
£67-00
SEAS 4C3 .79-95
£
SEAS 6G3
£134-95
Wharfedale Denton XP2 kit . £ 31-45
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 kit £40-40
Wharfedale Linton XP2 kit £ 56-20
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 kit £ 69-00
WILMSLOW AUDIO BA1 sub bass
amplifier,crossover kit £ 37 95
Pkus £ 1 carriage

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS £ 0-50 each
SPEAKERS 4
--6)" . . . £0.80 each
SPEAKERS 8"-1é".. . £ 1.00 each
SPEAKERS 12", 13 - .8.. .
£1.95 each
SPEAKERS 15"
£2.95 each
SPEAKERS 18"
£4.50 each
SPEAKER KITS
£1.95 each
SPEAKER KITS
£3.95 pair
MAG. DESIGN KITS
£3.75 pair
unless otherwise stated
ALL PRICES CORRECT AT 1 280

Everything in stock tor the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS.
COMPONENTS. ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 22p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

PRICES CORRECT AT 18.6.79
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%

Send 50p for 1980, 56 page
catalogue ' Choosing a Speaker'
Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export :
0625 529599 : 0625 526213
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

WILMSLOW'
The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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. . about the pursuit of
perfection at any cost
From: G. T. David, 18 Hampton Crescent
West, Cyncoed, Cardiff.
Dear Sir, It was with concern that Iread Angus
McKenzie's closing remark in his June article on
digital recording: ' unless they want the public to
be still playing analogue discs at the end of the
century'.
In recent years Ihave spent quite alarge sum
of money on reasonably good quality hi-fi
equipment, and Iam steadily gathering together
a reasonable collection of classical music on
both disc and tape. This in itself is getting to be
quite expensive.
Itrust that having spent this hard-earned
money, Iwill still be able to renew such items as
styli for many years to come, and indeed to
replace recordings on analogue disc should it
become necessary. Ihave no intention of scrapping all this in favour of the ' latest thing' in say
five or even fifteen years time, and in the light of
the present economic climate Iwould think
there are many others of like mind.
Iam aware that progress is agood thing, but
standards of reproduction now are pretty high in
my opinion, and Ithink that to pursue perfection
at any cost should be left to the rich minority,
and to Mr. Meyer of America.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the BBC's public
enthusiasm for FM radio

to say that the radio network's approach was...
well, at alower level of intensity. And this at a
time when, after almost ten years, the majority of
the population still regarded stereo as a noisy
way of having table- tennis, fire appliances or
steam locos pinging, zooming or whoosing in
the front room. Colour TV would, of course,
have sold itself quite easily at the time.
Since then, the world-beating standards of
the BBC research/engineering department have
gone from strength to strength in inverse proportion to the interest expressed by the public
face of the Corporation. No doubt this is reflected in their salaries, and in present circumstances will continue so to do. A master stroke
was to announce, at a time when transmitter
after transmitter was being stereo converted,
when studio consoles were being refurbished,
and when the market for stereo tuners/receivers/music-centres was accelerating towards aboom, that the radio licence was to be
abolished. Not incorporated in the TV licence,
note, but 'free radio'. This action made it difficult
to complain and impossible to take effective
action.
Ihave to hand acopy of the 50th Anniversary
souvenir Radio Times (1923-1973), which is
quite informative on receivers of all kinds between 1923 and 1937. However, Ithink my
view is borne out by the fact that no word
appears later in the copy on the subject of VHF,
stereo, PCM, etc. ( Lots on BBC 1goes Colour)
Iwas heartened by your eminent colleague
Mr. McKenzie who commented adversely on
the constant and ludicrous wave- jacking by
Educational Broadcasting. Much as Iappreciate
the BBC Char.er, as well as their requirement to
go cap in hand to ill-informed and less caring
Governments for funds, they are not an arm of
some central Education Authority. ( Both my
wife and Iare OU students, incidentally—but
we have two tape decks and aTV set to hand.)
Thus we reach the final irony: ' Most people
don't listen to VHF, therefore we can use the
channel for the Education Service, therefore the
general audience don't listen to it, therefore
there is no point in using it for anything except
Study on 4/0U/Schools.' ( None of which are in
stereo, of course, even though some would
benefit from it and would damp some of the
complaints that the 'stereo' channel is being
thrown away.)
Please, Sir, do not support the view that the
BBC publicly promotes 'quality radio'. The facts
have shown otherwise for the majority of the
existence of UK FM broadcasting.
Yours faithfully

From: Louis Montoya, 7 Cricklade Road,
Bishopston, Bristol BS7 9EW
Dear Sir, Ifound the content of the open letter to
the BBC from Messrs. Jeanes, Humphreys and
Atkinson ( June, p. 95) most interesting, but Iam
prompted to comment additionally on their final
paragraph. To recall a time when the BBC
openly urged people to avail themselves of
stereo or even VHF equipment requires afeat of
memory which can only be described as commendable. Such urging as there was happened
concurrently with the introduction of BBC 1 in
colour, and the difference in approach to public
awareness was significant.
On BBC TV every spot currently taken by
'What's on tonight/Tomorrow/same day next
week/in the New Season' was then taken by
'BBC 1goes Colour' ad nauseam. Ithink it is fair
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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... about choral intonation and
aural agony
From: Gervald Frykman, The Masters'
Common
Room,
Abingdon
School,
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 1DE
Dear Sir, Iwas vividly to recall Andrew Keener's
remark about poor choral intonation in his
article on Debussy's orchestral music, while
listening to arecord of choral music by Holst on
ASD 3435. To someone with perhaps an unfortunately accurate ear, engendered by years of
chorister and choral scholar work, the lamentable pitch control of the singers on the above
record ( and many others lying unplayed on my

shelf after their first audition) is guaranteed to
provoke sheer aural agony.
Any orchestral section playing consistently
up to a quarter of a tone flat would rapidly
condemn itself to cessation of performance and
recording contracts, yet choruses which consistently
perpetrate similar outrages are
readily employed by record companies for oratorio work and other accompanied choral
music.
Perhaps one will have to force oneself to
accept poor intonation from choirs, rather like
one accepts lack of proper tuning on some
Continental organs as amark of authenticity. In
the latter case, perversely, it can actually improve the flavour. . . .
Yours faithfully

.about a kit full of pitfalls
From: Mr. M. J. Evans, 7 Shap Drive,
Warndon, Worcester, WR4 9NY
Dear Sir, lwould like to take the opportunity to
warn intending buyers of kit- form hi-fi equipment of the pitfalls in so doing.
Both the designers and suppliers of such
equipment tend to elaborate its virtues in a
manner that is akin to the writings of D.
Wheatley. Even experienced electronics , erl,
thusiasts can fall victim to the impressive fullpage advertising spreads utilised by the
purveyors
of these
dubious
boxes
of
components—indeed, that is all they amount to.
In addition, I have experienced numerous
design articles that condemn so-called commerical equipment as, and Iquote, 'adubious
and motley collection of design compromises',
etc. Oh yes? Twelve or so months later, after
thousands of individuals have built these kits,
the designer compiles an extensive list of modifications in a somewhat apologetic fashion.
Furthermore, the odd university trained engineer informs all that extensive modifications are
called for if the power stages are required to
have adegree of reliability.
The average constructor allows some forty
hours for the assembly work—in niné cases out
of ten the work absorbs eighty hors or more,
and in five cases otit of ten the finished work
fails to function! Iknow only too well, from
bitter experience, that the bulk of kit- form hi-fi is
only worthy of the title 'junk'. Let's say the kit
costs £ 115.00 + VAT, add to that some eighty
hours at £ 2.25 per hour. Have you really saved
any money? Of course not. Chances are that all
you have to show for your labours is a nonworking and very inferior piece of equipment
even if your own constructional work is of the
highest standard.
Of course the suppliers of amplifier kits may
include abuyer's opinion of their products, e.g.
'the finest kit Ihave ever bought'; perhaps the
critic had previously experienced only the offerings of the single transistor radio kit specialists! I
suppose that the seller of the kit is not liable
under the Trade Descriptions Act, since the
comment originated from a buyer!
Yours faithfully

Note: Not all kits fit Mr. Evans' somewhat
sweeping remarks. See for instance our review
of a Hafler amplifier iri June, p. 127—Ed.
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"We stock
and recommend
Bose!'
Critics Choice,
64a High Street, Lincoln.
0522 38718

"It'll be hard
to better this
new range.
P. A. Audio,
63 Liverpool Road, Crosby,
Liverpool 23. 051-924 7287
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HiFi and Pro-Audio Products

NEMOREX
SHATTERI
NG PfiCES

Ask any Recording Engineer what he thinks of the meters
fitted to most domestic tape decks, and he will probably
answer " RUBBISH!". This is because mass produced V.U.
type meters are both inaccurate ( up to 5dBs out) and have a
very slow response time. Yet, if one considers the importance
of metering when making recordings, it becomes obvious that
some additional device could be extremely useful.
The Peak Program Indicator is an inexpensive add-on device
which overcomes the major disadvantages of built-in V.U.
meters. The Peak Program Indicator responds instantly to the
absolute intensity of the audio signal, and by means of the
"green' • L.E.D.s, provides advance warning of an overload
condition. The " red" L.E.D.s indicate that the maximum has
been exceeded and that the overload distortion will be likely
to 0CCUT.
•Available on request, is aFREE deomonstration disc which
explains the whole matter in greater detail. Please enclose
12p stamp to cover postage costs.
PRICE: £ 33.00 inc. VAT ( order code P.P.I.2)

QED AUDIO

PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford,Midde. Tel:Ashford 46236

Memorex Cassettes, the tapes with the
glass shattering performance, are now
available at amazingly low prices.
Memorex has made huge reductions in
the price of their entire range of Quality
Cassettes.
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HIGH3UTS
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE II
Qty. 10
Qty. 1 Qty. 10
Qty. 1
Qty. 1
Qty. 10
C60
94
£9-20 C60 £1.16 £11.30 C60
£1 - 04 £9.90
C90
£1- 18 £11.00* C90 £1 - 44 £12-90* C90
f1-30 £11.90*
C1 20 £1.50 £1440
* Supplied in Promotion Packs
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S: another purist technique
Freelance recording engineer Tony Faulkner outlines the
advantages of a neglected microphone idea
T HERE ARE three

basic approaches to
I arranging microphones for recording
classical music stereophonically. The first
involves acoincident, or near- coincident
combination of directional microphones; the
second involves an array of spaced omnidirectional microphones ( usually two, or
sometimes three including acentremicrophone); and the third approach is a
multiple array where a number of microphones are dotted around the orchestra and a
sound- stage is created in the control- room
electronically. Each system has its own merits
and limitations, and much has appeared in
print on the subject of what is ' right' and
what is ' wrong'.
Iam well aware that one man's meat is
another man's poison, and in my case I
favour adiet of coincident or near- coincident
microphone arrangements; my particular pair
of ears takes exception to some of the lowfrequency phase anomalies inherent in spaced
omni recording. [see also HFNIRR Nov ' 79 p.
109] The multi- microphone approach
offends me aesthetically because Ibelieve
that the musical balance of an orchestra
should be determined by the composer/
conductor/performers rather than by a ' knobtwiddler'. Nonetheless, asingle coincident
pair can often produce adull sound quality in
a less than ideal recording location, and the
judicious use of extra microphones can
enhance the clarity and produce asound
closer to what has become accepted by
consumers and critics.
Having opted for acoincident- type microphone set-up, the recordist has several
choices open to him in order to produce the
stereophonic picture he requires. These
possibilities are ' pure coincident XY' (fig. 1),
'micro- spaced XY' (fig. 2) and ' pure coincident M- S' ( fig. 3). Ishall omit binaural/
dummy- head for the purpose of this article.
M- S (from Middle or Main- Side), with a
cardioid or similar pointing forwards and a
figure- of- eight with the lobes pointing
sideways, is not used agreat deal these days,
although broadcasters and some recording

engineers have stereo narrowing and widening controls using M- S techniques in their
mixing consoles. M- S constitutes basically a
sum- and- difference approach. Normally,
transformers are used to derive left and rightchannel audio signals from the individual
mike outputs, but aCalifornia- based company
called Audio Engineering Associates has just
introduced an actively balanced M- S matrix
box. The mathematics involved are not
exactly taxing and are as below:
Sum or ' M' microphone output=L+R
Difference or ' S' microphone output=L—R
therefore:
M+S
M— S
Left =— and Right=
2
2
An obvious question which springs to mind
is ' why bother?', when one can simply put up
apair of microphones, one for left and one
for right. There are several reasons for choosing M- S, the greatest one being the limited
performance of many commercially available
microphone types. Fig. 4 shows the polar
diagram of atypical popular studio microphone and it is easy to see how the cardioid
pattern degrades above 4 Hz, principally due
in this instance to the use of a large diaphragm capsule ( lin.) and to the shape of the
microphone casing itself. If one were to use a
pair of these microphones in normal XY
(left- right) mode for stereo, the centre
instruments ( woodwind, etc.) would be
reproduced with treble loss since they are offaxis for both mikes, and the stereo image
would lack detail at its centre.
When recording at areasonable distance
back from an orchestra, aconsiderable
proportion of the information reproduced by
the microphones when in XY mode is
arriving from significantly off each mike's axis,
where the microphone no longer behaves like
its nominal polar diagram would suggest.
Furthermore, several microphone designs
incorporate acavity- resonance to 'cancel'
capsule resonances, and successful as this
appears in 'on- axis' behaviour in an anechoic
chamber, the results when used in a real

Fly 1 CÉ,Incident cwssed-pair ( as near as possible).

soundfield can be characterised by coloration
when off- axis sources excite resonances:
When stereo was first introduced, broadcasters, particularly on the Continent, were
anxious to maintain optimum mono quality
for the overwhelming majority of their listeners. Using M- S meant that the mono
signal received by older radios was just the
same as ever it had been, not two channels
summed, which unless recorded with coincident techniques could lead to peculiar
phase cancellations. It is also curious how
mono listening can often make you far more
critical of poor technical and musical balancing than when you sit back and wallow in
stereo. By going for M- S recording, the mono

Fig 3: Coincident M-S arrangement with forwaid facing
cardioid above lateral figure- of- eight.

Fig 2: Micro- spaced directional pair.
leXiee*
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THE YEAR OF THE SPEAKERS
1980 may well be remembered as the year Audan Audio offered their first real challenge to
the loudspeaker industry. This new range of domestic loudspeaker systems, heralds the start
of arevolution for true sound reproduction. Join the rebels and insist on hearing the contents
of record or tape as recorded. Gone are the days of honkey base, muffled mid- range and
spiky top. Gone are the days of distorted vocals and unbelievable instruments; don't accept
that high power input is necessary for high quality output; we at Audan Audio have proved
otherwise.
If you have a pair of Audan 2, Audan 3, or Audan 7 loudspeakers, you will know that you
now enjoy the best reproduction your equipment can supply, however, should you be one
who has not yet heard them and disbelieve our claims, challenge us to prove it.
If you live anywhere in England, just phone and arrange ademonstration in your own home,
we shall be happy to oblige without any obligation whatsoever on your part.
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Please send details of the
Audan Audio Range of Speaker Systems
To:

Avrman.
itmgrma

18B Mill Trading Estate,
Acton Lane,
London, NW10 7NP, England
Tel: 01-961 4300 & 01-965 8179
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ÍFIG.4

POLAR DIAGRAM OF
TYPICAL STUDIO MIKE

quality was maintained, and afurther advantage was that any tapes recorded with ' M'
on Track 1 and ' S' on Track 2 could be
replayed monophonically on aFtrack mono
tape- machine.
Ihave used M- S myself on several occasions, most usually when recording asolo
instrument for reproduction from the centre of
the stereo sound- stage. Since the performer is
precisely on- axis to the sum- channel microphone, this mike can work at its best, providing avery stable centre- image. As afigure- ofeight mike is used sideways- on for the
difference channel, this picks up virtually
none of the performer's direct sound. In the
control- room it is therefore possible to
choose how much acoustic one requires on
the recording, not only on the session but
also at a later date, by using astraightforward widening/narrowing control.
Fig. 5 shows atypical M- S set-up in closeup. The microphones here, by Schoeps,
employ small diaphragm capsules and have
transformerless output. They are capacitor
(condenser) types like those most favoured by
professional recording engineers. In the
picture, the upper microphone is in hypercardioid mode for the sum ' M' channel, and
the lower microphone is in figure- of- eight for
the difference ' S' channel. What should be
regarded as important is that both microphones have been designed with awellmaintained polar- diagram right up to 20 kHz,
and even in XY ( straight stereo), the stereo
image is very well defined.
As with all of the other items in the audio
chain, microphones do not necessarily have a
flat frequency response—particularly so with
large capsule and large case models. It is
often desirable to equalise the frequency
response of a microphone to optimise soundquality. The on- axis frequency response of
many professional microphones has a bass
droop and slight treble roll- off. But by using
the M- S technique in order to locate performers within the optimum working range of
the microphone's polar diagram, and then
equalising the microphone response for its
on- axis performance, it is possible to achieve
a more faithful 'flat frequency response'
recording. Most directional microphones have
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

a bass roll- off characteristic, which is asideeffect from the pressure- gradient component
of their polar diagram.
There are only two basic types of microphone first- order pick-up: pressure ( omnidirectional) and pressure- gradient or ' velocity'
(figure- of- eight). Any other normal pattern
(cardioid, hypercardioid, etc) is derived
mathematically from these two fundamental
ones. For example, a 1 : 1 mix of omni (
r = 1)
and figure- of- eight (
r= cos 0) will generate a
cardioid pickup (
r= 1+cos 0). In general,
cardioid microphones achieve their polardiagram through acoustical and mechanical
means; but nevertheless, the pressure and
pressure- gradient components can be regarded separately, and since pressuretransducers are flat in response to very low
frequencies, and pressure- gradient transducers are not, it is plain to see it would be
desirable to equalise the omni and figure- ofeight components individually. One can
achieve this with some success with M- S by
equalising sum and difference channels
individually. For example, if one wanted a
properly equalised coincident cardioid
recording, one could use an equalised omni
for the sum ' M' channel and an equalised
figure- of- eight for the difference ' S' channel.
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Fig 5: Close-up view of M- S set-up.

M- S to XY matrixing would produce backto-back cardioids, not asystem of universally
practical use, but it does illustrate the point.
By using a microphone technique based
around M- S it is possible to generate polar
diagrams not generally available. My usual
M- S technique of M = hypercardioid,
S = figure- of- eight, gives acrossed pattern
halfway between hypercardioid and figure- ofeight, which Ifind slightly more usable than
crossed figure- of- eights, which can give
rather overwide stereo once one has moved
close enough to optimise the direct- toreverberant sound ratio in an empty hall.
Iunderstand that the NRDC Calrec
Soundfield microphone employs M- S techniques specifically to take advantage of the
flexibility offered, only in the case of the
Soundfield mike it is more correctly an M- S1S2S3 device, because in B- format one
records asum omni signal, and three side
signals, one left- to- right one front- to- back
and one up- to- down. By recording these
three difference channels and the omni on
playback, one can generate any first- order
polar- diagram in any orientation one chooses,
any time after the recording session.
For the equations to be simple enough for
us to solve, all of the mathematics involved in
M- S microphone technique and its subsequent matrixing work on the assumption

that the capsule diaphragms are coincident in
space. Obviously in the real world of an
arrangement like fig. 5 the microphones
cannot possibly be in exactly the same place,
and this is where most of the problems with
M- S start and finish. In fig. 5 the microphone
bodies are as close together as possible, yet
there is still probably 20mm between the
centres of the two microphone diaphragms,
corresponding to one wavelength at around
14 kHz. The Schoeps microphones are by no
means large, and many other types could not
come in closer proximity than one wavelength
at around 6kHz or 7kHz. Therefore the M- S
matrix will not function perfectly at high
frequencies, although the problems are not as
great as one might fear, so long as one is
recording from a reasonable distance to
minimise path- length difference for the two
microphones. In the Soundfield microphone,
acertain amount of electronic juggling takes
place to synthesise capsule coincidence to a
higher frequency than that determined by the
spacing of the four individual capsules.
By analogy with conventional XY
(left/right) coincident microphone techniques,
where XY is ' best' at hard- left and hard- right
cardinal points and 'weakest' at hard- centre,
M- S is ' best' at centre- front and at the two
extreme outer- left and outer- right cardinal
points outside of the playback speakers, and
'weakest' at conventional hard- left and hardright. Using M- S, Ihave found it possible
experimentally to locate sound sources way
beyond the speakers with stability, even 45*
further round beyond the speakers—but this
sort of experiment does not make friends
either of disc- cutting engineers or owners of
pickups having poor vertical performance.
M- S recordings lend themselves to reproduction through more than two loudspeakers,
especially when recorded from areasonable
distance. The ' difference' speakers (à la
Hafler, for example) will then be reproducing
the ' S' side microphone output, which will be
largely reverberant and add some extra
richness to the sound; that is if you are an
enthusiast for this system.
M- S recording has never enjoyed much
favour in Britain, even less in the U.S.; nearly
all of the work has been done on the
Continent, where Ibelieve it is still used. In
general, though, producers have moved away
from 'documentary' styles of recording in
order to venture into doing the conductor's
job for themselves, from the comfort of a
control- room chair. Unfortunately, all too
rarely does one then seem to capture the
atmosphere of agood performance, despite
using the huge range of ' bags of tricks'
available on the electronics market. The
Soundfield microphone marks the only
significant review of M- S techniques for
years, and it has certainly revived interest in
single- point 'documentary' recording techniques. It may well be that we shall see a
revival of interest in the various coincident
microphone techniques now that digital audio
is with us. This is because the extraordinary
clarity and lack of non- linearity, especially at
the bass end, has pointed the finger fairly and
squarely at the ' Emperor's New Clothes' that
the record- buying public has had to put up
with since the excesses of multitrack and
overengineering took over •
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If it is your intention to make an investment in a Hi Fi system rather than buy something to sell next year, consider the advantages of
the modular system offered by Boothroyd Stuart. Despite future development of digital disc or even plug-in digital music memories,
your domestic music system will always need a loudspeaker — we do not foresee large conceptual changes here — and a means to
control the signals from whatever source, to drive the loudspeaker. Our recipe in an evolving market is flexiblity and this is the safeguard of your investment. The active loudspeaker will accept the output of a preamplifier and make sounds as beautiful as the source
allows. Our modular amplifier system is clean, clear, precise, powerful and has lasting beauty.
The control unit 101 illustrated is constructed with three interchangeable electronic modules, two of which are solely devoted to the disc
source. The first module you choose to suit the pick up of your choice, now or next year. Our commitment is to offer within this framework the possibility of today's preamp for tomorrow's music system. The perfect match for your pick up or tape recorder is offered — a
perfect concept.
Plug-in modules for Supex, Entree, Denon, Fidelity Research, Asak, Decca, Magnetic, Ultimo, Grado and others...
Also equalisation available for RIAA, RIAA lEC rec 1978, coarse groove (78).
Write or 'phone for details to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND PE18 7EJ
(0480) 57339 TELEX ( MERIDN) 32577.

BOOT ROYD ST,A RI/MERIDIAN
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Amplifiers again
An amplifier that has received alot of attention
in the past nine months or so is the NAD 3020,
and Ihave finally had a chance to try it for
myself! It has already been reviewed fully in
WHIRR (
January), so Ishall skip the details
and description, etc, and merely say that subjectively it is remarkably good for the money—
probably the nearest thing to the better 'special-

ist' amplifiers that Ihave yet heard amongst
mass-produced products of 'full line' manufacturers. Istill don't really reckon it matches the
performance of the A&R or the Nytech, for
example, but ldoubt if there is anything to touch
it at the price, and it's good enough to grace a
system of good quality. Hopefully, its success
will stimulate general improvements in budget
amplification. •

NAO

S

OM E MONTHS AGO Iwas discussing the
appearance of a veritable spate of 'silly'
priced cartridges, at anything up to £ 500, although at the tim9 Ihad tried few of them. Ihave
since had the chance to sample two of these
exotica, with differing degrees of satisfaction, so
on with the saga.
Koetsu=The Romantic One?
Ihave no idea what the meaning of the
Japanese characters which translate as Koe-tsu
is, but if romance doesn't enter into it, then an
opportunity to wax lyrical has surely been lost.
Few cartridges have come better equipped in
terms of mystique, with approbation from audiophile opinion- makers, with rave reviews in the
US underground and in subjectively inclined UK
quarters, while the mythology emanates from
the guru- like presence of one Mr. Sugano.
Reputedly akey figure at Supex for many years,
on retirement he and his family have apparently
been producing Koetsus ( Koetsi?) at a rate of
two or three aday. Afurther aspect of the Koetsu
mystique concerns rumours of 'counterfeiting'
in the US, where some three organisations
seemed to be claiming exclusive distribution.
Evidence
does
suggest,
however,
that
Quadramail ( the UK importer) are offering 'the
real McCoy'. Although the price tag of £ 500 for
the wooden- bodied version may already seem
pretty iniquitous, there is also an Onyx- bodied
model at about twice the price. My typewriter
refuses to print that many zeros for acartridge!
In fairness to Quadramail, and the dealers concerned, much of this is apparently due to
middleman markups en route to the UK. In fact it
was disturbing to note when visiting Akihabara
(Tokyo) recently that cartridges often tended to
be sold as low as half the UK price; granted ' the
square mile' probably sells something like 10%of
the world's consumer electronics, and is fiercely
JULY CROSSWORD SOLUTION
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competitive, but this is still adisturbingly big
difference for an item where carriage is not a
major factor.
Enough of the background. The cartridge is
unusual in having awooden body, though with
ametal top plate encompassing the fixing holes.
Its weight is high at over 10g, and the compliance low, so not surprisingly midrange
tracking is aweakness which limits its application alittle ( opera lovers please note). Its big
strength, however, lies in its fabulous midrange, where, provided the tracking abilities are
not overstressed, there is a rare transparency,
depth, cohesion and neutrality. In this respect I
found it superior to the various Seex derivatives (
Asak included) which are, not surprisingly, its nearest relations in sound quality.
In certain other respects Iwas not quite happy
with the Koetsu in the Linn Ittok arm; it certainly
had asofter, lighter bass than the Asak, and was
rather brighter in the treble; it also sounded
'slower' in terms of the drama and information
produced when a note was struck. In many
respects its behaviour was similar to the ( frequently overlooked and oftert under- rated)
Supex 901, with similar subjective response,
information and highish output ( it may well be
useable without a head amp), but with the
delectable bonus of probably the finest midrange yet. It is this characteristic that led me to
describe the Koetsu as 'the Romantic One', and
if one takes the analogy further Iwould be
inclined to daub the Asak, by the same token, as
'the Sexy One'. It has been suggested that the
Ittok is nefrt an ideal match for the Koetsu, though
Icannot see any good reason for this being the
case ( besides its other virtuesit has the highest
effective mass of the fixed head arms, and the
Koetsu might well benefit from even more). I
hope to try it soon with the Breuer arm, and will
update if necessary.
If the Koetsu sounded a trifle 'slow' on my
Isobarik PMS system, it proved an outstanding
match for the new Mission 7701Is. About aweek
after Ihad sent in my copy containing aprogress
report on these speakers, Iread that there had
been significant revisions to the design. Iam not
sure whether these represent asignificant improvement, and they did sound abit heavier in
the bass in my system/room. But with the
Koetsu they wove considerable 'magic'.
Certainly felicitous combination can be acrucial
factor among the more rarefied equipment,

making evaluation tricky, and mixing And
matching hard work. At present Icannot really
see that the Koetsu justifies its extravagant price,
but it is nevertheless an extraordinary cartridge,
probably supreme in its particular area of
strength.
Warning: Siggies may be harmful to your
bank balance.
The other exotic cartridge is Grado's Signature
IV, which costs about the same. Ihave now tried
a number of Grado models and have still to
come to terms with them. At Transonic's suggestion Iavoided the Ittok at first, but trying the
cartridge in an SME IIIS/Ariston was pretty
disappointing. Though the Linn combination
effected an improvement ( predictable from the
respective mass/compliance ratios). Istill could
not get completely satisfying results. In both
cases the cartridge seemed to emphasise the
presence and lower treble, which can give an
'impressive' exaggeration of detail, but the bass
was very restrained, and the extreme treble not
entirely ' open'. Surface noise was conspicuous
in its absence, which is adecided plus point. I
would certainly admit that the presence band is
rather nice—clean and integrated with fine
delicacy and ambience—but for the moment I
shall have to file this one under ' pending but not
happy'.
As it arrived just before my Japanese jaunt,
however. Iloaned it to afriend for his reactions
while Iwas away, and he was rather more
impressed ( Hadcock/Linn), rating it comfortably above most of the commercial movingcoils he had tried ( which is quite anumber). It
seems possible that fluid damping may be an
essential for this design, as it was clearly
working best at lowish tracking weights ( it is
very critical of tracking weight, which is in itself
agood sign), and showed indications of apretty
'fierce' bass resonance. This may account for the
good results in the Hadcock, and suggests that I
should persevere further in this direction when
time permits.
By and large my experience with the exotics
hardly suggests that they justify their extravagant prices, though the Koetsu in particular has
some outstanding virtues, and the ' Siggie' some
interesting characteristics. Certainly the rest of
the system has to be pretty good to justify this
sort of expenditure, and system optimisation is
likely to be acrucial criterion.
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STD
says it loud
and clear

WE NOW STOCK THE NEW ECONOMY STOLLE
2050 ROTATOR—£ 48.33 VAT INCLUDED
IDEAL FOR SWINGING ONE ARRAY.
10% off aerials.

Promotion

offer 15% off " Margon

TV

aerials"

MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.
IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
40p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials ( Holland)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( UK) Our 25th Jubilee Year

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

ASTRA (QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
Backed by 25 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
Weather exposed part of U.K.? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc. Experiencing frequent
gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically successful, we
're in future recommending continental aerials ( especially FUBA & PLEMI ARRAYS AS
OUR FIRST choice for FM or IV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Golden anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble. eye-catching superb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?
• All the advice you need before, plus an after- sales advice service.
• All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
• 0.I .Y saves 1
/ your costs (your satisfaction is free).
2
Over 3,000 aerials stocked: all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators; clamps; wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; baluns; low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax and 300 Ohm cable.
Many of our customers come from a recommendation

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

Open 9.00-5.30. Tues -Sat.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sats.
Closed all day Monday.

Near Gloster Pub and Garage.

01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service.

FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

As loud as you wish and as clear as
you like... for two very good reasons.
The STD D2000 Thermionic Power
Amplifier,and the STD 305S turntable.
At STD, our design philosophy
is to produce audio equipment which
gives aurally pleasing, ' realistic' — sounding
musical sound reproduction. One result of
this philosophy is the D2000.
Truly outstanding musical reproduction
also requires aturntable of distinction, and in
the STD 305S, we feel that we have created
the perfect balance. If the D2000 says it
loud, then the 305S says it clear.

TM MST OF ftRITISIT
ON COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATION IN OUR
LISTENING ROOM
Agents for: A & R, B & W, KEF, IMF, Meridian, Mordaunt Short,
Quad, Rogers, SMC, Spendor, STD etc
± THE BEST OF THE REST

Open: Tues.— Sat.

Easy parking

76 Bedford Road, Kempston, Beds.

Exceptionally clear, thanks to the virtual
elimination of distortion due to feedback.
Say it loudly and clearly...
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Strathclyde Transcription Developments Ltd.,
Midton Road, Howwood, Renfrewshire,
Scotland PA9 1AO..
Telephone: Kilbarchan 5151.
Telex: 779654

Lae.,

9.5041.r

t

SIP

Tel: 0234 854133

STEREO DISC
AMPLIFIER 3
Line level RIAA equalised
outputs from moving magnet
cartridge inputs.
MOVING COIL
PREAMPLIFIER
A preamplifier for all low
impedance cartridges.

Bsuite installed, which is now in use and is
BC RADIO 3 has just had anew continuity

located in the basement of Broadcasting House.
The suite took over the old 68 studio, which has
been re- equipped with anew control desk and
with solid state switching and monitoring
equipment, which has removed the necessity for
relays and other supplies. Three Technics SP10
MK II turntables have been provided, together
with pickup arms designed by the BBC, and
these are certainly being worked hard at the time
of writing because of the Musicians' Union
strike. The BBC prepared the new studio in only
four months, the installation including the
wiring in of many lines between the control
room and the suite to allow for switching from
one programme source to another. The new and
larger studio will allow much greater flexibility
for Radio 3, but it is perhaps unfortunate that the
control room staff area is a very considerable
distance away from the new suite. The old suite
will be used for extensive training of new
continuity staff.
IN THE PAST Ihave always measured adjacent
channel selectivity with two oscillators precisely
200 kHz apart on Band 2and with the unwanted
one with mod, while the wanted carrier was
unmodulated. The tuner would be tuned precisely to the wanted carrier and the amount of
breakthrough from the unwanted modulated
one could be measured quite easily when it is on
either side of the required carrier. The average of
the two readings has normally been published,
but if these are rather different Ihave often
quoted both selectivity figures. It struck me
quite recently that this method might well be
valid if one is testing a quartz crystal locked
tuner if the two carriers are very precisely on
200 kHz channels, but the method is not really
tying in with subjective performance if one is
testing atuner with continuous tuning, as most
have had until recently. If an average user is
obtaining a slight interference from a station
200 kHz off frequency, he may well off- tune his
receiver so that its IF pass band is slightly further
away from the unwanted station, while still
receiving the wanted one reasonably satisfactorily. It therefore struck me that we should try
modulating both carriers at different frequencies, and examine the output from the tuner on a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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B & K FFT400 line real-time analyser to check
how far the tuning could be altered before
distortion reached 1%. We were able to obtain
an instant indication of distortion of the wanted
station as well as breakthrough from the unwanted one by using, for example, 400 Hz
modulation at the unwanted station and 1kHz
on the wanted one. After carrying out this
procedure we found that a tuner giving about
7dB ( fairly poor) selectivity as measured conventionally, gave an average reading of 18 dB
when tuned slightly further away from the
unwanted station by allowing distortion to rise
from 0.1% to 1-0%. Ishall be using this method
on anumber of tuners in the future, to examine
very carefully how the measured selectivity ties
in with subjective listening tests. Since acrystal
locked tuner cannot be intentionally mistuned,
however, the test will be inappropriate for these,
and perhaps this may be one more reason for not
buying one. ( In addition, many of them have a
snag by not allowing optimum reception of
frequencies in between their normal steps, relatively few allowing for 50 kHz spacings.)

ON JUNE 2ND Ihappened to be listening, as I
do quite regularly, to the science news programme commencing at 7.20 pm on Radio 4,
and Iwas horrified to find that on nearly all the
intervieviis, and in particular on the first one,
there was some of the worst breakthrough from
replay to record that Ihave ever heard on aBBC
broadcast. Somehow the replay circuits of the
BBC recorder used for the interview recordings
were fed back into the record circuitry, thus
giving a flutter echo which was particularly
marked at high frequencies. Ifound this so
distracting, as Iam sure other listeners must
have done, that it put me off the actual content
of the programme, and Ihad to listen to my tape
recording again to concentrate on the content
itself. The BBC will know of the problem, since it
was in the programme log, and atape box had
been marked, yet there was no apology at the
time. Ithink producers will have to be much
more careful to check thier recordings, both
during and after taping, to avoid this type of
occurrence.

MANY FM TUNERS have record calibration
tones incorporated to allow recording levels to
be set on cassette decks. If one assumes that a
normal user may want to peak an average of
4 dB over Dolby level, with extreme peaks at
+6 dB, then surely the record calibration tone
should be set accurately to give an output at
around 30 kHz deviation, 60 kHz deviation
being the normal maximum at mid frequencies,
since amargin has to be allowed for pilot tone
percentage and accumulated errors in line levels
etc. Icame by a tuner recently which had the
record calibration set at about 60 kHz deviation
equivalent, and the instructions suggested that
this shold be set for Ovu; thus those who
observed this would be very consistently underrecord ing by aconsiderable amount. The service
manual indicated that the rec. cal. tone level

should be set internally by the servicing engineer for + 3dB of nominal, which seems
ridiculously inaccurate, such that the provision
of the tone is probably worse than not having
one at all. Surely it is time tuner manufacturers
standardised on the level of such tones, for there
appears to be no standard at the moment.

ALTHOUGH the Musicians' Union announced
that their strike against the BBC would begin on
June 1st, Iwas appalled at the action of the
musicians in stopping arelay of Fidetio from the
London Coliseum on May 20th. The BBC
broadcast discs instead, and although Ihave
much sympathy with the musicians' cause, I
deplore this type of sudden action. Although it is
hoped that by the time you are reading this the
strike will be settled, there is now great concern
that the entire Prom programme will be affected.
The cutting of the BBC Scottish SO is adisaster,
and it seems farcical that the BBC announced, at
a press meeting called to discuss the Prom
season, that £ 1m of the £ 1.5m saved by cutting
the orchestras will be spent on freelance
musicians anyway! The strike which has been
allowed to occur over this relatively small
amount will affect every listener to any type of
live music throughout the UK. It appears from
the last week or so of broadcasting that even
retransmissions of some BBC tapes are not
being allowed, and one wonders how the BBC
is finding the needle time to play records instead.
While appreciating the BBC's plight, Imust
conclude that possibly the whole business is a
political ploy to force the government to increase the licence fee to a sensible figure, to
allow BBC staff to be paid at competitive rates
as compared with other organisations and industry, and also to provide the excellent service
that we have had in the past.

FINALLY, Imust include this month my thanks
to the BBC, and especially to Dr. Robert
Simpson, for organising the superb relay of
Havergal Brian's Gothic Symphony from the
Royal Albert Hall on May 25th, in which avery
much augmented LSO and choir, totalling more
than 800 musicians, were conducted by Olé
Schmidt. The performance of this very difficult
work was in general rather better than the earlier
performance in 1966, and the balance was most
certainly better, although Ifelt that the soloists
and choir were sometimes alittle too forward. In
the first vocal movement it seemed that the
soloists were very nervous indeed, since they
had to sing without orchestra for quite a long
period, which is exceptionally difficult. After this
slight lapse, though, both choir and soloists
acquitted themselves magnificently, and the
orchestra played superbly throughout in what is
clearly one of the most difficult of all works to
perform. It is worth pointing out that several
cymbal crashes caused very marked preemphasis limiting on the left channel, and
balancers will have to watch this by not letting
so much transient percussion through.
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the greatest place
to buy Philips and Pye
•we've been Pye and Philips specialists for years
•we've got the keenest prices!
•we've got the greatest range!
Read the list - note the prices. Make your great choice, and fill in the coupon!
You can't buy better than Pye and Philips from Fordhams
AMPLIFIERS Er PREAMPS
PYE

SX6290
SX6390
SX6392
SX6393
SX6394
SX6396
A8000
A12000
PHILIPSAH270
AH280
AH305
AH306
AH370
AH380
AH384
AH386
AH551
AH590
AH594

99.75
119.00
79.95
97.00
106.00
174.00
139.95
155.00
120.90
259.62
117.98
169.90
186.63
293.45
144.95
159.75
115.00
87.75
112.75

TUNER - AMPLIFIERS/
RECEIVERS
RYE

TA4000
TA6000
SX6692
SX6693
TA8000
TA12006
PHILIPSAH602
AH603
AH604
AI-4606
AH682
AH683
AH684
AH686
RH743
AH762
AH794
AH799

129.75
169.75
106.00
126.00
199.75
234.75
136.30
219.75
191.95
214.75
139.75
179.75
225.00
275.75
59.95
69.95
179.75
343.03

TUNERS
PYE

SX6190
SX6194
SX6198
78000
PHILIPSAH103
AH170
AH180
AH186
AH690
AH694

107.00
107.00
145.00
139.95
117.03
125.06
394.65
137.95
87.95
99.75

TURNTABLES WITH
CARTRIDGES
PYE

SX5673
SX5674
SX5684
SX5685
SX5877
PHILIPS GA209
GA222
GA312
GA418
AF677
AF685
AF729
AF777
AF829
AF877
AF977

56.95
59.00
77.75
63.75
126.75
114.75
109.75
74.75
42.75
74.75
57.75
120.43
87.75
166.31
127.00
208.28

AUDIO Et STEREO
SYSTEMS
PYE

ZU5j
HF2025
HF2035
HF3035
HF3045
SX5292
SX6090
PHILIPSAF380
AH590
AH590S
AH594
AH683

129.00*
399.00
419.00
459.00
599.00
56.95
789.00
49.95
399.95
389.95
569.00
499.00

AH684
649.00
RH837
199.00
RH852
99.95*
N2415LS
89.96
N2415WE 79.95
'Loudspeakers NOT
included.
CASSETTE SLAVE
DECKS
PYE
SR3170
87.00
SR3370
107.00
SR3390
127.00
SR3533
83.95
SR3537
109.00
SR3543
128.75
SR3630
165.75
SR3780
269.00
PHILIPSN2415
63.50
N2521
199.75
N2533
88.95
N2534
104.75
N2537
156.35
N2538
134.75
N2541
112.95
N2542
149.50
N2543
139.75
N2544
144.95
N2552
458.95
N2554
547.40
N5431
173.35
N5748
458.95
N5438
173.36

PHILIPSAH489
AH494
RH460
AH470
AH482
AH484
AH485
AH486
RH545
AH585
AH587

71.38
114.97
14.95
23.95
29.75
42.75
37.95
54.75
595.00
155.88
239.74

SUPER M
CARTRIDGES WITH
STYLI
PHILIPSGP400Mk1 11.95
GP400Mk2 11.95
GP401Mk2 15.75
GP412Mk2 36.75
GP422Mk2 49.75

MUSIC CENTRES
PYE
1601
129.75
1602
129.75
1604
157.50
1605
199.75
1606
195.75
TAPC6000 297.95*
PHILIPSAH970
159.95
AH972
176.75
AH979
189.95
AH985
299.75*
AH988
199.75
AH989
219.75
AH990
139.75
AI-1994
359.00
AH998
199.75
Al-1999
189.95
'Loudspeakers NOT
included.

HOUSINGS
RYE
HUI
HU2
HU3
HU4
HU5
HU6
PHILIPS BT008
0682
0683
590
3052

of metal with smoked glass
shelves and mounted on castors.
It is illustrated with the TA6000
receiver, 3537 cassette deck,
5673 record player.

£375.45
Speakers of your choice extra.

69.75
39.75
37.75
39.75
59.75
79.75
69.75
77.75
119.75
39.75
79.75

CATALOGUES Er PRICE LISTS
PYE Er PHILIPS
0.24p stamps.

OPEN REEL DECKS
PHILIPS N4520
724.66
LOUDSPEAKERS
SINGLY
PYE
SX5775
41.75
SX5777
85.00
SX6483
34.00
SX6484
48.50
SX6489
72.50

TIMERS Er SWITCH
UNITS
PYE
MDU4
9.95
SX6090
37.75
PHILIPSAH080
149.95

Model HU2 is a compact and
modern housing unit, constructed

PHILIPS BLACK TULIP
0.24 stamps.

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT OUR
SHOWROOMS:
COLCHESTER 9Crouch Street, Colchester, Esse.
Telephone: 73288
DOVERCOORT 141 High Street, Dowiecourt,
Harwich, Essex. Telephone: 3551
IPSWICH 43 Buttermarket, Ipswich, Suffolk.
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MODEL No
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MODEL No
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All goods new and guaranteed for 12 months. TOTAL
Registered No. 750598
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PHILIPS
Prices quoted above include VAT and carriage and will be honoured for 60 days ,
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BOOK
REVIEWS
EVERYMAN'S BOOK OF ENGLISH COUNTRY
SONGS edited by Roy Palmer. 256 pages plus 8
pages of half- tone illustrations; other line illus. in
text. Hard covers, price £ 7.95. Published by J. M.
Dent & Sons Ltd. Aldine House, 33 Welbeck Street,
London W1 M 8LX.

ROY PALMER has written anumber of books
on folk song—Iparticularly like A Touch on the
Times—and this, like his other works, is both
entertaining reading and well- researched. His
preferred format
is
followed
here:
an
introductory essay to an annotated song
collection. Iwish that his introduction had been
lengthier; he uses a number of pertinent
quotations, and gives hints of other references
that indicate wide reading of 19th and early 20th
Century rural life, that deserve fuller treatment.
The songs, nearly 150 of them, are grouped
according to subject matter, after the manner of
Kennedy and others: Work, Deference and
Protest, Crime, Courtship, Marriage, Sport and
Diversion, Seasons and Ceremonies. This rather
overworked format is relieved by the interesting
notes that precede each song, and Roy Palmer's
liking for contrasting songs within his broad
headings.
It requires patient research in unpublished
manuscripts ( and careful listening to the many
recordings of folk singers made in recent years)
to come up with previously unpublished songs.
The Rambling Comber (
wool carder) collected
from a Horsham bootmaker in 1893; the
poaching song collected seventy years ago by
Vaughan Williams, Hares in the Old Plantation;
or the rare carol from Napton, Warwickshire, The
Fleecy Care, are among the unfamiliar delights
in the collection. The tunes of all the songs are
printed, and there's ascore of illustrations from
prints and woodcuts to set the scene. Definitely
for the folk- collector's library.
Paul Oliver

UNDERSTANDING MUSIC by Antony Hopkins.
255 pages, with many music examples. Price £6.95.
Published by J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., Aldine House,
33 Welbeck Street, London W1 M 8LX.

THERE IS A DANGER that the title of this book
might lead some would-be purchasers into
thinking that it is yet another of those basic
manuals designed to lead the tottering steps of
the novice into the realms of music. In which
case they will get ashock when they suddenly
find themselves up to their necks at the deep
end. Anyone who follows Antony Hopkins'
rewarding BBC programmes 'Talking About
Music' will already know that he does not talk
down to anyone and, far from being basic in
intent, his talks are deep- searching, scholarly,
philosophical lectures on music aimed at the
committed and the knowledgeable lover of
music who savours such discussion. The beginner must look elsewhere, for this book is on the
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same level. Its target, however, is not the trained
musician or the musical scholar, though the
student of music will no doubt find agreat deal
in it to help him answer his examination questions, but the well-informed amateur, the deep
lover of music who will enjoy going along with
the author in his search for enlightenment on
such subjects as ' Form and Its Function',
'Purpose
and
Method', ' Interpreters',
'Meanings' and ' Challenges'—those titles in
themselves should give agood idea of its range.
Some of the fundamentals of music are set out in
a useful appendix, but no-one should embark
on this book who is initially incapable of reading
and understanding ascore, for there are lavish
musical examples throughout which add much
to the text.
In general Iam against the surgical approach
to music. Delicate bodies taken apart have a
habit of remaining in astate of disintegration,
the magic of life destroyed—the famous analogy
of killing abird to find out what made it sing. But
Antony Hopkins is a careful dissector and is
always careful to re- assemble. His analysis is
persuasive even if, on reflection, we might
disagree. What he says will illuminate your
listening and will, I'm afraid, supply alot of good
phrases for the amateur commentator. Iexpect
to hear alot of them about. This is, Ifeel, almost
abook that needs no advocacy. Those with the
right sort of appetite for music will buy it
because there are so few books of the kind or the
effectiveness ( since Tovey) around. What true
music- lover would not enjoy an evening chatting with such a persuasive enthusiast? What
would be very useful now is a supporting
cassette with the music examples actually
played; Iam sure it would add immensely to the
value of the book.
Peter Gammond

THE
ILLUSTRATED
ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF
RECORDED OPERA compiled by Peter Gammond,
with opera entries by Peter Gammond and Burnett
James. and singers' biographies by John Freestone. 256
pages, large hard- cover format, profusely illustrated with
over 400 photographs, about half in full colour. Price
£8.95. Published by Salamander Books Ltd., 27 Old
Gloucester Street, London WC1N 3AF.

A MORE REALISTIC title for this handsome
volume would be: Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Opera ( with compact notes on recordings).
This is not to underrate it as areference book, for
while operas without at least one recorded
excerpt in the catalogues are excluded, the
repertoire on disc is so huge that practically
every work of any significance is covered.
Arranged alphabetically under composers, there
is abrief biography of each composer followed
by his operas in order of composition/firstperformance, supported by appropriate notes
and lists of recordings with performers.
The material is presented in a workmanlike
and readable fashion, and if it weren't for the
space ( relatively small) devoted to recordings,
this could be regarded simply as arather unusual
guide to composers and their operas—the sort
of book one might consult before attending a
performance or when playing through arecording without benefit of sleeve notes. The ' unusual' element concerns the very wide span of
550 works covered—involving 155 composers
ranging from Adam to Zandonai via alot of very
rare as well as famous names—and the rather
splendid use of :illustrations ( many in colour) to
evoke the scene with stage settings and to alert

one to relevant record boxes. An added bonus is
John Freestone's biographical guide to a ' hundred leading opera singers of the post-war and
LP era', and there is also auseful general index
of operas, composers and librettists. It's a
lovely book to browse through and will obviously
appeal
to
opera- loving
record
collectors—even if currently available recordings are already drifting away from those listed,
by the ineluctable process of deletion and
addition.
There are the inevitable small points to dispute in such amass of material—as for instance
in the notes on Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov,
where the synopsis follows the composer's
original sequence and would therefore not fit
three of the four recordings listed, which follow
the Rimsky-Korsakov version. There is an ' R- K'
in brackets against some of the work's listed
performances, and 'orig, ver.' against the
Semkow recording, but Idoubt whether an
otherwise uninformed layman would make
much of this. A quibble, perhaps, but a critic
cannot reasonably read every word of every
entry in such abook, so it is worth mentioning in
case there may be other such ambiguities.
As indicated above, this is really abook about
operas, not arecord guide, and in keeping with
this ( well, partly in keeping with it!) Peter
Gammond remarks in his Introduction that 'the
book aims to be aguide to the availability of
records rather than an arbiter of merit', although
astar is added to some outstanding recordings.
Otherwise, what is or isn't included follows
Peter's well-known pragmatic dictum that
when in doubt one should write what seems
most sensible or obvious, even if this sometimes
contradicts pure logic. In any event, it's alavish
volume to have on one's shelves.
John Crabbe

Also Received
DIAMONDS & RUST compiled and edited by Joan
Swanekamp. A bibliography and discography on Joan
Baez. Price $8.50 ( no UK distributor announced), 83
pages, eight half- tones, hard covers. Published by
Pierian Press, 5000 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor,
MI 48104, USA.
A

DAY IN THE LIFE—the beetles day-by-day
1960-1970, compiled and edited by Tom Schultheiss.
An attempt to be academic (the index alone occupies 25
pages) in providing 'achronological account of the lives
and careers of the most important group of musicians of
the century'. Price $11.95 ( no UK distributor announced), 353 pages, six half- tones, hard covers. Published
by Pierian Press, 5000 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor,
MI 48104, USA.

ELVIS ' 56—IN THE
BEGINNING
by Alfred
Wertheimer. Describing itself as 'An Intimate Eyewitness photo-journal', this is a unique selection of
black- and-white reporter- type photos, supported by
captions and aconcise commentary. Taken just before
Elvis' career rocketed and Tom Parker's management
sheltered his private life, this excellent collection is, with
the knowledge of the intervening years, a moving
documentary of an extraordinary, ordinary young man.
160 pages, as many photos, soft covers, price £3.95.
Published by Cassell Ltd., 35 Red Lion Square, London
WC1R 4SG.
STARS IN MY EYES— Personal interviews with top
music stars by Spencer Leigh, with a Foreword by
David Hamilton. Subjects covered range from Charles
Aznavoir via Frankie Lane and Tom Paxton to Don
Williams-23 in all. Soft-cover large format, 160 pages,
numerous half- tone illustrations, price £3-95. Published
by Raven Books ( Music), 17 Duke Street, Liverpool,
L1 5AP ( distributed by Music Sales).
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INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
Cartridges with styli
ADC ZLM
£ 57-14
ADC XLM Ill . . . £ 36.29
ADC VLM III . . . £ 25-04
Goldring 0900E . £ 15.75
G900SE/II . . . £ 31.95
0900 IGC. . . . £47-95
Grado FTE+1. . . £ 10.75
Grado FCE + 1 £ 15.25
Grado F3E+ £21-25
Grado F2+
£32-50
Grado F1+ . £ 45.50
J.V.C. Z2E
£ 38-33
J.V.C. X2 . . £ 69.51
Nagaoka MP10 £ 12-00
Nagaoka MP11. £ 14-50
Nagaoka MP15. £ 28-00
Nagaoka MP20. £ 33 -00
Nagaoka MP30. . £ 42.00
Nagaoka MP50. . £ 68-00
Ortofon SME3OH £79-95
Ortofon FF15E II. £12-90
VMS20E II . . . £24.95
M20E Super . . £ 31.90
M20FL Super . £ 36.50
Concorde 30. . £ 53.20
Concorde 20. . £39-50
Concorde 10. . £29.50
LM30/30H . . . £ 46-70
LM20/20H . . . £ 33.90
LM15
£ 23.75
Stanton 881S. . . £ 59-95
Stanton 681EEE . £ 36.99
Stanton 680EE . . £ 22-80
Stanton 500EE . . £ 13.95
Shure M95H E £ 20.25
Shure M95EJ. . . £12.95
Shure M97EJ. . . £22-95
Shure M97HE . . £ 32.95
Shure V15/111HE £ 51 - 60
Shure V15/IV. £ 61.30

Post 30p

Replacement Styli
RSZ
£ 26-53
RSX
£ 18.35
RSV
£ 15-08
0140E
£ 9.75
D140SE
£ 15-99
D140IGC
£ 28-95
FTE•S
£ 7.00
FCE-S
£ 9.00
F3E-S
£12-75
F2- S
£ 21-50
Fi - S
£ 27.25
Z2E Stylus
£ 19.90
X2/X1 /Z1
£ 37.50
N-10 MP
£ 5.50
N-11 MP
£ 7-00
N-15 MP
£ 22-00
N-20 MP
£ 25-00
N.30 MP
£35-00
N-50 MP
£ 52-00
L3OH
£ 31-00
NF15E Ior II . . £8.95
020E Ior II. . £ 17-95
020E Super. . £ 21.00
D2OFL Super. £25.00
CL30
£ 31-00
CL20
£ 23.00
CLIO
£11.70
CL30/L3OH . . £ 31.00
CL20/L2OH . £ 23.00
L15
£15.75
D81S
£ 33-60
D6800EEE
£ 18.80
0680
£13-99
D5100EE
£ 10.40
N95HE
£ 14.50
N95EJ
£ 7-75
N97EJ
£9.25
N97HE
£ 19.25
VN35HE
£17-30
VN45HE
£ 21•40

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL CAR TR IDGES (P.P. SOP)
Yamaha MC1 S £ 89.95
Satin M117ZE . £49.95
Ortofon MC 10. £ 39.95
Satin M117Z . . . £40.95
Ortofon MC 20. . £ 59.95
Satin M117G . . . £ 61.50
MCA- 10 pre- amp £ 58-40
Satin M117S . . £ 98-50
Micro-Seiki LC8OW
Ultimo Karat R . £ 82-50
£85.00
Ultimo 10X . . . £ 49-50
Mayware MC- 3L. £ 49-45
Ultimo 20All . . . £ 75.00
Mayware MC- 2C. £ 49.45
Fidelity Research
Mayware T/Former£57.50
FR1 Mk11. . . . £ 56-40
J.V.C. MC-ZE. . . £89-95
FR1 MkIIIF... £81-52
Entre -1 cartridge . . P.O.A.
Lentek Pre- amp . . P.O.A.
Package Deal Offer 0n Entré 1 and Lentekl
ADC TURNTABLES (Carriage E6.00) 1500FG/OLM34-3£68-50
1600DD/QLM36-3
1700DD/XLM - 3 £ 110.00
£ 87.50
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
Fidelity- Research
SME Series Ill . £105-29
FR 64S ( silver) £ 229.95
SME Series IIIS. . £75-30
A. Tech AT1100 . £ 99.95
Damper for IIIS.
0.20
Ultracraft AC30. £ 104-00
CA1 Arm Tube . £15.28
Dynavector 505 £ 225.00
SME 3009 Fd. Hd.£57-24
Hadcock Super E. £64-40
SME 3009/S2 . £ 62.36
G1-1228 ' E type. . £ 81.75
F0200 Damper. . £17-38
Formula 4 Mk Ill . £ 57.50
Zerostat Pistol . . . £6.75
ADC LMF-1 . . . £ 64.35
Z- track Damper. . . £ 8-99
ADC LMF-2 . £ 70-53
Discwasher: SC1
ADC ALT- 1. . . . £33.50
Stylus Cleaner . . £3.60
ADC LMG-1 shell . £ 4.60
03 Disc Cleaner. £6.75
Monitor Audio Cable
03 Fluid 6oz £4.75
Flat 3-6 pairs . . . £ 14.26
D3 Fluid 16oz . . £8.99
5 m pairs . . . £17-37
Gold Ens leads
7-5 m pairs. . £25.30
Phono 0-5 m . . £ 5.50
10 m pairs . . £30.15
Phono 1m . . . . £6.25
M/A Record Clamp £ 7.50
Phono 2 m . . . . £ 6-99
QED 79 Std per m
70p
DIN- 4 phono . . . £8.50
Avon Audio Mat. £9.00
%all Roller
£3.50
GA -Soundisk" £13.99
Pixall Refill
£0.75
Spectra mat . . . £18.95
Microsorber feet.
£9.00
Yulon Disc Clamp . £7-50
Metrosound Clamp £4.50
P&P: Arms, Turntable Ma tts, M/A Cables,
QED
cable, 50p. Other items, 30p.

ti-oo.
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ADC SOUND SHAPERS (Carriage £ 3 00)
SSI 5- band . £ 57.24
SS110 10- band £ 95-00
SS2 Mk11 . .
£149-24
SS3 12- band £207-75
SLM2 Sound Level Meter ( P & P 11.00) £ 38-84
QUAD 33, 303, 44, 405, FM3 ELS
Prices on application
AUDIO TECHNICA " SAFETY RAISER''
AT- 6006
Automatic Arm Lift £9.90 P&P 30p
T.D.K. HEAD DEMAGNETISER
Cassette shaped. Battery powered £8-99 P&P 30p
THORENS TURNTABLES (Carriage £ 6.00)
TD 126 MKIIIC. £ 255-95
TO 104
£ 89.59
TO 126 MkIIIB/C £ 209-95
TO 105
£ 108.95
TD 160 1113/C .
£96-95
TD 160"E . £ 139-95
TEST ROCORDS P&P 65p
HFS 75 £ 3-45; Ortofon Direct Cut £11. Shure TTR 115-ERA IV £5-00; Shure TTR 110 £5-00; Mobile Fidelity super
cut Records ( Post Free) Single Albums £14.50. Double
Albums £22-00. TITLE LIST SENT ON REQUEST
HEADPHONES (post £1-00)
Sennheiser
Micro MX5 . . . £ 69-95
HD400
£11.70
Slat SR44
£ 59-80
HD414X £19.95
SRX3/SRD6 £ 134.93
HD424X £27.91
SR5/SRD6 . . £86-63
HD224X £37.52
Lambda SRD6 £153-23
HD420
£ 23-00
Sigma/SRD6 . £211.60
HD430
£33.95
Yamaha HP1 . . £35.42
Koss K6ALC . . £ 19-95
Yamaha HP2 . . £26-37
Koss PRO4AAA £ 44.95
Yamaha HP3 . . £ 19.78
PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at June 1980. Whilst we endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the right to
adjust as necessary without notice. E. & O. E.

JORDAN

50 mm MODULES

J,I,
1

SYSTEMS

/0

and

......,/,

DESIGNS

a

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES are miniature moving coil loudspeakers
having a cone diameter of 50 mm, a frequency range from 100 Hz to
22 kHz with a peak power capacity of 50 w. Quite exceptional is the
very low distortion level and the transient response is
than that of electrostatic systems.

better even

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES will, therefore, reproduce the finest
detail in the most complex sounds with extreme accuracy.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used as the heart of a complete system
do most of the work and greatly simplify the optimum design requirements for the associated bass system.
III

IS

JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used singly or in multiples provide for
a virtually limitless range of systems design and power requirements.
JORDAN 50 mm MODULES used in our unique LINEAR ARRAY
designs achieve an unprecedented standard of concert realism by
effectively recreating the full breadth and depth of the live stage performance with stable stereophonic images irrespective of the listening
position throughout the width of the room.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO KNOW MORE please write for our free
brochure which contain full details of the JORDAN 50 mm Modules,
Crossovers, Bass units and our Design Services.
ALSO AVAILABLE is our new JORDAN

MANUAL, price £2-00,

which contains full D.I.Y. constructional details of a range of superlative loudspeaker systems including LINEAR ARRAY designs together
with an invaluable reference article by E. J. JORDAN which answers
many questions on the theory and practice of loudspeakers design and
use.
N.M.3.

point

5

See and hear them at your authorized dealer. For full details and
dealer list, send a stamped, addressed envolope to:Nightingale

Acoustics,
School
Rd,
Bracon Ash,
Norwich, Norfolk N R14 8HG. Tel ( 0508) 70829.
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PLEASE WRITE DIRECTLY TO:
E. J. JORDAN LIMITED

Nr.

'Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks. SL72JH.

GRAPHIC EQUALISERS—A REPLY
Iwould like to reply to some of the points raised
by Mr. Court and Mr. Liggins ( April and June
PFB respectively) on my article in the February
issue. Firstly, may Isay that this was written with
the purpose of giving asimple explanation of the
likely snags of buying an Equaliser for use with
indifferent equipment, for those not technically
able to envisage its full effects—that and no
more.
Neither of my critics has dealt with what was
my main point, i.e, that if one attenuates the
overall response in the region of the lower room
eigentones, while this will reduce the effect of
standing- waves for long- held notes at critical
frequencies, it will also reduce that for staccato
and arpeggio notes in the same region and drive
many of the quieter tones of double- bass, etc,
below audibility. There are rare cases when a
record or broadcast markedly excites the lowest
eigentone of my room—notably on organ
music. In such cases Ireach for the bass control,
but would not dream of putting up with the
consequent loss of bass all the time for the sake
of afew times ayear.
The matter of room resonances is complex,
even in a symmetrical rectangular room.
However, the subject is briefly dealt with ( in 32
pages) by Philip. M. Morse in Chapter 8 of his
book Vibration and Sound (McGraw-Hill
1948), which Icommend to my critics. The
response for aroom 15 x30 x10 ft. is plotted by
calculation, thus eliminating any equipment,
and is every bit as fearsome as mine. My room
does not suffer from bass boom any more than
very many similar domestic rooms.
Most of Mr Court's note is otherwise in
general agreement with what Iwrote, but amplified and more technical. However, Icannot
agree with his private comment to me that ' pink
noise.... is virtually the only constant reference
source which represents music'. It does nothing
of the sort. It does approximate to the applause
in aconcert hall, but certainly does nothing to
simulate musical transients.
With respect to Mr Liggins' contribution, I
would first say that his remark that ' it is not
uncommon for domestic speakers ( which were
no doubt limited by budget and available
space)' could not apply to mine. Istill use the
now unobtainable GEC Metal- Cone units and
tweeters ( the latter fed via capacitors), hence
there is no crossover. These are in 90 litre
bottom- vented cabinets ( see HFNIRR Oct 74)
and their present-day equivalent would cost a
lot of money. Although no doubt not in the
highest class, their reproduction is attested by
the fact that they have coped with every upgrading of the rest of my equipment, and Iam afussy
sort of person. Ido not know who 'generally
recommended that white or pink noise should
be used when equalising an audio system', certainly no musician! It may be a widespread
practice, and is no doubt useful in certain
respects, but its basis is highly suspect. There is
no escaping the fact that the use of random
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noise for system equalisation must necessarily
produce a frequency characteristic tailored in
response to asound- field heavily dominated by
the reverberant environment. Yet the work of
Berkovitz and others has shown that for shortterm musical sounds ( which are in the majority)
we tend to hear the tonal balance represented by
initial wavefronts, not that subsequently produced by the surrounding acoustic. No doubt
some rough-and-ready empirical improvements
can be effected by equalisers in some installations/rooms, but the Editor tells me that the
most elaborately researched and expensive
'corrected' system he has ever heard sounded a
great deal better when the equaliser was
switched off!
Finally, that Tomorrow's World oversold the
equaliser concept was no basic premise of mine,
nor of the Editor's—see Editorial May 79. What
we both reported was the reaction of many of
our friends to the programme. Who, Iwonder,
supplied Michael Rodd with the demonstration.
Could it have been ADC?
R. H. Wallace,
Fairhotm, Whinacres,
Conwy, Gwynedd, LL32 8ET

PICKUP DAMPING PARAMETERS
In the May issue of HFNIRR Noel Keywood
reviewed five pickup arms, and Imust take issue
with him in respect of some of his statements
relating to arm damping. On p. 151 he states: '...
damping should be most effective in the vertical
plane. This is achieved by suitably shaping the
arm component immersed in the fluid so that it
presents asmall surface area to sideways movement, but a larger area to vertical movement'.
These remarks relating to the shaping and
orientation of the damping member are incorrect. Within the range of parameters applicable
to this type of arm damping, the degree of
damping in any direction will always be the
same, irrespective of shape or orientation, and
proportional only to the effective wetted surface
area of the damping member.
To appreciate the reason for this, it will be
helpful to give abrief elementary resume of the
hydrodynamics involved. When an immersed
body moves through aviscous fluid, athin layer
of fluid adjacent to the body moves with it, at the
same velocity. At increasing distances from the
body the velocity of the fluid becomes progressively less, reaching zero at astationary member
or a container wall. There is a shearing action
between successive regions of fluid moving
with different velocities, resulting in the observed viscous drag.
In 1883, 0. Reynolds observed that there was
acritical velocity below which the movement of
any fluid past an immersed body of any shape,
follows regular streamlines ( the so-called
laminar flow region). Under these conditions,
the resulting drag in aviscous fluid is independent of the shape of the body.

Above the critical velocity, he found that the
regular fluid flow was liable to become unstable
and break up, producing eddies or turbulence
which greatly increased drag. It was noticed that
the inception of instability is extremely dependent on the shape of the body ( hence streamlining, fairing, etc.)
The critical velocity above which break-up
may occur can be deduced from adimensionless
quantity known as the Critical Reynolds
Number, which has been determined experimentally as Rc = 2300. In the case of any 'arm to
ground' damping system of any configuration,
taking a 'worst case' situation of a damper
giving Q = 1 and a maximum warp velocity of
0.5 cm/s, the Reynolds Number comes out at
around 0.0005. Ithink Ineed say no more!
Another point which puzzles me in this review
is the statement that in some arms the damping
bath 'must work at a ( greater) distance from the
pivots'. Silicone fluids are available in a much
wider range of viscosities than anything likely to
be required for this application. Surely, there is
no case for changing the geometry of the
system; it is just a matter of selecting the right
fluid for the job.
This leads me to avery important point which
is rarely mentioned, and does not seem to be
widely appreciated. A really effective damping
system for the cartridge sub- sonic resonance
should be capable of applying critical damping
(Q = 1-); but 'arm to ground' dampers can only
provide this degree of damping at the expense of
avery serious degradation in tracking performance when playing badly warped records—
those with large undulations below the subsonic resonance.* Similarly, there will be significant horizontal forces on the stylus when tracking bad 'swingers'.
In practice it is necessary to compromise. The
best that can be achieved is to reduce the
amount of damping to the point where the
excess force on the stylus due to the increase in
Q at resonance, will be of the same order as that
stemming from large low frequency warps
working against the viscous restraining force of
the damping medium. The actual value of Q
chosen will depend on the amount of inherent
damping in the cartridge suspension, but avalue
of around Q = 2 would not be far out.
A. R. Rangabe, BA.,
Stoneacre,
Denmead, Portsmouth P07 6JP

'Mr. Rangabe has supplied us with a fully
worked- out example which looks very convincing,
while Mr. Keywood comments as
follows:—Ed.

From Noel Heywood
Yes, damping is indeed proportional to wetted
area—a point Ioverlooked in my introduction
for the pickup arm report. Ihave now measured
the effect of damping on an SME 3009 Series Ill
arm with the large white paddle attached normally, and then at right- angles to lateral
movement, and find that practice accords
perfectly with theory in this matter.
There are three factors that affect damping:
wetted surface area ( which Mr. Rangabe has
interestingly discussed), distance from pivots,
and fluid viscosity. Whilst with a sufficiently
Over/eat
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viscous fluid, asystem placed close to the pivots
will work, in practice those arranged in this
fashion tend not to. Doubtless manufacturers
avoid using highly viscous fluids because they
would be difficult to handle—or perhaps they
don't even consider such things! In practice,
systems that are placed away from the pivots
often represent the most convenient compromise, hence my comments. Arm hang-up over
warps may, with heavy damping, become a
problem. Again, it is amatter of striking the right
compromise, remembering that not all records
possess warps of the dreaded Happ & Karlov
maximum measured amplitudes!

HOLOGRAPHY AND RELATED
TECHNIQUES
The PFB column in your May issue contained a
letter from Rank Audio Visual in which Dr. Fryer
pointed out that holography has many years of
useful life left for evaluating loudspeaker cones,
among other items. While comparing costs of
various techniques he referred to speckle pattern interferometry, which may have aroused the
curiosity of some of your readers.
One disadvantage that holography does have
which is not shared by the Laser Doppler
Velicometer ( Feb. p. 41) is that holography is
currently almost always tied to conventional
photographic processing, with delays of up to
20 minutes. Holography's dependence on
photographic emulsion arises from the need for
high resolution ( typically 1500 lines/mm) to
produce holograms of any clarity.
Any company producing a product aims to
spend the minimum necessary to achieve its

research and development goals. Production
engineers cut production costs by various timesaving techniques and it makes sense to try to
reduce R&D costs also. Thus one is led to the
question: can holography be speeded up and, if
necessary, have its results stored in acomputer?
An answer may be found in the electronic
speckle pattern interferometer ( ESPI). This
device avoids photographic film by using a
digital frame store coupled to a TV camera
which records laser speckles. Laser speckles are
aform of optical noise arising from the roughness of the object being illuminated by the laser.
This system provides the same information as
holography, but in afraction of the time ( 1/25
second—the TV scan rate) and displays it on a
television screen.
Your more astute readers will point out that a
TV system does not have the resolution to allow
one to count the fringes indicating comparatively large movement. There are two answers to
that point:
(a) In the case of aloudspeaker, it seems to be
generally agreed that distortion probably arises
from loudspeaker cones where the motion no
longer resembles apiston. Hence one could say
that any deviation from motion as a piston is
undesirable, but it is not necessary to have this
deviation quantified.
(b) If it is necessary to obtain further information about, for instance, a speaker cone exhibiting break-up, it is possible to follow the
vibration using avibrating mirror in the optical
reference beam. This allows one to track the
speaker vibrations simply by altering the phase
relationship between the loudspeaker drive unit
and the vibrating mirror.

"Outstanding
improvements."
Overtures (Music) Ltd.,
141 St. George Road, Charing
Cross, Glasgow. 041-332 7124

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry presents information about the behaviour of the
test object immediately on atelevision screen
(or it can be stored on videotape or the digital
signal stored in a computer). Dr. Fryer mentioned one problem in holography ( March
1978, p. 89) where cone sag requires specially
developed techniques due, in part, to the time
factor inherent in holography. ESPI, by virtue of
its instantly refreshable frame store, overcomes
this problem.
As holographic techniques become more
widely appreciated, so their applications
become more diverse. Iknow of one turntable
manufacturer who turned briefly to holography
as a technique to improve designs; but as an
engineer's time becomes increasingly expensive, areal-time holographic technique becomes
more relevant—hence electronic speckle pattern interferometry.
A. P. M. Hurden,
Project Manager, Electro Optics Division,
W. Vinten Ltd, Western Way,
Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk IP33 3TB

Note: We showed Mr. Hurden's letter to Dr.
Fryer, who commented that while 'speckle
interferometry is a good technique—probably
better than holography in some ways, it also
costs alot more money'. The Wharfedale holography system costs approximately £650 altogether, while it seems that other laser systems
could cost between 10 and 100 times as much.
—Ed.

"Our
best selling
loudspeaker!'
Craig HiFi,
47 Tottenham Court Road,
London W.1. 01-580 9951

Studlocraft®
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principle': that is, the hearing damage produced
from exposure to noise is related to the ' noise
dose' or Noise Emission Level ( NI
L). This is the
product of noise level and duration of exposure.
A given ' noise dose' can be achieved in several
ways, eg. 90 dB(A) for 8 hours is e.gual to
93 dB (A) for 4 hours, 96 dB(A) for 2 hours, or
105 dB(A) for 15 minutes. These data also
recognise that different people have adifferent
T HAS been interesting to reflect on the
degree of susceptibility to noise damage.
I varying standards of lectures and presentations Ihave attended at various audio exThe Noise Advisory Council has initiated a
survey by John Bickerdike designed to inhibitions in the last year or so. Of course, there
vestigate attendance patterns and exposure to
are the first-class demonstrations introduced by
sound levels in 49 discothèques comprising
people who know the products and who
licensed commercial premises, and unlicensed
know how to put their message across to the
youth clubs. Sound level measurements were
audience intelligently and audibly. In other
obtained using personal dosemeters worn by
words they've done their homework. Some of
the research team attenders, plus sound level
the others need instruction in how to gain and
meters sited in parts of the premises visited. The
hold an audience's attention, apart from having
athorough grasp of the items they hope to sell. attendance survey included questionnaire and
interview, with some independent assessment
Coming even lower down the scale, one finds
of attenders' duration of stay, likely overall
the sessions at which merely discs or tapes are
attendance pattern activities at the discothèque,
played at ear- shattering levels, and the visitors
and age.
are invited to collect leaflets on the way in or out.
The results showed amean level of 97 dB ( A)
For the moment Iwill refrain from giving
experienced by wearers of personal dosemeters.
names, but I,will mention one old friend Harvey
The mean of the maximum noise levels to which
Knight, formerly in our industry but who left it
attenders could be exposed (
eg, close to loudfor pastures new. Nevertheless, he has kept his
speakers) was 102 dB(A), while mean levels
love of hi-fi and sound in general. As avisitor he
elsewhere, in the particular premises studied,
has toured many recent exhibitions and feels
that the major companies should run training were 99 dB(A) on the floor, 93 dB(A) in the
seating area, and 91 dB(A) in the bar.
courses for reps—as Ibelieve some do—and
From information gleaned, it appears that .the
that the professional bodies concerned with
average length of attendance at these places is
audio and electronics should offer a series of
likely to be 7years, but indications are that 10%
lectures/dems on this important subject.
of people will attend for longer than 18 years
'Communication' is all avogue word at present,
and this is what we are all trying to do, I and 5% for. more than 24 years. Statistical
evidence in the report indicates that 1in 40,000
suppose.
people can be expected to develop a hearing
handicap entailing difficulty in understanding
TURNING NOW to cricket, that most English of
normal conversational speech ( see BS 5330:
games: a fine summer sport, but what need is
1976)? In addition, there will be greater hearing
there for the growing habit of sounding motor
impairment in the higher frequencies, which ( be
horns at cricket matches as a sign of approit noted by any younger readers) may well
bation? This nàise is driving householders who
interfere with the enjoyment of music.
live near the grounds to distraction, even to the
The final report to the Council 2 recommends
police as an intrusive disturbance; but this
that acode of practice be produced by consulcomplaint is adifficult one to prove, although it
tation between the interested parties in order to
would have my support.
So we come, by acircuitous route, to ' noise', a limit unnecessary exposure, and that further
attention be directed towards informing mentopic Ihave often dealt with on this page. My pet
ders of the possible risks.
bête noire for this month is the noisy motorJohn Bickerdike has undertaken to .consult
cycle exhaust, indicating usually more noise
than efficiency ( or selfishly exhibitionist driving
by the children of 19 or 20 who imagine
themselves to be Barry Sheene). So I was
delighted to learn that Swiss frontier posts have
their own noise meters and any vehicle exceeding the manufacturer's noise limit are politely,
but positively, turned away.
•It is often forgotten that the Noise Advisory
Council was set up in 1970 to keep under review
the progress made, if any, in preventing and
abating noise and then to make recommendations to Ministers. Over the years the Council
has turned its attention to noise from various
sources and has recently been considering
whether those who attend discotheques are
placing their hearing at risk.
Concern has been expressed that prolonged
exposure to excessively loud ' live' or recorded
music might lead to hearing damage. Peak noise
levels of the order of 120 dB(A) have been
noted and average levels in a session were
fequently in excess of 105 dB(A). Data have
now been collected ( Burns and Robinson,
1970) based on the so-called 'equal energy

Donald Aldous
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local government, discotheque managers, and
any other interested person or organisation. He
can be reached at the address given in the
second footnote ( tel: 0532 463232).
ONE CANNOT HELP but be impressed by the
labours of John Morgan and his staff, of the
Libraries & Arts Department, London Borough
of Camden ( Holborn Library, 32-38 Theobalds
Road, London„WC1X 8PA, tel: 01-405 2709)
in producing yearly their 'Sound Verdict' Index
to Equipment Reviews and Audio Articles ( currently covering those published in 1979) in
eleven British magazines and year books.
This 80- page listing costs £ 2and is available
only from the address above. The magazines
sifted for this compilation include Link House's
own HiFi News & Record Review, HFNIRR
Annual, then Gramophone, Practical HiFi;
Which?, Records & Recording, and the papers
of the Haymarket Publishing group. The
contents are covered in sections, such as
Amplifiers, Headphones, Loudspeakers, Tape,
Test Equipment, Tuners, General Articles, and
so on. An invaluable reference text.
AS ISEEM to be casting my net far and wide this
month, Iwould like to refer to a suggestion
instigated by David .Haines, member of the
Association of British Theatre Technicians
(ABTT). He believes that hi-fi radio drama has
an unprecedented future, particularly if linked to
British ' live' theatre, and could then lead the
world. He wants to establish a Speech- andDrama Recording Committee which would,
among its objects, campaign for the recognition
of ' high fidelity radio' drama as an aspect of ' hifi' in the technical Press. He would also
encourage a higher standard of speech- anddrama recording in published discs and cassettes by instituting an Award Scheme. As one who
has been involved in alot of theatre sound over
the years Isupport this project. Contact Mr.
Haines at ABTT, 9 Fitzroy Square, London, W1.

1 Due to an error not discovered until after publication of the
report, the figure should be lin 4000.

2An Evaluation of Hearing Damage to Attenders at
Discothèques
(Leeds
Polytechnic,
School
of
Constructional Studies, Brunswick Terrace, Leeds,
LS2 8BU: £4•75, inc. p. & p.)
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THIS IS WHERE IT'S
ALL HAPPENING
THE EXHIBITION CENTRE
THE ROYAL HALL
THE CAIRN HOTEL
THE CROWN HOTEL
THE MAJESTIC HOTEL
THE OLD SWAN HOTEL
THE PROSPECT HOTEL
All within 3minutes walk
of each other.
To be opened by
GEORGE CHISHOLM AND HIS GENTLEMEN OF JAZZ
in the Royal Hall 11.15 a.m. and 3.00 p.m. on August 16th
OPENING TIMES
Sat. 16th Sun. 17th Aug ( Public) 11.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. Admission Free
Mon. 18th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. I
Ticket Only
Tues. 19th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 6.00p.m.

Exhibition and Conference Services Ltd
Claremont House Victoria Avenue Harrogate Tel. 62677
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THE RECORD BUSINESS
by Adrian Hope
Part Two—economics and scapegoats, but kicking off with a few
rude comments from non- hi-fi sources

'We received a box of 35 new Supertramp albums... we found
them all to be warped... we ordered replacements and these turned
out to have scratches through all the tracks on one side'. (
Music
Week April 7, 1979)
'The descending level of profits for major record companies could
no doubt be reversed if the record- producing firms produced a
quality fault- free product... if the quality control of the production
of records was improved so would the sales' (Times March 14,
1980)
'An LP now costs around £ 5 and the quality is usually lousy. By
"quality" Imean warped, pressed off-centre, crackles—you name it.
The record companies' attitudes are foul (
Melody Maker March 29,
1980)
'If music papers ran their letters under subject headings, they
could pack a supplement every week with heartfelt and justifiable
complaints from readers who flash hard-earned cash, and a lot of it
on records that fail the only relevant test: does it sound right?'
(Melody Maker Editorial Comment, April 12, 1980)
'At last an article on the pathetic quality of record pressing. As one
who has invested in good quality equipment only to experience
extreme disappointment that the record quality doesn't match, I
wholeheartedly endorse this article' (
Melody Maker April 26, 1980)
'The present quality control on pressings is abysmal if it exists at
all... the foisting of these deficient recordings on the buying public
is something that should have been investigated by Trading
Standards departments long ago. The practice is almost fraudulent,
bare faced robbery' (
New Scientist 14 Feb, 1980)
Icould go on for several pages, quoting from both published and
unpublished letters. Idoubt it would be worthwhile. According to a
BPI spokesman when shown asample of such letters, ' It can only be
re- stated that there is no evidence to suggest that the current
recession in the record industry is due to very large numbers of
people not buying records because they feel that the quality of
pressings is sub- standard'. But perhaps the last word should go to
John Deacon, currently Director General of the BPI. Several years
ago Ihad occasion to telephone the record company A & M while
researching a previous article on poor record pressing quality. Iwas
querying in particular the appalling quality of an A & M album, The
Carpenters' Singles. At that time John Deacon was with A & M and
Iwas referred to him as company spokesman. Istill have notes of
our conversation. ' Iam frankly very annoyed about the pressing
quality' Deacon told me. 'The trouble is that the industry has
expanded and pressing quality standards have not kept up with the
boom'. Thank you Mr. Deacon: it is now 1980 and Icouldn't have
said it better myself.
Unfortunately public discontent is seldom dispelled by discounting
it; but let's forget for the moment the reasons for the record slump.
Just how serious is it? Whenever any growth industry stops
growing, it's always serious. In 1973, 150 million discs and prerecorded tapes were delivered to the trade. In 1974 the number had
climbed to 172 million. It then dipped to 169 million in 1975 and
was down to 159 in 1976. The year 1977 saw a mild rise to 163
million and in 1978 deliveries were an encouraging 196 million,
largely due to some big winners like Grease and Saturday Night
Fever. But last year, 1979, the figure dropped to 187 million and
1980 looks all set to follow a similar pattern.
EMI had the misfortune to suffer both from falling record sales and
from losses on the prestigious EMI- scanner x-ray equipment which
the company laudably pioneered. Following the EMI takeover by
Thorn, and to justify the Thorn- EMI decision to withdraw from the
medical field, it was admitted that EMI had been losing money at the
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rate of around £ 13 million ayear just on medical electronics. Prior to
the Thorn takeover EMI's debts were believed to total around £ 200
million. EMI first tried, but failed, to strike a £ 70 million rescue deal
with Paramount. Economy measures were pitiful in their desperation.
Even EMI News, the company's monthly newspaper, was killed off
in an effort to save money. When this kind of thing happens to a
company which holds the major share of UK record industry ( 19%)
something is very wrong indeed.
When Thorn finally swallowed EMI, one of the first moves made
by the new joint company was to back the Japanese video and
digital audio disc system developed by JVC. This decision could
have more far-reaching effects than any other taken by the British
record industry over recent years. The JVC disc system relies on
capacitance and is quite incompatible with the Philips disc which is
an optical system and relies on the use of a laser and reflective disc
surface. Thorn- EMI have made clear their intentions to use the JVC
capacitive system for digital audio (
as well as video disc) release of
program material. This is likely to put the British record industry out
on a limb from the rest of Europe, which will almost certainly show
solid support for the Philips laser system. Digital audio must
inevitably be slower to get off the ground in the UK if there is a
double standard to confuse the trade and public. The Thorn- EMI
decision could thus well make British audio an analogue backwater
and prevent the advent of digital technology from giving our record
industry its expected digital shot in the arm.
The Thorn-EMI-JVC
of Decca's misfortunes.
and now way down on
percent, Decca profited

pact is especially significant in the altermath
Once the jewel of our British record industry,
the list of market shares with just a few
in the heyday ' 60s from the Rolling Stones,

just as EMI profited from the Beatles. But the Stones rolled on and
away from Decca. Nothing comparable ever came their way again
and the company has had to survive on acatalogue which is 50%
classical. In a market which is 90% interested in pop music it has not
been easy. To make matters worse, the Decca record pressing plant
at New Malden, although enthusiastic over quality control, was
hopelessly inefficient and cost- ineffective. In a manner parallel to
EMI's E- Scanner, Decca's pioneering venture ( along with Telefunken
in Germany) to produce a videodisc with digital audio capability ( the
Teledec TED disc) was ahead of its time and soon overtaken by
foreign technology. Last year the Decca group was making a £ 4
million loss under an ageing boss who refused to let go. Finally, after
fierce competition between GEC and Racal, the latter company won
control. Decca's recording studios in West Hampstead went up for
sale and the Decca factory seems likely to be taken over by Japanese
JVC. Decca's music activities have been hived out to Polygram, so it
now seems likely that Decca digital recordings will eventually appear
on the Philips format laser disc, while EMI's digital recordings will
appear on the rival and incompatible capacitive format.
In the record marketplace most of the money is now made by
tightly run independents like Virgin, Chrysalis and Stiff. You may not
like their music, but you have to admire their business acumen. The
day of reckoning has come for the record giants, who can no longer
afford to exist primarily to create jobs for the boys. Most significant
of all, hardly anyone has shed a tear for their passing. 'Although
record companies bleat about slump and recession, music remains
Britain's highest earning branch of show business... the whining
comes from the giants like EMI who are at last having their tails
tweaked' commented the Evening Standard in April. The one real
sadness is that some of those made redundant as part of the
industry's desperate cutbacks are better equipped to get the industry
back on course than those with safer seats who have made them
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Hafler

"I couldn't get enough of it"
HI-FI NEWS

"re t
et Reel.
-ere,

"Considering the amount that one saves by purchasing the Hafler DH-200 kit in place
of the ready-built amplifier, it represents outstanding value for money . . .
Its superlative performance outdates all other amplifiers! It should meet all the
requirements of the most fastidious listener, and is highly recommended."
GRAMOPHONE

The Hafler DH- 101 Pre- amplifier. Kit £184. Assembled £276. The Hafler DH- 102 Moving Coil Pre- Amplifier £74.75
The Hafler DH- 200 Power Amplifier ( 100 watts per channel) Kit £299. Assembled £391. All prices include VAT
Please send me full information on the Hafler Amplification System.
Name

Address

Post to: Howland- West Ltd., 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-609 0293

redundant. Judging by some of the comments made by appointed
and self-appointed industry spokesmen since the crisis started to
bite, many top brass are still living in cloud cuckoo land and deserve
all the lack of sympathy their companies currently command.
Entertainment industries are of course traditionally recession proof.
In times of stress the public always finds money for escapist
entertainment. But now there are other escapist attractions, notably
video. Already aquarter of amillion British homes have arecorder
and the number shows signs of doubling every year. Video machines
cost around £ 600 to £ 700 atime, or £ 200 ayear to rent, so video is
starting to soak up agreat deal of the spare cash that once went on
hi-fi equipment and gramophone records. When videodiscs and the
special players they require hit the market in ayear or so's time there
will be even less money left over for ordinary sound recordings. In a
nutshell, audio records can no longer be regarded as recession proof.
Non- standardisation will not be the only factor to stifle the video
spin-off technology of digital audio. For all such systems there are
horrendous technical problems in producing blemish- free discs,
which have aone hundred times greater information packing density
than conventional LPs and thus require 100 times tighter tolerance at
the production stage. Video and digital disc mastering equipment
has already been shipped from Japan to EMI in Hayes and it remains
to be seen how the factory copes with the new technology. But
already MCA, the Californian company which is producing Philips
format laser discs, has run into terrible difficulties with a90%
rejection rate inside the factory. Also, as we shall see later, there is
now disturbing evidence that some sectors of the industry are
already placing wholly unwarranted faith in digital technology as a
means of preventing home taping. Moreover, current lobbying by the
record industry for self- preserving legislation may lose the companies
yet more sympathy and perhaps prove counter- productive.
There are avariety of ways in which the record industry could
improve its lot, now, without legislation or chimerical technology. The
most effective of these, namely improving the quality of pressings
and stabilising prices, would be the most painful. So would be the
obvious stop- gap deterrent to home taping—better and cheaper
Musicassettes. Very few home audio systems are able to make high
quality copies of stereo cassettes, but are specifically designed to
make the high quality dubbing of discs as easy as possible.
(Ironically, the industry seems to have missed the boat even here—
Sharp are just introducing adual- drive tape deck which makes tape
copying as easy as winking.)
The Record Companies' favourite scapegoat for their problems is
of course now the blank tape cassette. Over recent years the industry
has progressively upped its estimate of the number of record sales
lost through home taping, ie, occasions when the consumer borrows
arecord from afriend or library or tapes aprogramme off air, as an
alternative to purchasing adisc or pre-recorded musicassette. So
many estimates on the losses caused by home taping have been
cooked up and published that you might as well make up your own.
But for the unimaginative or mentally idle here are afew ' official'
statistics. In March 1978 it was reported that the British
Phonographic Industry and the Mechanical Copyright Protection
Society had jointly commissioned asurvey which, even at a
conservative estimate, put losses through home taping at £ 75 million
ayear. By July 1979 the BPI was estimating that in- home taping
would cost the British record industry around £ 150 million during
that year. But the figure now being cited by the BPI for 1979 is
nearly £ 230 million lost sales.
It has been widely assumed that in the UK the BPI has arrived at
its lost sales estimate from the starting point of blank cassette sales.
This assumption has been supported by failure of the BPI to explain
otherwise; but recently the BPI has told me that this is not so.
Apparently acalculation was made on the basis of LPs actually sold
in the UK and on market research, by the BPI, into the amount of
home recording. In 1977, 82 million LPs were sold and market
research suggested that the music contained on 208 million LPs had
been home- taped. Apparently 31% of asample of home tapers
claimed their last recording had obviated purchase of acommercial
copy. The BPI rounded this down to 25%, which put the estimate of
lost LP sales through home taping at 52 million for the year 1977.
As the average cost of an LP was then £3, this then produced an
estimated loss in 1977 of £ 155 million. But such estimates can at
best only be guess-timates. Market research is anotoriously
unreliable guide to reality, especially when ( as in this case) the
sampling is not described. If you don't believe me, pull out some old
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pre- election opinion polls and compare them with the actual results.
Apart from the recent 3M free cassette offer with its associated
questionnare, have any readers of HFNIRR ever actually been asked
or known anyone who has been asked about their record buying or
taping habits? How were the questions phrased? Remember that a
lost sale is by definition something that has never existed. So how
can you know you have lost it?
Of course with Britons now buying around 40 million blank
cassettes ayear ( valued at around as many million pounds, ie,
averaging £ 1each) there will inevitably be many people who tape
rather than buy. But there will also be many others who tape in
addition to buying or who would certainly not buy even if they were
prevented from taping. Many people tape their own treasured discs
to preserve the originals, or they tape borrowed copies of discs only
because the record companies have deleted them. It is also common
practice for record owners to tape the 'best of' several LPs on a
single cassette, and of course alarge number of cassettes are used
for perfectly legitimate purposes, for instance speech or personal
history. Also, although it's only aflea- bite, around 10,000 people a
year buy the voluntary licence issued by the MCPS to legitimise
home taping. But more of the MCPS licence later.
In none of these cases ( other than licensed taping) does the act of
taping mean aloss of sales. Most people would for instance far
rather buy adeleted disc than go to the inconvenience of borrowing
acopy and taping it. The copy cassette is inevitably of inferior
quality and without the original sleeve and notes. Small wonder
therefore that in the USA last year, when the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal in Washington conducted asurvey of home taping, the
result was aclear indication that those who tape most, are often the
best customers of the original product. In other words, those who
are interested in audio and music may do alot of taping but they
also do alot of buying. Specifically, 40% of music tapers said that
their purchases of pre-recorded music had increased since they
began taping. 'There is some indication' says the report:that frequent
tapers spend more money on pre-recorded music"... ' People are
more likely to do extensive taping of music from their own music
sources or radio and TV than they are from borrowed sources'. Soon
after the Washington report was issued ( In November 1979) another
study, financed by the National Music Publishers Association and
the RIAA, also confirmed that home tapers buy more records than
non- tapers.
But whatever the true figures may be, it is clear that home taping
must have some adverse effect on record sales. Nothing in this world
is for nothing, and anyone who wants to see ahealthy record and
music industry will surely admit that the industry should in some
way be protected from or compensated for whatever sales are
actually lost through unauthorised taping. In 1977 acommittee
chaired by Mr. Justice Whitford published areport on 'The law on
copyright and design'. Among many other areas, the committee
looked at home taping and possible remedies. They recommended
adoption of alevy system similar to that already operating in
Germany whereby all tape recorders suitable for making music
recordings are taxed at source to provide revenue for the record
industry.
The BPI, however, has been lobbying hard for something much
more profitable to the industry than aone-off tax on hardware sales,
and much more controversial. What the BPI want is alevy on blank
tape so that the record industry benefits from each blank tape
cassette sold. Note well, incidentàlly, that Whitford categorically
rejected the idea of alevy on tape, even though it is undeniably
superficially attractive. With alevy on blank tape the public goes on
home- taping and the industry goes on losing whatever sales it is
actually losing, but recouping some hard cash. Obviously the tape
companies and retailers have most to lose in this respect ( time and
effort spent on filling in yet more forms and handling the equivalent
of an extra VAT surcharge, and reduced sales through greater re- use
of tape), but as one tape importer put it to me; ' If they had quietly
asked for one or two pence on the price of acassette we'd have all
said "what the hell" and forgotten about it'. Unfortunately 'they',
notably the BPI, haven't handled things in this way. In lobbying hard
for alevy and creating, or at least allowing the creation of, a
widespread belief that the levy will be far higher than afew pence,
the BPI have probably soured the whole scheme and achieved
exactly the opposite of what they originally intended. To understand
how this has happened, it's necessary first to look at some other
pieces in the home taping jigsaw. This we will do next month.
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(AUDIO PATENTS
THE SONY CORPORATION in BP 1 553 630
describes yet another of those exotic audio ideas
that sound so exciting on paper but somehow
never seem to find their way into practical
designs destined for the UK market. In many
respects the new Sony proposal resembles the
previously patented JVC and Matsushita ideas
for reproducing an artificially expanded spread
of stereo from apair of loudspeakers. The patent
starts with a mathematical dissertation of un understandable complexity, and after citing a
series of impressive graphs on image localisation, offers asimple suggestion. This involves
frequency dependent doctoring of the signal
levels fed to the stereo pair of loudspeakers.
Essentially, frequency- sensitive automatic level
controls reduce the level difference between left
and right signals as the signal frequency increases. This, along with the addition of optional phase- shifts between channels, is said to
improve the localisation of the audio image and
expand the sound from a stereo pair to a full
180°. For example, to localise asound produced
from apair of loudspeakers in the 3o direction,
the ratio between the signals fed to the two
loudspeakers is about 15dB for frequencies up
to 300Hz. For signals above this frequency the
ratio is reduced, so that at lkHz the ratio is down
to 8dB. When the optional phase- shift techniques are additionally employed, no shift is
introduced to frequencies under 300Hz, but as
the frequency becomes higher a phase difference is introduced, with a shift of around 45°
added for signals of around 1kHz.

YOSHIRO NAKAMATSU of Tokyo has filed a
European patent application ( 0005 037) on an
extraordinary new approach to transducer
design. According to the inventor the idea is
applicable to loudspeakers, microphones and
pickup cartridges. The aim in each case is to float
the moving- coil or magnet on an invisible,
intangible suspension. This suspension can
either be a uniform flow of air or a magnetic
repulsion field.
The inventor sketches several designs for
loudspeakers, in each of which air is pumped
under pressure into a fixed tube with perforations around its side. The loudspeaker cone
and coil are mounted on a slightly larger tube
which is a loose telescopic fit over the fixed
tube. Air escaping from the inner tube fills the
gap between the two tubes and so provides a
fluid suspension for the cone and coil. A similar
construction is proposed for amicrophone. The
mike diaphram and coil are here mounted on the
outer tube, which again floats telescopically
over the fixed inner tube on a cushion of air.
There is also a sketch of a pickup cartridge
which operates on an exactly similar principle.
This time, the cantilever and stylus are supported by the floating outer tube.
An alternative, particularly odd idea, is that
the suspension can be provided by air which is
compressed by the high frequency vibrations of
apiezo transducer. A cylinder of piezo-ceramic
is fed with an inaudibly high frequency ( the
inventor suggests 20 kHz), and as it oscillates at
this frequency it compresses the air to 'form a

high pressure layer ( squeezed firm) in an annular
space' and so provide airborne suspension. The
inventor also suggests that the air suspension
can be replaced by magnetic suspension if the
moving parts of the transducer each carry like
magnetic poles to create a mutually repulsive
field.
Although the patent seems to raise far more
questions than it answers ( e.g. what about the
noise created by escaping air or intermodulation
from the piezo compressor?), it is worth noting
that another patent in another field of technology recently tackled a similar problem in a
related manner. Austrian inventor Hans Fimml,
in BP 1556 789 claims that the pistons of acar
engine can be centred and sealed in their
cylinders by acloud of ionized gas produced by
focused electrodes. Normally, of course, the
pistons of acar engine are centred and sealed in
their cylinders by metallic rings. It does thus
seem possible that audio designers may soon be
looking towards some form of fluid or similar
suspension as an alternative to the now traditional mechanical supports.
Developments in the field of magnetic levitation for Monorail transport, where a moving
carriage is supported above a fixed track by
repelling magnetic fields, is now proving fruitful. Indeed, it may prove significant that considerable research on magnetic transport levitation is now underway in Japan following
pioneering work here by Professor Laithwaite of
Imperial College. How long, one may reasonably wonder, before one of the Japanese hi-fi
companies develops a loudspeaker where the
moving parts are supported by frictionless magnetic levitation. After all, the relative movements
of precision components in atranducer system
are only miniature replicas of the relative
motions in atransport system.

(Douglas Brown

description, or captioned in the most general
terms, failing to identify people or places, and
almost always without dates. Even more
remarkable, some of the agencies have found in
their card indexes just the pictures Ineeded and
then told me they have destroyed the negatives.
Now if this is true of photographs, what about
sound recordings? The BBC, of course, has a
fabulous library of them. There is also the British
Institute of Recorded Sound, arepresentative of
which lectured to the recent annual general
meeting of the Federation of British Tape
Recording Clubs. That talk revealed that the
great majority of the recordings in the BIRS
library are of music issued commercially by the
record companies. There are other kinds of
recordings, but they cover avery limited range.
Iam left with aconviction that hardly any of
the millions of recordings being made by organisations and individuals other than the BBC
are being preserved. And Iam convinced that
the day will come when many of those recordings, if preserved and properly catalogued, will
have great intrinsic, and indeed commercial,
value.
The most comprehensive collection of tape
recordings made by amateurs existing in this
country is held by John and Peggy Bradley in
their flat at Sutton, Surrey. It includes all the best
of the entries in the British and International
Recording Contests for amateurs—many hundreds of them, all well catalogued. Discussion is
now going on about the future of this library of

recorded sound when the day comes ( and may
it be along time) when John and Peggy wish to
pass over their responsibilities. Iam hoping that
the International Federation of Sound Hunters
will decide to take amore active role in creating
and maintaining a library of the best amateur
recordings.
But something more than this may be necessary. We need a National Library of Recorded
Sound in this country which would follow the
opposite policy to that of the BIRS—which
would not concern itself with the vast mass of
commercially marketed music ( unless there
were something historically significant about a
particular recording), but which would seek to
preserve every other kind of recording of special
interest.
It could start by acquiring copies of all the
various Contest tapes of the last twenty years—
not only those held by the Bradleys, but those
entered in anumber of competitions organised
by local radio stations and by various manufacturers. The entries in 3M's former Wildlife
Recording Contest provide a good example. It
could collect the best recordings being made by
students in those universities which are now
deeply involved in oral history recording. It
could build a library of dialect recordings. It
could draw upon the work of the hospital radio
groups and the recorded newspapers which
now serve a large number of communities.
Much of this material must, of its nature, be
ephemeral, but some must have historical value.

MATTERS
IN RECENT WEEKS Ihave been working in an
entirely different medium—photography—
but my experience has led me to certain conclusions which are equally relevant to tape
recording.
I need, for publication, about a hundred
photographs of events or scenes in the year
1939 and Ihave been scouring the London
photographic libraries, searching newspaper
files and seeking out individual photographers
who may be able to help. The problems have
appalled me. On all sides, masses of photographs, but almost all of them inadequately
documented: photographs without any sort of
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What's the point?
Unretouched

The vital role of the stylus in modern
microphotograph
of the vanden Hul
cartridge design is often overlooked.
point.
Yet this minute area is the only
interface between the record and the
rest of the hi-fi system. It is through
the stylus that all the energy stored in
the record groove is fed to the
The cartridge with the point
transducer to be converted into an
is the Goldring G900 IGC
electrical signal. If the stylus fails to
This stylus is exclusive to the Goldring
trace accurately every detail of
G900/IGC, aBritish made cartridge of
information embossed in the groove,
outstanding quality which has the
the sound ultimately reproduced
ability to reproduce music with all the
through the system must be
subtle detail and dynamics that went
incomplete.
into the original recording.
Some years ago, appreciating the
Being a high output cartridge, the
significance of intimate contact
G900/IGC
does not need expensive
between groove wall and stylus tip,
and potentially troublesome step-up
and seeing that the traditional
devices, and if the stylus assembly
spherical and elliptical styli could not
is accidently damaged, it
adequately perform the
can be easily replaced on
task of tracing the groove at The
the spot by the user.
all frequencies and under
The
G900/IGC
is a low mass
all modulation conditions, the Dutch
The result is
cartridge, weighing in at only 4
Improved Groove Contact
physicist Aalt Jouk van den Hul set
grams. It will happily match most
about finding ways to improve
The van den Hul tip has aconstant
pickup arms and track safely at
matters. Using an IBM 370 comradius of only 3.5 microns over an
around 1gram.
puter and three programmes into
extended contact line, enabling it to
Send for technical details of the
which he had fed thousands of
follow precisely even the shortest
Goldring G900 range and the full
parameters, he was able to calcurecorded wave lengths and do so
design story of this remarkable and
late the optimum stylus shape.
with less non-linear and intermoduvery fundamental new stylus.
lation distortion than other stylus
shapes. As aresult there is superior
Side View
Front View
retrieval of recorded information
giving an audible improvement over
the performance of existing stylus
designs. There is also reduced
record wear, and because this tip is
Sound pure and simple
ground with the contact line as the
hardest facet of the diamond,
stylus wear is
also less.

point is van den Hul

®Goldring

1

Relative Contact Area
.=
C>

Please send me details of the Goldring G900 IGC

..-- van den Hul stylus

Name

r:Di -- Elliptical stylus

Address

Goldring Products Ltd,
Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS.

The Cartridge is....

G900 IGC

with Intimate Groove Contact
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IMPROVING GROOVE CONT4CT
Basil Lane looks at stylus progress and the Van den Hul tip

C

ARBON is one of the most common and
versatile elements found on Earth. Its
most notable virtue is that the number of
compounds it will form with other elements
seems to be almost without end. In its purest
form it displays the rather odd characteristic
of being what the chemists call allotropic.

That is to say, the element can appear in
more than one distinct form of the same state
Carbon's two main allotropic forms are
ciamond and graphite, each of which has
unique properties of great value. Graphite can
be used for pencils when moulded into thin
rods with clay, it is valuable as electrodes in

various chemical processes, it can be used to
make crucibles, or as a lubricant. The
diamond however, is completely different in
its mechanical properties and is noted not
only for the great beauty of its cut crystals
when used by ajeweller, but also for being
the hardest substance known to man.

Denon 103. Conical tip with too much adhesive

Coral 777EX. So-called elliptical: contacts actually conical

Ortolan FF1!,XL / I

Denon DL103D Finest Denon tip

Audio Technica ATSL20A. Overground Shibata tip; note
the contact line changing with position on groovewall

Ortofon SL200

ADC XL M Ill, So-called 'vital' or PH tip. Note asymmetric shape
on this sample

Pramanik tip on B&O MMC600. Note area where groove is
actually traced has a non- constant radius

Ultimo Dynavector 30C with Paroc tip. Note similarity to
Pramanik tip

Snore V15 Ill Note rough unpolished grinding

Shure V15 IV. Called hyper- elliptical but contact portion
appears to be actuall elli oral

Stanton 681EE 'double elliptical' tip

Three views of the Van den Hul stylus as used on the Goldring G900IGC
Readers should note that the photographs above are of individual samples, and should not be taken as representative of general quality.
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Three diamond octahedroos—standard quality. Not good
because of shape irregulamies: dark shape in centre should
be symmetrical

Two tips, one correct one asymmetric. Rod ground from
octahedron

Single tip

Hardness is aproperty which suggests
resistance to frictional wear, and it is this
factor which makes the diamond of such
great interest to manufacturers of pickup styli.
Many of us will remember from acoustic
gramophone days how quickly the old steel
needles would have to be replaced. Of
course, the mechanical forces involved in
those days were much greater, but even with
modern technology bringing low masses and
playing forces to the record surface, it is
doubtful if asteel stylus tip would survive
more than afew plays of an LP.
Although some industrial diamonds have
been made artificially, most come frorn natural
sources such as the famous mines in South
Africa. Cutting, grinding and polishing
diamonds for their varied applications is an
extremely specialised skill found in only afew
factories around the world. Most of the
diamond tips used for pickup styli are
processed in Japan, with Switzerland and
Germany also playing aleading role.
Designing astylus tip also requires great
skill, and an understanding of the basic
crystal structure of the diamond. Typically, a
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well formed crystal looks like an octahedral
rod, but the internal make-up of the crystal
lattice—or array of atoms that make up this
rod— is more complex. The structure of the
lattice looks like atight pyramid of atoms,
and the way in which these pyramids
interface produces aseries of angles to the
main surfaces of the rod, which can be easily
cleaved or cut to produce the multi- faceted
brilliants often used by the jeweller.
The stylus tip designer is concerned with
four principal features: ( 1) the final mass of
the tip, ( 2) the hardness of the surfaces
eventually placed in contact with the walls of
the disc groove, ( 3) the geometry of these
contact surfaces, and ( 4) the ease of
manufacture. Of these, the first and the third
have been the most publicised, since they
seem to be more closely related to the quality
of reproduction. However, in recent years
more light has been shed on the effects of
other parameters, to show that often the
idealised geometry conceived by the stylus
designer is often not met in practice, either
because of difficulties in manufacture, or
because of rapid wear producing aless than
optimum shape of tip.
The starting point is the cutter blade that
forms the original disc groove. It is in the
shape of apointed chisel ( fig. 1) in which the
actual cutting edges are rounded to aradius
of about two microns. The included angle of
the groove when unmodulated is about 90
degrees, although this can reduce to as little

as 60° with heavy modulation ( if one views
the groove across the modulation waveform
at its steepest points instead of at rightangles
to the mean groove path).
Because the disc rotates at aconstant
radial velocity, the actual linear velocity of the
disc beneath the cutter varies from the outer
to the inner gr000ves. This means that the
physical wavelength of apure tone recorded
at the outer and inner grooves will be
different. The shortest wavelength will be
found at the innermost groove. For example,
ahalf- cycle at 15 kHz will occupy only about
7microns at aradius of 6cm ( the approximate minimum radius of arecord
groove), but at the maximum radius of about
14.5 cm will occupy about 16.6 microns. Of
course, the actual minimum radius of
curvature at the modulation waveform crests
due to a15 kHz signal will depend also on
the amount of sideways excursion of the
cutter, and at such ahigh frequency this is
bound to be small. For the purpose of this
simple discussion, however, we shall assume
that the smallest radius of modulation that the
stylus has to trace accurately will be about 7
microns.
Two other factors of groove geometry are
important. During cutting, the material
chiselled from the groove is normally
completely removed, but at the same time a
certain amount is displaced or squeezed up to
form ' lands' at the top edge of the groove.
Should astylus be of large enough radius to
ride on these lands, then distortion is bound
to occur, since the amount of material found
at this point will be variable. The second
factor concerns the bottom of the groove,
which tends to accumulate rubbish of all
sorts. Again, if the stylus design permits the
tip to explore this part of the groove,
reproduction will be marred by extraneous
noise.
Early stylus tips were usually designed as
truncated cones having an included angle of
about 55 degrees rounded off at the tip into a
ball ( fig. 2) having aradius, for microgroove
LPs, of from 12.5 to 25 microns ( 0.5 to 1-0
mil). Clearly, when compared with the figure
given for the half wavelength of a15 kHz
signal at the smallest disc diameter, the 12
micron tip is already unable to trace the
recorded signal, while larger diameters will
skate completely across such modulations.
This led to the development of the elliptical
or bi-radial stylus, which, if viewed at the
point of contact with the groove, clearly
shows two radii (fig. 3). The smaller one can
vary from 5to 10 microns ( 0.2 to 0.4 mil),
which suggests that the elliptical should at
least be capable of inserting its radius within
our crucial 7 microns ( representing the
smallest audio signal wavelength) if not of
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tracing the equivalent waveform motion with
absolute accuracy.
Finally, afurther development occurred
with the advent of quadraphonic discs, and in
particular the CD- 4 type which required that
the stylus should scan frequencies well above
20 kHz to detect the special carrier signals
without wiping the modulations from the
groove. Thus appeared the Shibata tip ( fig. 4)
and several others of similar design. The
virtues of these have been further explored
with the general adoption of what has now
come to be called the long- contact profile.
To go back to the spherical tip for a
moment, referring to fig. 2 it can be seen that
each of the two contact areas will be at a
point—or at least asmall disc due to
indentation of the vinyl. The only situation in
which this shape tends to change is when the
radius of the groove modulation approaches
that of the tip, in which case the contact
approximates to aline parallel to the groove
wall. This only happens precisely when the
radius of the tip exactly fits the radius of
modulation.
The small contact areas carry the total
forces acting on the tip arising from playing
force, acceleration, and the interactions of
these with the impedance of the mechanical
system. Naturally, the risk of serious indentation is high, leading to permanent groove
deformation. In the case of the elliptical tip
the contact area is extended in the vertical
direction by merging the small side radius
5p.) into arelatively large major radius
18 µ), the latter approximating to that

I

/5.1p MIN.
CLEARANCE
—>" 15 Cy
BETWEEN CONTACT POINTS
FIG.5 HYPERELLIPTICAL STYLUS
TIP- FRONTAL PROFILE
(Courtesy Shure)
normally used on aspherical tip ( 0.7 mil).
This, coupled to generally lower moving
masses at the tip, reduces the load on the
disc grooves and reduces record wear.
In the case of the latest types of stylus tip,
which include the Shure Hyperelliptical, the
Shibata and the Pramanik ( see figs. 4 and 5),
this vertical contact is elongated still further
by using even larger effective radii for the
vertical plane of the contact surface. But now,
Goldring have taken the idea one stage
further by adopting anew tip design for their
G900/IGC cartridge. The tip originated from a
Dutch physicist Aalt Jouk van den Hul, and
the letters IGC stand for ' intimate groove
contact'.
Having made aclose examination of the
other tip designs available, Van den Hul
became convinced that there were two
cómmon misconceptions about these designs.
The first was that production versions exactly
followed the geometry of the original design
and were of ahigh standard of finish. The
second was that the contact area of the latest
designs remained constant at all times.
A theoretical study demonstrated that the

latter was far from true and that, for example,
at high frequencies the point of contact
would rotate around the minor radius ( viewed
in plan) and could vary considerably in size.
Secondly, he was able to demonstrate that
due to the manufacturing techniques adopted
to obtain the multiple radii on many of the
later designs, production quality suffered,
either resulting in adistortion of the
designer's original shape, or in poor mounting
of the tip on the cantilever. In apresentation
by Mr. Van den Hul at the Spring High
Fidelity Show, he made the following points,
quoted from his speech:
'Due to the vertical orientation of the
original disc cutter, the modulation in all
record grooves has avertical orientation. [ Not
to be confused with the direction of 'vertical'
motion, which is not truly vertical for other
reasons.] The replay tip should also retain this
exact orientation. Where there are deviations,
tracing is not correct and fails to have a
defined direction ( fig. 6). For example, the
Shibata displays apoor tracking line because
of the combination of abasic conical shape
with additional planes, producing athreedimensional curve which does not have an
exactly vertical contact line. One can also
examine the rounding of the tip in the
plan view, where the radius may not be
constant. This parameter affects harmonic
distortion...'
'Because of the small contact radius of the
new tip, only avery small part of the groove
is traced. The positive aspect of the new tip
shape is that the tip movement exactly
follows the groove modulation. Tracing of
these frequencies is impossible with larger
and morely crudely shaped tips. Therefore
many cartridge manufacturers were forced to
"build in" acantilever resonance to produce a
higher output at high frequencies to flatten
the overall output frequency curve. This also
produces loss of definition ...'
'In the case of multi- radial tips, the contact
"islands" move round the tip as the stylus
traces amodulation wave in the wall. This
can produce incorrect tracing, and intermodulation distortion results'. [Also Doppler
distortion]

TILT ANGLE

'FOOTPRINT .
IMPROPERLY ALIGNED
INCREASED TRACING DISTORTION

FOOTPRINT'
PROPERLY ALIBIED
MINIMAL TRACING DISTORTION

FIG. 6 VERTICAL ORIENTATION
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It's aMitsubishi

'

Motor: PLL DC servo motor
Speeds: 33-1/3,45 r.p.m.
Selection: Automatic
Acgustrnent: -± 3%
Wow and flutter 0.045% (Wrms)
S/N ratio: 76dB (DIN-B)

Tonearrn:
Straight universal type, static balanced
Effective length:180mm
Tracking error: -± 0.1°
Cartridge type: Dual moving magnet
Stylus: 0.4 x0.7 mil elliptical

Introducing aradical departure from
convention - the futuristic Mitsubishi LT-5V.
Linear tracking in its most sophisticated form.
Available now, for the very first time, with an
added refinement- vertical configuration.
Resulting in aperformance that's even better
than it looks.
But there's more to it than that
Besides being aconspicuous talking point
in your room, the LT-5V permits aconsiderable
economy of space ( it can be accommodated on

ashelf only 200 mm wide). Yet it features all the
ease of logic controlled, fully automatic operation.
It's only what you might expect
As anyone who has heard the Mitsubishi
reputation would soon confirm - when it comes
to hi-fi, nothing sounds better
Hardly surprising when you consider the
breathtakingly realistic reproduction, advanced
technological features and functional good looks
built in to every single piece of Mitsubishi audio
equipment

Frequency response: 15-26,000Hz
Output voltage: 3.5mV
Separation: 23dB (at 1kHz)
Power consumption: 6W
Dimensions (WxHxD): 466 x430 x200mm
Weight: 12.5kg

From acomplete 50W per channel stereo
in miniature to the ultimate in music centres.
Plus some really together separates. And, of
course, the LT-5V - another reason why, when you
say Mitsubishi, people sit up and listen.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF AUDIO AND
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED BY MITSUBISHI IN JAPAN
CONTACT MITSUBISHI ELECTMC (UK) LTD., OTTERSPOOL WAY,
WATFORD, HERTS, WD2 8LD.

MITSUBISH
Ms AUDIO

THINGS
I
HEAR
David
Pickett

U

NFORTUNATELY this column has to be
written six weeks before publication,
which means that by the time it appears in print
I've sometimes forgotten what Iwrote about. I
also have to avoid writing about things which
may be old - hat by the time they come to be read!
Such acase seemed to be that of the BBC and its
orchestras, which problem may hopefully be
sorted out by the time you read this, but aletter
from Mr. Brian Wright in the June issue took me
to task for comparing the BBC regional orchestras with the Munich Radio SO on aoneto-one basis, and prompts me to develop the
theme. Like many of the things Iwrite here, the
remark in question was deliberately intended to
be provocative and Iam grateful to Mr. Wright
for having followed it up. There is nothing to
disagree with in his letter, except to say that Ido
not misunderstand what BBC performances are
about; but Idon't agree with the philosophy of
them. Iagree that, considering the conditions
under which our orchestral musicians work, the
results are impressive. However, these conditions are neither enviable nor desirable, and
So exactly what are the design features of
the Van den Hul tip? In appearance, it has a
very slim wedge shaped profile ( fig. 7),
having an unusually long contact line formed
by adopting avertical plane major radius of
about 80 microns. Because the leading and
trailing surfaces are formed from two largeradius conical shapes, the contact radius in
plan view is aconstant over a large part of
the tip and is close to 4 microns.
Van den Hul points out that the tip is
formed from acarefully selected square
section rod of diamond oriented so that the
contact radii are formed from the side walls,
which are harder. The use of the square
shank also ensures considerable accuracy in
the alignment of the tip with relation to the
cantilever. This is a fault that he maintains is
common to many other tips, especially where
a round section rod is used.
Finally, the Van den Hul stylus is produced

are not conducive to the best results.
The problem with all our orchestras is generally agreed to be overwork and underApart from creating work, Icannot always see
subsidisation; but Ithink that the situation is
the virtues of abroadcast performance by aBBC
orchestra of music which is available on disc,
actually aggravated by the truly excellent sightmore often than not in abetter performance, and
reading referred to by Mr. Wright. Nine hours of
this is particularly true when no audience is
rehearsal for aguest conductor is not adequate
present in the studio. Ihave heard many of these
for an exceptional performance of any but the
so-called concerts during the daytime, and most
most well-known pieces with even the best
of them, probably due to lack of adequate
London orchestras, particularly when the
rehearsal, are apale reflection of the full potendeputy system is still in operation. Twenty hours
tial of the works being 'done'. This came home
is not untypical on the continent, and Irecently
to me acouple of years ago when, caught in a conducted achamber orchestra in Poland under
hold-up on the Ml, Iturned on Radio 3 and
these conditions. The sight-reading at the first
heard the third and fourth movements of
rehearsal of pieces by Vaughan Williams, Elgar,
Schubert's Great C- major Symphony. Now one
Mozart and Haydn was not encouraging, and
of my favourite games, having identified the
could have been bettered by many amateur
piece, is to work out who the performers are, and
ensembles in this country; but by the time the
concerts came, familiarity with the works was
this one foxed me. Within two bars I was
captivated by this performance: it seemed there
such that the sublety of nuance and degree of
was something special about the playing. The
improvisation possible was quite marvellous,
and could be achieved with the lightest touch
rhythm, phrasing, intonation, ensemble and balon the ' steering wheel'.
ance were impeccable, and it was all too good to
be true at 5.45 in the evening.
Perhaps in Britain our orchestras would be
Icouldn't place the performers at all, but
too bored after twenty hours of rehearsal to
admit the possibility of such asituation— Idon't
thought that my prejudices might be demonstrated if they turned out to be the BBC. . .
know. Certainly amaster like Beecham achieved
Orchestra with my most unfavourite hack conmiracles without much rehearsal, so the solution
ductor. This would then show how unmusical I to the problems raised by Mr. Wright is not
really was. Of course Iwould not be telling you
obvious. At the time of writing there seems also
to be no answer to the BBC's problems. There
this if such were the case, and they turned out to
be the NBC Orchestra and Cantelli. But Iasked
would, however, have been some logic in aplan
myself then: ' What is the point in allowing any
which kept the regional orchestras intact and
alternative to that kind of musicmaking?' If the
scrapped the BBC SO. This plan ignores the
Bavarian Radio SO is typical of the situation in
quality of the latter orchestra and its great
Germany, and perhaps they only give of their
tradition, but has the merit that the other four
best for Kubelik who is indeed a master conLondon orchestras could then gain some much
ductor of the first water, then the Germans have
needed support from the BBC, which might go
the right answer to my question.
some way towards reducing their worries.
by specially devised grinding and polishing
techniques that have raised the consistency of
geometry, from sample to sample, to a level
not previously obtained in tip manufacture.
Van den Hul claims that by going back to
examine the original design of the cutter and
then using as much as possible from this
source in designing the new tip, he has
produced amore optimal stylus than anything
previously available. Additionally, by paying
great attention to the problems of surface
finishing and mounting, he can offer greater
consistency in the geometry of the tip when
mounted in the cantilever. The particular
geometry used produces an exactly vertical
contact line, with no curvature, and the small
contact radius ensures the minimum effects
from rotation of the contact point when
tracing groove modulations of short
wavelength.
Of course, the claims will have to be tested
by review [
See page121 this issue— Ed], but
at first sight the Goldring cartridge does seem
to offer certain advantages over other designs
aiming for the same objectives. However, in
attempting to approach the shape of the
cutter more closely ( without producing a
cutting blade),Van den Hul may have
overlooked the possibility that maintenance of
cutting styli is not always as good as it
should be, so the groove could have a less
than ideal shape. His tip might well be less
tolerant of such situations. Nevertheless, this
should not be an argument for diluting the
design of the replay tip, but rather a reason
for emphasising the need to improve disc
quality at all stages of production.

Fig.7 Close-up of the Van den Hut profile

The accompanying photographs ( page 75),
taken by Van den Hul himself, clearly
catalogue the problems of manufacture of
other stylus types. It is known from other
sources that the new tip is also very difficult
to make, but the claim that greater attention
is paid to tip quality than is normal for mass
production of diamond tips, offers some
reassurance that Goldring may well have the
bargain of the year in their G900/IGC
cartridge.
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talks to Andrew Keener

'Teaching? Oh, Ihate teaching! I notably ingenuous, even childlike.
wouldn't know what to say...I'd feel Even his platform manner reflects as
so false!: The question had barely much, as anyone will agree who has
left
my
lips
before
Shura watched his diffident journeys to
Cherkassky, his resonant drawl and from the piano. When he claims
broadening even further, seized to become easily bored, he does so
upon the issue with a relish and without any hint of complaint or
emphasis Ihave rarely encountered aggression; rather than register
in any artist. ' I'm a very impatient frustration he would, one feels,
person; I get bored very easily. simply and quietly disengage himPerformers are very egotistic, very self from the object of his boredom.
self-centred. And they have to be. I Malice, by all accounts holds no
would maybe hear someone play for place within his character. Like
a little while, perhaps for a selfish Moiseiwitsch, another pianist to
reason. Imay think I'd learn some- whom variety of colour and attenthing, but it would be hypocritical of tion to hidden counterpoints were
me to take a pupil. And false: of
the
greatest
importance,
Cherkassky's unique accentuation Cherkassky was born in Odessa.
of this word is quite untranscrib- Early in his life he began lessons
able. ' I'm often asked to sit on the with Josef Hofmann at the Curtis
jury at contests...I just couldn't do it. Institute in Philadelphia at the time
Master classes? Oh no! There was a of our conversation in April, and
time in America when Iwas scared Cherkassky was about to take part
I'd have to teach—you know, in arepeat of the Hofmann Golden
money was short—but Iescaped Jubilee concert of 1937, playing
that, thank God!'
Anton Rubinstein's fourth and
To dismiss such remarks as arrog- Hofmann's concertos. However,
ant is to misjudge an extraordinary his earliest lessons were from his
personality. Like so many human mother, who discovered that her
beings possessed of a single, ex- four year- old son possessed perfect
ceptional gift ( his approach to the pitch. He remembers-'just faintly'—
art of piano playing bears some- his first visit to the recording studio
thing of the mystic) Cherkassky's at the age of eleven. The discs were
personality and conversation, once made by the Victor Company
he is away from the keyboard, are (45378 and 45394), and the
80

music—chosen, once again, by his
mother—included one of Master
Shura Cherkassky's short preludes.
Even at this embryonic stage the
playing reveals an instinctive judgement of rubato and, more remarkably, since the records are almost
sixty years old, there is yet something of the unique ear for beauty
and
range
of sound
which,
Cherkassky laments, 'so many pianists think isn't important nowadays'.
He is firmly convinced, for instance,
that each key has its own 'colour'
and personality. ' D minor is lyrically
sad, not turbulent, while F sharp
minor is somehow uncouth and
rough—look at the Chopin Fsharp
minor Polonaise or Prelude, or the
Schumann Sonata. With so many
pianists today it's all very neat, very
little pedal and all that, but it doesn't
mean anything. When Ihear someone whose playing does have
meaning and beautiful sound, like
Murray Perahia or Martha Argerich,
then Icould listen for hours. So
often now you hear; you leave; you
forget. No single phrase reverberates in the memory.'
Cherkassky's
recollection
of
lessons with Hofmann reflects his
own attitude towards teaching. ' He
wouldn't systematically teach sitting at his second piano. He'd often
just sit down and play. Idon't know
whether you call that teaching;
more of an inspiration, maybe. I
learned so much from just listening
to the sound he made. It was similar
with Godowsky. Ialso studied with
him, and I play his versions of
Johann Strauss— Wine, women
and song and so on—also his paraphrases of Albeniz and Schubert.
Godowsky and Hofmann were in
many ways so different, yet nowadays people tend only to look at
their similarities, which were part of
the style of the day—the way they.
added bass notes and so on, and the
way they used to spread chords.'
How surprised and hurt Godowsky
would surely be at the abuse still
heaped upon his goodnatured and
ingenious paraphrases—almost as if
the very existence of the originals
was in some way threatened. A
glance through his discography will
confirm Cherkassky's lifelong fascination with these arrangements. A
pair of Oiseau - Lyre discs ( one recorded at a public recital: nothing
fires Cherkassky's imagination more
than an audience) contains agenerous sprinkling of—among others—
Albeniz / Godowsky, Schubert /
Godowsky and
Saint-Saëns /
Godowsky. There is some Chopin
on the discs, too, although surprisingly, in view of the company it
keeps, none of the Godowsky paraphrases. ' Imust admit that Isteer
clear of those arrangements. Ieven
slightly disapprove of them! You
know, Idon't even like Chopin/

Liszt. But I do like Chopin's
arrangements of things like Don
Giovanni—that's beautiful. Idon't
know why I'm so inconsistent in
this. Ijust enjoy playing this marvellous music.'
Regrettably, apart from aremarkable disc of the Polonaises ( DG
Privilege 2535 258) there is little of
Cherkassky's Chopin in the current
catalogue. Still vividly with me is the
1950s recording of the Etudes
(HMV ALP 1310-11 ®—Iong deleted) and its miraculously deft,
guileful accounts of the two G flat
pieces. A Treasury reissue, perhaps?
Or even better, a re-recording of
these and ajuvenile Op. 4 Sonata.
So often with a piece such as this,
one reads of aperformance 'making
the work sound better than it is'.
Cherkassky's QE11 performance of it
last November attempted no such
apology; this elegant little Sonata
remained firmly in the salon—and it
sounded captivating.
As his opening remarks suggest,
Cherkassky is a pianist who prefers
to play music than to talk about it
and Ilearnt very early in our conversation that points of musical
detail, even reasons for adopting
this or that piece into his repertoire,
were to this most intuitive of artists
of secondary conversational interest. Cherkassky's discography is remarkably wide-ranging, embracing
not only the familiar encores.
Romantic concertos and solo repertoire, but such things as asupple,
radiantly expressive Beethoven Op.
111 ( World Record Club T271 8—
deleted), and, recorded at much the
same time, the third Hindemith
Sonata ( ALP 1574 ®—deleted).
Hindemith and Cherkassky? One of
the most austerely practical and
academic musicians of all time
played by an artist who claims little
patience
with
such
things?
Characteristically, the answer revealed the most genuine and uncomplicated motives for having
learned the work. 'Well, Ithought I
must learn something fairly modern.
I'd also just learnt the Bartok Sonata
[Philips Fourfront 4FM 10002—
deleted] and Second Concerto, and
recently Ilearnt the Stockhausen
Klavierstück IX for a Queen
Elizabeth Hall recital. I've gotten to
like
the
Bartok,
but
the
Stockhausen...well, it was a challenge to learn that. You have to be
really precise, to count like mad!'
(Cherkassky's obsession with precision also extends to social
appointments—whether his own or
someones else's—and punctual
service at a restaurant). ' Do Ilisten
to suggestions that friends make for
new repertoire? Oh yes. All the
time...too much maybe. What are
the
worthwhile
contemporary
works?...I don't know.'
By now, those unfamiliar with
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Cherkassky's artistic personality
may be harbouring reservations.
Such highly developed intuition
and stylistic elegance, they may say,
are all very well; less impressive is
the apparent lack of any rigorous
system reflected both by Hofmann's
'inspirational' teaching and by his
pupil's approach to new repertoire.
Apart from remembering that music
exists to be played and heard, not to
be grouped in convenient, collectable cycles, these unperceptive
souls should also be reminded of
Hofmann's injunction that real freedom comes from discipline, and that
Cherkassky's remarkable combination of spontaneity and precision
stems from a ruthlessly maintained
method of work. He insists on filling
every available moment—before a
concert and during the interval—
with intensive practice. ' Idon't get
nerves. Iwish sometimes Idid. It's
not normal not to be nervous.
Wherever Ido a concert, whether
it's the Festival Hall or abarn, there
must be a piano backstage—
doesn't matter if it's a bad one.
There's no excuse for there not
being one. Sometimes I'm told
there's no piano and Iarrive to find
there is one. And they say "We
didn't think you'd want to use that
one, it's out of tune". Ialways
answer "so what, it's akeyboard".
So now, if I'm told there's no piano, I
say to my agent, " betcha anything
there is!". If there isn't it puts me in a
horrible mood, and I've been known
to play hell! And though Idon't gel
nervous, I'm very fussy, very keyed
up. Everything's got to be just so.
Enough toilet paper there, two programmes on the table. Maybe
you're right., . maybe it is asubstitute
for
nerves...at
first
everyone
thought Iwas impossible, but now
they think Imust be one of the
easiest artists of all, because they
know exactly what Iwant.'

bably be shocked, but I'm not inter- nish afair idea of what to expect,
ested in museums. When Ihave time but even so she hopes for about
off Igo to the theatre or cinema. I eight hours practice on the day
like to see something which can before a concert. But it does not
happen right now in 1980. Not even always work out like that.
in the future. Idon't like any fantasy,
Gillian Weir's career as aconcert
science fiction. That's why I
love the organist took off while she was
news—I'm interested in people, still astudent at the RCM. She won
what makes them do what they do. the 1964 International Organ
Why Christina Onassis married this Competition at St. Albans with her
Russian, for instance. Ican see why, remarkable playing of Bach and
because it was a novelty. I'm like Messiaen. Since then, of course,
that myself; Ilike novelty, exotic she has become one of the world's
things.
top organists, touring Europe,
'When I'm on holiday I have America, Australia and South
practically no musical friends— Africa.
generally, I don't like to meet
She has become fascinated by
musicians. Iget bored very quickly various aspects of performance and
with these after- concert adulations. tries to bridge the gap between
Don't mistake me—every artist likes performance and musicology. She
to be appreciated, but people from feels that there has been too much
this or that concerts society come slavish following of the latest
up and say "That was wonderful Mr discoveries of musicologists, too
Cherkassky; where'ya going next often without intelligent application
Mr Cherkassky; have this biscuit, it's to performance. This trend, she says
awfully good I made it myself is particularly applicable to the
today". Or, My daughter plays, I'm organ. She detests sloppy and ilsorry she's not here, but she'd love logical thinking and says that too
your autograph...I used to play my- often half truths are accepted withself, but since Igot married Ihad to out considering the context of the
choose...". You know the kind of concept. Although she dislikes
thing. People talk to artists like they being labelled, Gillian Weir will be
talk to no-one else. I'm not rude known to many as a French
like...well, never mind who (
he Baroque specialist, so it is worth
locked himself in the restroom and considering the arguments in this
read magazines to escape this particular area.'Rhythm and articucrowd). But I'd love someone to say, lation are what really make the
-There's this new stripclub opened
Baroque come alive, and to underin town—why don't you come?". I stand that you have to be aware of
might not...but Imight... But people the whole social ethos of the period;
never dream that an artist might like the customs, the manners, the
to do this. Perhaps Ifeel alittle bitter costumes. But even more fundathat because I'm a musician I'm mental to the music is the dance.' In
missing something that the man in America, at a recent seminar on
the street has.'
performance,
experts ..'on
the

the history of the instrument and to
some extent its make-up, because
the physical design influenced the
actual music. The organist has to
make the organ sound malleable(ie,
it must breathe), there must be
subtlety of control, fluency and
virtuosity, and the relationship with
the instrument must be as intimate
as that of the violin under the chin.
'The ideal new organ is one which
uses the principles of old instruments, which were germane to the
music, with modern possibilities.
An organ builder, though, must be
something of agenius, because an
organ becomes an expensive anachronism unless it is awork of art.'
Several composers have written
pieces for Gillian Weir, and she
plays agood deal of contemporary
music, singling out the Maltese
composer Caries Camilleri's Missa
Mundi. This inordinately difficult
work can be heard on Argo ZRG
baroque dance demonstiated how 812.
body movement relates to rhythm in
Messiaen occupies avery special
music. Once the student had pene- place in Miss Weir's repertoire. The
trated the subleties of the gavotte, essence of his music is freedom—
the galliard, the allemande and so the true meaning behind Quatuor
on, the playing of that student be- pour le fin du temps being an end to
came vital and rhythmic. Rhythm is
And that, Isensed, was to be the
the limitations of time and space.
end of our conversation as far as In Gillian Weir's ideal world there unequal and cannot be learned from Certainly Messiaen has written
a
formula.
It
must
be
thought
of
in
music was concerned. Almost im- would be aMusical Academy with a
prolix treatises on his musical lanperceptibly, Cherkassky eased into difference. The syllabus would be terms of stress and dynamic levels. guage, although he moves with
talking about his love of travelling tailored to the needs of the busy Too often the Baroque is considered complete freedom within his own
and
comfortable,
for its own sake, away from the international performer with cour- symmetrical
harmonic and rhythmic world.
concert platform: he had been ses on understanding airline ticket- which it is not. It is quite as When she asked him about adevice
booking himself apackage tour to ing systems, physical endurance, dynamic as baroque architecture, in his latest work, he replied ' C'est
China when Iarrived. ' Ilove to ;Aar' programme planning and organiz- and is both asymmetrical and un jeu' ( it is a game), serving the
timetables for air travel, to find out ation. This would be a logical ex- daring. Miss Weir has been praised same purpose as fugal form for
for her mastery of mannerism and
rates of exchange for different tension of the help she had from
Bach. Decca and the BBC are to
countries. In the summer Iaccept Cyril Smith, her piano professor at initially that skill sprang from record Gillian Weir in the complete
practically no engagements—not the RCM. He taught her how to training, but it is now much more Messiaen organ works.
Recording, constant traveling,
even if you offered me Salzburg. practise constructively, and how to the result of being steeped in
This year I'm going to China, then to organize her musical thought and tradition. She has developed a master classes, looking ahead to a
wholely instinctive feeling, which tour of Russia in 1982, answering
Bangkok. Ilike to 'travel and dis- mental ability.
Although she makes certain that she likes to call 'speaking without 700 letters ayear, being ajurist in
cover new, exotic company where
the beaches are, and Iswim alittle. I she has very detailed specifications an accent—the approach from international competitions, writing
articles ( for Grove among others)—
love to be in the sun—about 95 of the organs she will be playing if inside.'
The organ is amost difficult in- a hectic life and one in which she
degrees. Ilike it that hot. You don't? they are unfamiliar to her, it is not
Well, you're English, and they don't possible to insure against the un- strument to play, not simply be- says that ' playing the organ is the
like it that hot. I'm going to the predictable ( eg, the time when 100 cause of its demanding technical easiest part—then Iam in control.'
Gillian Weir's Dandrieu recital on
centre of Rhodes where you can computerised pistons failed!) The requirements, but because there is
scorch your feet on the ground if specification and knowledge of the so much to learn—so many styles Argo ZK84 was reviewed last
Shirley Harris
you don't wear shoes! You'll pro- architecture of the building will fur- and periods. One must understand month.
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Scores
reproduced by
permission of Durand &
DialUnited Music Publishers Ltd.

considered by Ane

Ki 0 ACADEMIC

ATTEMPT to

IN establish permanent rules has ever
helped or retarded the progress of
artistic works . .. This apparent inability of all
the laws ... must derive from the fact that
>
such supposed legislation only concerns the
superficial and obvious elements of the work
of art without ever recognising the infinitely
tenuous roots of the sensibility and personal
reactions of the artist.'
The words are Ravel's, spoken to a class of
American students in 1928 as part of a lecture
on contemporary music. Already, perhaps,
he was anticipating the easy labels of
'classical restraint' and baroque purity' which
would be applied by a neat- minded future
generation. More than most of his colleagues,
including his revered Satie, Ravel realised that
each new age moulds the preceding set of
artistic and formal principles to its own use,
not the other way about. Always an admirer
of American cultural heritage ('the aesthetic
of Edgar Allan Poe has been of singular
importance for me'), Ravel employed jazz
elements in much of his music; yet of the
Blues movement in the Violin Sonata he was
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at pains to point out that, in adopting a
popular form, the music was ' nevertheless
French music—music of Ravel—that Ihave
written. These popular forms are but the
material of the construction'. The individualities of the finest composers are, after
all, stronger than the material which they use
as their starting point. Anyone who doubts as
much should listen to the strikingly different
jazz personalities of, say, Stravinsky,
Hindemith and Milhaud, in which the character
of each. individual remains wholly intact..
Imention all this merely because in so
much of Ravel's music, whether inspired by
jazz, classicism or the sixteenth century court
dance, it is easy to lay too much emphasis on
the model itself rather than the composer's
illumination of it. Once the immediate novelty
of the ' blue' pages of the G major Piana
Concerto has worn off ( as it should), the
listener is left to appreciate the characteristic
fastidiousness of orchestral colouring—an
entirely personal approach in which sound
and expression are inseparable. Jazz elements
there may be in this Concerto, but the identity
of their manipulator is unmistakeable, and the

slightest trace of heaviness or bombast can
destroy the remarkable grace and delicacy of
the writing. 'At first Iintended to call the
work a divertissement', Ravel told a Daily
Telegraph journalist a day or two before an
early performance, ' but then Ithought, considering the character of the music, that there
was no need.' That early performance was by
Marguerite Long, whose interpretation
(recorded shortly after the première early in
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1932) is still available. Congested sound or
not ( considering the quality of the originals,
the transfer is remarkably successful), this
performance remains a model of lightness,
vitality and wit. Few pianists have since
matched the bell- like sound of the falling
phrases at fig. 23 of the Finale, yet how
artless, how unselfconscious it sounds—no
hint .here of beautiful sound for its own sake.
The disc is also interesting in that the central
Adagio is considerably faster than Ravel's
metronome marking ( quaver=74); the
composer's conducting here is highly sympathetic, providing some delicately pointed
accentuation which offsets the pure, 'floated'
quality of the solo line. No other pianist since
has adopted such a flowing tempo, and the
results, to my ears, have been variable: how
thin, in this movement, is the dividing line
between dreamlike simplicity and steamy
torpor. One of the least earthbound of
modern recordings of this movement is
Martha Argerich's DG account, a cool, limpid
characterisation full of beautiful half tones;
the outer movements, too, are near- miraculous
in their combination of deftness
and range of tone, and the 1967 recording,
while not of the most forward, is clean and
spacious. In her engaging book. At the piano
with Ravel, Marguerite Long sets out a
detailed ' interpretative guide' to this
movement; significantly, almost all of her
comments are concerned with fine points of
balance, dynamic and nuance rather than
with issues of rubato.
Of more recent recordings, Jean-Philippe
Collard's record of both concertos still strikes
me as one of the 'Inost imaginative and poised
available; the brilliant pages of piano writing
are handled both firmly and deftly, yet with
no suspicion of bombast. Although the
Adagio is among the slowest on disc
(Michelangeli's account, slower still,
possesses remarkable concentration, although
many will feel he spreads the jam rather
thickly), there is extra time to admire some
beautifully shaped woodwind solos from the
Orchestre National de France conducted by
Lorin Maazel. Collard's disc is one of only
two easily obtainable couplings of both concertos ( Katchen's brilliant Ace of Diamonds
recording is the other). His performance of
the Left Hand Concerto comes little more
than eighteen months after the appearance of
Gavrilov's award- winning disc with Simon
Rattle and the LSO ( also HMV). Further hearings of Collard's performance serve only to
heighten the dilemma: both players are in the
highest class technically, the Russian's restless
intensity in places such as the final cadenza
offering afascinating alternative to the
Frenchman's tender, reflective quality ( with
Gavrilov one is compellingly aware of the
distinctive 'thumb' tone- in writing such as
this and the opening solo—a ' pinging'
sonority which would be lost if played with the
relative ease of two hands). It is atenderness
of tragic, wistful grandeur, however, for
although conceived and completed in the
same year as its companion ( 1931), the
Concerto for Left Hand is, by contrast, awork
of colossal power, muscularity and tight
thematic construction. Both performances
launch the March with a nightmarish vehemence, considerably helped by some pungent
brass playing, although the French bassoonist
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is superbly idiomatic in his brief ' blues' solo.
How strange that so many contemporary
commentators should have perceived little
beyond the immediate facade of this work; as
late as 1949, The Gramophone complained of
its 'empty bombast ... and flimsy structure'.
Strange, too, that despite some friction
between Ravel and Paul Wittgenstein ( the
work's dedicatee; his revisions at an early
private performance infuriated the composer)
the Austrian pianist never recorded the work.
Disagreement also surrounded the initial
rehearsal for Daphnis et Chloé— aperformance
which took place less than ayear before
the notorious Le Sacre première, also in Paris.
The parallel extends further: on both occasions
there were heated protestations from
Nijinsky ( it was during the Daphnis rehearsals
that the arguments among dancer, choreographer and Bakst the designer led to Fokine's
break with the Diaghilev company), and both
premières were conducted by Pierre Monteux
who, with atwinkle in his eye, used to tell of
the dancers' difficulty with the 5/4 rhythm of
the Bacchanale. One contemporary critic even
found the work ' unrhythmicl The ballet is
constructed symphonically ( a 'choreographic
symphony', as Ravel put it) out of aremarkably
small number of concise ' leitmotivs', and
in agood performance the unity and sweep
of the work are unmistakeable. Some fifty
years after the première, Pierre Monteux
recorded the complete ballet with the LSO, and
the recording remains one of the glories of
the Ravel discography. Monteux's powerful
sense of theatre, the warmth and flexibility of
the 1959 LSO strings, the quiet deftness of
much of the brass playing. all contribute to an
extraordinarily vivid sense of occasion; the
impression of a performance happening in
front of one is tremendously real.
For more consistently reliable orchestral
playing one can turn confidently to Boulez's
NYPO account ( part of a CBS boxed set)
where the muted brass and tremolando
strings of the pirates' episode are chillingly
projected—there is aspectral quality here not
to be found in other versions, and the recording
often makes avery beautiful sound
indeed. In addition, its vividness at moments
such as the opening of the Danse générale
reveals some superbly accomplished rapid
tonguing from the New York brass players.
What a pity the disc is not now available
singly in the UK. It would certainly be
competitive besides some undistinguished
company ( Monteux's disc being an honourable
exception); regrettably, Istill cannot summon
up much enthusiasm for Mata's digitally
recorded RCA account ( which Ireviewed last
month). Neither, despite some sensitive
touches, does Bernstein's mid- priced, raucous
sounding CBS disc strike me as particularly
distinguished. Not to be passed over,
however, is Clutyens' old Columbia recording,
part of his Ravel project of the early sixties,
and, like much else in the series, now
reissued on CFP. While not the most urgent of
readings, the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra, a
variable instrument in those days, produces
some exquisitely refined texture, and the
opening is wonderfully atmospheric.
This score is so evocative and satisfying as
awhole that it would seem almost superfluous
to recommend recordings of the well-known
second suite ( beginning with the

Dawn sequence), were it not for the presence
of a handful of conductors who offer some
special insight. As if mindful of Diaghilev's
warnings against needless expense, several of
these versions present the music shorn of its
Bacchanalian chorus—always a pity, Ithink.
In my Debussy survey ( in May) Ipointed out
that, for me. Abbado's recording of the
Nocturnes was unsurpassed in terms of
refinement and detail, and so it is with his
Daphnis suite. More than on any other version,
the opening of Levée du jour conjures
up Ravel's comment—so revealing of the
man's attitude to sound and its expression—
that ' under fine and delicate lacework, ethereal
in appearance, one can readily discover
a refinement of precision that is typically
French'. The acoustic of the Boston
Symphony Hall is nothing if not ethereal, yet
detail is crystal clear. Herbert von Karajan's
account, too, remains competitive; still
available in its full- priced coupling with La
mer, this disc has acquired something
approaching classic status. The sixteen year old
recording still sounds fresh and luminous, and
the textural refinement of the BP0 is
ravishing—just listen to the espressivo strings
near the beginning of Pantomime, in which
Karlheinz Zetiller is an especially eloquent
flautist. So exciting is the Danse générale that
for once the absence of achorus hardly
seems adisadvantage ( although the clarinet
drop- out in the skirling texture at the start of
this section remains vaguely irritating).
Incidentally, for sheer exhilaration in this
dance, a pirated Koussevitzky disc from a
1948 concert performance has few current
equals ( Bruno Walter Society!). The conducting
possesses athrilling, frenetic quality
which forces its way through some of the
most decrepit sound Ihave heard from an
LP—and friends who have sat through the
most dreadful quality will testify to my tolerance
in these matters! The recording may still
be available from some specialist sources.
Mention should also be made of Toscanini's
1949 Carnegie Hall recording which, like the
Karajan, dispenses with chorus. Listening to
the Koussevitzky, remarkably similar in many
ways to the Toscanini, it is difficult to
understand the Italian conductor's condemnation of his colleague's reading. Toscanini's
interpretation possesses superb rhythmic
alertness and miraculous fluidity in the opening
woodwind texture. The occasional retouchings
should worry few people unduly ( some
added soft cymbal strokes at the start of the
Danse générale, and the like), and the recording,
if hardly opulent, is reasonably clean and,
for its date, splendidly lucid.
A Toscanini recording of Bolero is an exciting
thought; in common with many works
with which one does not readily associate
him, Toscanini conducted it for a period and
then dropped it from his repertoire. In this
case, however, the reason derives from a
single, rather unpleasant incident with the
composer. In answer to Ravel's criticism of
Toscanini's tempo—too fast, he said—the
conductor apparently replied 'When Iplay
your tempo the piece is ineffective'. To which
Ravel countered, 'Then don't play it!'
Perhaps, like so many of composers' pet'
works, Bolero had become an obsession with
Ravel—one thinks also of Rachmaninov's C
sharp minor prelude, or Stravinsky's '
Apropos
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MUSIC ON RECORD
of The Rite (often in direct contrast to anything
to be found in his recordings of the
piece). Certainly Ravel's own interpretation
of Bolero (Lamoureux Orchestra, Polydor 78s
CA 8015/6) is one of the most laboured on
record, adeadly 'dull performance without, to
my ears, any of the hypnotic pull which charactertses several more recent interpretations
at only amarginally faster tempo—Karajan's DG
performance, for instance, to say nothing of
the riveting old Kletzki/Philharmonia account
(recorded in 1954, last available on MFP 2045
C)). Equally hypnotic, but considerably faster
(it ends in apositive tumult of sound) is Boulez
with the NYPO—a scrupulously ' layered' piece
of work with the tempo unerringly maintained.
Some of Boulez's insights into the work's
strange sound world ( piccolo at two octaves
and afifth, for instance) really set the nerve
ends tingling.
As Imentioned at the beginning, Ravel was
at pains to point out the dangers of placing
disproportionate emphasis on the model of a
work rather than the composer's creative way
with it. Writing about La Valse, Rapsodie
Espagnole and Alborada del Gracioso, the
French critic Jean Cotté points out that 'far
from indulging in a lengthy course of ethnological study before embarking upon [a]
composition ... Ravel preferred to saturate
himself in an imaginary, adream Spain' ( or, in
the case of the phantasmagoric swirling of La
Valse, adream Imperial Vienna at the close of
a decadent age). 'And do not let us be deceived into seeing in Le tombeau de Couperin
an archeologist's care and nothing else.
Rather let us see in them the affirmation of the
everlasting spirit these forms embody. Ravel's
is not an artificial art, but ... one capable of
conferring reality upon the unreal.' All four of
the works to which Cotté refers are available
on asuperb disc from Herbert von Karajan,
made, like his recording of the Franck
Symphony, during his brief spell as Principal
Guest Conductor of the Paris Orchestra. It
comes as no small surprise to newcomers to
Ravel that, like several other of his orchestral
works, Alborada and Le tombeau are orchestrations of piano works written some-while
previously. To be sure, there are no signs of
piano textures ( although horn and trumpet
players, worn out by the rapid repeated notes
in Alborada, might not wholeheartedly
agree!): if conception and orchestration were
not entirely simultaneous, then they certainly
sound as if they were. As Ravel's friend
Roland- Manuel explains, 'This metamorphosis
of piano pieces into symphonic works was a
game for Ravel, agame played to perfection
so that the transcription outdid the charm of
the original'. In Le tombeau the dance forms
of the suite (
Prélude, Forlane, Menuet
Rigaudon; Ravel decided not to orchestrate
the Fugue and Toccata) are placed at the
service of remarkably economical textures.
Colours are delicate and translucent, and if
Karajan's disc prompts any reservations at all,
it may be thought that the ample reverberation of the Salle Wagram lends ashade too
much opulence to such precisely defined
sonorities. Yet so sumptuous is the sound
that I, for one, am invariably won over.
Alborada, taken at acomparatively measured
tempo, expands magnificently into the acoustic, and the exceptionally wide dynamic
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range lends a mystery and atmosphere to the
opening of Rapsodie Espagnole and La Valse
(the sensuous violin sighs at the start of the
latter are veiled, barely discernible tremors of
colour) which Ihave not heard surpassed on
disc; the climax is shattering, and Karajan's
control of texture and colour is utterly spellbinding. One of the great Ravel discs. Neither
is Previn's exceptionally well- recorded La
Valse to be passed over—the tutti immediately before the final mount of tension
possesses some superbly ' present' timpani
strokes, vividly illustrating Ravel's description
of 'afantastic, fatal whirling'. Not the most
orgiastic performance on disc, perhaps ( for
that one must go to Bernstein's second recording), but for opulence and clarity of
texture and balance Previn's disc remains near
the top of the list.
In my Debussy survey Imentioned in passing asplendidly vivid if idiosyncratic account
of Alborada by Stokowski and the French
National Radio Orchestra. Since then Ihave
come across a recording with the LSO of the
Rapsodie Espagnole, also made for Capitol at
much the same time as the Alborada disc. The
performance is very lush indeed ( made the
more so by some characteristic retouchings)—
the Habanera surely lets out too much rope; it
almost comes to astandstill. But for sheer
orchestral poster colour this is quite something. Itracked down the disc as a Seraphim
import ( was it ever issued here?), in which
form it needs afair treble boost.
Ansermet's Ravel offers considerably leaner
textures, if not always the most distinguished
orchestral playing. Nowadays it costs relatively little to sample these recordings;
Ansermet worked with Diaghilev, and his part
in the tradition should not be overlooked. The
earthy sound of the Swiss woodwind ( not
always precisely in tune) sometimes adds an
attractive piquancy to the sound picture—
especially appropriate in the light textures
of Le tombeau, and surely more idiomatic than
Charles Gerhardt's highly praised account
with the illustrious players of the National
Philharmonic. Their playing is brilliant but
heartless, the recording big and bright to the
point of gaudiness—as sound Ansermet's was
always among the most distinguished of the
Geneva recordings.
Like Monteux ( Philips), Ansermet's disc
offers all six movements of the suite from Ma
mère l'oye. The original version for piano duet
comprised only five, and several conductors omit the extra movement (
Prélude et
Danse du Rouet) which Ravel added to the
orchestration. One of these has always been
Giulini, both of whose recordings offer playing of the utmost delicacy and refinement of
detail. Even so, as Isuggested last month in
my review of the new disc from DG, Giulini
seems to have become several degrees more
fastidious still, with miniscule points of detail
and balance, and fine blends of sonority. The
result offers a hypnotic fascination ( Iwas
vividly reminded of Marguerite Long's observation of Ravel's ' particular liking for minute
objects, miniatures, the tiny world of figurines, little things that worked by clockwork,
mechanical birds whose heart- beats he felt'—
the bird effects in Petit Poucet are pure
magic), and if, as Ireported last month. I
occasionally felt some sacrifice of momentum

to delicately beautiful textures, then there is
no lack of atmosphere in these readings. The
wandering string accompaniment in Petit
Poucet and the quiet opening string descents
of Rapsodie Espagnole are shaped with arapt
sense of mystery. Several colleagues have
expressed some disappointment with the
sound of this new disc, and it is admittedly
possible to imagine a more expansive quality
(especially in the tuttis of La mer on the
reverse). The acoustic is undoubtedly that
of astudio rather than aconcert hall, yet the
reverberation is warm enough, and the textures
extremely lucid. To my ears, definitely
A quality.
So successful was the orchestral première
of Ma mère l'oye in 1911, that it was suggested to Ravel that a ballet be created and
for this he added four brief Interludes which
ensured uninterrupted performance. There is
little doubt that these considerably increase
the stature of the work, and there are currently three versions of the complete ballet, of
which Bernard Haitink's is undoubtedly the
one to have. Like all of his Ravel interpretations ( Haitink's Valses nobles et sentimentales stands alone in a remarkably bleak,
uncompetitive field), this performance is
faultlessly paced and sensitively characterised,
and is captured in Philips' most glowing
sound. Also notable is Haitink's recording of
the Pavane pour une Enfante défunte, an
early work, orchestrated in the same year as
the completion of the piano version of Ma
mère l'oye. Here the Concertgebouw acoustic
lends an entirely appropriate halo of resonance to Haitink's account—slightly more
measured than usual, yet never for a moment
heavy or lethargic in the manner of many
similarly- paced performances. In many ways
it is remarkably similar to Abbado's equally
delicate account ( afill- up to his remarkable
DG Debussy/Ravel coupling, already mentioned). At the same time, Ihave yet to hear
a recorded performance which captures the
simple tread, the grave beauty of
Koussevitzky's Boston recording ( HMV 78,
DB 6699). If this seems eccentric of me with
upwards of two dozen current versions of
Ravel's gentle evocation of the ancient dance
form ( the title was chosen simply on account
of the euphonious sound of the words), then
Iurge you to seek out the disc if at all
possible. For me, more than any version, it
brings to life afriend's contemporary description of Ravel as possessing ' Schubert's friendliness, Mendelssohn's courtesy, Liszt's generosity and Albéniz's delicacy'.
Currently available records mentioned in the
text
Piano Concerto in G major Long ISymphony 0
IRavel World Records SH 209
(clw Prokofiev Piano Concerto 3 —composer at
piano
(clw Prokofiev Piano Concerto 3) Argerich I
Berlin PO IAbbado DO 139 349.
(clw Rachmaninov Piano Concerto 4)
Michelangeli IPhilharmonia IGracis HMV
SXLP 30169
Piano Concerto for the Left Mend
Gavrilov ILSO 'Rattle ( clw Prokofiev Piano
Concerto 1) HMV ASD 3571 ®
Piano Concerto in G major / Piano Concerto for
the Left Hand Collard I0 National de France /
Maazel HMV ASO 3845
Katchen ILSO IKertesz Decca ADD 486
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Giulini, the LA Phil
and Rigoletto

tivating at the Met) he feels sure that
Giulini would be happier to embark
upon further opera projects; combined performances and recordings,
perhaps, along the lines envisaged
for the scheduled London/LA performances of Falstaff in 1982 ( a
Audio Awards
refurbished revival of the celebrated
Zeffirelli production with Renato
The 1980 Audio Awards were preBruson in the title role).
sented to Norman Del Mar and
Due for release next month, for Richard Itter in the Hungerford
those who haven't yet been caught Room of the Royal Festival hall on
up in the anticipation, is Giulini's June 25th. The very good attendfirst opera recording since Don
ance reflected the highly popular
Carlos—a new Rigoletto recorded choice of recipients and we were
in Vienna with Ileana Cotrubas as pleased to see representatives from
Gilda, Placido Domingo as the
Duke, Piero Cappuccilli in the title month ( p. 69) we have had the first
role, with the extravagant yet excit- movement alone from Giulini
ing casting of Elena Obraztsova and during his recent visit with the LA
Nicolai Ghiaurov in the small but Phil, Simon Rattle's performances
exacting roles of Madelene and of both the first movement and
Sparafucile. In contrast to the the complete work with the
chaotic nature of most operatic re- Philharmonia and the Bournemouth
cording
schedules
nowadays SO, and we are given to expect an
(which, of course, Giulini won't RCA recording from James Levine
have anything to do with), DG (his 6th and 9th having arrived at
achieved near- ideal conditions for the time of writing).
these sessions. All the principals
Simon Rattle has been conductwere assembled well in advance of ing the work quite alot in the last six
the first take for extensive piano months ( see Interview in March), so
rehearsals and discussions with the it is appropriate that EMI have taken
maestro as to details in the concep- the initiative of recording his pertion and characterisations. One look formance with the Bournemouth orat the casting is sufficient to suggest chestra. Sessions for this were held
that this in itself must have been no in June at Southampton Guildhall, a
mean feat of organisation. Giulini favourite venue and an excellent
talked to me about how he wanted a hall for recording. We had a nose
predominantly 'Iyrico', not 'colo- around on the second day.
ratura' soprano for Gilda. To him,
Particularly interesting is that
this opera is the human essence of Grundig International have given
all Verdi, the summation of the financial support to the project—
composer's near- obsessional pre- their first venture into artistic sponoccupation with the bonds between sorship, and very welcome too. The
parent and child. Gilda dies not for sessions were recorded in both dilove, he insists, but as an act of gital and analogue formats in EMI's
morality, and he wanted to ensure usual manner, the analogue being
that the emotional demands of the used as afail-safe and for the concharacter were in no way clouded venience of allowing more imby showy vocal indulgences. Ileana mediate playback. ( It also afforded
Cotrubas, of course, had displayed us the opportunity to A/B the two
an enormously affecting range as techniques via their B&W 801
Violetta
in
Carlos
Kleiber's monitors.) This will be the first diTraviata—another role that in- gital
recording
made
at
variably, and misguidedly, goes to a Southampton.
Producer
John
specifically coloratura voice.
Willan and Balance Engineer Mike
Giulini hasn't heard the final cut Sheady opt for a relatively simple
yet, but takes full responsibility for mike layout, with one AKG pair
the finished results from aperform- doing most of the work, two further
ance point of view. ' Everything I forward and widely separated to
asked for was there, so we shall just capture some of the ambience,and a
wait and see.' Edward Seckerson few singles dotted around within

It's hard not to imagine some degree
of immunity building up in any artist
who generates the level of adoration that Carlo Maria Giulini does
wherever he goes. In his case,
though, it would be equally hard to
mistrust the humility and joy that he
so plainly derives from his audiences' response. Few conductors
share Giulini's gift for spiritual communication with an audience and,
without necessarily feeling acomplete rapport with everything he
does, it's impossible to lose sight of
what seems to be his sole maxim for
making music: the desire to reach
even afew people at every concert.
Imet Giulini at aluncheon given
by DG to mark the close of the LA
Phil's first European tour with their
new Musical Director ( 16 cities and
20 concerts in 27 days) and he was
plainly overcome at the adulation he
had witnessed,
particularly in
London and Milan. In London his
absence of some years had, if anything, strengthened the tumultuous
welcome he received.
Taking the orchestra that has now
become so much apart of him ( he
becomes visibly uncomfortable
being referred to as their Musical
Director, preferring to think of himself as one of their number) to the
musical centres of his spiritual home
and, of course, other cities with
many special associations, further
enriched what was obviously a
deeply emotional voyage of rediscovery. His admirers will no
doubt be jubilant to hear that he
anticipates the possibility of more
return visits to Europe, now that his
intensive foundation- work in Los
Angeles has established the kind of
secure and instinctive rapport he
and the orchestra have been working towards over the last two years.
Already promised is a Verdi
Requiem in London next year with
the Royal Phil, and the possibility of
re- activating his Philharmonia and
LPO ties will be eagerly awaited as
well.
Needless to say, everyone present
on this occasion supported the plea
for more opera recordings from the
maestro and there were interjections from Ernest Fleischmann ( the
Philharmonic's MD) to the effect
EMI, Grundig and
that once asituation exists whereby
Mahler
big opera stars are happy to remain
in one place for areasonable period Mahler 10 has been cropping up in
of time ( a situation that James the news alot lately. As noted in the
Levine, for example, has been cul- Norman Del Mar interview last
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the orchestra for specific level control. For the time being level, balancing and mixdown have to be done
there and then as the digital machine is confined to two tracks ( and
quite right tool).
All seemed to be going fairly well

the recording and music publishing
industries, performing musicians,
and no less than five British
composers. The presentations were
made this year by the well-known
humorist Paul Jennings who, true
to form, delighted everyone with his
anecdotes, ' rnisunderstandings'and
specially written poems in honour
of each awardee.
during the sessions for the 2nd and
4th
movements,
despite
the
former's undeniable rhythmic complexity ( time signature changes
almost every bar) and the work
was apparently completed in five of
the six sessions allocated, which is
most encouraging. Hopefully, the
disc will be out later this year.
Grundig's initiative must also be
applauded. The catalogue has too
many odd gaps in the major repertoire ( but aplenitude of sure-fire
winners like Beethoven 5 and
Tchaik. 6) so ventures like this are
thoroughly welcome. VVhat next?

Mysteries of
discery no. 19
Well, we sent back aMahler record
in October in the hope of a copy
without persistent crackle on it. Late
February, the Company in question
produced and sent an immaculate
pressing, but for acomplex of severe
scratches at the start of one side and
a quiet 34- groove scratch in the
quietest part of the other. This was
returned ( with a letter) to the
Company and very promptly replaced by a further pressing, immaculate but for a severe eightgroove scratch toward the end of
the first side: preferable, and
accepted.
Interesting, however, was the
letter accompanying this. 'With
regard to the scratches to which you
refer, we can assure you that they
were not present when the discs
were despatched from this factory.
However, we do know from previous experience that marks of this
kind can sometimes be sustained by
records in transit through the post,
though we have not been able to
find out why this should happen, or
any way of preventing it.'
We mentioned this to Jo Logan,
the editor of Prediction (
a Link
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Sinclair ZX80
Personal Computer.

£99?5
Including £13° VAT.
Free post and
packing.
Free course in
computing.
Free mains adaptor.

Price includes mains adaptor,
TV and cassette recorder
leads, as well as VAT and post

•

and packing.
You' TV (whether black and white or
colour)is all that's needed as adisplay.
Normal TV reception is not affected.
Your 2X80 Personal Computer comes
complete with leads and plugs for
immediate connection to the aerial
socket of any domestic TV.
The price also includes acompatible
mains adaptor (worth £8.95). Plus
connectioas for aportable cassette
recorder- if you choose to use one as a
useful extra for storing programs. (
You
use ordinary blank cassette tape.)

/,‘
G

."•

Inside aday,
you'll be talking
to it like an old friend!
If computers interest you- and today,
computers should interest everybodyyou'll find the ZX80 totally absorbing.
But more than that, you'll find it of
immense practical value. The genuine
computer understanding it gives you
will be immediately useful in any
business or professional sphere. And
the grounding it gives your children will
equip them for the rest of their lives.
The ZX80 cuts away computer jargon
and mystique. It takes you straight into
BASIC, the most common, easy-to-use
fundamental computer language.
You simply take it out of its box, plug
it in to your TV, switch on at the mains and start. With the manual in your
hand, you'll be running programs in an
hour. Within aweek, you'll be writing
complex programs of your own, with
confidence and competence.
All for under £ 100.

The features that make the
ZX80 easy to learn on, also
make it easy to use.
We designed the ZX80 with special
consideration for the beginner. So the
original design includes auniquely
simple way of entering commands- and
of spotting mistakes before it's too late
to correct them easily.
But this doesn't mean it's ajunior
computer. These very features help to
make the ZX80 avery fast and powerful
computer in use- sophisticated enough
to do quite literally anything from
playing chess to managing abusiness.

Your course in computing.

How can anyone offer areal
computer for only £ 99.95?
In aword- design! We've taken the
conventional computer and packed if
on to fewer, newer, more powerful
LSI chips.
For example, asingle SUPER ROM
contains the BASIC interpreter, the
character set, operating system and
monitor. (If the words mean nothing to
you now, they will very quickly!)
How does it compare with more
expensive computers? Tests by
'Personal Computer World', the leading
journal in the field, show the ZX80 as
faster than the ' Benchmark' results for
equivalent high-level computers (all of
which cost many times the price).
For personal use, high speed may not
matter- but it's ademonstration of the
design level the ZX80 reaches.

Book your ZX80 now!
Demand for the ZX80 is very high:
use the coupon to order today for the
earliest possible delivery. All orders
will be despatched in strict rotation.
We'll acknowledge each order by return,
and tell you exactly when your ZX80
will be delivered. If you choose not to
wait, you can cancel your order
immediately and your money will be
refunded as once. Again, of course, you
have arefund option for 14 days after
your computer is despatched. We want
you to be satisfied beyond doubt- and
we have no doubt that you will be.

Science of Cambridge Ltd,
6Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs.,
CB2 ISN. Tel: 0223 311488.
Reg. No: 214 4630 00

mcso
To: Science of Cambridge, 6Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs., CB2 ISN.
Remember: prices include VAT, postage and packaging.
Please send me
ZX80 personal computer(s, at £ 99.95. ( Price includes
ZX80 BASIC manual and mains adaptor.)
N.B. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as abusiness expense.

The ZX80 as afamily learning aid. Children
of 10 years and upwards are quick to
understand the principles of computing-

The ZX80 comes complete with its
own specially-written I28-page guide to
computing. The book assumes no prior
knowledge and represents acomplete
course in the subject- from first
principles to quite complex programs.
It's carefully structured so that every
chapter of theory is followed by a
chapter of practice. So you learn by
doing- not just by reading.
It makes learning easy, exciting and
enjoyable.

Ienclose acheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for
PLEASE PRINT
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

Reg. No: 214 463000.
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(HMV ASD 3775) with a sound to rival most
digital issues. A record not to miss, but what
gives way? Ishould also like everyone to hear
the new 9th ( Decca SXDL 7510) to hear digital
sound put to good natural service. The performance by Kondrashin and the Vienna
Philharmonic is commendably straightforward
and not overdone.
One of the most exciting conductors around
today is Claudio Abbado and one of the most
exciting records for some time is his performance of Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky (DG
2531 202); an outstanding case of modern
engineering coping superbly with massive
sound and a stunning wealth of detail. The
atmosphere achieved must make this a lasting
classic recording. Another record from DG that
impresses by good clean performances, clear
recording and not over- hackneyed choice of
repertoire contains the Bartok Viola Concerto
(not otherwise ideally represented at the
moment)
and
Hindemith's
Der
Schwanendreher, aviola concerto based on old
folksongs ( DG 2531 249). Benyamini and
Barenboim offer stable and satisfying readings.
Some more unusual repertoire,
mainly
Molleda and Torroba, comes in arecord of fourguitar music by Los Romeros ( Philips
9500 296). For the delight of myself and others I
have been playing a lollipop in the shape of a
Jota from Giménez's El baile de Luis Alonso,
which is a winner. Moreover, without any
exaggerated sense of recording jugglery, you
can sit and clearly follow the lines of the four
separate guitars. A lovely sound! For some
lesser- known choral music of ajoyful nature, try
the Charpentier Te Deum (
CBS 76891) directed

Peter
Gammond

LOOKING
BACK
NE hopes that digital catalogue building
and the big company thinking behind the
record industry re- organisations are not going
to herald another spell of hackneyed issues of all
the old favourites. It looks a little bit that way,
just when we might have hoped for afew more
adventurous things. These will come, no doubt,
mainly from the smaller companies like Lyrita
and Chandos and through the increasing percentage of imports. It seems to me, for example, that Dvorak's most popular symphonies
have been alittle over- exposed recently. It is a
pity to have to say this as recent issues such as
those by Giulini and Davis have been greatly
rewarding. But it does become increasingly
difficult to make a clear recommendation and
the record buyer must be even more confused.
And now we have astunningly impressive new
No. 8from Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic

GRIVIOPint
House magazine), and she provided
the answer. The phenomenon is
known
in
Occult
circles
as
Postergeist and it can be warded off
by the company's postal staff walking three times widdershins round
the parcel while sprinkling it with a
three- to- one mixture of granulated
Gnat and powdered toad's liver ( the
powdered liver of atoad rather than
the liver of a powdered toad—
which has interestingly different effects) and repeating seven times on
a declining phrase the old Coptic
chant '
Sloof Yllis, Sloof Yllis

Philharmonia
Prince Charles has agreed to
become Patron of the Philharmonia.
He is the first patron the orchestra
has had in its 35- year history. The
Philharmonia also have anew subscription scheme whereby the
'80/81 season which runs from
September through to July, is
divided into two, subscribers being
able to choose season tickets to
attend four, five or nine concerts in
each half. Subscribers also have the
opportunity of entering a competition in which the two winners will
each receive a pair of Philippine
Airlines' first class return tickets to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Manila.
Details
from
the
Philharmonia at 12 de Walden
Court, 85 New Cavendish Street,
London, W1 M 7RA.

Myers mygrates
Paul
Myers
joined
Decca
International in July as Manager,
Symphonic Productions. Paul has
moved from CBS whom he joined

as a producer in 1962. He subsequently assumed responsibility
for their classical marketing in
Europe, finally taking the helm of
CBS'
International
Classical
Department in New York. He joins
Christopher Raeburn, Manager of
Decca's Opera Productions, and
reports to Ray Minshull, Executive
Vice- Chairman and Director of the
company's classical division.

horn page 87
Daphnis et Chloé ( complete ballet)
Covent Garden Ch ILSO IMonteux Decca JB 69
Schola Cantorum INYPO IBoulez (
part of a
boxed set of Ravel's orchestral music) CBS 79404 (
4)
Dallas Ch. & Symphony 0 IMata RCA RL
13458 digital
Schola Cantorum INYPO IBernstein CBS 61815
René Duclos Ch. IParis Conservatoire O. I
Clutyens CFP 40323
Daphnis et Chloe ( Suite no. 2)
New Englànd Conservatory Ch IBoston SO I
Abbado ( clw Pavane & Debussy: Nocturnes) DO
2530 038
BP°
Karajan clw Debussy: La mer & Prelude à
l'après-midi) DG 138 923
NBC SO I Toscannini ( clw Mussorgsky- Ravel..
Pictures)' RCA AT 107 ®
Bolero
NYPO /Boulez (
see Daphnis above)
8P0 IKarajan ( clw Debussy: La mer & prelude à
raprès-midi) DG 'Accolade' 2542 116
BP° IKarajan ( c/vv Mussorgsky- Ravel: Pictures)
DG 139 010 ( same pert. as above)
La Valse D Rapsodie Espagnole ri Alborada
del gracioso o Le Tombeau de Couperin
Orchestre de Paris IKarajan HMV ASD 2766
La Valse LSO IPrevin ( c/w music by Horn
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by Malgoire. A fine sound of voices backed by
trumpets, timpani and orchestra; an altogether
uplifting experience. John McCabe has been
usefully adventurous in his choice of music on
'More Piano Music' by Erik Satie ( Saga 5472),
finding a number of items not otherwise
available, as well as old favourites—also offering some of the most sensitive Satie playing I
have heard on record.
More reissues are bound to be our future,fate.
But if they are as satisfyingly recommendable as
the following, there will be no need to complain:
outstandingly, a fresh stereo look at an old
favourite in which Elisabeth Schwarzkopf sings
Mozart songs with Walter Gieseking as accompanist ( HMV ASD 3858). Beautiful performances in remarkably limpid sound for 1955,
previously only heard in mono. The old and only
recording of Rossini's Le Comte Ory, the
Glyndebourne performance under Gui from
1957 ( RLS 744, 2 records, mono), need not
hang its head in shame either. It is still as good a
performance as we could wish of this delightful
French offering of Rossini's. A welcome also to
a sensible collation of English Songs by John
Shirley- Quirk made up from various recordings
of 1963, 1964 and 1966 ( Saga 5473) which
should prove an asset to new collectors. In
similar vein, with a different flavour, Spanish
Songs by Teresa Berganza ( DG 'Accolade'
2542 135) should not be missed if it was the first
time round. Reissues, sensibly done, are awise
and helpful policy. We can't buy everything
when it first appears and there is nothing more
gratifying than being able to fill, at areasonable
price, agap in your collection that has long been
asource' of regret.

Williams pops
Phonogram have announced the
signing of the Boston Pops orchestra and their new conductor,
John Williams, for atwo-year contract to record seven digital recordings. John Williams, highly regarded in his capacity as acomposer of
film music (
Jaws, Star Wars, etc.)
has replaced the late Arthur Fiedler.

perdinck, Previn, Dvorak, Dukas) HMV ASD 3131
La Valse ID Alborada del gracioso0 Bolero
Orch. National de France IBernstein CBS 76513
Le Tombeau de Couperin ID Ma mère l'Oye
(six movements without Interludes)
Valses nobles et sentimentales
Suisse Romande O IAnsermet Decca ECS 815
Ma mire l'Oye ( six movements without
Interludes) L La Valse o Bolero LSO /
Monteux Philips 6570 092
Le Tombeau de Couperin
National Philharmonic 0 IGerhardt ( clw
Introduction and Allegro, and music by Satie and
Fauré) RCA RL 25094
Ma mère l'Oye ( omitting Prelude et Danse du
Rouet et Scène) CI Rapsodie Espagnole
os Angeles PO IGiulini ( clw Debussy. La mer)
DG 2531 264
Ma mere l'Oye ( complete ballet D Daphnis et
Chloé ( Suites 1 & 2)
Concertgebouw
Haltink Philips 6500 311
Valses nobles et sentimentales
Alborada
del gracioso
Menuet antique D Rapsodie
Espagnole
Concertgebouw IHaitink Philips 9500 347
Pavane pour une enfante defunte n Bolero :=
Le Tombeau de Couperin
Concertgebouw IHaitink Philips 9500 314
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Hadcock
GH228 E' Type Arm

Features
• Unipivot design.
• Detachable headshell for easy fitting.
• Accepts all cartridges 3-12 grm weight.
• Suitable for all types of cartridge and Decca.
• Silicone fluid damping provided.
• Counterweight double decoupled.
• Adjustable bias supplied.

MO

• Tracking force adjustment.
• Single hole fitting.
• Separate headshells available.
• Top arm assembly supplied separately if required.
• Integrated GH Uni -lift included.
• Top arm assembly detachable with plug and
socket.

All home and export enquiries to:

The Hadcock GH228 ' E' Type has a detachable top
arm assembly with plug and socket. Adjustment is
simple with completely redesigned single main
counterweight and lateral rider weights.
The Hadcock GH228 ' E' Type is aunipivot design for
the finest cartridges -and allows the ultimate performance to be achieved.
The new counterweight is double decoupled and the
arm tube is damped resulting in greatly improved
performance.

G. F. C. HADCOCK
Audio Division, Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN

MADE IN ENGLAND

Telephone:
Uttoxeter 2452

"We stock
"Now even
and recommend better valuer
Bose!'
Downing & Downing,
31-33 Market Street,
Stourbridge, W. Midlands.
03843 71747
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Richlow Electronics,
20 Round Hill Road,
Broadpark, Livermead,
Torquay, Devon. 0803 65028
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cLassicaL reviews

Best of the month*
Baur: Sonatas for harp and harpsichord
At last, excellent Birtwistle Punch & Judy
Double- starred Brahms Lieder: Jessye Norman
Thoroughly musical Clerambault: Orphée/Médée
Complete Grieg for String Orchestra: Tonnesen
Bartholdy: double- starred Mendelssohn Quartets
Exciting Collegium Aureum Mozart Divertimento
Challenging Purcell and Fitzwilliam from Malcolm
Ameling/Demus Schumann Liederalbum/Liederkreis

ALBINONI: Concerto in F for 2Oboes Op. 9No.
3 D Concerto in C for 2 Oboes Op. 7 No. 3
Concerto in D for Strings & Continuo Op. 7 No.
1n Concerto in G for Strings & Continuo Op. 7.
No. 4 ci Concerto in ES , for Strings & Continuo
Op. 10 No. 1
Ingo Goritzki & Jochen Muller-Brincken ( obs) IJorg
Ewald ['abler ( hpd) I Accademia Instrumentalis
Claudio Monteverdi IHirsch
Claves D 601 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)
Vivaldi's opus 9, of which one example is represented
here, dates from 1722 and was originally published by
Le Cene. These performances are not unattractive and
the oboes in particular claim the focus of attention.
Unfortunately, however, the Erato production of the
complete Opus 7featuring ISolisti Veneti does tend to
eclipse this set. The Italians play with such warmth and
vitality that,
by comparison,
The Accademia
I
nstrumentalis seem at times to lack finesse and rhythmic élan. This is particularly noticeable in Opus 7No.1.
The Erato set is beautifully recorded. However, on
.the Claves disc, the continuo appears to be alittle too
close for comfort and the oboes are highlighted to an
exaggerated extent at the expense of the remainder of
the orchestra. Nevertheless, a pleasantly contrived
performance and an adequate recording. [
B: 2]
Victor McAloon
ARBEAU: L'Orchesographie
Realised by Claude Flagel
Chant de Monde LOX 74649 (
f515) ( TOL)
When Arbeau wrote L'Orchesographie it was as a
treatise on the art of dancing; the music served merely
as a medium through which the steps of the various
dance forms could be explained. Arbeau gave examples of the music to be used in the Gavottes,
Pavanes, Branles etc, notating them as monodic lines,
and one of the most attractive aspects of this issue is
the reproduction—in facsimile and in its entirety—of
the 1596 edition of the treatise.
The realisations are on the whole well- considered
and are given rhythmically vibrant performances by the
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.
PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, '
some of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote ' retail' prices where supplied to us, but will
otherwise adopt a form of wording according to the
policy adopted by companies ( for example, 'full', ' mid",
'budget' prices).
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small instrumental group. The performing practice may
veer in some of the pieces too much towards the self.
avowed ' popular' style of the period, and it is difficult
nowadays to excuse all too obviously faulty intonation
even under such conditions.
The sound is clean and responsive, the percussion in
particular coming over well, and the mix of instrumental balance always sounds correct. Dynamic and
tonal responses are similarly recommendable. [ A/ B: 3]
Roger Bowen
J. S. BACH: Cantata BWV 45 ' Es ist dir gesagt
.. was gut ist' Li Cantata BWV 176 ' Es ist emn
trotzig und versagt Ding'
Sheila Armstrong I Norma Proctor I Kurt EÇUillIZ I
Erich Wenk I Geehinger Kantorei IBach-Co/leg/urn
Stuttgart IRi//log
Stauda Verlag 513G 610 119 (£ 3.45) ( TOL)
This performance dates from 1975, but the recording
sounds rather dull and lifeless. These records have been
available before in England, but only to special order
through the music- publishing firm Bârenreiter, whose
editions are used; if the series ( which is quite extensive)
is to appear here at competitive prices, however, we
have cause to be glad, since Stauda have already
produced anumber of Cantata performances that are
otherwise not available here, and look along way off in
the established Telefunken series.
The singing is all good here; Ithought Norma Proctor
was in particularly good voice. Helmuth Billing characteristically opts for awarm modern orchestral tone and
sustained chords in recitatives; Ifind that these destroy
the immediacy of Bach's ensembles both large and
small. But Billing also knows how to shape a phrase,
how to avoid too fast a tempo; the Telefunken performers could still learn much from him there. A
cautious welcome, therefore, to an interesting series.
1,13/C: 11
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Concertos for Harpsichord and
String Orchestra in d (BWV 1052) L in f ( 1056)
in A ( 1055)

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:
'SP (monophonic)
/I (stereo transcription)
® ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible)

e refers

to a UK reissue
Compatible () records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

Michèle Boegner ( pno) I Les Solistes de France I
Hartemann
Calliope CAL 1615 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The Solistes de France sound very similar to our St.
Martin's Academy, and their interpretation is also
comparable in many respects; Michèle Boegner is a
sensitive pianist, too—only afraction less poetic than
Andras Schiff in the D minor Concerto ( although he
has not recorded it!) and perhaps rather too insistent in
the other two works. However, as artists, ateam that
might be compared to, say. Brendel and Marriner's
ASM.
Unfortunately, the recording lets the whole venture
down. The strings play well, but their sound is too
resonant and rather tinny in the recorded signal, with
results that are far from realistic. The piano, too, sounds
large in scale, but small in bloom and inadequate in
sustaining- power—again, Ifear, through poor recording and editing. Calliope are asplendid firm, and they
have mastered the tricky art of recording Messiaen
organ music and Bach unaccompanied cello Suites
really well. Something has certainly gone wrong here.
Thank goodness the Academy have been so much
better served by our engineers! [
C: 1]
Stephen Davy
J. S. BACH: Reconstructed Concertos after
BWV 1052 in d for violin and orch: after 1055 in
A for oboe d'amore and orch: after 1056 in g for
flute and orch: after 1060 in d for violin, oboe
and orch: after 1053 in Ffor oboe and orch: after
1064 in D for three violins and orch'
Peter- Lukas Graf (fit) IHelmut Hucke ( obo) IRainer
Kussmaul Gunnar Crantz' & Kathrin Rebus' ( vins) I
Cologne CO IMüller-Brühl
Claves P-712/4 (
3 records) (£ 16.50) ( Gamut)
With one exception, the performances here are generally very agreeable. Graf ( on the modern flute) never
fails to delight, with his controlled projection, his
excellent timing and his instinctive interpretative
musicianship. Hucke, who has chosen to use ahistoric
instrument—or, more exactly, copy—at modern pitch,
also plays with aclear sense of line, although his solo
oboe concerto is too loosely treated structurally by the
conductor. The triple Violin Concerto—alovely work—
is also well done, and if the orchestra is just that little
more prominent in the string concertos, and is shown
to have slight faults of ensemble in pitch and rhythm, its
general contribution is more than adequate. However,
the solo violinist Rainer Kussmaul simply isn't up to the
solo part of the reconstructed 0- minor work, and that
side—alone of the six—will rest on my shelf unplayed.
Recording is not of the best—restricted in colour,
width and signal level. Musical performances otherwise. [
C: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Complete Organ Works Vols 1 & 13
Andre Isou ( org)
Calliope CAL 1701, CAL 1713 (£ 5.25 each)
(Harmonia Mundi)
Volume 1comprises four major ' free' works ( BWV 538,
540,564 & 565). while Volume 2contains the first two
trio sonatas, two 'free' works ( BWV 536 & 943) and
four chorale based works ( BWV 653b, 727, 728 &
736).
The acceptability of particular facets in any performRECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H (
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the '
very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: 1*, A*: 2 or (
exceptionally) A*: 1*. C) HiFi News & Record Review.
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ance is often subjective, and personal bias cannot
always be completely subdued. However, while some
features of lsoir's accounts may be perfectly acceptable
individually, their sum seems to me to amount to the
eccentric, if not the perverse. They include unusual
tempos, pronounced tempo rubato, extravagant registration changes, overuse of tremulant -and some features
of ornamentation, notably the arpeggio preceding the
last repeat in the first trio sonata. Ornaments should not
detract from tightness of control, nor should some fast
passagework lose clarity. There is much good playing
as well, but good playing steals gently on the .
ear, and
suffers unfairly from odd distractions.
The recordings also disappointed—both have some
wow, 1701 has rumble and is abit overcooked at the
end of side 2, while 1713 has too much background,
even ignoring the noisy tremulant mechanics.
[B/C: 2/3]
Trevor Attewsll
J. S. BACH: KEYBOARD WORKS VOLS. 1-3:
Inventions and Sinfonias BWV 772-801
'Goldberg' Variations BWV 988, 1-15 & 16-30
Mireille Lagacé ( hpd after French models)
Calliope 1651 (
15.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Calliope 1652/53
(
2 records) ( 15.25 each)
(Harmonia Mundi)
The Inventions and Sinfonias urgently needed agood
modern recording in England, and here they certainly
get one. Lagacé may not have the intellectual grasp or
the emphatic rhetoric of Leonhardt— who still reigns
supreme for me—but she certainly is aperformer to be
reckoned with; she has the grace of Huguette Dreyfuss
at her best, asounder control than Blandine Verlet, and
astrong sense of contrapuntal life that is all her own.
She seems to me to make amore expressive impression
in the two-part Inventions rather than in the three-part
Fantasias, but the difference is negligible. In these
works she plays aWolfgang Kater harpsichord which
strikes me as rather unresponsive in the treble: for this
music, a lighter Italian instrument ( or a genuine
Ruckers!) would have been more responsive.
The Variations also lack treble bloom ( instrument too
heavy?), but otherwise this is an excellent reading, with
an emphasis on lyricism even in the virtuoso variations:
Iparticularly like her account of Variation 17. Good,
clean recording, if just alittle grand and resonant for my
taste; why is it that harpsichords are usually recorded
from so close that they seem to spread over the whole
width between the speakers? [
II: 1*1 Stephen Daw
BARBER: Overture: The School for Scandal
Dover Beach, Op. 3.
Second Essay for
Orchestra, Op. 17
Adagio for Strings, Op. 11 El
Medea's Meditation and Dance of Vengeance,
Op. 23A
'Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) I "Juilliard Quartet I
NYPO ISchippers
CBS 61898 (
13.39) 0 1968
Fischer- Dieskau's account of Dover Beach was
released here in 1968 but has been deleted for some
time: the rest of this programme has never been
available in this country until now. Dover Beach is an
impressive work and receives afine and committed if
not precisely inspired reading from the singer. The
orchestral pieces have a stronger advocate, for
Schippers has shown himself particularly sensitive to
Barber's idiom. The Adagio is most sensuously played,
and this performance is one of the few to stress the
near- baroque linearity which underlies its effulgent
harmony. As contrast the two sections from Medea,
particularly the Dance of Vengeance, should give the
lie to anyone who thinks of the composer entirely in
.terms of the late 19th century. This is vigorous music
vigorously played in a recording that is slightly
resonant. but full of presence. Admirable too is
Schippers' account of The School for Scandal and the
point and wit of his performance suggests that there is
something
of
the
early
Walton
here—
Portsmouth Point for instance. Beside these sharply
delineated readings, the Essay seems less pointed, its
impact less forceful than it ought to be, but as it is the
only work here ( apart from the Adagio) that is otherwise available its very minimal disadvantages should
not be held against the otherwise considerable success
of the rest of this delightful record. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: Duke Bluebeard's Castle'
Sylvia Sass IKolos Kovats ILPO ISo/ti
Decca SET 630 (£ 5.50)
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Truly idiomatic accounts of Bartok's elusive yet powerful opera are hard to come by but this must surely be
one of them. Another is Ferencsik's mono Hungaroton
recording with Palankay and Szekely ( reviewed March
1979). Solti's is one of the very few recorded performances to include the spoken Prologue though in my
copy the effect of this was marred by warp. ( This is
becoming something of a problem again with the
thinness of the material now being used by some of our
recording companies.) Sylvia Sass, the Judith, is
currently at Covent Garden and is afine singer though
occasionally she is disadvantageously placed vis-a-vis
the orchestra and the opulently voiced Bluebeard of
Kolos Kovats, particularly towards the close of the
work. The orchestral sound, in many respects more
significant than the singing, is well focused, however,
and Solti's handling of the score is exceptionally
persuasive, the sustained suspense as the door to
Bluebeard's treasure is opened, the violent music of the
torture chamber and the broad chorale- like passages
announcing Bluebeard's lands all highlights in ascore
whose finest points frequently elude the recordist. In
considering alternative recordings and leaving aside
the historical version referred to above, there remains
Kertesz also on Decca, a splendid performance and
slightly better balanced than this new one. [
B: 1 /1*]
Kenneth Dommett
JEAN-PIERRE BAUR: Six sonatas for harp and
harpsichord
Marielle Nordmann (hrp) I Brigitte Haudebourg
(hpd)
Anon ARN 38533 (£ 5.49) ( Confier)
The music on this record is elegant, charming, amusing, and sometimes eloquent: it has all the qualities of
the galant style, which must have endeared it to the
mid- 18th century French court, at which, incidentally,
the harp was the up and coming instrument.
While the harp was on the way in, the harpsichord, of
course, was very much on the way out, contemporary
taste preferring the softer and newer sound of the
piano. Yet, curiously, these two instruments, the harp
and the harpsichord, complement each other magnificently, the soft finger- plucked harp strings contrasting
sharply with the sound of the harpsichord. Baur's
writing includes dialogue passages for the two instruments, and the total effect is magical. The performances are splendid throughout, ornamentation neatly
executed, and nice buoyant phrasing. Perhaps, at times,
the playing becomes alittle self-conscious, but somehow in this courtly music, it sounds right. It would be
easy, perhaps, to criticise some of the music as being a
bit naive, but this is where much of its charm lies.
Recorded sound of the highest quality, a good
separation of instruments, perfect balance and very
silent surfaces. [
A*: 1*]
Colin Evans
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3in
Op. 55 ' Eroica'
0 Leonora Overture 3, Op. 72a
VP0 /Furtwängler
World Records SH 375
(
13.75)
The record sleeve is headed " Furtwängler conducts
Beethoven ...', and this puts the emphasis in the right
place. On this 1952 recording the main interest is quite
naturally in the conducting of Funwangler. He was
noted for his meticulous accuracy and his rather slow
tempi, and these are well illustrated in this record. It will
appeal to music students and conductors rather than to
the hi-fi enthusiast. The sound quality is smooth but
lacking in definition, as one would expect considering
its age. Ifound it difficult to raise much enthusiasm for
the first movement, but the slow movement is so
beautifully paced and so full of detail that it arrests the
attention immediately. This is not the ' Eroica' Ishall
often play, but it is a fine example of Furtwiingler's
conducting and the sound, though very dated, does
give some idea of his overall conception of the work.
[H: 1]
John Freestone
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet 14 in c, Op. 131
Talich Quartet
Calliope CALI 638 (£ 5.25) (
Harmonia Mundi)
After the expressive intensity of Bernstein's Vienna
Philharmonic strings' version, it is difficult to adjust to
so subdued areading of the opening Adagio as this. On
the whole-though, this account may be classed with
that of the Busch: for those irritated by sliding between
notes, the modern alternative to have. Incidentally,
both groups have the violist seated extreme right—in

one case we have photographic records, here we have
stereophonic separation which is slightly artificial. In
fact the balancing is more telling in the historic account
of the opening movement, as the note- values
become more complex (
eg, the first bar with sixteenth notes . . .). The many tempo indications are observed
unobtrusively and naturally; there is a complete absence of display. ( French text.) [
13: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Sonata in AI, Op. 110 I: Sonata inc
Op. 111
Inger Seidergren (pno)
Calliope CAL 1648 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
On the technical side, this young pianist is already a
master—just listen to her demisemiquavers—and rarely
gives one the impression of being under stress or taking
refuge. She has clearly devoted a long period to the
study of these pieces, and her own analysis of them is
both interesting and profound. Furthermore, she resists
all temptation to show off, and remains throughout the
servant of what she sees to be the musical meaning.
Compare her renderings with those of established
masters, and you will find differences. What you will
not find is anything unmusical or indefensible.
This recording does sound remarkably like a piano,
and those who have tried it know how difficult that is to
achieve. The instrument is a Bosendorfer, and the
special clarity of the treble is there. On the other hand,
the extreme bass may be a shade ungenerous—it is
hard to judge. The sound never becomes wooden.
(Sleeve- notes are in French only.) [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
BIRTVVISTLE: ' Punch and Judy'
Bryn-Julson ( sop) IDeGaetani (m- sop) ILangridge
(ten) I Roberts (bar) I Wilson-Johnson ( bar) I
Tomlinson ( bass) ILondon Sinfonietta IAtherton
Decca Headline HEAD 24/25 (
2 records) ( 111.00)
Here at last, twelve years after its first performance, is a
definitive recording of Birtwistle's one- act opera, 'a
tragical comedy or a comical tragedy', based on the
Punch and Judy story. The work is remarkable not only
for the music but also for the quality of Stephen
Pruslin's libretto, which reinterprets the children's
puppet- play in away that brings out its more profound
and far-reaching implications for adults. The opera has
close formal relationships with Binwistle's earlier
piece, Tragoedia (1965)—there is even a quote from
it—and bright scoring, using extremes of dynamic
range and instrumental compass, is common to both
works. The subject matter lends itself to expressionistic
treatment but Birtwistle's music digs deeper than that
term is sometimes thought to imply, producing a
searching study of duality in human nature. The
performance presented in this set ( produced with
financial aid from the Arts Council) is the London
Sinfonietta's concert- version revival which overcomes
earlier problems of balance between the vocalists and
the instrumental ensembles. David Atherton paces the
work well yet is able to give the individual vocalists
their head when appropriate. The resulting interpretation is totally convincing and matters of technique
are so well overcome that they seem irrelevant.
The Decca sound is up to the usual Headline
standard—clean, forward, with an excellent dynamic
range and accurate stereo staging. This type of scoring
is, of course, particularly suited to modern recording
techniques but, even taking this into account, the
sound is excellent. Frequency response and transient
reproduction are not up to digital standards but
approach the best analogue can offer. Only slight preecho on side 4 precludes an unqualified recommendation. [
A*/A: 1*]
Doug Hammond
BOISMORTI ER: Four Suites for Harpsichord,
Op. 59
Mireille Lagacé ( hpd)
Calliope CAL 1865 (
15.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Joseph Bodin de Boismortier's four suites for
harpsichord ( evidently his entire output for the instrument) date from 1736. They are attractive, melodious
pieces, in manner somewhere between Couperin and
Rameau. Each consists of four or five movements
named after female types or characteristics; most of
them are dances or pièces en rondeau. If one wonders
whether even aGallic ear tutored in 18th century taste
would sense the reasoning behind some of the nomenclature, the movements on their own terms are often
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charming, always well- fashioned and with pleasing
rhythms. Mireille Lagacé, a Canadian harpsichordist
and organist, has the advantage of performing on an
almost entirely original instrument by Henri Hemsch
(made in 1754); it has beautiful tonal characteristics
and has been very well recorded, on silent surfaces.
Mlle Lagacé brings out nicely the various qualities of
the music in clear, witty and unfussy performances. [
A:
1]
Peter Branscombe

last minute addition
TARTINI: Violin Concerto in d ( D.45) ."-_] Violin
Concerto in D ( D.21) o Cello Concerto in A
Sonata a 4 in A for Strings & Continuo
Piero Toso ( V/fl) ISeverino Zannerini ( v/c) IISolisti
Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 70970 (£ 5-49)
Taffies Concerto in D, of which the final allegro bears
the title '
Il crude!', is possibly the most colourful of the
four compositions presented here. The bright- toned
horns with their extrovert fanfares permeate the ritornellos of the two allegro movements and are in marked
contrast to the strangely moving and melancholy violin
solo of the grave. The solo episodes, deftly executed by
Piero Toso, demand adegree of virtuosity which is both
daring in its inventiveness and subtle in its introvert
complexity.
In contrast, the Cello Concerto, the only work of this
genre in Tartini's known output, and thought to have
been written with a specific soloist in mind, is an
altogether more relaxed composition. It is warm and
lyrical yet at the same time making not inconsiderable
demands on the soloist.
Although this disc appears primarily to be aimed at a
specialist market there is much here that may be readily
enjoyed. One does not need to be a scholar or a
professor of music in order to appreciate the beauty of
Tanini's music and the sumptuous playing of ISolisti
Veneti. Piero Toso is an excellent technical exponent of
the violin. He copes magnificently with all the demands
of Tanini's remarkably individual and viduosic style.
However, praise must also be reserved for the cellist,
who offers apolished and sensitive rendering of the A
major concerto.
The recording is well engineered; clear and nicely
balanced, but my pressing, unfortunately, contained a
great deal of extraneous noise on side 2. [ A/B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon

BRAHMS: Sonatas 1-3 for Violin and Piano 0
Trio for Piano, Violin and Horn, Op. .1-3
Stoika Milanova ( vIn) I Dora Milanova ( pno) I
Vladislas Grigorov ( hm)
Harmonia Mundi HMU 115/8 ( 2 records) ( f8.40)
(Parnote)
Four marvellous pieces of typical Brahms, which here
receive what can perhaps be called typical performances. The Milanova sisters are musicians of great
accomplishment, who combine together admirably
while also pursuing careers as soloists.
They are recorded with great clarity and separation,
but without the ultimate in presence. The range is
somewhat restricted in the treble, and in the case of the
piano in the bass also. This is not such as to hamper
enjoyment once one becomes involved, but it is there
when one listens for it. Overall the balance is good,
though the horn trio presents formidable problems,
which are tackled here by the preferable method of
recessing the horn, which can otherwise blast the
violin out of the studio; the opposite extreme of
rendering it too quiet—as sometimes here—does a;
least allow one to hear everything. Ienjoyed the third
sonata best: it has great conviction. [
B: 2]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Von ewiger Liebe', Op. 43/1 13
'Therese' op. 86/1 ' ' Botschaff Op. 47/1 D ' Der
Tod das ist die kuhle Nacht' Op. 96/1 -1 ' Immer
leiser wird mein Schlummer Op. 105/2 ' Maine
Liebe ist grun' Op. 63/5 ' Gestalt° Sehnsuchf
Op. 91/1 ' Geistliches Wiegenlied' Op. 91/2'13
'0 komme, holde Sommernacht Op. 58/40 'Wie
Melodien zeiht es mir' Op. 105/1 o '
Die
Mainacht" Op. 43/2 r: '
Standchen Op. 106/1
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Jessye Norman (m- sop) I Geoffrey Parsons (pno) I
•Ulrich von Wrochem ( via)
Philips 9500 785 (£ 5.45)
This is a really exciting record. Jessye Norman has a
sumptuous voice, capable of enormous dynamic contrasts from the softest of pianissimi to athrilling forte.
Even at full pressure her tone never for one moment
loses its lovely quality, and in away the sheer splendour of the voice occasionally tempts Miss Norman to
overdramatise and to sing a little too operatically, but
she is amost sensitive artist and shows agreat feeling
for words. Everywhere her diction is really excellent,
and she is superbly accompanied. The Philips recording again calls for superlatives. It is absolutely clean
even at the very considerable climaxes, and the balance
between voice and instruments is as near ideal as one is
ever likely to hear. This is my star recording of the
month. [
A*: 1*]
John Freestone
BRAHMS: Piano Quintet in f, Op. 34
Maurizio Pollini (pno) IItalian String Quartet
DG 2531 197 (£ 5.50)
DG's string tone here is not so exquisite as in the
Italian's best Philips issues; there is less, and less
accurate, detail; and the tonal balance tends towards
the sumptuous. To adegree, this arises from the very
difficult problem of balance when a concert grand is
pitted against four string - players, and this is compounded by the frequently strenuous, concerto- like piano
part—splendidly thundered forth by Pollini, who does
not lack delicacy and finesse where these qualities are
called for. But throughout the two violins are poorly
separated; and though one is aware of the lower
strings, they are rarely audible as individuals. Since this
work is well known to all chamber- music addicts, a
new recording needs to be analytical; and that is just
what this one is not.
However, great musicians like the Italians always
have something to say, and this is afine performance,
with what struck me as an almost Schubertian bounce
about it. The work has never seemed to me to be
Brahms at his highest or profoundest, but it is amoving
and lovable piece. Who better than the Italians to
expound it? [
B: 1]
Peter Turner

BRAHMS: Piano Pieces, Op. 119 / DEBUSSY:
Reflets dans l'eau 0 Hommage a Rameau p
Mouvement ( Images)
Sylvia Tracy (pno)
Pavane ADW 7005 (£4.99) ( Target)
We hear the piano as through the ears of atuner, head
inclined beneath the lid to catch every discernible
overtone as hammers hit strings. This posed immense
tracking problems on all three sets of equipment on
which ttried the disc—the Brahms Rhapsody and
Debussy Mouvement made as horrid asound as Ihave
heard for years from a piano recording. With each
release of the sustaining pedal the sou na dies instantly,
and I found it a near- impossible task to form an
accurate impression of this unfortunate young Belgian.
All Ican report—rather negatively—is that much of the
music emerges surprisingly unscathed. That the C
major Intermezzo retains any liquidity and poise at all
under these conditions is surely to Sylvia Tracy's credit,
and Iam loath to lay the blame entirely at her door fora
rather jumpy, anxious sounding E minor Intermezzo.
Beyond reporting some admirably fluent technique. I
find it impossible to offer anything constructive to say
about Reflets dans l'eau. Of mystery and evocation
there seems none in this wretched non- acoustic, and
whether or not the virtual absence of dynamic range is
the pianist's fault Iwould not like to say. Behind the
distortion and cardboard sound there lies, I'm sure, a
sensitive artist, but such presentation as this is really
more harmful than none at all. All Ihope is that a
musically sensitive producer and engineer can be
persuaded to record Sylvia Tracy, and the sooner the
better. [ D: 27]
Andrew Keener
BRAHMS: Sonata in D, Op. 78 / FRANCK:
Sonata in A
Angelica May ( v/c) ILeonard Hokanson (pno)
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 4007 ( f4.25) ( TOL)
Both of these sonatas were originally written for violin
and piano; both are performed here with cello. The
Franck, of course, has for years been regularly so
performed, and many people think that it goes better •
so. Brahms was devoted to the deeper register of the

cello, and I
cannot think that he would be displeased by
the way in which, here, it sometimes adds to the
romantic passion with which the music is filled.
The cellist has a lovely tone and great technical
bravura; but somehow does not extract the passion
from the Franck which, for example, one gets from du
Pré. In the Brahms things are possibly better, and that
may be because there is more intellectual content to the
music. The pianist flows along with great style and
fluency, and the whole result, if not outstanding, is
satisfying.
Musicaphon is anew name to me; but such arecord
as this makes one look forward to more. This recording
is nicely balanced and tonally exact: a very nice one.
[A/B: 2]
Peter Turner
CHOPIN: Cello Sonata in g. op. 65
GRIEG:
Cello Sonata in a. Op. 36
Claude Starck ( v/c) IRicardo Requejo (pno)
Cleves D 703 (£ 5.50) ( Gamut)

Claude Starck's technique sounds securely based, his
intonation is unfailingly reliable, and his tone is attractively consistent—it retains admirable focus and depth
even in the highest register ( the soft, sustained A at the
end of the Grieg second movement is faultlessly
placed). He shapes the central melody of the Chopin
second movement with sensitivity and eloquence, if
without quite the illuminating imagination and ardent
generosity of spirit of Tortelier ( HMV ASD 2587), with
Aldo Ciccolini as a nimble and responsive ( if not
especially subtle) accompanist.
Claude Starck is also confronted by Tortelier in the
Grieg ( HQS 1398), although here choice is less clearcut. The German cellist offers a beautifully moulded,
affectionate account, most sympathetically partnered.
He, too, is a highly sensitive accompanist—in the
gentle seesawings before the first movement recapitulation his playing assumes a hushed, improvisatory quality not equalled even by his French
counterpart.
The recording on both sides is respectable, if alittle
dry, and the cello image could do with rather more
space around it. A little treble boost helps, though, and
the surfaces on my copy were smooth enough to take it.
For the Chopin, then, Tortelier remains unsurpassed,
but if the coupling appeals, then this new Claves disc is
the one to have. [
B: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
CLÉRAMBAULT: Orphée o Médée
Rachel Yakar (sop) IReinhard Goebel ( vIn) IWilbert
Hazelzet ( fft) I Charles Median? (gba) IAlan Curtis
(hpd)
DG 'Archie 2533 442 (£5.50)
Clérambault was a well-known figure in the musical
life of eighteenth century France, and although he is
remembered today for ahandful of keyboard works in
the record catalogue, his fame during his lifetime rested
largely on his vocal work and his cantatas in particular.
He composed twenty-five cantatas in all, and the two
featured on this recording are considered by many to be
his finest. They were published in 1710 as part of his
first book of cantatas. They are intimate, sophisticated
works, composed for the entertainment of the cultural
élite.
Although on the face of it this record may look like a
rather specialist item—another excursion down the
forgotten byways of early French music—it turns out to
be both interesting and musically rewarding.
Clérambault wrote these cantatas for slender forces,
but made highly original use of his instruments. The
instrumental colours, as aresult of his unconventional
writing, are sometimes far ahead of their time. The
beautiful air ' Monarque redouté' in Orphée is enhanced
by avery high harpsichord part, while flute and violin
find themselves in an unusual juxtaposition. The effect
is strikingly similar to that heard in parts of
Canteloube's arrangements of the well-known
Auvergne songs.
The music is typically French, and performed beautifully by Rachel Yakar, who has a clear commanding
voice and offers a thoroughly musical reading of the
cantatas. The instrumental playing is very fine with
clean and tidy ornamentation. [
A*: 1] Colin Evans
DANZI: Wind Quintets Op. 56, nos. 1-3
Danzi Quintet
Acanta EA 22070 (£ 5-25) (
Harmonia Mundi)
It is good to have the three Quintets of Opus 56
available on one record. 1in B flat and 2 in G minor fit
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comfortably on one side, leaving 3 in Fto occupy the
second side—which, with its slow introduction and
more spaciously constructed outer movements, it can
do very nicely. The quintets were published in Paris in
1821, when Danzi was 58 and had only five more years
to live; they owe something to the example of Anton
Reicha, but these are highly individual works, neatly
scored, unpredictable. Indeed, Uwe Kraemer might
have made stronger claims for them in his useful little
sleevenote—not least by noting that bassoon and horn
have the melody at the beginning of the slow movements of 1and 2respectively. The performances have
wit, spirit and tenderness, and the balance is good.
However, the surfaces of my ( finished) copy are
appallingly noisy, in contradiction of what one expects
from the legend ' German pressing'. Be warned, but
don't be put off too gravely! ( C: 1]
Peter Branscombe

ordered thought and freedom of expression is well
exemplified by the last two of the four movements,
where the elegiac theme of the slow movement reappears straightaway in the Finale as atightly organised
set of variations, which in turn resolve into an expansive and tranquil Epilogue of considerable beauty.
The performance is agood one; much rehearsal must
have gone into the nervous, hyper- active Scherzo, and
instrumental blend is more homogeneous than on the
Ravel disc. Excellent sound, too. It is warm and clear
with good balance and separation. This is a most
memorable and individual score by a composer long
overdue for a hearing in this country. [
A: 1]
Andrew Keener

DUTI LLEUX: Symphony 1
Lille PO ICasadesus
Calliope CAL 1861 (£ 5.29) ( Harmonia Mundi)
Here is a far more enterprising disc from these artists
than that of the Ravel programme on Harmonia Mundi
(June). Although now in his sixties, Henri Dutilleux
remains rigorously selective about the amount of music
he allows to be published. His style reflects a similar
fastidiousness. The orchestra he employs in this, the
first of apair of symphonies ( it was premièred in 1952
by Jean Martinon) is large—as well as afull complement of woodwind and brass, there is a battery of
percussion—but the forces are deployed almost
throughout with achamber music economy and transparency. While Dutilleux admits to an interest in serial
techniques, he believes, as the informative ( French)
sleevenote has it, in using them only 'as astimulus to
imagination'. Thus, although invariably closelyargued, his style of writing is often highly rhapsodic
and
atmospheric.
This
combination
of
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G RI EG: The Complete Music for String
Orchestra— Holberg Suite, Op. 40 D Two
Melodies, Op. 53 D Two Melodies, Op. 63 L]
Lullaby, Op. 68, No. 5u Two Elegiac Melodies,
Op. 34
Norwegian CO I Txrnnesen
BIS LP- 147 (
14-79) ( TOL)
The Norwegian Chamber Orchestra was formed as
recently as 1975 and yet here is this group of predominantly young musicians playing with all the
finesse and feeling for ensemble of along-established
string quartet. Their performance of the Holberg Suite
is one of the finest available on record, steering as they
do a clear path between excessive Romanticism and
dryness and bringing to it both depth of feeling and
joyful vigour. The remaining collection of works for
string orchestra, some not available elsewhere on
record in this format, is approached with the same
sense of style and technical expertise.
The recording was produced with asimple Revox A77, 2 Sennheiser MKH 105 setup, without Dolby,
and yet ( or perhaps because of this) it is one of the most
natural and pleasing Ihave heard afforded to astring
orchestra, though the very slight tape hiss might offend
some dig italised ears. The Teldec pressing of the review
copy is, for that company, unusually noisy for the last
track of side 2, but is otherwise impeccable. Well worth
the money, even though full price. [
A/A*: 1*)
Doug Hammond

DARGOMIJSKI: ' Le Convive de Pierre'
Atlantov I Milachkina I Vedemikov I Chorus and
Orchestra of the Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow IErmler
Chant du Monde ' Melodiya' LDX 78 661/2 (
2
records) (£ 9.70)
Istruck something of an impasse with this set straightaway. If my French isn't too wonderful, my Russian is
non-existent; and here Iwas confronted with a ' Chant
du Monde'/Melodiya issue of a work and composer
with which I
was totally unfamiliar. Fortunately, ' Grove'
was on hand to tell me that Alexandre Dargomijski was
an
extremely
innovative
and
trend- setting
contemporary of Glinka and that ' Le Convive de Pierre'
(*The Stone Guest'), Pushkin's rendition of the ' Don
Juan' story, was considered his magnum opus. Fine.
Well, trend- setting or no musically there's very little
here to set the ears pricking. One can see how
Dargomijski was attempting to take full advantage of
Alexander II's liberal attitudes towards the ans around
the 1860-1 870 period by turning the accepted operatic
conventions in Russia upside-down just as Wagner
was doing in Germany. Nevertheless, what we really
have here amounts to little more than the rather humble
beginnings of Russian ' music drama' as developed
later by Mussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsakov ( who both
revered Dargomijski's pioneering work). The vocal
lines, devised principally as an illumination of the text
through astyle somewhere between speech and song,
are clearly an emulation of the Wagnerian approach
except that the independent orchestral role is neither
resourceful nor individual enough to sustain interest on
anything other than a supportive levet. Someone
apparently described The Stone Guest as 'arecitative in
three acts' and there, Ithink, you have it.
Divorced from the stage, this makes dreary gramophone listening. I'm not even sure it would survive the
theatre, which probably accounts for its neglect in spite
of a certain historical importance. The Bolshoi performance under Mark Ermler is predictably vigorous.
Equally predictably, it isn't an easy sound on the ears,
with ungainly voices dominating a typically coarsegrained orchestral sound. The libretto translation from
the Russian is in French, of course, so if, like me, you
find yourself floundering for want of an English translation and curiosity is still getting the better of you
after reading this, then take my advice and steer clear
until you've acquired adecent one. (
C: 2]
Edward Seckerson

Cantelli added horns to the violas and cellos just before
the first movement recapitulation—to my ears aneedless exercise. On the other hand, for once, they toll out
splendidly at their motto cresc. afew pages before the
end of the work. Divided violins sound especially
engaging in the light, repeated- note exchanges of the
Allegretto. Urgently recommended. [ C: 1]
Andrew Keener

GRIEG: Complete Piano Music, Vol. 11: Peer
Gynt Suites 1and 2E Sigurd Jorsalfar, Vol. 13:
Slatter, Op. 72
Eva Knardahl (pno)
BIS LP- 114, LP- 116 (£ 4.79 each) ( TOL)

Dvorak
DVORAK: Violin Concerto in a, Op. 53 0
Romance in f. Op. 11
Josef Suk ( yin) ICzech PO INeumann
Supraphon 1410 2423
(
13-75) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)

®

A superlative account of this deliciously poetic yet
muscular concerto, and though there are names in the
violin firmament more stellar than Suk's there are few to
equal, let alone surpass, him in this music. He has an
affinity for it that stems in part from his special
relationship with Dvorak, but largely from what can
only bean instinctive feeling for Czech music generally.
He and the orchestra distil arich sweetness from both
works that in no way debilitates their natural vitality.
The recording, unfortunately, limits one's total approbation. It is very resonant at the beginning of the
concerto, and the soloist is well forward. The romance
is better in all respects, and the ear soon becomes
accustomed to the rather tubby sound. The performances are well worth this slight inconvenience, however. [
A/B: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
FRANCK: Symphony in d
NBC SO ICante/Ii
World Records SH 376 (£ 3-75)
This 1954 RCA stereo recording ( Carnegie Hall) offers
thoroughly respectable, if not especially refined,
sound; woodwind are close and widely spread, but
unlike many of the brash- sounding mono Toscanini
discs, the group is pleasingly blended, the vibrato
unobtrusive. Inoted an occasional low rumble, but was
not worried by it. The sense of aperformance happening in front of one is extraordinarily vivid.
For this is agloriously virile interpretation, generous
of spirit and refreshingly straightforward, even to the
extent, very occasionally, of applying ashade too tight
arein on the phrasing (
cg, the rallentando at bars 97-8
of the first movement, where the phrase- end is cursorily finished). Yet how sturdy and incisive is the initial
Allegro non troppo, how eagerly and deftly sprung the
opening of the Finale, with the l'istesso tempo return to
the central movement carried along on the momentum
of the preceding music. Like several other conductors,

These two volumes of the complete piano music of
Grieg display two very different sides of his musical
personality: the, for many, quintessential Grieg of Peer
Gynt with its lush harmonies and tuneful melodies,
contrasted with the sparse harmonies and taut rhythms
of the folk arrangements, Slater.
In Peer Gynt many of the pieces gain spontaneous
charm and freshness when transferred to this medium.
Other numbers—such as the ' Hall of the Mountain
King'—fare less well, but Eva Knardahl brings her
commitment and considerable musicality to bear on all
the pieces, and the suites hold together well.
The seventeen Norwegian Peasant Dances, the
Matter, are late works and Grieg's first awareness of
this fertile field of folk music belongs to this period. The
dances have great verve and rhythmic vigour and the
linearity of much of the music led Grieg into harmonic
regions where he otherwise might not have ventured.
Miss Knardhal's playing of the Staffer is admirable,
with akeen ear for refined piano sonorities and atight
control over the rhythmic characterisations.
The piano sound is mellow, and while there is aslight
lack of immediacy there is good clarity of image and the
tonal and dynamic ranges are full. The recording.of the
orchestral suites does, however, sometimes have difficulty coping with sustained passages at a high
dynamic level and there is an evident deterioration of
quality at such points. Pressing is by Teldec. Both
issues are sufficiently consistent to merit ajoint rating.
[3: 1]
Roger Bowen
HANDEL: Arias from Agrippina E Solomon
D Alexander's Feast i=1 Xerxes tj
Samson 0 Saul O Belshazzar D Ottone E3 Bernice
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar) IMunich CO
DG 2530 979 (
15-50) ( Import Music)

D Susanna

Ifind it somewhat surprising that an artist of FischerDieskau's calibre should be satisfied with the insensitive accompaniments offered by the Munich Chamber
Orchestra. The performance of ' Ombra Mai Fù' ( from
Xerxes) appears stylistically more akin to the 1930s
concept of performing Handel than to that of the
1730s. However, Ihave no doubt that this approach
will find some admirers.
97

Although Fischer-Dieskau is in fine voice, ornaments appear to be few and unadventurous.
Nevertheless, his words are clear and he admirably
demonstrates his versatility throughout the ten taxing
arias, some of which have not, to my knowledge, been
previously recorded.
These performances are not for the musical purist; no
attempt is made to ensure authenticity. Period instruments have not been used and castrato parts are
(naturally enough when sung by abaritone) performed
an octave lower than written. The 'genuine' bass arias
tend to receive the best performances. ' Revenge' from
Alexander's Feast, with its sparkling trumpet obligato,
receives a magnificent performance as does ' Honour
and Arms' from Samson, yet the middle section of this
aria is given an uncommonly slow interpretation and
twice, in the 'A' sections Fischer- Dieskau sings the
words 'To victory' instead of ' Poor victory'.
The recording is not particularly well balanced: the
accompaniments to some arias sound a trifle remote
with the continuo almost inaudible for much of the
time as, for example, in 'Ombra Mai Fù'. The voice,
however, is admirably recorded and the acoustics are
good. The album comes complete with texts and
translations. [B: 2]
Victor McAloon
HAYDN: Symphonies 88 in G and 104 in D
("London')
Bournemouth Sinfonietta I Thomas
CRD 1070 (£ 5.25) ( Polygram)
Here is a Haydn recording to be reckoned with: two
absolute masterpieces ( not otherwise available on
one record) in lively, perceptive and finely balanced
performances, presented attractively and recorded with
fresh, full sound. No. 88 (* Letter V', we used to call it) is
a marvellously refreshing work, with an infectiously
cheeky rondo theme to open the finale, bassoons to the
fore—and with a sage grasp of timbre and texture
throughout ( trumpets and timpani don't make their first
appearance until well into the spacious and eloquent
Largo). Iwas surprised ( but also pleased) by the
harpsichord continuo in both works—not strictly
needed in the mature Haydn's well- filled textures, and
with such areliable orchestra. Excellent wind detail and
strong, urgent string- playing give much delight, and
dynamic contrast is carefully observed. One slight
miscalculation, it seemed to me, was the distinctly fast
tempo chosen for the Allegretto of the minuet. No. 104
also goes very well: agrand, spacious slow introduction followed by asparkling yet suitably dramatic main
allegro; unaffected control of both the delicacy and
passion of the Andante; wit and elegance in the minuet;
and fine appreciation of the many facets of the superb
finale. Warmly recommended. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Baryton Trios 51 in A, 70 in G. 107 in D.
113 in D, 117 in F
Munich Baryton Trio
DG 'Archly' 2533 444 (£ 5.50)
In recent years there has been a welcome revival of
interest in the baryton, and particularly in Haydn's
numerous works written for it. The Munich Baryton
Trio issued five of the trios on DG last year, and five
others on- the Claves label two or three years earlier. In
1977 HMV brought out a two- record album of the
London- based Esterházy Baryton Trio containing
eleven of these resourceful and delightful works. It is a
pity that three of the trios on the present issue are
already available on the HMV discs—where there are
scores of unrecorded ones to choose among, competition is to be regretted. The devotee will want the
new record, certainly—and for general excellence of
musicianship and style he will find it hard to choose
between the Munich and the Esterházy Trios. The
Munich players take adignified, unhurried view of the
music—the Siciliano that opens no. 51 is warm- toned
and deeply felt, its minuet finale delicate and witty. In
the trio movement of no. 107 the barytonist has to
accompany himself, with his two partners silent—quite
an achievement! The finale of this work is particularly
impressive. The recording is unobtrusive, nicely balanced and has silent surfaces. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: String Quartet in C, op. 76, no. 3 (' The
Emperor')/MOZART: String Quartet in Et K458
('The Hunt')
9)

Quartetto Italiano
Philips 9500 862 (£ 5.25)
A welcome coupling of two of the most beautiful and
popular of the great classical string quartets—which
has a rival in the Amadeus Quartet recording on DG,
first issued in 1964. These are warm- toned, spacious
readings, with richness of detail and no lack of drama.
The opening movement of the Haydn is firm of step yet
eloquent. The variations on the Emperor's Hymn are
perhaps on the slow side, perhaps lack something of
the simple directness of other performances—though
there is great beauty and poignancy here. The Mozart
too receives a broad yet bold performance, anything
but rigid, and instinct with natural musicianship. The
sound- quality is also broad, full yet uncluttered; my
(finished) copy has some crackle and clicks on the
Mozart side—hardly aserious fault, more areminder of
the outside world. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

LISZT: Grand Duo Concertant O Duo- Sonata O
Romance oubliée D Epithalam
Jean-Jacques Kantorow ( ttln) IHenri Barda (pno)
Arion ARN 38486 (£5.49) ( Conifer)
The Grand Duo Concertant on atheme by the French
violinist Charles- Philippe Lafont, together with the
Epithalam for the wedding of the Hungarian violinist
Eduard Reményi ( 1872), has recently been recorded by
Igor Oistrakh and his wife Natalia Zertsalova on
Cadenza, coupled with Saint-Saëns' first violin sonata.
Both records show very proficient playing; possibly
Oistrakh has a larger tone than Kantorow, but there is
very little to choose between the performances;
Lisztians will no doubt want to have the present record,
which also includes the late nostalgic Romance
Oubliée, a work which Liszt published in versions for
piano solo and for viola or cello with piano as well as
the violin version, which differs in many ways from the
solo piano score. The recording is clear, and Henri
Bardas performance at the piano is excellent. A very
useful addition to the Liszt repertory. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

LISZT: Sonata in b / SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C,
Op. 17
Dag Achatz ( pno)
BIS LP- 144 (€4.79) (TOI)
This particular combination of works, which each of
the two composers dedicated to the other, has been
recorded by Alicia de Larrocha on Decca and David
Wilde on Saga. This new version has much to recommend it; Achatz plays with both power and sensitivity.
and he is clearly an intelligent pianist with amore than
adequate technique. His chief fault is atendency to pull
the tempi about in places where no ritardando is
marked, and the piano tone, though full, is on the steely
side; the works were recorded on aeisendorfer piano
in Sweden in 1979. On the whole Iprefer David Wilde's
performances of the two works, and those who only
want the Liszt will probably turn to Horowitz's 1977
RCA recording, now that Lazar Berman's fine performance of it on HMV seems to be no longer available. But
this record is certainly worthy of consideration. [
A:1]
Humphrey Searle

MARAIS: Suite in 90 Suite in e O Suite in F
Jean-Claude Veilhan (fitlrec) IEllen Maserati (hpd) I
Guy Robert ( lte) IElisabeth Matiffa (gba)
Arion ARM 38531 (£ 5.49) ( Conifer)
Although this French record is entitled Suites pour fee
et basse continue, and the English translation of the
sleeve- note constantly refers to the flute, most of the
music on the record is played by the recorder. It is one
of those occasions, it seems to me, when it would have
been far more sensible to throw historical observance
to the wind, and play the suites on a modern flute.
Marais conceived all the suites for the gamba, and was
evidently not very concerned about instrumentation,
since his introductory remarks state that the suites are
playable by virtually anything. While the recorders used
have an undeniably attractive tone quality, this is
negated by the fact that sometimes the player is plainly
out of tune, some of the difficult passages actually
sound difficult, and here and there we hear disconcerting wailing sounds.
There is some competent playing on this record, and

quite tidy continuo. Jean-Claude Veilhan is obviously
an accomplished woodwind player, but I doubt
whether he is heard at his best on these wayward
historical recorders. The recorded sound is around the
highest standards, although the second suite on the
record has been miked differently and appears in a
quite different perspective to the first, as though the
players have all moved their chairs closer to the listener.
[A: 2/3]
Colin Evans

MENDELSSOHN: Die erste Walpurgisnacht
op. 60 E The Hebrides Overture op. 26
Simon Estes ( bass- bar) / Rose Taylor ( m- sop) / Jerold
Norman ( ten) I Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia I
Philadelphia Orch / Ormandy
RCA RL13460 (£4.99)
The Romantics' preoccupation with the demonic may
not appeal to modern musical taste nor may melodramatic settings of such subject matter, but the
neglect suffered by Mendelssohn's Walpurgisnacht
cantata, to words by Goethe, does seem undeserved.
Although the work was very popular in the composer's
own day and much admired by Berlioz, the fine music
contained within it is now rarely heard in the concert
hall. The only other recording of it available is on a2record set coupled with Symphony 2. On this disc,
Eugene Ormandy displays his customary insight into
less well-known works, drawing from the Philadelphia
Orchestra and the Mendelssohn Club chorus a performance that both captures the highly- charged drama
of the piece and mitigates some of its less- palatable
excesses. The soloists are excellent, especially Simon
Estes, whose clear, rich timbre dominates much of the
work, and the overall balance of the performance is
impressively controlled. The filler, the' Hebrides
Overture, was written about the same time as the first
version of Walpurgisnacht and in that respect is appropriate, although there are many versions of it available
on record already. It receives agood, standard, atmospheric performance that does not, however, say much
about the work that has not been said before.
Although the recording feels tight at the top end, it is
otherwise exemplary. It is always a challenge for the
engineers to produce a realistic sound- spread while
retaining clarity and balance when recording soloists,
chorus and orchestra. RCA have managed this better
than most, aided Ibelieve by achoral sound that is less
rich than that of many European choruses. In all, this is
a very worthwhile issue that can be strongly recommended. [ A: 1*/1 ]
Doug Hammond

MENDELSSOHN: String Quartet Op. 44, No. 3
In EL' 13 String Quartet Op. 80 in f
Bartholdy Quartet
Acente DC 229130 (£ 5.25) Harmonia Mundi)
The Op. 80 Quartet is one of Mendelssohn's last works
and in its darker passages indicates some directions
that his composition might have taken if he had lived
longer, developing an almost Brahmsian ripeness on
occasions. Although the Bartholdy Quartet produce a
strident sound there is no lack of richness in it and they
are able to draw on this in the last movement to imbue
the work with special significance. They react to the
easier charm of the E flat Quartet with an appropriate
lightness of touch without underplaying its seriousness of purpose. One or two lapses in tuning and
ensemble are not typical of these performances as a
whole.
The ( originally BASF) recording provides an accurate reproduction of the Quartet's sound with a
spacious and well-defined stereo spread, clear enough
to know that the playing positions are not those shown
on the front of the record sleeve. Altogether this is a
very valuable disc of works otherwise unrepresented in
the catalogue. [
A*: 1*)
Doug Hammond

MIASKOVSKY: Symphony No. 11 c Two Pieces
for String Orchestra
Moscow RSO IDudarova
HMV ASD 3879 (£ 5.40)
The first thing that ever struck me about Miaskovsky's
music—and so little of it actually comes our way in the
West ( Ican account for something like four of the 27
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symphonies)—was an overriding feeling of stylistic
struggle; the radicalism of his pre- revolutionary youth,
when Western- influenced trends were enjoying a
heyday, versus an overall allegiance to the traditional
Russianism of the big ' Five': Balakirev, Cui, Borodin,
Mussorgsky and, of course, Rimsky-Korsakov.
The eleventh symphony, with its expansive melodic
ideas and sweeping orchestral gestures, is a case in
point. It may be fundamentally traditional, but it's also
full of surprises. Just when you begin to feel that you
may be drifting along on the familiar tide of wellcrafted, folk- oriented Soviet 'realism', Miaskovsky will
throw in an unexpected turn of phrase or dramatic
change in orchestral colour and lift the musical invention onto acompletely different level. The reflective
slow movement, with its restless shifts of mood, is a
marvellous example.
Filling the disc are the string pieces he transcribed
from two movements taken from his 19th symphony—
itself originally written for the Red Army Band but far
removed from the kind of military posturing one might
have expected. I'd love to hear the originals. All the
performances here are excellent and the recordings—of
the inoffensive 1978 Melodiya vintage ( agood year, I
think)—are uncommonly well-rounded for this source.
Seize the opportunity while you can. There's plenty of
fascinating music here and you're unlikely to come
across it anywhere else in a hurry. [
A/B: 1]
Edward Seckerson

Ahlersmeyei (bar) ISchaller (b-bar) IBohme ( bass) I
Stuttgart State Opera Chorus & Orch IBühm
Acanta DE 23133/4 (
4) ( 2 records) (£ 7.00) ( Harmonia Mundi)

MONDONVILLE: Pieces de Clavecin avec Voix
ou Violon
Judith Nelson ( sop) IWilliam Christie ( hpd) IStanley
Ritchie ( yin)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1045 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)

These performances conform to the Continental practice of using boys' voices instead of women's in the
choir and as soloists. Authenticity is not easily come by,
for though boys were always employed in cathedrals,
women singers in Mozart's time did appear in other
churches. The soprano singer, Hans Buchhierl, and the
alto, Andreas Stein, have a great responsibility thrust
upon their young voices. Buchhierl has an attractively
natural sounding voice in sharp contrast to the flutings
of the average English choir boy, but it must be
questioned whether he is really strong enough for such
taxing parts as there are in this Mass and the even more
celebrated solo Caudate dominum in the Vespers. In
ensembles, however, he seems to gain strength, and
here the all- male voices score. As required, the choral
parts are supported by trombones, which add a richness to the score.
Recording balances are good though the Pfarrkirche
at Lenggries is ashade more resonant than is absolutely
desirable. It is a realistic acoustic, nevertheless, and
gives this splendidly celebratory music depth and
colour. Of the conventional versions Marriner's Argo
recording of the Mass, and Klee's DG version of the
Vespers, can be recommended. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

Jean- Joseph Cassanéa de Mondonville was born in
Narbonne in 1711 and rose to fame as aviolinist and
composer, holding royal appointments and becoming
director of the renowned Concert Spirituel. His was an
innovatory mind and was much given to experimentation in the realm of instrumental music; the concept of
sonatas for harpsichord, with voice or violin, was one
such ( unfruitful) experiment.
The works are here performed by harpsichord, voice
and violin and the pure- voiced Judith Nelson has
occasional problems with passages of essentially instrumental figuration.
The recording unfortunately lacks depth and has
poor HF reproduction, where it sounds distinctly
uncomfortable. The whole is recessed and definitely
favours the soprano, violinist and the upper part of the
harpsichord, thus producing a top-heavy effect in
many of the pieces. One commends the initiative of HM
in recording these little-known works ( they are at least
so in England) but one could have wished for amore
persuasive presentation. [
B/C: 3]
Roger Bowen

MORALES: Lamentations of Jeremiah
Ensemble 'aSei Voci': Alain Zaepffel Rachid Safir ( cten) IRégis Oudet ( ten) IBernard Fabre-Garrus ( bar) I
Pierre- Yves le Maigat ( bar) IXavier Tamale! ( bass)
Chant du Monde LDX 78680 (£ 5.60) ( TOL)
In the former Latin Rite, the three lessons for the First
Nocturn of Matins for Maundy Thursday, Good Friday
and Holy Saturday were taken from the book of
Jeremiah, whose ' lamentations' over the fate of Israel
were applied to the sufferings of Christ, with profound
effect. The plainchant melodies for these lessons are
particular tiie them; and with the introduction of polyphony, most of the great composers were inspired to
set them. Morales retains the Gregorian fidelity to the
verbal text, and even to the analysis of them word by
word and phrase by phrase, unifying the whole within
the lesson form.
The Ensemble 'a sei voci' follow faithfully this
objectivity and subservience to the text, carefully, we
are told, listening to each other with self - effacement.
So it sounds; and magnificent it is. The quality and
strength of the lower voices is particularly effective.
Here indeed is great music finely sung. The recording is
worthy, with excellent separation. Notes in French
only, with Latin text and French translation. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
MOZART: ' Le Nozze di Figaro'
Cebotari ( sop) / Kolniak ( sop) ITeschemacher ( sop) I
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This is a recording—presumably a broadcast—of a
performance given in 1938 in Stuttgart. All the principal artists were well-known German singers of the
period, and they all sing their parts well. On the whole,
the standard would be that of agala performance with•
guest artists at one of the major German opera houses..
No doubt it has much more interest in Germany than
here, since it is sung not in the original Italian, but in a
German translation which will have little appeal, l
imagine, to British ears. The recording is good for the
late 1930s and the orchestral playing and general
ensemble work under Eldhm are fine, but in view of the
number of recordings available, this version can only
have historic interest to those who possibly heard
performances with some of the artists included here.
Surely a re-recording of the original 78s of the early
Glyndebourne performances would have much more
appeal here, especially as they were, naturally, given in
the original Italian. [
H: 2]
John Freestone

MOZART: Mass in C, K317 ' Coronation Mass o
Vespers. »Milne* de confessore, K339
Hans Buchhierl (sop) I Andreas Stein ( alt) I Theo
Altmayer ( ten) IMichael Schopper*(bass) I Tülz BC I
Collegium Aureum ISchmidt-Gaden
Harmonie Mundi 065-99763 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)

MOZART: Symphony 32 in G, K318 D Violin
Concerto 2 in D, K211' o Vanier°, saro costantet o Symphony 38 in D, K504 ' Prague'
*tAnnegret Diedrichsen ( yin) ItEdith Mathis (sop) I
Salzburg Mozarteum Orch IHager
Amite DC 22471 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The 1975 sound is very variable, the opening Symphony and the Violin Concerto quite good though
by no means perfect. The second side, notably Edith
Mathis' performance, again with Diedrichsen as violin
soloist, is decidedly dim.
As to the performances themselves, Hager's recent
account of the last two symphonies, also recorded
some time ago, was disappointing, and here again, one
notices acertain limpness of direction in the Prague,
though the earlier works have greater edge and alertness, the Violin Concerto by aslight margin coming off
best. Diedrichsen herself sounds more confident than
some of her recent performances suggest, and her
contribution to L'amerd, sere) costante, though muted,
is equally attractive. If this kind of record appeals as a
sampler one may be attracted, but the general quality of
both sound and performance should be taken into
account before buying. [
B/C: 2/3]
K
th Dommett

MOZART: Divertimento in Et), K563
Members of Collegium Aureum
Harmonía Mundi 065-98726 ( E5.25) (
Parnote)
This is the first new recording of this remarkable work

for five years, and what an exciting performance it is.
Apart from Heifetz, part of apackage deal, there is only
the Stern-Zukerman- Rose version on CBS, and good
as that is the Collegium Aureum trio manage to infuse
their performance with an urgency not discernible in
the more sophisticated and smoother approach of the
Amèricans. There is sensitivity too, particularly in the
Adagio, surely one of the most exploratory movements
of its kind even Mozart ever wrote, and a kindred
feeling for the delicacy of the Andante with its continuously evolving variations. The differing characteristics of the two Minuets are well drawn, and the folk.
like quality of the Finale is put over with spirited
finesse.
For some tastes the recording may be too close-up,
much more adomestic than aconcert- room acoustic,
and occasionally the cello's lower notes threaten to
'peak'. But the immediacy and richness of the gutstringed instruments are positive advantages, as is the
detail of the lovely dark- toned viola, which comes
through so excitingly. [
A: 1*] Kenneth Dommett
MOZART arr. Wendt: ' Die Entfuhrung aus dem
Serail' and ' The Marriage of Figaro', arranged
for wind band
Collegium Aureum
Harmonia Mundi 065-99838 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
Johann Nepomuk Wendt was an oboist in the Imperial
band in Vienna and an excellent arranger. These two
examples are of agenre popular in the 18th century but
virtually unknown today. The Entführung arrangement
only came to light in 1954, and since Mozart referred in
a letter to his need to make such an arrangement
himself in order to corner a lucrative market, it was
supposed that this version might have been by him. It
incorporates eight items from the opera, including a
highly condensed overture with the oboe not unnaturally getting the best of the melodies. It is for apair
each of oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns. The
present recording of the Figaro arrangement includes
only nine of Wendt's fifteen ( Brymer's Ace of Diamonds recording contains them all), and for this an
additional clarinet and bassoon are used. The arrangements are very free, more adaptations than true arrangements, but are cleverly done and very entertaining. Brymer's London Wind Soloists have recorded
both and these are still available. They are smoother in
performance, relying as they do on modern instruments
whereas the Collegium players go for period ones. The
attendant roughnesses of tone are quite pleasing,
however, and there is an engaging vitality about the
playing. The recording is very clean and clear with
plenty of depth to it. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
NORDHEIM: Suite from the ballet ' The
Tempest'
Susan Campbell ( sop) I Christopher Keyte ( bar) I
Choir and Orch of South German Radio IDarden
Philips 9598 043 (£5.50) ( Import Music)
The project for a ballet based on Shakespeare's The
Tempest began in 1975 when the Schwetzingen
Festival engaged Glen Tetley to create the work. He
engaged Nordheim—and four years later the work was
staged. Of course it wasn't as simple as that, but all the
hard work was rewarded by success and this suite of
music from the ballet is a by-product which shows
clearly the qualities which received such acclaim. It
starts with a portrayal of Calm Sea, Storm and
Awakening: a solitary bird and the sound of the sea
grow in intensity and recede to peace and the sound of
Cal/ban's Warning is asetting ( for both voices) of
the text ' Be not afeard; the isle is full of noises'—
appropriately electronic. The voices are magically evocative when set against such sounds. Four legs and
two voices is rich in percussive sounds: here the voices
are used in imitation. Lacrymae has acello and viola as
soloists and evokes Prospero's magic and authority. It
also represents his loneliness in complex multi - faceted
instrumental writing. Horizon restores the voices and
accompanies the uniting of Ferdinand and Miranda. It
also sets an 'Amore Rebus' by Leonardo da Vinci which
elicited from Nordheim the most important musical
ideas of the work.
The singing of Susan Campbell is delicately sweet;
that of Christopher Keyte dark and strong—a combination of great force for these magical ideas. The
orchestra also works well and the recording is very
good in its balance of awide range of varied sounds.
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
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ORFF: Carmine Burana
Arleen Auger ( sop) I John Van Kesteren ( ten) I
Jonathan Summers ( bar) I Southend BC I
Philharmonia Chorus & Orchestra IMuti
HMV ASD3900 (£ 5.40)

Orff for the 1980s? Mutis reading with driving tempi,
gross caricature in the Abbot of Cucan y. and
Penthouse explicitness in Augers ' Igive you my all'
(No. 23), has akind of Brechtian alienation—only the
Southend boys sing with natural exuberance. Auger
also pronounces with radiant assurance a misprinted
'cam' in the line 'si quis earn tetigir ( No. 17), which I
find increasingly silly. There are fine moments here: the
high baritone solo ( No. 16), the tenor's song ( No. 12),
but Iprefer Previn, with his generally steadier tempi and
genial humour, Frühbeck, rhythmically vital, warmtoned, EMI representations from the 1970s and 1960s,
or Jochum ( DG) whose 1968 version catches the
metallic percussion very well. Previn's LSO disc has
more space around the forces. The Philharmonia
Chorus' diction may seem inferior to Pitz's NPO
singers, but Isuspect that some masking of intelligibility derives from the tape processing here.
Instruments tend to lack positive locations, cg, soft
strings in No. 21, sharply focused in the Previn. Most
transfers of this work suffer from pre- and post- echoes:
again the Previn ( ASD3117) is the cleanest. [
A/B: 2]
Christopher Breunig

PALESTRI NA: The Song of Songs
Czech Phil. Chorus I Veselka
Supraphon 4 12 2141/2
(
2 records) (£ 7.50)
(Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)

(
4)

The 29 motets form acontinuous cycle, and the work
tells a complete story. However, the records do not
include any translation of the Latin text, which is apity,
for unless your Latin is pretty good it is impossible to
follow the direction of the story and appreciate the
composer's use of particular musical techniques to
underline the text.
The Czech Philharmonic Chorus give amusical and
accomplished performance of the work. but Iwould
have preferred arather smaller group for this essentially
intimate music, and in some ways prefer the Oiseau Lyre recording ( SOL 338/9) with Cantores in Ecclesia,
in which there is afar greater sense of immediacy. The
Czech singers often produce a lovely sound and in
some ways, the more diffuse quality of the larger group
is sometimes more appropriate. However, the diction is
not as clear as it might be. The recording is not much
different from other Supraphon choral recordings,
which sometimes have a rather dim, out- of- focus
quality. However, although the sound is not particularly stunning, this should not deter anyone who
really wants this performance. [
C: 2) Colin Evans

PERGOLESI. Mi
e II inc
Ilse Wolf ( sop) IDavid James ( c- ten) IRogers CoveyCrump ( ten) I Richard Stuart ( bass) I Choir of
Magdalen College, Oxford I Wren Orch IRose
Argo ZRG 915 (£5.50)
The arguments concerning what Pergolesi wrote and
did not write will no doubt continue for some years yet,
and the authorship of the Miserere is by no means
certain. But whether we owe it to Pergolesi or to
someone else, it is asplendid work, consisting of fifteen
numbers which include choruses, solos for soprano,
countertenor, tenor and bass, as well as trios and
quartets. All this provides a variety of sonorities, and
the vocal numbers are accompanied throughout by
string orchestra or organ continuo.
The choral work is striking, especially in the powerful
opening Miserere mei, in which sections of the choir
build upon each other one by one to produce an urgent
and declamatory effect. Ihave been impressed by the
singing of this particular choir on other occasions, and
their work on this recording is no disappointment: the
sound is sonorous and commanding, and the diction
especially clear. The soloists provide a pleasing performance, if an unspectacular one, but their performance of the delightful Sacrificium Deo with its
pizzicato arpeggios from the strings is controlled and
suitably subdued.
Anyone who knows and enjoys the Magnificat or the
Stabat Mater will find this lovely work most rewarding,
and while some of the solo singing is not much to write
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home about, everything else—the choral work, the
orchestral playing the recording quality—is up to the
highest standards. [
A: 1/2]
Colin Evans

PLAYFORD: The English Dancing Master
John Wright ( vIn) I Denis Gasser ( hpd) I Janine
Rubinlicht ( vIn) IYvon Guilcher ( fit) IDominique Paris
(musette)
Chant du Monde LDX 74690 (£ 5.15) ( TOL)
The origins of the airs which Playford collected together for his English Dancing Master are very diverse
and it must be admitted that musically they are something of an oddity for 17th century England; but they
certainly were not as different from the music of the
period as they are made to sound here, for the style of
playing, the arrangements and instrumentation bear a
strong resemblance to those used by many modern
Irish folk players. This is not intended as a pejorative
remark, but Ifind it extremely hard to endorse these
realisations and would strongly question their appositeness.
The sound is fresh and responsive with clear stereo
separation and natural placing. There is a tendency
towards over- brightness in some of the instrumental
combinations and the record is cut at aquite high level,
but the recording captures well the performers' rather
earthy enthusiasm; particularly worthy of mention is
John Wright's wordless, 'diddle-dum' singing of 'An
old man is a bed full of bones' accompanied by
tambour.
Any assessment will have to take into account one's
own reaction to the realisations, but, judged by their
own rationale: [
A/B: 1].
Roger Bowen

PURCELL: ' Dido and Aeneas'
Fortunato IBaker IFithian I Gordon I Klebanow I
Anderson IFitch ICohen IBoston Camerata ICohen
Harmonia Mundi HM 10067 (£ 5.25) ( Parnote)
Joel Cohen's worthy intent in this performance is ... to
recreate Dido and Aeneas using our experience of
seventeenth- century music—English and French
Masques, Lullian opera, early Italian opera—as ageneral framework. We arive thus at adifferent orchestral
sound, other ideas about tempi, even unconventional
thoughts about characterisation. .."
The result of ascholarly examination of the work in
its original context seems enlightening and rewarding:
to begin with, there is only asmall chamber orchestra of
ten players, all using period instruments, and there is no
attempt to give the music a 'grand' sound. This scalingdown seems to concentrate the music; and there are no
obvious eccentricities to distract.
All the singers are extremely competent, and D'Anna
Fortunato emerges quite triumphantly from the inevitable comparison with Dame Janet Baker. Igreatly liked
this version of amasterpiece of English music, though I
am not scholar enough to judge adequately its value as
historical research. The recording lacks some weight,
but is nicely balanced. [
B: 1]
Peter Turner

PURCELL: The Indian Queen
Soloists IMonteverdi Choir IEnglish Baroque Soloists
IEliot Gardiner
RCS ' Erato' STU 71275 (£ 5.49)
The Indian Queen, aheroic tragedy by Dryden and Sir
Robert Howard, produced in 1664, was brought out
again in 1695, with Purcell's music replacing some
indifferent stuff by John Banister. It is here issued
without the spoken text, acustom which goes back to
the 1690s and is hence traditional. Most of the scenes
being self-contained, it works very well in this form.
John Eliot Gardiner is afine scholar, whose direction
is always characterised by adelicate attention to detail
which never stops the flow or obscures the whole (
cf
his superb version, with Bream, of Rodrigo's Aranjuez
concerto on RCS ARL 1-1181). Here he is working
with ateam of specialists in the music of the period, and
the result is delightful: full of atmosphere, with excellent diction and a freshness which fully conveys the
Restoration upsurge in the arts.
The recording is entirely appropriate to a small
theatre or large room; but take warning—the dynamic
range is much wider than one expects, though the

whole is notably undistorted. The Indian Queen was
written to entertain; and it does, splendidly. f
A: 1)
Peter Turner

PURCELL: Twelve Lessons L Suite in g
Toccata •
Hornpipe Li Air / FITZWILLIAM
VIRGINAL BOOK: Music by Anon, Bull, Byrd,
Farnaby, Gibbons
George Malcolm ( hpd)
Musicaphon BM 30 SL 1209 (£ 3.45) ( TOL)
This record is closely-miked—perhaps too closely—
and cut at avery high level. The result, as heard here, is
an outstandingly detailed rendering, with a rare precision and discrimination of the extreme treble. The
sound may be atrifle fierce; but aharpsichord is by no
means a gentle instrument with an always- refined
tone.
The music itself is full of delights and of variety, taken
from that amazing period of fecundity during which so
many outstanding composers arose to greet anew age,
and produced a flood of music of seemingly endless
invention. To refer to George Malcolm's interpretation
of it as brilliant is not enough: there is virtuosity aplenty
here, constantly dazzling; but there is also a deep
musicianship which takes skill for granted and displays
the grace and structure of the works to the point of
enchantment. This issue is achallenge to pickups, but
more importantly it is an experience. Notes are in
German only. [
A: 1114
/]
Peter Turner
REG ER: String Trio in a, Op. 77b [i String Trio in
d, Op. 141b
The New String Trio, New York
Acanta EA 21642 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
In and shortly after 1973, the centenary of Reger's
birth, the record catalogues contained apleasing if still
barely representative selection from his works. Now,
apart from areasonable sprinkling of the organ pieces,
there is little Reger to be had ( and not one orchestral
work). So it is good to welcome acoupling of the two
string trios in spacious, poised performances by the
New String Trio of New York. The A minor Trio, written
in Munich in 1904, is in the traditional four- movement
form: a graceful piece, though with a last movement
that for me at least is less cogently constructed. The D
minor Trio was written at Jena in 1915; the heart of the
work is the lengthy and beautifully sustained central
Andante mofto sostenuto con variazioni, after which
the closing Vivace can ( but does not here) sound
perfunctory. The first movement is passionate and
strong, the whole perhaps marginally less elegant and
attractive than the earlier piece. The recording is quite
close, and there are brief incursions of ugly distorted
sound in the main Allegro of Op. 77b. [
IL 1]
Peter Branscombe
SAINT-SAENS: Symphony 3 in c--' Organ'
Philadelphia IOrmandy Michael Murray ( org)
Telarc 10051 (£ 8.80) digital
With their recording of this Symphony by Barenboim
and the Chicago SO, DG have secured the best of both
worlds—the echoes of Chartres Cathedral, splendidly
aroused by the organ, are left dormant by an orchestral
image of warmth, depth and clarity. Which is hardly
surprising, since the orchestra was recorded several
thousand miles away in Chicago. On Ormandy's new
recording both orchestra and organ emerge from the
lively acoustic of St Francis de Sales Church in
Philadelphia. The sound is big- boned, firm and
frequently exciting, if not always ideally focused in the
bass. Woodwind are generally difficult to pinpoint, but,
Iwould think, no more so than would be the case if one
were standing in such an acoustic at some distance
from the orchestra. Full marks to the cutting engineer
for the complete silence before the onset of the Finale.
Apart from the opening of the slow movement.
however, where the Philadelphia strings are at their
most iridescently expressive ( that uniquely 'covered',
fruity quality), and the organ- like woodwind unisons
are, for once, in tune, Icontinue to prefer Barenboim.
Ormandy's Scherzo is less rhythmically on its toes, the
ensemble not so taut as that of the Chicago players.
Nor, in the Finale, does Ormandy set the pulse quickening ( the listener's, that is) as potently as Barenboim—
with the arrival ( on DG) of the ringing horns and
trumpets, the adrenalin is already flowing fast. Often
impressive, then, but not quite the best. [
A: 2]
Andrew Keener
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SAINT-SAENS: Cello Sonata 1, Op. 32 o Cello
Sonata 2, Op. 123
Andre Navarra ( v/c) IAnnie d'Arco (pno)
Calliope CAL 1818 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
This record is especially welcome since neither of these
sonatas is at present otherwise available. The second of
the pair is. Ithink, by far the better: it has afine, heroic
first movement of admirably sound structure, and those
who respond to the whole hearted romanticism of the
Organ Symphony's slow movement will find much to
enjoy in the third movement Romanza. The first
Sonata, by contrast, is both less sympathetic to play—
its rather gauche piano part can so easily overbalance
the cello at several points, with atoo easy tendency to
resort to 'orchestral' tremolando effects. Strange to
think that the resouceful first Cello Concerto followed
only ayear later ( 1873).
The performances by André Navarra are committed
and generous of spirit, if atrifle gruff- toned and, it must
be said, occasionally uneasy of intonation. The recording is excellent in matters of tonal quality, although the
cello is quite abit closer than the piano, which is apity,
since Annie d'Arco is a deft and responsive partner.
[B: 1/2]
Andrew Keener
SCHEIDT: Motets 0 Spiritual Concertos
Chrism - Sylvia Gróschke (sop) IEsther Himmler (sop) I
Kurt Huber ( ten) I Wilhelm Pommerien ( bass) I
Spandauer Choir IRifting
Stauda Verlag SDG 610 317 (£ 3.45) ( TOL)
Scheidt's historical recognition rests primarily on his
instrumental compositions. He was a pupil of
Sweelinck, and contributed much to German organ
literature. This recording of his lesser known vocal
work is therefore quite interesting, and would have
been even more so if the record had been provided with
some sleeve notes. Full German ( or Latin) texts appear
on the sleeve, but precious little else.
The music on the record has been culled from various
publications which appeared during the composer's
lifetime, and as well as items taken from Cantiones
Sacrae (
1620), Pars Prima Concertuum Sacrorum
(1622) and the spiritual concertos of 1634, the record
includes the motets Herr, unser Herrscher, Jauchzet
Gott aile Land, Duo Seraphim clamabant, Richte mich
Gott and Sende dein Licht und deine Wahrheit.
Although the singers were not known to me, Iwas
quite impressed by their performance. The two sopranos are well suited to each other, and blend beautifully
in the high-pitched soprano lines, and tenor Kurt Huber
has a voice eminently suited to this sort of music.
Much of the music is sung unaccompanied, but
continuo instruments are used rather discreetly in Herr,
unser Herrscher.
A useful recording, but perhaps worth bearing in
mind that each side lasts for only about 18 minutes!
[B: 1/2]
Colin Evans
SCHUMANN: Vocal Duets
Julia Varady ( sop) I Peter Schreier (ten) I Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau ( bar) IChristoph Eschenbach (pno)
DO 2631 204 (£ 5.50)
This disc contains a large part of Schumann's output
for accompanied vocal duet, much of which was
produced for domestic use. The three Op. 43 duets are
typical of the style the composer adopted for this genre,
one full of melodramatic and effusive romantic feeling;
Schreier and Fischer- Dieskau play this straight,
avoiding the pitfalls of sending- up parlour music. The
four Op. 78 pieces are of more substance and here Julia
Varady and Fischer- Dieskau combine in flexible ensemble to wring a little extra from these works.
Christoph Eschenbach has, elsewhere on record,
proved himself an understanding performer of
Schumann's works for solo piano and here he provides
asympathetic accompaniment, paying great attention
to the details of the score. The works are taken in opusnumber order and this produces a well-balanced
programme, soprano and tenor alternating with each
other at well- placed intervals to sing in duet with the
baritone.
DG have recorded the performances in a warm
acoustic. The stereo image is clearly defined and
naturally placed; dynamic and frequency ranges seem
realistic. This all adds up to ahighly entertaining hour's
listening. [ A: 1]
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: Liederalbum für die Jugend, Op.
791: Liederkreis, Op. 39
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Elly Ameling ( sop) IJarg Demus (pno)
Philips 6769 037 (
2 records) (£ 10.45)
If the neglect suffered by Schumann's Liederalbum für
die Jugend is due to the misconception that it is not for
adult enjoyment this boxed set by Elly Ameling and
Jeirg Demus will prove otherwise. While the poems
were specially chosen by the composer from a wide
variety of sources to appeal to the young, they are, on
the whole, of good quality and have inspired in
Schumann a profundity of expression within folk- like
settings. Elly Ameling gives this cycle of 28 songs a
wholly committed performance, producing at all times
abeautiful vocal sound without neglecting the subtle
changes in characterisation needed for each number.
She is also her own ideal vocal companion ( with the
aid of the engineers) in the duet numbers. Járg Demus,
playing a modern piano, provides an immaculate but
flexible accompaniment. Together, these performers
have produced adefinitive interpretation of this cycle.
While there is no available recorded competition for
the complete Liederalbum, that for the Op. 39
Liederkreis, to words by Eichendorff, is formidable.
Baker, Fischer- Dieskau, Norman, Pears, and Reynolds
have all provided fine interpretations. Elly Ameling's
performance also ' holds its own' in this field, for while it
is not so heavily emphasised as the performances of
some of her colleagues it is, nevertheless, deeply felt.
Philips have produced awell-balanced sound for these
works, clear and spacious. Surfaces of the test pressing
are unusually busy by Philips standards but 1trust this
will not be typical of the issue. [
A: 1*]
Doug Hammond
SCHUMANN: ' Frauenliebe und Leben Op. 42
Liederkreis Op. 39 D Der frohe Wandersmann
Op. 77 No. 1
Evelyn Lear ( sop) IRoger Vignoles (pno)
Chandos ABR 1009 (£ 5.25) EMI International)
There are anumber of recordings of both Frauenliebe
und Leben and Liederkreis to choose from, but Icannot
think of any Iprefer to these. Evelyn Lear has had a
most distinguished operatic career, particularly in the
German repertoire, and although born in the USA she is
obviously very much at home singing in the German
language. She approaches all these songs with the
intelligence and sympathy which have marked her
career in the past, and is well partnered by Roger
Vignoles, certainly one of the finest accompanists in
Britain today. Miss Lear scales down her large voice
most effectively, and proves herself to be a most
accomplished lieder singer. Her lower register has
something of the warmth of Lotte Lehmann and her
singing everywhere is technically secure. Occasionally
at the extreme top of her voice when singing forte there
are afew moments when she does not sound entirely
happy, as at the climax of 'Waldesgesprâch', and the
recording although generally good tends to harden in
loud passages. Nevertheless this is a most satisfying
version of two of Schumann's most famous song
cycles. [
A/B: 1]
John Freestone
SCHUMANN:
Fantasia
in
Symphonic Etudes, Op. 13
Misha Dichter ( pno)
Philips 9500 318 (£ 5.45)
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Misha Dichter certainly has more than the technical
facility needed to cope with the sometimes extreme
demands of the two major works coupled on this
record, and he displays an astute understanding of the
characteristic mode of performance that transforms
Schumann's works for solo piano from what sometimes appear to be pieces of idiosyncratic triteness into
great works of art. The three- movement Fantasia has
one of the most difficult openings of any of
Schumann's works to bring off. To produce the
holding- back effect that the composer specified without introducing a feeling of hesitancy has stumped
many a great pianist and Iam afraid that Dichter too
falls foul of this lion trap. From that point on, however,
all goes well and the final movement receives afinely
wrought, delicate interpretation with beautifully fulltoned pianissimos.
For the Symphonic Studies he chooses not to play
them as Schumann desired, just the twelve Op. 13
studies alone, but intersperses the five posthumously
published studies that the composer rejected as not
fitting into the overall design. This is a pity, as his
performance of what is one of the most important sets
of variations produced in the 19th century is otherwise
well conceived and excellently executed. Dichter pro-

duces awide range of tonal colours to characterise the
individual variation/studies and carefully grades the
progressive series of climaxes that Schumann has
written into the overall structure. The total effect is
impressive, but would have been more so if the
composer's intended form had been maintained. The
Philips sound is clear and detailed, capturing the
fullness of the piano tone without clogging. Dichter's
wide dynamic range is retained and the slightly
resonant acoustic is well suited to both the works and
the instrument used. [A: 1/2]
Doug Hammond
SCHÜTZ: Geistliche Chormusik 1648 (
complete)
Gundula Bernàt-Klein, Annemarie Tdpler-Marizy,
Herrad Wehrung (sops) IFrauke Hassemann, Maureen
Lehane ( cons) I Theo Aftmeyer,
Hans- Dieter
Ellenbeck, Johannes Hod//in, Friedreich Melzer,
Hans- Dieter Saretzki Gert Spiering ((ens) I Wilhelm
Pommerien ( bass) IWestphalian Choir IEhmann
Cantate 660 503/5 (
3 records) (£8.95) ( TOL)
Heinrich Schutz was in his early sixties when the
Geistliche Chormusik was published in 1648. It was
dedicated to the city of Leipzig and the Thomas choir,
and brings to the fore the very conservative side of
Schütz's writing. Some of the motets are composed in
an archaic style, but often the hallmarks of Schütz's
later style are present. The work consists of 30 separate
motets, one of which is not by Schütz at all, but by
Andrea Gabrieli! Schùtz had evidently included the
work by mistake: years before, he had provided it with a
German text, possibly when he was working in Italy in
his early life.
The record is accompanied by a little pamphlet ( in
German) but no texts of the motets have been provided.
Furthermore, the text refers to the motets by number
only, while the motets, as they appear on the sleeve, are
not numbered. Unless you happen to know the order in
which they appear in the original publication, the text is
not agreat deal of use.
Haying said that, though, the performances themselves are rather more organised. Both solo and choral
singing is very full bodied, and the constant varying of
the vocal and instrumental forces makes for interesting
listening. Some of the motets are provided with instrumental parts, but generally these are kept very much in
the background. Some numbers, like ¡
ch bin emnrechter
Weinstock and Sehet an den Feigenbaum, are particularly striking in their bold lines and bright harmonic
colour. This is amost interesting recording, and worthy
of recommendation. [
A: 1]
' Colin Evans
SPOHR: Violin Concerto in a, Op. 47 /
VIEUXTEMPS: Violin Concerto 5 in a, Op. 37
Thomas Christian ( vIn) IVSO IBernet
Acanta DC 21102 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The juxtaposition of these two concertos is interesting
and pleasing, if hardly compelling. They are in the same
key, last between 18 and 19 minutes each, and are both
strong, purposeful works in three linked movements.
The Spohr, the eighth of his fifteen Violin Concertos,
dates from the spring of 1816. In view of its operatic
character ( it is subtitled ' in the form of avocal scene') it
is appropriate that Spohr—one of the great violinists of
his day—gave its first performance in a concert at La
Scala that autumn. Passages of 'recitative' and 'arioso'
alternate with aria- like cantabile of noble beauty; it is a
fine piece, and though the only version in Britain at
present is the elderly one by Hyman Bress, it's no
surprise that there are two others in the German lists.
The Vieuxtemps is also its composer's most popular
concerto ( out of six); it dates from 1858. Those who
have recorded it include Zukerman, Perlman, Chung
and Kogan. It is brilliant and attractive work. Ideally
both concertos would be played by one of the greatest
of violinists, accompanied by an outstanding orchestra. Thomas Christian plays with fire and eloquence but
not quite the authority and poise one could wish for;
and the recording, with its rather shallow sound and
lack of precision, hardly helps. [
C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5 in .e, Op. 64
LPO I Tjeknavorian
RCA RL26221 (£4.99)
This warrants some kind of recommendation:
Tjeknavorian brings a composer's analytical ear to
orchestral balances, and his approach has a freshly
investigative manner. Idon't find the structuring of the
first movement organic, and the finale coda is too
rigidly beaten; the main allegro in ( i) is fast, but even
HI- 1
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where the semiquaver writing in the waltz is pushed
into a kind of explorative exercise in orchestral virtuosity, some new facets of the music are displayed.
The second and fourth movements develop in an
exciting way, and it is interesting to hear the coda of the
first brightly optimistic in cast, rather than sinking back
into gloomy mists.
The sound is softer- grained than the LPO/del Mar
(CFP) bargain Fifth, and many will prefer the cleaner
quality there—but such impulsive conducting is not so
easy to live with as Tjeknayorian's still individual
reading. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
VERDI: ' Otello'
Konetzni (sop) IRalf (ten) ISchaller ( bar) I Vienna
State Opera Chorus & Orch IBbhm
Amite BB 23058 ® (£3.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
These are highlights from a1944 performance, and like
many of the historic Acanta series, presumably taken
from abroadcast of that period. Again, like most of the
series, the opera is sung in German, and it is difficult for
ears accustomed to the Italian text to adjust to the less
mellifluous sound of the translations. *Jeder Knabe
kann mein Schwen mir entreissen' sounds rather
clumsy after ' Niun mi tema se ancor armato mi vede'.
Torsten Ralf, the Otello, was afamous heldentenor of
the day, and Konetzni a famous lyric soprano, while
Paul Schififfler was equally well known in German and
Italian opera. The performance is good on the whole,
and Konetzni sings most artistically in the last act, but
again, for British listeners, Ifeel the language may
prove an obstacle to enjoyment of the music. The
recording is very good for its period with the voices
clearly produced, and the orchestral sound is less
'boxy' than is often the case in recordings of this date.
[H: 1/2]
John Fr
ne
VIVALDI: Concerto inc F XI no. 80 Concerto in
g for flute Op. 10 no. 20 Concerto in d Op. 3 no.
110 Concerto in gOp. 3no. 2.p Concerto in afor
oboe ( RV 461) 0 Concerto in d Madrigalesco'
Angus Anderson & Andrew Martin ( vins) IRichard
Chester ( fit) I Susan Tyte ( obo) IAdrian Shepherd
(v/c) ICantilena IShepherd
'Chandos ABR 1008 (£5.25) (
EMI International)
Cantilena offer smooth, neatly articulated performances of Vivaldi's music, though it should be stressed at
the outset that their style of playing is modern rather
than baroque. The decision to include two wind
concertos in the programme was a happy one. '
La
Notte' is aremarkable piece of early programme music
which deserves attention. This performance, however,
tends to lack both the dramatic approach and the
dynamic impetus required to carry the concerto along.
The sinister undertones implicit in the first movement
are scarcely brought out at all.
The Oboe Concerto is areal gem. In this performance
the oboe solo, although nicely phrased, tends to sound
just a trifle thin and colourless at times. The string
playing in the two concertos from L'Estro Armonico is
very fine indeed and is supported by amost imaginative
realisation of the continuo part. However, the adagio
and larghetto movements of Op. 3/2 require a more
rhythmically pointed approach than that which is to be
found here. The recording is remarkably clear and well
focused, and is set in a pleasing environment. Whilst,
on balance, Ienjoyed this recording. Ifelt that in the
final analysis the performances, admirable though they
undoubtedly are, lend weight to the argument for using
period instruments in the wind concertos. [
A/B: 1/2]
Victor McAloon

cLassicaL
coLLections
Vocal
JUSSI SJOERLING & ROBERT MERRILL
12 operatic excerpts
Licia Albanese (sop) IZinka Arblanov ( sop) IRoberta
Peters (sop) IJussi Bjoerling (ten) I Robert Merrill
(bar) ILeonard Warren (bar) IBoris Christoff (bass) I
Various orchestras and conductors
RCA RL 43243 ® (£4.99)
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The record title is 'The Pearl Fishers duet and other
famous operatic duets and scenes.' Jussi Bjoerling
provides the unifying factor, for he appears in all the
excerpts. Robert Merrill joins him in famous duets from
La Forza del Destino, Don Carlo, (hello, La' Bohème
and of course Les Pêcheurs de Perles. The reverse side
of the record has concerted numbers from Manon
Lescaut, ii Trovatore, Aida and Rigoletto. In all of these
Bjoerling is at the height of his powers, and the duets
with Robert Merrill are justly celebrated and continue
the tradition begun by Caruso and Scotti and carried on
with equal distinction by Gigli and De 'Luca. The
original recordings date from 1950 to 1956 and all the
duets were originally issued on 78s. They were justly
celebrated then and are beautifully dubbed onto LP.
RCA first issued them in this form in the USA in 1964,
and Istill have my American copy, but they have
obviously been re- mastered from the original tape and I
do not believe they were released at that time in Great
Britain. They are certainly very welcome. [
H: 1*]
John Freestone
PI LAR LORENGAR—Recital
10 Operatic arias
Pilar Lorengar ( sop) ILPO ILopez-Cobos
Decca SXL 6923 (£ 5.50)
The record sleeve states that these recordings were
made in 1973, so they have taken rather along time to
reach the British market. The distinguished Spanish
soprano has chosen awell varied programme, including examples by Mozart, Puccini, Verdi, Wagner, Falla
and Granados. The voice is of alovely quality and she
sings with dramatic insight. The main fault is a very
decided flutter in the voice, which makes any attempt
at true legato singing difficult. This is less objectionable
in the more highly dramatic scenes like 'Sola perduta,
abbandanata' from Puccini's Manon Lescaut or the
death of Butterfly, but when she comes to Elsa's Dream
from Lohengrin the lack of a really steady tone is a
serious handicap. Iknow that some opera lovers are
less sensitive to this particular fault than others, and
they may not find it as worrying as Idid. Apart from this
there is, as I have already pointed out, much to
recommend the record. Lorengar sings with conviction, fine vocal quality and excellent diction, and she is
well accompanied by the LPO under Jesus Lopez Cobos. Recording is good for its period. [
B: 2]
John Freestone
MUSIC AT THE TOWER
Choir of the Chapel of St. Peter ad Vincula within Her
Majesty's Tower of London I Williams I Joseph
Sentance ( org)
Abbey ABY 814 (£ 4.99) ( Cassion)
In the permanent choir there are no boys' voices:
sopranos take their place—on this occasion six in
number, with three tenors, three counter- tenors and
four basses. These are professional singers, and the
result may be said to resemble alay concert- choir rather
than ecclesiastical choir. Nor are they professionals for
nothing: there is astandard of singing here which can
be equalled only by the best of part-time enthusiasts;
and of course the tonal quality is different from the
expected sound of boys' voices.
The programme is well-chosen and entirely un hackneyed: the first side is devoted to English polyphony of the period of the Chapel's establishment, and
is mainly in Latin ( text and translation on an insert); the
second side includes Britten's Festival Te Deum and
Howells' Jubilate Deo, with Purcell and John Blow.
This is asplendid choice; and though the music has its
message, what we have here is aconcert as much as
worship.
The recording is, as usual with Abbey, very good,
and there would appear to be fewer acoustical problems than one generally finds in the great churches. On
my copy, there are hints of distortion on some soprano
notes, and some tape- hiss. [
A/B: 1] Peter Turner

PASTORAL
DUETS
AND
DIALOGUES
(1600-1650)
Emma Kirkby ( sop) IDavid Thomas ( bass) I Trevor
Jones ( bass vol) IAnthony Rooley ( Ite)
Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 575 (£ 5.50)
Neither plainchant nor polyphony permit of individual
expression or interpretation: such things have to be the
work of the group of performers with total unity.

cLassical.

Neither does either form encourage individual vocal
virtuosity; but delete the inner parts of a polyphonic
piece, leaving only the treble/soprano and bass voices
(with or without suitable accompaniment/continuo)
and at once both voices are freed for flights of fancy.
It was by this device ( though in amore complicated
way) that the pastoral dialogue came into being.
History apart, the result was acrucial development in
the song- form, enchanting samples of which are
beautifully illustrated in this utterly delightful
collection, of which the first part is devoted to English
composers: Corkine, Dowland— his marvellous trilogy
'Sorrow, stay—Johnson, Jones and Lewes; the
second side to the more elaborate and operatic Italian
school: Radesca, Falconieri, d'India, Grandi, Rovetta,
Merula. One can only say, briefly, that thereis marvellous music here.
Enchanting performances are here, too, especially
from Miss Kirkby's pure and beautifully- tuned voice.
Nor does the engineering let down the music, save
perhaps that the accompaniment is a shade overreticent when it deserves aclearer hearing. In sum: joy
unconfined. [
A: 1]
Peter Turner
IN QUIRES AND PLACES ... No. 30
Choir of Canterbury Cathedral IAllan Wicks IDavid
Flood ( org)
Abbey ABY 817 (£ 4.99) ( Cassion)
The music ranges from the 16th and 17th centuries
with Byrd, Weelkes, Gibbons and Purcell, skipping the
18th century and representing the 19th with Stanford,
and moving into our own with Walford Davies, Alan
Ridout, Christopher Brown and Malcolm Williamson
(whose 'Wrestling Jacob' is ahappy choice). Most of
the pieces are accompanied—some surprisingly—with
great restraint and appropriateness.
In the unaccompanied items, occasional insecurity is
hinted at among the trebles, and there are one or two
lapses in ensemble; but these are small things which
hardly detract from the otherwise high standard of
singing. The choir is quite large by present-day standards, and well able to produce agrand burst of sound
when called for. None of the pieces chosen is a
hackneyed war-horse, and the whole recital gives great
pleasure.
The recording is well up to Abbey's high quality:
nicely detailed and separated, with the echo well tamed
without being eliminated. On my copy there is too
much surface- noise; but overall this is a fine demonstration of English Cathedral music. The almost
complete absence of a verbal text is a pity [
A/B: 2]
Peter Turner
A LJUBA WELITSCH RECITAL
including Brahms: ' Liebeslieder Walzer'
Ljuba Welitsch (sop) I Irmgard See/rued ( sop) I
Elisabeth Hdngen ( con) IHugo Meyer- Welling ( ten) I
Hans Hotter ( bar) IFriedrich Wuhrer & Hermann von
Nordberg (pno)
World Records SH 373
(£ 3.75)
One side of the record is devoted to songs by Ljuba
Welitsch and the reverse is a dubbing of the famous
recording of the Brahms ' Liebeslieder Walzer' made in
1947. Welitsch recorded so little, particularly considering her great career, that it is important to salvage as
much material as possible to add to the small output
issued commercially. These songs date from BBC
Radio broadcasts of 1947 and Austrian Radio
Broadcasts of 1947/8 and Iunderstand that many
hours were spent in making the sound more acceptable
to the average listener. Certainly it is not up to
commercial standards but the voice comes over clearly
.enough, and what a magnificent voice it was! The
songs by Joseph Marx are particularly interesting,
since the composer was at the piano. On the reverse
side there is a really enchanting performance of the
Liebeslieder Walzer' which was enthusiastically reviewed when it first appeared, and time has certainly
not dimmed its magic. This is definitely a collectors'
'must'. [
H: 1*]
John Freestone

Not Vocal
ACADEMY ENCORES
BACH: Air from Suite 3 in D / HANDEL: ' Arrival
of the Queen of Sheba' 0 Minuet from Overture
to ' Berenice Air and Hornpipe from The
Water Music / HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto /
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MOZART: ' Eine kleine Nachtmusile o Minuet
from Divertimento K.334
•
ASMIMarriner
Argo ZRG 902 (£ 5.50)

As the title indicates, the works assembled for this
recording come from the repertoire of the academy, and
most if not all of them have been recorded by it before,
some more than once. It is arecord that will give much
pleasure. Two well- filled sides avoid the impression of
bittiness by virtue of each containing amajor masterpiece as well as some smaller movements. On the first
side, it is the Haydn Trumpet Concerto, in abrilliant if
occasionally almost brash performance, the reprise of
the slow movement's tune quite extensively ornamented; there is no indication in the information- sheet
that has reached me as to the identity of the soloist. The
second side opens with Eine kleine Nachtmusik, a
fresh, clear- textured performance marred only by a
rather bland account of the Romanze. Of the smaller
pieces, the Bach air is broad, generously- phrased, the
Handel minuet weighty but fine, and the two excerpts
from The Water Music elegant and bracing—with
superb playing in the hornpipe from hornists and
trumpeters. The recording is variable, with an edgy
quality to the brass in the Handel hornpipe, and some
constriction in the Haydn Concerto. [ B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
ARS NOVA BRASS QUINTET
PACHELBEL: Canon D Suite in B.,u Suite in G /
CHERUBINI: Eight Marches
Ars Nova Brass Quintet
RCA Erato' STU 71285 (£ 5.49)
Whether. you will rush out and buy this one depends
largely Ón whether you enjoy the characteristic sound
of continental brass players. Imust confess to finding
the sound of this French group a bit ingratiating. It's
sometimes a little on the strident side, and the continental vibrato is laid on pretty thickly. While Ihave no
personal objections to the use of vibrato, some brass
players Iknow simply can't tolerate it, and would derive
little joy from Pachelbel's infamous canon, which in
this performance does have shades of aSalvation Army
band.
The Pachelbel suites are transcriptions from harpsichord works, and very attractive they are. So too are the
jolly marches of Cherubini, evidently composed for the
brass band of the Prussian Rifle Regiment, stationed at
the time in Paris. It is surprising how much musical
variety appears in these marches, and since Cherubini's
music was well-known both in France and Germany,
the riflemen no doubt found them to their taste.
The translation of the French text is an entertainment
in itself. Pachelbel is mis translated as being ' notorious' and of Cherubini, we read 'as to the specialists in
music, they do not ignore how Beethoven admired his
ten years senior master with whom he came on
agreement to criticize ( without gentleness) Carl- Maria
von Weber.' What was that again? [ B: 2]
Colin Evans
BOURNEMOUTH SINFONIETTA
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in e, Op. 64 /
BEETHOVEN: Two Romances, Op. 40 in G, Op.
50 in F / SCHUBERT: Konzertstuck for Violin
and Orchestra, D.345
Ronald Thomas ( yin) I Bournemouth Sinfontetta I
Thomas
CRD 1069 (£5.25) ( Polygram)
The Mendelssohn Violin Concerto is already oversubscribed on record and although the performance
presented on this disc is a straightforward, sensitive
account of the work, Ronald Thomas provides no new
insights into this classic. In spite of afew moments of
uneasy tuning, Thomas generally gives a secure performance, producing his most interesting interpretation in the slow movement. Here, he avoids an overRomantic view in favour of Classical proportion without, of course, subduing the natural emotional effect.
The three works on side 2 provide fitting contrast to
side 1, though the Schubert is almost too lightweight
for the company it keeps. Thomas produces more
distinctive interpretations of these pieces and draws
from the Bournemouth Sinfonietta avery flexible accompaniment. The overall effect is helped by a
recorded sound that is distinctly better than that
afforded to the Mendelssohn; there is amore even HF
reproduction, less congestion in the louder passages,
and amore pleasing acoustic, although the same venue
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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appears to have been used for all the works. The
Mendelssohn also seems to suffer from a limited
dynamic range, but Ithink this stems from the performers rather than the engineers. [
A/B: 2]
Doug Hammond

CELLO AND PIANO
BOELLMANN: Cello Sonata in a, Op. 40 /
FAURE: Élégie p Romance I : Serenade El
Papillon/SAINT-SAENS: Allegro appassionato
D Le Cygne
Andre Navarra ( v/c) IAnnie d'Arco (pno)
Calliope CAL 1854 (£ 5.25) ( Harmonia Mundi)
The French- born Léon Boëllmann ( who died, aged 35,
in the same year as Brahms) is familiar mainly from his
works for organ, although his two principal works for
cello—this and the Symphonic Variations—reveal a
composer by no means unacquainted with the workings of the instrument. There is something of Franck in
Boéllmann's way of stating a rocking, chromatically
based phrase twice in succession ( to say nothing of a
barefacedly Franckian chain of modulations in the slow
movement!). There the parallel ends, however, for
despite some attractive ideas—notably the far-flung,
heroic theme of the first movement—it is not long
before proceedings are hampered by notespinning.
florid piano arpeggios and proud, empty gestures. At
the same time, it is difficult not to be alittle charmed by
the second tune of the slow movement, much in the
same way as one responds to the elegant sentimentality of much of Saint-Saëns.
There is something of Casals in Navarra's vigorous
attack and resiny tone, and his quiet playing, while
hardly fragile, is frequently of an appealing, earthy
beauty. The smaller pieces are wholeheartedly done,
and the recording is warm and full, although once
again, as on the Saint-Saëns Sonata disc, the cello is
arguably too closely caught. [
A/B: 1]
Andrew Keener
ENGLISH SERENADE
BRITTEN:
Simple
Symphony /
ELGA R:
Serenade in e / WARLOCK: Capriol Suite /
WILLIAMSON: Six English Lyrics•
Scottish Baroque Ensemble IFriedman I ' Yvonne Lea
(m-sop)
Abbey ABY 810 (£ 4.99) ( Cession)
Heard on the SBE's home ground—in the sympathetic
acoustic of Hopetoun House, perhaps—these performances would undoubtedly give pleasure, for there
is much that is thoughtful, alert and sensitively shaped.
Notwithstanding the unavailability of asimilar grouping, however, the formidable competition of Barbirolli,
Boult and Marriner places the newcomer at aconsiderable disadvantage. Why this repertoire? Granted, the
charming Williamson Lyrics, pleasantly sung and with
their sprightly setting of Leigh Hunt's Jenny kiss'd me,
are otherwise unrecorded, but they hardly alter the
position by themselves. The playing is generally
good—appropriately trenchant in Britten's Playful
Pizzicato and the Basse- Danse of Capri« but rather
loud and robust in the Sentimental Sarabande and
rather heavily phrased in the Elgar Larghetto. Ifound
some of the accentuation distinctly choppy ( and not in
agreement with what Elgar asks for) in the last movement. Recordings are close and clean, but not especially refined in the upper register, and with rather too
much tape hiss. [
B/C: 2/3]
Andrew Keener
HARP RECITAL
C.P.E. BACH: Sonata in G ( trans. H. Zingel) /
CAPLET: Divertissements / FLOTH UI
S: Pour le
Tombeau d'Orphee / GURIDI: Vejo Zortzico /
HOLLIGER: Sequenzen uber Johannes 1.32 /
SHERIFF: Essay for Harp and Strings'
Emily Mitchell ( harp) I Kibbutz CO ISheriff
Argo ZK 92 (£ 3.99)
In September 1979 the American harpist Emily
Mitchell won the 7th Israel Harp Contest in Jerusalem;
her First Prize was aconcert harp and the invitation to
make arecord for Argo. The result is impressive, in part
very enjoyable—but difficult to assess. The sleevenote
concentrates on the history and personalities of the
competition—Miss Mitchell herself, Noam Sheriff, and
The Kibbutz Chamber Orchestra. Almost nothing is
said about the various works performed—which is a
great pity. Iwas struck by the work by Marius Flothuis
(born 1914— Dutch composer and musicologist): a
delicate, atmospheric piece, exacting to play but re-

warding to listen to. Holliger's Sequenzen
presumably written for his harpist wife Ursula and a
mediation on St John's ' Isaw the Spirit descending
from heaven like a dove', has effective sonorities and
weird effects. Caplet's Divertissements à la française
and àl'espagnole are likeable exercises in local colour.
The CPE Bach sonata, played with crisp, springy
rhythms, has unexpected charms; but Sheriff's Essay
'Mai ko Mashma Lan' ( a Talmudic scholar's baffled
question 'What does it mean?') to my ears hangs
awkwardly between the musical worlds of east and
west. My review pressing is dogged by clicks and
crackles, with a sticking groove in the Caplet; Miss
Mitchell's strong, crisp and passionate playing
deserves better, and Ihope the finished pressings will
be free of faults. [ B: 1]
Peter Branscombe
HARP CONCERTOS OF THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY
BOIELDIE U:
Concerto
in
3 Tempi /
DITTERSDORF: Harp Concerto / HANDEL:
Harp Concerto Op. 4 no. 6
Marisa Robles (harp) IASM IBrown
Argo ZRG 930 (£ 5.50)
None of these three works is a stranger to the catalogues, but the combination of them here is likely to
prove awinner. The Handel ( more familiar as an organ
concerto) is also available on the harp from Ellis on
Oiseau -Lyre, and from Zabaleta in two performances
and three different combinations on DG labels. The
little piece goes well on the harp, and Marisa Robles
plays it charmingly. Christopher Grier helpfully points
out in his note that Dittersdorf's Harp Concerto in A is a
transcription ( and completion) of an unfinished
harpsichord concerto; its dreamy Larghetto and pretty
concluding rondo ( with touches to recall Dittersdorf's
singspiels) are particularly enjoyable. This work is also
available on Turnabout played by Helga Storck. The
Boieldieu Concerto in C ( also to be had on aTurnabout
disc, played by Marie-Claire Jamet) is lively, tuneful
and well- written; it sets full tutti against delicate harporiented chamber textures, and also contrasts a short
but impressively grave slow movement against the
brighter fast movements. Miss Robles responds eloquently and very nimbly to the differing demands of the
works, and the Academy under lona Brown
accompany very finely. The recording is, like the music,
fresh and clear. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
MACHO MARCHES
BARBER:
Commando
March /
FUCIK:
Florentiner, Op. 214 / GANNE: Marche Lorraine
/ GRAFULLA: Washington Grays / KING:
Barum and Bailey's Favorite / LEEMANS:
Belgian Paratroopers / SEITZ: University of
Pennsylvania / SOUSA: The Stars and Stripes
Forever / STRAUSS:
Radetzky March /
VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
Sea
Songs /
ZIMMERMAN: Anchors Aweigh
Cleveland Symphonic Winds IFennell
Telarc DF 10043 digital (£8.80) ( Unicorn)
The name of Frederick Fennell in connection with such
music will bring back happy memories of Mercury
productions of yesteryear that have become classics of
the genre. And, in that respect, there will be no
disappointment here. The music is played with fine flair
and uninhibited spirit and the selection speaks for
itself—agood mixture of old favourites and interesting
additions to the band repertoire. About this new digital
recording, made in the Severance Hall. Cleveland, Ohio
in December 1978, Ihave slight reservations. On the
credit side it has an impressively clean and spacious
sound; indeed, in this last respect it is quite thrilling
with that fine shimmer of resonances that good band
music should have. My slight reservation is that the
recording engineers seem to have overdone the percussion abit at the expense of the wind. It is all cymbals
and big drums, while the brass has not quite the bite
and clarity it should have and the woodwind is often
submerged beneath the reverberations of the percussion. It is impressive and distracting at the same
time. Incidentally, we are not supposed to measure
music by the yard, but for adisc costing £8.80 there is
quite ashort ration of music—about 21 minutes on one
side and 17 on the other. Having said all this, Imust
reiterate that it is well performed and should prove a
tempting proposition to rich band enthusiasts. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
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A reissue roundup conducted by Roger Bowen,
Christopher Breunig, Peter Gammond, Doug Hammond,
David Pickett and selected members of the record 'review team

Orchestral/Concertos
D ERLIOZ and

Eiger are unlikely bedU9 fellows on CBS 61891 (£ 3.39),
with Yvonne Minton singing Death of
Cleopatra (BBC SO/Boulez) and Sea
Pictures (LPO/Barenboim), each item
having appeared originally in 1977, the
Berlioz with Nuits d'Été (
76576) and the
Elgar with In the South (
76579). Our
findings are as then: moderately good
sound for each, a pleasing performance
of the Elgar, disappointing Berlioz. But as
so often with rarely heard works, probably good enough if you don't know
either and would like both. [
B: 1/2]
J.C.
From 1971 Ariola Brahma cycle,
Dresden
Staatskapelle/Sanderling,
Symphony 1 is reissued on RCA
GL25191 (£ 3.25) in brighter transfer
than the original SB: less extended and
rich in balance, though. One of the best
recommendations without first- movement repeat. [
A/B: 1]
C. B.
A seriousness of purpose informs
Beihm's performance of three Mozart
symphonies, 31 in 0, the ' Paris', 26 in Et>,
and 38 in D, the ' Prague', on DG
2542 127 (£3.75). The 1966 performances of Nos. 31 and 26 and the 1959
'Prague' show the BP() in fine form with
very polished ensemble playing and stylish phrasing from the important wood
wind parts. The recording has a good
forward image, but has a very grainy
sound—particularly from strings—when
the dynamic level rises, almost all
climaxes being marred by this. [
B/C:
1/2]
R.B
Typically brilliant performances of
Khachaturian's Symphony No. 3 and
Rimsky-Korsakov's Russian Easter
Festival
Overture
are
given
by
Stokowski /CSO on RCA GL 42923
(£3.25). The vitality of the symphony's
rhythmic design and the monumentality
of the scoring ( including organ and 18
trumpets!) is well caught on this 196e
recording which is bright and immediate,
although slightly shallow. The sound of
the filler, Rachmaninov's wordless
Vocalise Op. 34, sensuously sung by
Anna Moffo with the American SO, is
equally good. [
B: 1]
R.B.
The collection of music by Offenbach
'Orpheus in the Underworld and 7 Other
Ferourites' ( RCA 'Gold Seal' GL43193,
£3.25) is aptly reissued for the Offenbach
centenary year. This lively concert by
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Orchestra, dating back to 1956, has already done an excellent service in previous issues, not least because it includes
such rarities as Musette, the only easily
available sample of Offenbach's writing
for cello and orchestra, and the waltz Les
Belles Americaines—a souvenir of his
American trip, as well as overtures and
excerpts from his well-known operettas.
They are all played with great spirit and a
sense of fun. The recording is somewhat
harsh at times but this should not prevent
anyone from enjoying the contents.
[B/C: 1]
P.G.
1974 Ariola Schumann orchestral
cycle, with Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur,
was marred by dimness. Symphony
1/Overture, Scherzo & Finale reissue
(RCA GL25285, £3.25) shows no improvement, and Masur's literal, almost
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

routine approach makes the dynamically
exaggerated
VPO/Solti
coupling
(Decca) preferable. fC: 2/3]
C.B.
The 1966 Karajan/ Berlin recording of
Sibelius' Fourth Symphony and Swan
of Tuonela reappears on DG 'Accolade'
2452 128 (£ 3.75). The string sound is
opulent with an occasionally larger wind
sound. The double basses are particularly
rich and the sound of the different
sections is well integrated. There is some
tape noise and a bit of intermod distortion in places. Karajan's is ano-nonsense
performance and one of the strengths of
his repertoire. As an alternative Berstein
offers the opposite point of view with a
more rugged recording and the advantage of bells rather than glockenspiel in
the finale. [
A: 1*]
D.P.
'Vienna in Waltztime, Vol. 1' ( RCA
'Gold Seal' GL25263. £ 3.25) brings
together performances of Johann
Strauss II by the Berlin Symphony and
Vienna Symphony Orchestras under the
late Robert Stolz dated 1966, 1967 and
1970. Ican't place its exact equivalent as
aprevious UK issue, but deal with it as a
reissue on the strength of these dates.
Anyway it is a commendable collection
with polkas and marches and the
Perpetuum mobile to add to waltzes like
Morgenblitter and The Blue Danube, all
played with a great sense of style and
zest, as we expect of the experienced
Stolz. The sound is typical AriolaEurodisc, bold and glossy and forward in
apopular mode, clear and punchy. [
A:1 ]

enjoyment. The coupling is a fine performance of the Sinfonia Concertante,
K364, with Josef Kodousek as violist.
The sound too is generally warm, though
limited. The top tends alittle to thinness,
the bottom to boxiness, which does not
prevent a sense of overall rightness of
balance and atmosphere. [
A/B: 1] P.G.
The Beaux Arts recording of all the
Mozart Piano Trios on Philips 6768 032
(2 records, £ 6.99) first appeared in 1969
and again as pan of the complete Mozart
edition. Beautifully turned accounts of
variably important but always attractive
and entertaining music, spotlit in recording of great presence [
A: 1]
K.D.

Vocal/Operatic

-1- HERE are so few operas by Cimarosa
I currently available that it is good to
have Barenboim's 1977 performance of It
Matrimonio Segreto, with FischerDieskau, Julia Varady, Arleen Auger,
Julia Hamari, Alberto Rinaldi, Ryland
Davies and the ECO, on DG 2740 171(3
recs, £ 13.00). The execution of this engaging opera buffs is very enjoyable with
all singers in fine voice, accompanied by
some sprightly orchestral playing which
the recording does not neglect—balance
between vocalists and instruments is
good and consistent. The image is very
true and clean, and few details escape,
even from the harpsichord continuo in
the recitatives. A very commendable set.
[A/A*: 1]
R.B.
A further réissue of Gregorian Chant
(DG ' Privilege' 2547 001 £2.95) by the
choir of Beuron ( 1959) is devoted to the
Mass for Christmas Day ( the Third Mass:
Puer natus est). As with all the Beuron
issues, one notices the lack of finesse:
while the technique and notation of
Solesmes are retained, the analysis and
unification of the pieces are not pursued.
The habit of using asingle soloist for the
Versicles instead of schola cantorum prohibits the development of the melismes,
Chamber/Concertos
and here that soloist is not a fortunate
choice, especially as he doubles as
HE
IMMACULATE
Gilels/BPO/
Jochum Brahma Piano Concerto 1,
celebrant—very
inauthentidally.
The
recorded in the Jesus-Christus-Kirche
music, however, is superb, and the whole
June '71 ( Gilels had never played the
Mass, including Epistle and Gospel, is
work in public), transfers to DG
included. The Latin text is given, together
with a pathetic, modern English trans'Accolade' ( 2542 126, £3.75) at alower
level than the German originals. The
lation. [
A: 1]
P.T.
review copy was unacceptably warped,
Philips' Highlights from Mozart's
but Isuspect the substantially thinner
Cosi Fan Tutte on 6570 099 (£ 3.25)
pressings also affect the sound quality.
contains some of the finest aspects of
This is not a performance to which I Colin Davis' highly acclaimed 1975 verwarm—it is, however, generally highly
sion. Caballé and Baker make an unlikely
regarded—and the way in which solo
yet wholly satisfactory pair of young
passages come into clear focus, the
ladies, with Ganzarolli and Gedda a
instrument elsewhere recessed into the
better than usual pair of lovers. Cotrubas
texture, dates the production. [
A/B: 1]
and Van Allen make up the sextet to give
C.B.
us most of the best. The musical excelAnda's performances of the Mozart
lence of the whole canot be captured,
concertos have always been highly reonly hinted at. [
A: 1*1
K.D.
garded, and rightly. Mozart: Piano
Carl Orff's Catulli Carmine, the
Concertos
K467
and
K482 ( DG
second of the 'scenic triptych' of which
2535 317. £ 2.95) are among the most
Carmina Butane and the Trionfo di
sylish, and he manages to get K482 all
Afrodite are the first and third parts, is
onto one side. Cadenzas are Anda's own
performed by Jochum, the chorus the
and reasonably good, and his direction is
Deutsche Oper, Berlin, with Arleen
secure for the most part. Recording is
Auger, soprano, and Wieslaw Ochman,
showing its eighteen years, but can still
tenor ( DG ' Privilege' 2535 403 £2.95).
be heard with pleasure. [
B: 1]
K.D.
The 1971 performance of the work,
The Mozart 2nd Violin Concerto,
scored for soprano, tenor, chorus, four
K211 now joins Nos. 1, 3 & 5as an RCA
pianos and percussion ( might Orff have
'Gold Seal' reissue ( RCA GL25284,
heard Les Noces?!) is rhythmically spiri£3.25), previously LRL1 5084 when first
ted and melodically appealing. Thé reissued in 1975, in the fine series by Josef verberance is deliberately kept within
Suk and the Prague CO. This is Mozart in
acceptable limits despite the array of
a modern style, full of character and
pianos and indeed, the percussion could
warmth, though commendably lacking in
have been more forward and the overall
affectation. For those not obsessed with sound alittle more immediate, for the mix
period authenticity, this is an ideal set to
of percussion and vocal forces is a little
pursue. The playing glows with exhilartoo contrived. The treble vocal registers
ation and dances along with rhythmic
lose a little quality also in the upper
zest, untroubled and full of a sense of
levels. [
B: 2]
R.B.
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Whatever the merits of Orff's Oedipus
der Tyrann as music—it is essentially a
theatre work, and large tracts of dialogue,
intoning, recitative, and true melodrama
do not make it unmitigatedly interesting
listening on disc—the performance by
various soloists with the Bavarian Radio
choir and orchestra conducted by
Kubelik and reissued on DG 2740 227 ( 3
records, special price) is excellent and
aclean, spacious recording. When it was
first issued in 1967, A. J. criticised the
fact that an English translation of the text
was not provided, and 13 years later DG
have still not seen fit to include this.
[A: 1*]
D.H.
A poor second to the deleted
Svetlanov recording, 1968 Ambrosian
Singers/NPO/Buketoff
version
of
Rachmaninov's delightful 3 Russian
Folksongs (
Op. 41), with Op. 20 Cantata
Spring is on RCA GL42924 (£ 3.25).
Third time around, and still with
the conductor's own arrangement of
Tchaikovsky's 1812—usual augmented forces plus children's choruses.
Baritone John Shaw passionate in
Spring but balanced too close. Sound
otherwise bright, clean, but tapes hissy.
[B: 2/3]
C.B.
Reappearing on DG 2740 141(5 recs,
£16.50) is the 1971 Bavarian/Kubelik
Wagner Lohengrin. A good, solid lead
from James King, radiantly pure Elsa
from
Janowitz,
Thomas
Stewart's
dramatic and forceful Telramund a
workable substitute for F-D's subtle and
complex reading under Kempe ( HMV,
now SLS 5071), Karl Ridderbusch's
Henry quite superb, Gwyneth Jones'
squally and screamy Ortrud a most
unpleasant
experience.
A splendid
orchestral unity, rich depth, detail and
warmth to the sound, and on the whole
(especially for Kubelik's direction) a
splendid set. For overall first choice Istill
go for the 1964 Kempe ( VPO, Thomas,
Griimmer, Frick, F- D, Ludwig), and still
regret that the projected Kollo/Karajan
EMI set didn't happen—but here's a
second choice that enthusiasts of the
work could put in the 'also indispensable'
category. [
A: 1/2/4]
G.J.

Bravo Pavarotti is the title given ma
2- record set of reissues of arias and
concerted numbers from some of the
tenor's complete recordings ( Decca D
129D2, 2 recs). He is joined by such
distinguished artists as Sutherland,
Caballé and Home in duets and quartets,
and sings with dramatic fervour and
conviction throughout. He gives a most
sensitive performance of the ' Ingemisco'
from Verdi's Requiem and displays his
splendid top C and C sharp in 'A te o
cara', 'Spirito gentil' and excerpts from La
Fille du Régiment. The recording is very
good throughout and if you would like a
representative collection of famous
arias sung by one of the greatest of
contemporary tenors, then this will fill the
bill admirably. (A:1*)
J.F.
Frederica von Stades latest recital
is areissue of some of the excerpts from
recently issued and highly acclaimed
complete operatic recordings. Throughout, her singing is of the highest quality,
most accomplished technically and with
unfailingly lovely tone ( Philips 9500
716, £ 5.25). She is joined by other artists
including Anthony Rolfe Johnson,
Samuel Riley and Nucci Condo in some
of the concerted passages, and Iwould
particularly recommend the items from
Rossini's Otello. The recording is up to
Phlips' best standard and the unhackneyed choice of music allied to the
splendid performances should surely
make this a winner. [
A: 1*]
J.F.
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Hi-fi dealers and hi-fi enthusiasts have an
important date in August 1980: hifi 80.
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recitals by distinguished artistes, a series
of pop programmes, to be broadcast live,
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caÉsettes
reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the 'recording ratings given here
apply only to our review copies. KEY: P- Performance; R- Recording; D-Original
review of disc version, when discoverable.
BOXED SETS
J.
S.
BACH:
Brandenburg
Concertos
1-6,
BWV1046-51BP0 I Karajan- DG 3370 030 (
2
cassettes)
D: June'80. R: A natural, warm sound. P:
A straightforward account that seems not
to be in complete sympathy with the
music. [
A: 2/3]
J. S. BACH: St. Matthew PassionMathis I Baker I Schreier I FischerDieskau ISa/minen IMunich Bach Choir
er Orchestra I Richter-DG Archly
3376 016 (
3 cassettes)
D: July ' 80. R: Generally clear but some
lack of balance. P: A modern musical and
dramatic approach, good soloists, stylistically variable. [
AM: 1/2]
LEHAR: ' Die Lustige Witwe'Harwood IStratas IHollweg I Kollo I
Kelemen IDeutsche Oper Chorus IBe)
IKarajan- DG 3374 102 (
2 cassettes)
D: 1973, DV May'80. R: Rich orchestrally but voices sometimes submerged. P:
Romantic and full-blooded rather than
sparkling. [
A/B: 1/2]
MAH LE R: Symphony 9-LPO I
Tennstedt-HMV TC2-SLS5188 (
1
double- play)
D: Mar '80. R: Well- spread and rich but
detail slightly obscured, not quite star
quality. P: Highly emotional, dramatic,
effective. [
A: 1*/1]
PONCHIELLI: ' La
Gioconda'Callas ICossotto ICompaneez IVinco I
Ferraro ICappuccilli ILa Scala, Milan I
Serafin-HMV
TC-S LS5176 ( 2
cassettes)
D: 1960, DV July ' 80. R: Slightly boxy
sound, otherwise still impressive. P:
Highly- charged Callas and good supporting cast. [B: 1]
PUCCINI: ' Manon Lescour,Callas
IDi Stefano IFioravanti I Calabrese I
Formichini ILa Scala, Milan ISerafinHMV TC-RLS737 @) (
2 cassettes)
D: 1959, DV April ' 80. R: A good mono;
slight distortion of top notes. P: Callas in
fine form, Di Stefano an excellent
Chevalier. [ C: 1*/1]
SCHUBERT:
Symphony
8
'Unfinished' 0 Symphony 9 ' Great'
ORosamunde
excerpts-SPO
I
Bohm-DG
Accolade'
3374 103
(2 cassettes)
D: 1963/6/73. R: Traditional, equable
DG sound, some tape noise. P: Reliable,
unexcitable but always lyrical Btihm performances. [
A/B: 1]
VERDI: ' Luisa Miller'-Ricciarelli I
Domingo I Bruson I Obratztsova I
Howell IRoyal Opera House Chorus &
Orchestra I Maazel- DG 3370 035 (
2
cassettes)
D: July'80. R: Excellent quality. P: Full of
dramatic vitality. [
A: 1*/1]
THE ART OF DINU LIPATTI:
Recordings 1947-61 of music by Bach,
Chopin, Enesco, Mozart Scarlatti, etc Lipatti (pno) Ietc-HMV TC-RLS749
® ( 3 cassettes)
D: 1947/61, DV June'80. R: Historical,
well transferred. P: Brilliant insight. [H:
1*/1]
THE ART OF SEGOVIA: Recordings
1927-39
of
music
by
Albéniz,
Bach, Castelnuovo Tedesco, Froberger,
Grandos, Ponce, etc-Segovia (9(r)HMV TC-RLS745 €), (
2 cassettes)
0: 1927/39, DV Mar ' 80. R: Vintage,
some surface but well- transferred. P: The
performances of a master. [
H: 1*1
SINGLE CASSETTES
J.
S.
BACH:
3 Harpsichord
Concertos,
B1NV1052,
1053 &
1055- ECO
I
Leppard-Philips
'Living Baroque' 7313 002
D: 1974, DV Apr ' 80.R: Rich string tone,
harpsichord ( on tape) nicely reticent. P:
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Light and lively. [
A: 1]
J. S. BACH: Violin ConcertosGoldberg IMagyar INetherlands COPhilips ' Festivo' 7310 010
D: 1976. R: Needs bass cut, otherwise
pleasant. P: Equable. [
A/B: 1]
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
3
'Eroica"-BP0 / Cluytens-CFP TCCF P40076
D: 1960. R: Atmospheric but slightly
rough. P: Strong and dramatic. [B: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 ' Eroica'
Coriolanus-L eipzig Gewandhausl
Masur-Philips ' Festivo* 7310 165
D: 1975, DV Apr'80. R: Bass impressive,
but generally cavernous. P: Erratic. [
B:3]
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
6
'Pastoral'-Philadelphia
I MudHMV TC-ASD3864
D: May ' 80. R: Modern edited sound. P:
Polished and vivacious. [
A: 1]
BEETHOVEN:
Symphony
6
'Pastoral'- LAPO I Guilini- DG
3301 266
D: Jun '80. R: Smooth. P: Romantically
urbane. [
A: 1]
BERG:
Violin
Concerto /
STRAVINSKY: Violin Concerto in
D-Perlman IBoston SO IOzawa-DG
3301 110
D: Mar ' 80. R: Orchestra detailed, violin
prominent. P: Recommended. [
A: 1]
BERLIOZ:
Symphonie
Fantastique-NYPO / BernsteinCBS
'Maestro' 40-61910
D: 1964. R: Forward, impressive but
hard, slight hiss. P: Dramatic. [B: 1]
BIZET: Jeux d'enfants / RAVEL:
Mother Goose Suite / SAINTSAENS: Carnival of the AnimalsKarin I Fou kr
SNO I Gibson-CFP
TC-CF P40086
D: 1975. R: Bold and clear. P:
Spontaneous and full of character. [
A:1]
BORODIN: Symphony 2 / RI MSKYKORSAKOV: ' Tsar Saltan' suiteMonte
Carlo
I
Benzi- Philips
'Festivo' 7310 105
D: 1968. R. Moderately good. P: Often
exciting, but erratic. [
C: 2]
BRAHMS: Symphony 2 0 Tragic
Overture-Dresden Staatskapelle I
Sanderling-RCA
'
Gold
Seal'
GK25266
D: 1973, DV Apr'80. R: Warm but rather
muzzy bass. P: Straightforward account.
[13: 1/2]
BRAHMS: Symphony 4o Academic
Festival-LSO / BP° IAbbado-- DG
'Accolade' 3342 120
D: 1973. R: Good. P: Flowing, rhythmic,
pleasing. [
B: 1]
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1-Gilels
I BP° I Jochurn-DG '
Accolade'
3342 126
D: 1972. R: Over- reverberant and unclear. P: A good partnership. [ C: 1]
BRUCH:
Scottish
Fantasy
13
Konxertstück-Accardo /
Leipzig
Gewandhaus
I
Masur-Philips
7300 641
D: Sep ' 79, DV Mar'80. R: Rather heavy
in the bass. P: Brilliant. [
A/B: 1*]
BRUCKNER:
Symphony
5Philadelphia /
Ormandy- CBS
'Classics' 40-61818
D: 1967. R: Full but slightly edgy sound.
P: Vigorous, romantic. [B: 1]
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9-8P0 I
Karajan- DG '
Accolade' 3342 129
D: 1966. R: Sound broad, clear and
pleasant but tape hiss needs eliminating.
P: A glowing and noble performance.
[A/B: 1*]
CHOPIN: 24 Etudes, Op. 10 & 25Fou Ts'ong (pno)-CBS '
Classics' 4061886
D: May'80. R: Big- sound, reverberant. P.
Good but variable. [
B: 2]
DEBUSSY: La Mer / RAVEL: Ma
Mire
l'Oye-suite
O
Rapsodie
AUGUST 1980

espagnole -LAPO
I Giulini- DG
3301 264
D: Jun ' 80. R: Excellent and natural. P:
Masterfully handled. [
A*: 1]
GIULIANI: Guitar Works-Romero
(gtr)-Philips 7300 660
D: Apr'80. R: Superbly brilliant and clear.
P: Steady virtuosity. [
A*: 1]
GRIEG:
Piano
Concerto /
SCHUMANN:
Piano
ConcertoSolomon I Philharmonia I MengesCFP TC-CFP40255
D: 1958. R: Clangorous but remarkable
depth. P: Vivacious, searching. [B/C: 1]
HANDEL:
Organ
ConcertosChorzempa / Concerto Amsterdam I
SchrOder-Philips '
Living Baroque'
7313 022
D: 1976, DV Apr ' 80. R: Clean, good
organ sound. P: Scholarly, lively. [
A: 1]
KALMAN: ' Countess Maritza'Wunderlich I etc I Marszalek-RCA
'Gold Seal' 0K30315
D. 1962, Apr'80. R: Edgy radio sound. P:
Good, especially Wunderlich. [
C: 2]
MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony
3
'Scotch' 0 Fingal's Cave-SNO I
Gibson-CFP TC-CF P40270
D: Oct ' 77. R: Good rounded sound. P:
Good. [
B: 2]
MOZART: Piano Concertos 12 &
27-F'erahia IECO- CBS 40-78731
0: Apr '80. R: Smooth and pleasant. P:
Nicely poised. [
A: 1]
MOZART: Flute Concertos 1 & 2 o
Andante K315-41deney / ECO I
Leppard-CFP TC-CF P40072
D: 1974. R: Clear and bright. P: Crisp and
telling. [ A: 1]
RACHMANINOV: Piano Concerto 1
O Paganini Rhapsody'-Wayenberg I
Philharmonie IDohnanyi I * Binns ILPO
IGibson-CFP TC-CFP40267
D: 1963/7. R: Satisfactory, piano prominent. P: Both commendable. [
A/B: 1]
RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonatas 1
2-Ogden- RCA ' Gold
Seal'
&
GK421387
D. 1968. R: Full of curious echoes. P:
Powerful. [
C/D: 1]
SATIE:
Piano
Music-Peter
Lawson-CFP TC-CF P40239
D: Jun'80. R: Natural. P. Thoughtful and
balanced. [
A: 1]
SCHUBERT:
Overtures
Bournemouth SO I Schwarz-HMV
'Greensleeve' TC-ESD7086
D: May '80. R: Full, echoing. P: Charming
and lively. [
A/B: 1]
SCHUMANN:
Symphonies
1
'Spring' & 4--NPO I triba/-Philips
'Festivo' 7310 151
D: 1971, DV Apr ' 80. R: Crisp. P:
Satisfying and effective. [ A: 1]
SCHUMANN:
Syphonies
3
'Rhenish' & G minor ' Zwickau'NPO
I Inbal-Philips
'
Festivo'
7310 152
D: 1972, DV May ' 80. R. Clear. P:
Straightforward. [
A: 1/2]
SCHUMANN: Liederkreis, op. 39 0
5 Lieder, Op. 40-Pears I PerahiaCBS 40-76815
0: Jun'80. R: Good balance of voice and
piano. P: Sensitive. [
A: 1]
SIBELIUS:
Symphony
2Philadelphia I Ormandy- RCA '
Gold
Seal' 13K 42868
D: 1976, DV Apr '80. R: Unnatural. P:
Over- romantic. [
C: 2/3]
STRAUSS
FAMILY: 'Viennese
Night with the Hallé'-Hallé I
Loughran-CFP TC-CFP40256
D: 1976. R: Bright forward sound. P:
Zestful and enjoyable. [
A: 1]
R. STRAUSS: Don Quixote 0 ' Der
Rosenkavalier' waltzes- Torte/let I
Rostal i Dresden Staatskapelle I
Kempe-HM V 'Concert Classics'
TC-SXL P30428.
D:1974. R: Pleasantly rounded sound. P:
Excellent. [ A: 1*]
SULLIVAN: ' Highlights
from
Gilbert &
Sullivan,
Vol.
3*Glyndeboume
Pro Arte I SargentCF P TC-CF P40282
D: 1958/62. R: Good vintage. P: Good to

excellent. [ B: 1*/1]
TCHAIKOVSKY:
Symphony
6
'Pathetique'-Philharmonia IKletzkiCFP TC-C FP40220
D: 1960. R: Pleasant oldish sound. P:
Passionate, powerful. [B: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: ' Manfred'
Symphony-LPO I RostropovichHMV TC-ASD3730
D: 1977, DV Apr 80. R: Good. P:
Superlative. [
A: 1*]
TCHAIKOVSKY: 'Swan
Lake'highlights- Menuhin I Ph//harmonía I
Kurz-CFP TC-CFP40296
D: 1958. R: Fair considering age. P:
Invitation to dance. [B/C: 1/2]
VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS:
Wasps
Overture 0 Three Portraits 0 Tuba
Concerto
CI
Concerto
Accademice-LSO / Pievin-RCA
'Gold Seal' 131(42953
D: 1969/72, DV A'pr ' 80. R: Edgy. P: High
standard performances. ( C: 1]
VIVALDI:
Four
Concertos
'L'Amoroso'-/ Musici-Philips 7300
570
D: Apr'80. R: Rich string tone. P: Perfect
playing. [ A: 1*]
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons-/
Virtuosi di Roma I Fasano-HMV
'Concert Classics' TC-SXLP30419
D: 1960, pv Apr'80. R: Warm but clear.
P: Friendly excellence. [
A: 1]
WAGNER: ' Flying
Dutchman',
'Meistersinger', ' Rienzi'- Overtures,
etc
13
Siegfried
Idyll-LPO
I
Downes-CFP TC-CF P40287
D:1978. R: Powerful. P: Uninhibited. [ A:
1]
COLLECTIONS
MUSIC FROM THE MOVIES: Music
by Addinsell, Bath, Gershwin, ficizsa &
Williams-Adni (pnO) IBSO IAlwynHMV TC-A503862
D: June '80. R: Rich and full. P: Fullblooded and romantic. [
A: 1]
JOIE DE VIVRE: Music by Gounod,
Ibert & Poulenc-Athena EnsembleRCA RK25278
D: May ' 80. R: Soft sound but clear. P:
Sensitive and shapely. [ A/B: 1]
THESE YOU HAVE LOVED, Vol. 3:
Music by Satie, Delibes, Purcell, Bruch.
Prokofiev,
etc-various-CFP
TCCF P40332
0: Various, DV July '80. R: Good stanB: 1]
dard. P: Generally excellent. [
SPANISH SONGS: Music by De La
Torre, Esteve, Granados, etc-Berganza I
Larilla-DG '
Accolade' 3342 135
D: 1975, DV Aug ' 80. R: Clear. P:
Sensitive and effective. [
A: 1]
LIONA BOYD: Music by Albeniz,
Barrios, Sor, Satie, Debussy, Tarrega,
etc-Boyd (gtr)-CBS 40-73879
D: Aug '80. R: Vivid. P: Excitingly alive
and rhythmical. [
A*/A: 1*/1]
MUSIC OF SPAIN, Vol. 1: Music by
Milan, Narvaez, etc-Bream (
1(e)- RCA
RK13435
D: Jan ' 80. R: Remarkably vivid. P: Pure
joy. [
A*: 1*]
LUTE MUSIC FROM THE ROYAL
COURTS OF EUROPE: Music by
Molinaro, Dowland, Besard, etc-Bream
(/te)- RCA '
Gold Seal' GK42952
0: 1967. R: Spacious. P: Excellent. [
A:
1*]
THE COMPLETE CARUSO, Vol. 41906-7-Caruso (
ten) I etc-RCA
RK12766
D: 1906/7, July '
80. R: Historical computerised. P: Historically excellent. (
H:
1*)
PLACIDO DOMINGO / VIENNA
BOYS' CHOIR: Music by Herbeck,
Franck, Schubert, etc-Domingo IVet,'
VSO Ifroschauer-RCA RK30469
D: April ' 80. R: Warmly resonant. P:
Heart-warmingly romantic. [ A: 1]
STRICTLY FOR THE BIRDS: various
items- Menuhin I Grappelli I etcHMV TC-EM D5533
D: June'80. R: First-rate. P: Usual M & G
magic. [
A*: 1]
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ROCK

Fred Dellar

G With a monicker like that, he
had ten points on the clapometer
REAT NAME, Howard DeVoto.

even before the music press began
falling over themselves for the
honour of being refused an interview by the man considered the
most likely to do things for
Manchester since the arrival of Matt
Busby. Meantime, I've sat on the
sidelines wondering what the hell's
going on. For though Magazine, as
aband, have certainly produced the
goods, it's always seemed to me
that DeVoto himself has generally
been a dubious hero, his contributions to the whole shebang being
of less value than many would have
us believe. The Correct Use Of
Soap ( Virgin V2156), Magazine's
third album, serves to enhance my
view. For while the band function in
amanner likely to ensure them some
future place in Rock Valhalla,
DeVoto's vocals, at their best,
sound like sub- standard Bowie,
while his lyrics, acause for centrespreads in time past, cause only the
occasional mind-juggle. Not that
'Soap' is a poor album. Far from it.
For it contains such positive hit
single attempts as / Want To Burn
Again and the band's marvellously
spaced- out re- run of Sly's Thank
You ( Falettin Me Be Mice Elf
Again), along with the swirl around, repetitive jog- trot that is
Sweetheart Contract, the jazz- funk
(really!) of Stuck, and the highly
admirable Song From Under The
Floorboards, a closer which fairly
waddles to glory on the back of
Barry Adamson's superfat bass—
and that's only the album's second
side! The moral is plain. Give or take
apleasant whiff of perfume, soap is
soap and the only way to make one
brand appear better than another is
to package it with imagination. Here
DeVoto is the soap; and Magazine,
together with producer Martin
Hammett, have seen fit to provide
the kind of packaging that deserves
to have the customers queuing up in
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

droves. So, despite my lack of brief mention of two heavy metal
For
DeVoto devotion, I'll hand out a compilations—Metal
well - scented [A : 1*]
rating. Mutha's Volume , Two ( EMI
Complaints about inconsistency EMC 3337) and Precious Metal
should
be
addressed
to the (MCA MCF 3069)—the first benefiting from the enthusiasm of such
Ombudsman.
Joan Armatrading makes no pre- bands as Trespass and Eazy Money,
tence of being asongwriter of gray- who seem to know what is required
cell activating appeal. Her lyrics are of them; the second being a more
basic and easily understood. She varied assemblage of items ranging
uses the endearment ' baby' with from Steppenwolf's 1968 Born To
some frequency and rhymes ' fire' Be Wild and more recent US chunks
with ' desire' and 'true' with 'you' in of chrome like Point Blank's
Pauper
and
New
best Valentine card tradition. She Penthouse
would expect, therefore, to gain few England's Don't Ever Wanna Lose
prizes for originality, especially in You, through to rusty cuts by oldthe case of Me, Myself, I ( A&M stagers Budgie and Wishbone Ash,
AM LH 64809), for which she wrote along with a lone sample of new
material at an average rate of less British steel from Tygers Of Pan
than one hour per song, one Tang. Neither album is spectacunumber, When You Kisses Me (
sic), larly good nor amust to avoid—but
being knocked out in ten minutes the EMI set takes the verdict as [ A:
flat! Nevertheless, the album, while 2], MCA having to settle for a
not her best, is an above- average wavering [A/B: 2/3].
Meanwhile, back in lesser decibel
encounter of generally happy disposition, Armatrading having fun territory, the music of Paul Roberts,
on chirpy rockers like Ma Ma- 0- lead vocalist and main man of Sniff
Beach, named after a place in 'n'The Tears, comes as inventive,
Canuck-land; going gospel on detailed and precisely constructed
Friends, which features some gor- as the sleeve illustrations he
geous 12- string courtesy of Ricky provides for albums such as The
Up ( Chiswick
CWK
Hirsh; and spotlighting at least one Game's
true gem in All The Way From 3014). The name of the game is lyric
America (
would you believe a content and smooth, but far from
Duane Eddy- flavoured ballad?), a bland, vocal delivery, the band
fine song about phone calls that are being there mainly to prod and
full of promises but few real inten- punctuate with all the efficiency of
tions. A word in praise of some well- an SAS raid. And nowhere throughconsidered string charts, heard at out ' Game' does the formula work
their best on the closing / Need You, better than on Poison Pen Mail,
and thén, after awarding an [A: 2] where the rhythm section shuffles
rating, it's on to the subject of The tippy-toe softly in a manner beHuman
League's
Travelogue fitting an Astaire saunter, while
(Virgin V2160), the latest lesson in Roberts comes on like ajazz-altoist,
confusacrowd. Here, Sheffield's floating his remembrances of the
leading synth- trippers merge the good times over the top, keyusual array of Tangerine Dreamings boardist Mike Taylor and guitarist
with Buggles-bop and left- over Loz Netto offering what seem like
sound effects from The Empire approving interjections. Elsewhere,
Strikes Back to achieve maximum things are slightly more heated,
impact for the Branson label. But at though not unduly so. For Sniff
heart, The League are easy to live 'n'The Tears specialise in the kind of
with. In fact, they make it all too slow burn that's as gratifying as a
easy. For starters, they offer melody burning log at Yuletide, Roberts
by the bucketful. Real melody of the supplying lines like 'As Donna
sort that should make the milkmen Summer serenades the creatures of
of the world send in a vote of the night, Scott get his hair just
thanks. Then there are the dres- perfect and turns into the light'
sings, overabundant, seeking to (from Rodeo Ride) to keep the
prove that what is inconsequential flames flickering through till the
can be rigged in amanner worthy of very end. [A*: 1]
A belief in simplicity and things
.a place next to Pomp And Circumstance on the next season of the laid-back has often resulted in fine
Proms. It's still Buggles though— rock or soul. Proof of this is Booker
right down to songs like WXJL T And The MGs ( Pickwick
Tonight, a prophecy of automatic SHM 3031), a straight reissue of
radio stations caused by future The MG's debut album, originally
staffing cuts that equates roughly issued in November ' 62 and long
with Video Killed The Radio Star. since unavailable. Only 16 when he
And though The Human League
will probably grab plaudits from
many who frown on the past
exploits of Horn and Downes, I
much prefer the more blatant, more
accomplished, pop approach of
Yes' latest recruits: [ 6:2]. Next, a
Sniff 'n' the Tears
Al1G1.%ST 1980

recorded Green Onions, the album's
opener, Booker Toften sounded like
the keyboard's answer to three
chord trick guitarists. But he, together with Steve Cropper, Duck
Dunn and the late Al Jackson, knew
even then that sheer technique
mattered not a jot and that power
was the final refuge for those who
could not otherwise impress. Which
is why, some 18 years later, Green
Onions was still able to raise considerable chart action on the basis of
an airing via aWho movie: [ B/C: 1 ].
Simple or not. Iwas initially prepared to write off Dalek i's
Compass—Kum'pas ( Back
Door- Open 1),an introduction to the
electronic dickering of Alan Gill and
Dave Hughes. Their oblique vocals,
sometimes in harmony but often
off-key, allied to what sounded like
Can out- takes, didn't actually endear the duo to me. But, before I'd
realised, I'd played the album and
was into a second helping, further
acquaintance revealing facets that
I'd missed while sorting out the
invective I'd initially decided to hurl
in the direction of the robotic ones.
However, I'd liked the Electronic
Storm album, way back in 1969, so I
guess I've always been abit strange
about such things. But then, despite
their name, Dalek i don't play
musical Space Invaders, as so many
synth- kids do. They're more like
Chaplin caught up with the
machines of Modern Times, deliberately getting ensnared by
technology in order to produce a
positive
human reaction. And
though Gill and Hughes are hardly
as creative as the baggy- panted
genius, their music is still worthy of
investigation. [A*: 2]
Finally, a nod in the direction of
Hank Wangford ( Cow Pie—Cow
1), a British country- rock offering
that's original, often very funny, and
full of good music. Wangford, like
Tom Waits, a legend in his own
mind ( or, at least, in the mind of
his creator, the singer- songwriter
Sam Hutt), leads an outfit formed
from Albert Lee, Rabbit Bundrick,
Pete Wingfield, Andy Roberts,
Andy
Fairweather- Low,
Gary
Taylor,
Dave
Mattacks,
Liam
Genocky, Geraint Watkins, Ritchie
Bull, Tristan Fry, Howie Casey,
Dave Caswell, Julian Littman,
Charlie Dore, B. J. Cole ( the
album's producer) and various other
talents. And his songs owe as much
to Zappa as they do to Ernest Tubb.
Which, you've got to admit, makes
the Wangford album an intriguing
prospect [
A : 1]
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JAZZ
Ken Hyder

S

HORT OF actually hearing John
Coltrane live, the nearest I've
got to hearing that style in the flesh
so- to- speak was from aband led by
ex - Trane sideman, Elvin Jones.
Elvin was playing the best I'd heard
live, and he was pushing and kicking behind acouple of young, white
tenor players, Dave Liebman and
Steve Grossman. Grossman is
clearly a Trane disciple and plays
with asimilar robust tone. His lines
are also similar, relentlessly weaving
in and out of the changes, pausing
ocasionally to bounce off the pedal
points. His Born At The Same
Time on Owl 010 ( distributed by
The Other Labels) is full of good
Grossman. The first side is a bit
strange, though, with four of the six
tracks being under two and a half
minutes long. But flip it over and
we're into achasing the Trane piece,
A Chamada, which includes aspirited energetic duet with drummer
Daniel Humair. Bassist Patrice
Caratini and pianist Michel Graillier
are new to me. They acquit themselves very well on this album and
along with the more established
Humair
and
Grossman
they
generate an engaging fervour. The
only problem is one which also
faces the hundreds of other Trane
followers. No matter how well they
play in this style, it can seem all too
redundant when you consider that
the real thing is ' still available on
record. [
A: 2]
One of the most rounded, exquisite records you're likely to hear
at the moment is Soap Suds, aduo
album on Artists House AH6 by
Omette
Coleman
and
Charlie
Haden. What we've got here is
something approaching pure music.
All the trappings of style are pared
down to saxophone ( or trumpet)
and string bass engaged in melody
and counter- melody. Each musician' states his line clearly and
simply.
There's
no scrabbling
around to make the duo sound like a
quintet. And there's no need.
Although he's playing tenor here,
the customary Coleman sound is
immediately apparent. Much of the
material
is
ballad- like,
and
Coleman's characteristic long notes
which start phrases, bend and cry
with aplaintive quality which needs
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

no echo back-up. Similarly Haden's this form, which has become escontributions are positive and tablished mainly through this
sharp, each note measured out with German label, has become more and
more unidentifiable. Not that it matthe precision which can only come •
from spontaneity based on dues- ters very much, for music is music.
paying. This is Coleman at his most What has emerged is a working
accessible, yet there's no comprom- together of styles and approaches
ise, just a selection of certain as- which have been fused together
pects of his playing. Ican't imagine more successfully now than before.
many jazz fans with half- open Here Charlie Haden, an American
minds who'd want to run away from bassist, Jan Garbarek, aNorwegian
this music. When people can make saxophonist and Egberto Gismonti,
music like this, there's still hope for aBrazilian guitarist and pianist, perform a music you'd be hard put to
humanity. [
A: 1]
There's no doubt that Claude describe. The improvisations are
Barthelemy is an accomplished romantic and rhapsodic rather than
guitarist and bass guitarist, but his exploratory and ecstatic. Control is
Jaunet Et Encore on Cobalt CB L everywhere. It's all a bit sedate for
001 falls flat because technical dex- me, but if you have it to hand when
terity isn't enough. Many of the you're in the right mood, it can be
A*: 2]
pieces get nowhere, and all the soothing. [
At first glance Light As A
listener is left with is someone playing quite quickly. Apart of the art of Feather by Azymuth looks like
playing fast is being able to say another Brazilian jazz album from
something while you're doing it. If the Flora Purim bag. Unfortunately,
anything, his bass guitar playing is when you put it on, it comes on like
more interesting, but even then the a thousand and one other disco
impression of smart- ass lick playing thrashes. The rhythms, the sound
pervades this unsatisfying album. and the gimmicks ( like those
noxious syndrums), owe much
[A: 3]
Beaver Harris' African Drums, more to contemporary disco than
on Owl Records OWL 09, brings Brazilian music. The sound is domihome just how hard going a solo nated by synthesisers, instruments
album can be. It's hard to pinpoint which tend to defy individuality.
where the album fails. Harris, in his Saxophone players get individual
work with Albert Ayler and on the sounds out of their instruments and
earlier Archie Shepp records, has within one note they can execute
always been agood, hard working subtle variations of pitch and tone.
drummer, playing with enthusiasm But synthesisers nearly always end
and drive. He's never been strong on up sounding the same. At times this
technique and has relied on feel, album sounds like those space inand on this album he displays, vaders machines you get in pubs—
A: 3]
sadly, a lack of imagination. Any it's on Milestone M 9089. [
two minute section would stand as
The big thing the double album
areasonable solo, but he can't cut it Live at IUCC by Horace Tapscott
the
Pan-African
Peoples
for over 30 minutes of unaccom- and
panied playing. The only break is in Arkestra has going for it is the comthe title track which he performs munity spirit it generates. The big
with tenorist David Ware, and it's band seems to be made up of young
here, playing with someone, that his black musicians in Los Angeles and
drumming finally makes sense. The the difference between this band
kind of drumming Harris plays is and the white college bands is strikessentially accompaniment drum- ing. The college bands excel in
ming anyway, and on this track the precision and polish. But this team
two players generate tension and are more concerned with the guts of
excitement through a maintained the music and the feel. The solos are
barrage of sound and jagged broken patchy, but the overall sound is
rhythms. [
A/B: 2]
eclectic. But having said how
In complete contrast. Magico, worthy the project is, we're left with
on ECM 1151, is another example assessing whether the music stands
of chamber-jazz. The jazz element of up on its own or not. And the truth is
AUGUST 1980

that if you're looking for something
in this afro-american jazz bag, there
are alot better examples around. It's
on Nimbus 357. [
B/C: 2/3]
Every time we reach another
decade you suddenly realise that
things you thought of as happening
just a few years ago are actually
more firmly embedded in history.
When Ifirst got into jazz in the early
sixties, much of what Iwas listening
to on record was late fifties material,
only afew years old at that time. But
listening to Monday Night At
Birdland with bootsy players like
Hank Mobley, Curtis Fuller and Lee
Morgan, Ibecame aware that this
was a historical artifact—after all
this double album of live post- bob
jazz was recorded 22 years ago. It's
not just old music, it's music associated with social problems of its
time, and in particular the problems
facing black jazz musicians at that
time. So what does this music have
to say to us now? The thing which
hits you first of all is the directness
of the playing. The music which
came out of this hard swinging style
became fragmented and in some
ways more complex. But on this
1958 session hitting the groove was
the first objective. Propelling the
rhythm section is the underrated
Specs Wright, asubtle, tasty drummer with added bite. The main
soloists are the nutty tenor player
Hank
Mobley,
trumpeter
Lee
Morgan, and the rich, meaty trombone player, Curtis Fuller. As a
band, it's perhaps not the best example of late fifties small group jazz
playing, but as an example of ajam
session in a New York club at that
time it's afascinating and satisfying
set—Vogue VJD 565. [
H: 2]
Now sometimes jam sessions
come off and sometimes they don't.
Idon't know if the musicians on
Jean-Luc Ponty's Sonata Erotica
were part of a regular unit or not
when they recorded this album live
at Montreux in 1972, but they don't
sound comfortable. Bassist J F
Jenny- Clarke
certainly
doesn't
sound at his best, and much of what
appears on these heavily edited
sides falls into the doodling
category. Not only that, it doesn't
even sound erotic—IRI records
5008. [
B: 3]
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folk

Paul Oliver

NY regular reader of this column
will be aware that my personal
A
preferences lie with the tradition

Derwentwater's Farewell. Exceptionally well recorded, this is afitting
tribute to the Newcastle pioneer:
[A*:1/2] — it can be obtained
(£4.50) direct from 3 Pembroke
Gardens, London W8 6HS.
Unfortunately Stuart Burrows
bears a more than passing resemblance to Harold Secombe,
both visually and aurally. Yr Hen
Ffefrynnau:
Great
Welsh
Songs (Enigma Classics K53558)
is devoted to his renderings of
national songs, accompanied by
John Constable on piano. His voice
is strong and well modulated, but as
all the songs are in Welsh the appeal
of the record may be rather limited.
In fact, only Buheilio'r Gwenith
Gwyn ( Shepherding the Golden
Wheat) and Hiraeth ( Longing) are
purely traditional songs, the former
having a very appealing tune. The
style of singing tends to flatten out
the differences so that the several
Victorian songs, including the
melodramatic Galwad Y Tywysog
(The Prince's Call), written by one
Mynyddog, sound much the same.
Of its type, very well done, but it
emphasises again the need for more
authentic Welsh folk song on
record. [
A: 2]

rather than with the folk revival, and
with the latter rather than the arHaving
just
returned
from
rangement for concert presentation
of traditional music. Consequently, Germany, the sounds of Deutsche
Iadmit, the latter gets least attention und Osterreichische Volkslieder are
in the limited amount of space I still in my ears ( so are the Royal
have. Nevertheless, the early col- Garden Ramblers of Stuttgart, but
lection of folk songs and music was that's something else!). Folksongs
often wholly dependent on the en- of Germany and Austria sung by
thusiasm of classically trained The Vienna Boys' Choir ( RCA
musicians who recognised the Red Seal RL 30470) is an undoubqualities of country airs and rural ted winner. Not only is the charm of
themes. That they sought to the Boys' Choir as fresh and beguil'impove' them for the platform can ing as ever, but the arrangements
be regarded with some misgivings are so gentle and understated, the
with the benefit of hindsight, but in qualities of the folksongs so well
countless instances what we know retained by the sensitive and varied
of old traditions stems from their interpretations that it cannot fail to
legwork and transcribing. In addit- appeal. Heissa Kathreinerle with its
ion, a genre of concert versions of Alsatian dance time, or the Alpine
traditional tunes evolved as an Frei sein, beinander bleib'n ( Nice to
idiom in itself, and thrives today. So be together), with its hints of yodel
the
Swabian,
Silesian,
this month Iwant to discuss some calls,
Moravian and Carinthian melodies,
representative examples of both.
a recognisably
regional
W. G. Whittaker: Folk Songs have
and Pipe Tunes from the North character. Perhaps the boys' voices
are
a
little
light
for
Wohlist
die
Welt
Countrie (
Viking VRW 002) is devoted to the indefatigable choral so Gross und Weit, a Bozener
song
with
conductor and authority on J. S. mountain- climber's
Bach 'W.G.W.' ( 1876-1944). The accordion and cow- bell accompanrecord opens with an evocative iment, but their evident enjoyment
A: 1]
choral arrangement of Blow the projects cheerfully. [
Wind Southerly in which the song
builds to a gale of sound and dies
away. Its simplicity is matched by
Newbum Lads„but Whittaker's gift
for more complex but eminently
clear arrangement is evident on
Ca'Hawkie or The Hexhamshire
Lass, sympathetically interpreted by
the Sinfonia Chorus. Though slightly distant from the mike compared
with Marion Senior's piano, Marion
Aitchison is agreeably spirited on
The Shoemaker. Though he has a
fine, controlled voice Ifind Denis
Weatherley's bass- baritone ashade
too conventional on Gan to the kye
wi' me. For me, the record is 'stolen'
by
Whittaker's 'most
lovable'
Northumbrian pipes, played unaccompanied by Richard Butler, especially on the skipping Felton
Lonnen
or
the
magisterial
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Lieder Europas (Electrola—
EMI 1C 057-99832) is acollection
of children's songs sung by an unspecified German boys' choir. The
songs come from Russia, Poland,
Italy, Portugal and even from
Turkey. Cook ( sic) a Doodle Doo
and Old Woman ('are you fond of
carding?') are the English examples,
the former engagingly sung, the
other performed as around. J'ai vu
le Loup and a spirited Spanish
Christmas song, Al vinticini de
Desembre, are among other notable
tracks, the guitar of Fred Artmeier
being especially appropriate. The
musicians, led by Gerhard SchmidtGaden, do not dominate but provide
suitably regional settings for this
rather
remarkable
collection.
Wherever you stand in relation to
folk you'll enjoy this one. [
A: 1]
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SH359())—or have you tried to
forget them? It is astrange sound—
like one of those San Francisco
parade bands with leggy majorettes.
It was very much the dance band
style with accordeons replacing
saxes; and very much for accordeon
lovers: yet another strangely moving
vintage sound recalled with the
1934-40 recordings well transferred. The vocals are mainly by Sam
Browne. All [
H].
The latest recording by the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir who, to
judge by the regular appearance of
their discs, appear to be a popular
attraction
in
America
at
the
moment, is called Memories:
Songs America Loves Best
(CBS 61897). Quite likely these are
simply the songs that the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir wanted to record
most at the time, and no particular
Peter Gammond
research went into the choice. But it
does prompt some interesting questions. Who today finds such items
as Smilin' through, Love's old sweet
song and Let me call you sweetheart
UCH Of today's music, popu- among their best- loved songs? Is
lar, light or classical, has a there a generation of grey-haired
worried sound about it. That is why grannies and grandpas sitting in
so many turn back to earlier record- rocking chairs and enjoying this
ing days to find abit of that natural Black and White Minstrel sort of
grace and beauty that offers the repertoire? The actual generation
battered mind a moment of relax- that grew with these songs has
ation and good humour. Maybe it is almost gone. Middle-aged nostalonly musical escapism, but we have gians, born in the 1920s and 1930s,
plenty of the sterner realities to deal will have heard them from their
with. These thoughts came to mind parents. The younger generation
when Ilistened to the first tracks of still sing them with gusto at getThe Okeh Sessions 1923 (
World togethers and on pub- outings.
Records SH358), which brought There is little sign that these songs
back the sounds of the King Oliver have ever been ousted by the curCreole Jazz Band with the young rent pop favourites which, mainly,
Louis Armstrong en second cornet. are just not singable. The merit of
If this music once sounded crude these songs is not merely their age
and blatant it now seems eminently but the fact that they have melodies
relaxed and civilised, the innocent which suit the average vocal chords
sound of jazz before it became too very well; and sentiments that may
self-conscious, too much straining be sugary but have eternal qualities.
after effect. The lines are clean, the The Mormon Tabernacle Choir sing
music direct and full of honest them with polished conviction and
A: 1 ]. Further proof of
emotion. A real tonic. World lasting style: [
Records' other retrospective offer- the lasting qualities of the songs of
ings this month include Easy to the 20s and 30s is to be found in
Remember (
SH355Q) in which Phil Kelsall's Blackpool Singthe Great British bands play Song (EMI NTS196), in which anot
Rodgers
and
Hart—Gibbons, too well organised crowd indisAmbrose, Hylton, Roy and Stone tinctly mouth over sixty such songs
taking us back to the years 1927 to in rapid succession, accompanied
1940. It is interesting to note the by Phil Kelsall on the Tower
Ballroom organ. Except as amemoir
advancement in recording techniques over this period that ac- of a Blackpool holiday this seems
companied the decline in spon- such an amateurish and monotontaneity; but a splendid collection! ous effort that it is difficult to see it
Percival
Mackey's
Band giving lasting pleasure. [B: 3/4]
Hinge and Bracket at Abbey
1925-1931
(
World
Records
SH356®)
is
a comparatively Road (EMI NTS201) finds these
neurotic experience when listened two ' ladies' in rip-roaring form in
to after the regal poise of King front of an invited audience in a
Oliver. It takes us nearer to the world programme much of which has
of Red Nichols and Miff Mole with been seen on TV from other venues.
its choppy rhythms and eccentric Whether or not we revere and
ensembles and solos. But is is a honour our light classics it is still
good flavour and a good vintage good to send them up occasionally
with Mackey's piano leading in a and realise that their strength comes
ragtime vein. As usual in these band from an avoidance of their weakselections we get an interesting and nesses. When the cracks are mercilessly revealed the laughs are forunexpected range of period repertoire
from
standards
like tunately with the victim rather than
Christine's Valentine to The Blue at him; and Hinge and Bracket do it
pipes of Pan. And then do you all with the utmost good humour.
remember George Scott-Wood They are aided by the celebrated
and
The
London
Piano Tewkesbury Ptolman and Stackton
Accordeon Band (
World Records Tressle Choir. [
A: 1]
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10 pickup cartridges
reviewed by Noel Keyvvood
HERE'S no shortage of ideas in pickup cartridge design at present, and
no shortage of new cartridges springing from them. It wasn't difficult
TIto find
ten products for this report and they were undoubtedly an
interesting bunch to review.
The group contains two conventional moving- coil designs, the Coral
MC81 and Fidelity Research FR1 Mk 3F. Both of these need step-up
devices, which may be either asmall headamp or aspecial transformer.
Generally speaking Ifeel that the former is preferable in terms of pure
sound quality, although there are one or two transformers about ( e.g.
Ortofon T30) which are the equal of most good headamps in sound
quality, whilst being superior in their lack of noise. When considering
prices and value, remember to take into account the extra cost of astep-up
device with these m- ctypes.
Attempting to gain the attributes of the conventional moving coil
cartridge while avoiding its prime drawback of low output, high output
m- c designs are steadily increasing in popularity—at least with manufacturers. Technically, they appear to be an excellent cross-fertilisation of
techniques, but in practice the sound quality has often been disappointing. There are two in this group, the Satin M11 7S and Westrak 501 PH.
Satin have also provided their high- output range with auser- replaceable
stylus system, so skirting the other major drawback of most m- ctypes. The
Westrak does not boast this feature.
And then, of course, there is the ever- popular moving- magnet type,
represented by the remaining six products within this group. They are the
Empire EDR9, Ortofon LM30, Nagaoka M P50, Glanz MFG- 71E, Shure
M97 HE and Goldring G9001GC. Sometimes considered inferior in sound
quality to the best m- c types, the moving- magnet cartridge remains
enduringly popular for its low cost, high output ( relatively speaking) and
user- replaceable stylus.
Is the moving- coil cartridge inherently better? Curiously, the property
responsible for its low output—necessarily few coil turns—is also
responsible for an inherently flat frequency response. The moving- magnet
type has, in contrast, a falling electrical response at high frequencies
which then has to be compensated for by arising mechanical response.
This is acompromise that has traditionally affected sound quality—albeit
only very subtly in the best models. It isn't commonly appreciated, either,
that moving- coil cartridges are no less efficient as generators ( often more
so) than moving- magnet types. In power terms ( this takes into account
cartridge impedance) a typical moving- magnet cartridge will deliver
around 5 nW. For example, the Ortofon LM30 in this report would deliver
4.3 nW ( nano- watts, or 10 -9 W) into a matched load. In contrast, the
Coral MC81 delivers 9 nW under the same conditions, whilst the Westrak
delivers an enormous 40 nW. Load- matching an m- c cartridge with a
step-up transformer gives a signal-to-noise ratio advantage, ignoring
possible hum pick-up. Unfortunately we don't load- match m- ccartridges
when using aheadamp, so this advantage is often lost. Nor do we loadmatch moving- magnet types, since there would be a rolled- off treble
output due to their high inductance ( all those coil turns again). All this
complicates matters, If, however, the LM30, or any other of the m- m
cartridges, were as efficient as the Westrak it would deliver no less than
11 mV output.
Squeezing more output ( volts) from the m- c cartridge in order to
eliminate the need for atransformer or headamp is just one current line of
development. This is achieved by employing more coil turns, a more
powerful magnet and an efficient magnetic circuit. Coil position along the
cantilever has an effect too, but there is a balance to be struck here
between output and effective tip mass, the latter controlling both tracking
ability and smoothness of response at HF. Increased coil turns without
suffering a weight penalty is achieved by use of ultra- thin wire, usually
made from aluminium, or even silver, instead of copper.
But while some companies are busy putting more turns on moving- coil
cartridges, others have taken the opposite approach and are busily taking
turns off the coils of moving- magnet cartridges! This reduces coil
inductance and gives the electrical generator section of the cartridge a
more easily matched HF output. Technics have had most success in this
respect, reducing coil inductance on their EPC-100C Mk 2 movingmagnet unit to 33 mH while still maintaining enough output to feed an
amplifier directly. Of the moving- magnet types in this report. Glanz have
achieved low inductance 'since the magnetic circuit is not aclosed circuit
from the point of view of the side of the coil', as they claim in their patent.
This gives the MFG- 71E tested here an inductance of 120 mH, which is
very low compared with acommon m- m figure of around 600 mH. The
effect is to extend the usable HFresponse of the generator, when feeding a
47 k amplifier input, to around 60 kHz. Empire point out that their
cartridge . is unaffected by amplifier input load, and in fact the EDR9
H1- 1e1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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displayed ameasured impedance at 1kHz of 2.5 k, giving it an inductance
of around 380 mH, which is still low. The other four moving- magnet
types, from Goldring, Shure, Ortofon and Nagaoka, all possessed inductance values ranging from 500 mH to 700 mH—fairly typical values.
Before leaving this look at the basic generator and changes being made
in it, Ishould quickly point out that Ihave been using the term ' moving magnet' generically, meaning all electromagnetic cartridges that don't rely
on the moving- coil principle. There are many systems where alightweight
permeable armature is attached to the cantilever and strong magnets are
then placed in the body to form amagnetic circuit ( variable reluctance) or
induce magnetism ( induced- magnet). Other names are to be found for
variations on these principles, such as Ortofon's Variable Magnetic Shunt
(VMS), for example.
The components that all cartridges have in common, irrespective of
operating principle, are astylus to trace the record groove and acantilever
to transmit the movements of the groove to the generator in order that a
signal may be produced. Since 1971, when Norio Shibata started filing
world patents for his novel stylus shape, we have seen asteady flow of
proprietary designs that attempt to achieve the same end of extended
groove contact along the vertical axis of the stylus. The general approach
is to reduce the radius of contact ( in the fore-and-aft direction) in order to
minimise tracing distortion, but extend the length of contact ( up the two
groove walls) in order to avoid excessive pressure on the elastic vinyl. Nine
of the ten cartridges here feature special styli. The odd one out is the MFG 71 E from Glanz, but Glanz do make a line- contact version designated
M FG - 71 L.
The Shibata tip was popular until the last few years, when modifications
of the shape ( doubtless carrying the advantage of patent avoidance) have
been employed by most large companies. Shure have their Hyperelliptical
tip, Empire the LAC ( Large Area of Contact), and Ortofon their FL ( Fine
Line) tip, to name but afew. Many of the new designs are quite different
from the basic Shibata. Shure's Hyperelliptical, for example, is symmetrical in plan view. Goldring have just adopted another new shape,
called the Van den Hul, discussed in Basil Lane's article ( p. 75).
In practice, early Shibata and Parabolic tips would spit and crackle and
were often quite upsetting; they often produced afairly coarse sound too.
Diehard proponents of these shapes claim that the nastiness they can
produce is actually recorded into the groove and is proof of their superior
recovery of information, an argument that is difficult to counter! However,
experience suggests that the problems with these tips may be as much a
function of accuracy in grinding, smoothness of finish, or alignment on the
cantilever, as due to the nature of their basic shape. Ihave for example yet
to be offended by an Ortofon line contact tip, whilst Ihave heard both
good and bad versions of Stanton's 881S. My inference is that every
cartridge should be judged on its merits; even different samples of the
same model may show variations. Line contact styli are very sensitive to
arm height adjustment, and VTA adjustment.
The subject of variability brings me to the tests that were carried out on
these ten cartridges. The responses of three versions of each cartridge
were recorded to check on sample variability. The results for nine of the ten
can be seen in fig. 1and are discussed in the text relating to each model.
(The tenth, from Fidelity Research, was a late arrival.)
In addition to variation between samples, some cartridges are noticeably affected by temperature. ( Ihave now tested, for example, four
Nagaoka MP5Os and not only do results vary between samples, but they
also vary with temperature.) In all instances, an increase in temperature
produces an increase in treble output due to softening of the cantilever
hinge. Whilst the particular sound character of acartridge may remain the
same in these circumstances, improvements in tracking and treble quality
may be detected.
Although Ifeel it is necessary and useful to subject hi-fi equipment to
critical objective test work, the subjective assessments arrived at through
panel listening tests still remain of prime importance, especially with
transducers such as pickup cartridges or loudspeakers. It is for this reason
that Irarely bother to expound in any detail the nature of measurements
carried out. It is hazardous to try and draw any conclusions about sound
quality of a cartridge from test results alone, since the tests we can
currently apply just aren't sufficiently comprehensive. Furthermore, no
reliable information exists on the link between objective performance and
subjective effect in pickups. But from my own experience Ican offer afew
guide lines. Frequency response is important, and adeeply falling uppermid- band will produce a dulled, closed- in sound. An Flf peak will
produce scratchiness or anasty edge, but agentle fall in response at high
frequencies will generally make a cartridge sound smooth and silky,
provided there is no peak. Treble humps are anew characteristic in high
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Fig. 1—These sample variabi iy graphs show variation in frequency response
between three samples o each cartridge.

grade pickup cartridges, especially with moving- coils, and if not too
violent may make aunit sound clear and exciting—initially. But the sound
is likely to become fatiguing and unnatural after awhile.
Listening tests were spread out over two days, and Iwas delighted that
this time we could use apair of Mission 770s as monitors. They proved to
be lucid and beautifully sweet. As before, we used two Pioneer PLC590
turntables feeding aHitachi HCA-7500/HMA-7500 pre-amp/power amp
combination. One turntable carried areference cartridge, in this instance
an Ortofon MC20 Mk II, which was used only as a steady transfer
standard' not as astandard of goodness. Long sequences of music were
played for relaxed listening and then shorter ABs were used to highlight
certain types of effect. Musical excerpts used were as listed just below.
Finally. Ishould point out that to avoid feedback the turntables sat on a
2cwt sand- filled shelf attached to outer structural walls. Also, to avoid the
influence of lateral tracking error and related distortions, each cartridge
was aligned on an ADC magnesium headshell with extreme accuracy,
using an Elite alignment protractor. The listening panel of four could not
see and were not told which cartridge they were listening to.
Recordings used in listening tests:
'Showpieces for the Violin': Hanson/Brown Enigma 53537
Richard Strauss: '
Waltzes from Der Rosenkavalier': Dresden
StaatskapellelKempe ASD 3074 (
now reissued on SXLP 30428)
Practical Hi-Fitest and demonstration record: '
News'—Dire Straits; '
Don't
hang up'—/Occ Philips 6840 010
Fleetwood Mac: Rumours—' Go your own way' Warner Bros K 56344
Discs used:were consecutive pressings from the same stampers
Test discs: JVC TRS 1005 & TRS 1007

The stylus carrier is positioned and hekl by two small Allen screws
which, in Nagaoka's words ' has eliminated occurrence of resonance at the
replaceable stylus section and improved sound quality'. The stylus
cantilever is of boron for strength and it sports a 'superelliptical' stylus.
The quoted optimum tracking force is 1 - 3g and at this setting the
cartridge rides a reasonable distance off the disc surface, allowing it to
clear ripples and warps without difficulty. The high body weight will
swamp the potential of a low- mass arm, but to use a high- mass design
could be disastrous. Low to medium mass types are the most suitable.
The cartridge does not have an integral stylus guard, 'which is to be
expected in view of Nagaoka's worry about vibration, and both cueing and
stylus cleaning were unobstructed and straightforward.

Measured performance
Recommended loading for this cartridge is 47 k in parallel with 100 pF,
which means that low- capacity signal leads are essential. When feeding
this load the output begins to fall in the upper mid- band, with avariation
of 1dB or so between samples. As Imentioned in the introduction,
though, the M P50 is temperature sensitive and can reach - 3dB in a 'cold'
room ( below 20 ° C). The MP50 generator has a high mid- band impedance of 3.8 k, suggesting a high inductance of around 590 mH. This
contributes to the HF roll- off. Low tip- mass puts tip- mass resonance at
25 kHz, so failing to hold up the output within the audio band. This is the
normal expedient for achieving a flat response with high- impedance
fixed- coil cartridges.

FIG. 2A

(a) Distortion produced ( 2nd and 3m1 harmonics) on
lateral modulation of 44.8 pm peak amplitude at
300 Hz.
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Nagaoka M P50
The MP50 tops a large range of cartridges from the Japanese company
Nagaoka. It works on the induced- magnet principle, with a small
permalloy tube attached to the top of the cantilever and amagnet placed
directly above it in the cartridge body to induce afield in this element. The
claimed advantage of this system is reduction of effective tip mass, the
permalloy element being lighter than a magnet.
There are a number of unusual features on the MP50 that indicate a
degree of attention has been paid to the more obscure points of cartridge
construction. The body is of ' impacted aluminium' and has flat, parallel
sides which facilitate accurate alignment. At 9git is very heavy, although
within the 10 g upper limit of many tone arms.

Nagaoka
MP 50:
Typical
selling
price £ 79
Importer: J. Osawa 8i Co ( UK) Ltd,
10 Forge Court. Reading Road. Yateley,
Camberley. Surrey
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Increasing the capacitance to 300 pF brings up the mid- band at the
expense of extreme treble, these results being shown in the upper traces of
fig. 3a. It is worth experimenting with higher capacitance. The in- band
response.of this cartridge is quite reasonable, with no peakiness.
Separation between channels was poor and unbalanced, suggesting a
restricted image width but strong central images. But practice doesn't
always accord well with theory in this area.
High body mass and high compliance caused the LF resonance to be
low at 6 Hz ( fig. 3b), with the cartridge mounted in aLustre GST801 arm
(with ADC headshell), the effective mass of which is 21 g. Mounting the
MP50 in a low- mass arm of 6g would, due largely to its own weight,
result in afrequency change factor of x1.4, moving the resonance from
6 Hz to 8.4 Hz. This illustrates the limited benefit of using alow- mass arm.
Tracking ability was reasonable at 300 Hz but relatively poor in the midband. Distortion on lateral modulation was fairly low at 0-8% ( see fig. 2a)
and on vertical modulation was the lowest of the group at 3.5%, due
largely to its vertical tracking angle of 18°. This lies towards the lower end
of the I
EC limit of 20° + 5° and close to the US preferred cutting angle of
15*. The figure looks like agood compromise. Output was much higher
than Nagaoka's spec, but comparable with that of similar cartridges at
4.6 mV for 5 cm/sec rms modulation velocity. Channel balance showed
an error of 1dB, which is acceptable.
Listening panel results
The MP50 was auditioned in both listening sessions to check the
continuity of the subjective assessments. On both occasions it was
marked down on treble coloration, but the panel were confused about the
cause. Treble clarity was placed close to that of the reference and there
was some ambivalence in judgements here. The panel consistently judged
the mid- band as slightly murky or thick in coloration, but in spite of this
unanimously marked it up for clarity, feeling it had a lot of detail and a
good dynamic. Poor mid- band tracking was pinpointed, though. Bass
was rated as ' powerful', although the quality was judged to be better in the
first session. Image precision and depth were liked, with comments on the
solidity and clarity.
On tracking, the cartridge was liked in the initial session and rated upon
the reference, but this situation reversed on the second session, when it
was marked down.
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Traces top to bo tom: Response ob ained through experimental load ng; L&R
responses with recommended loading; L&R crosstalk; Lateral response left
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Ortofon LM30. typical selling price f50
Importer: Harman UK Ltd, St. John's
Road. Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks

Since stylus height is 15 mm, lower than normal, an increase of 2.5 mm on
this figure is generally for the better, decreasing vertical tracking angle and
so reducing distortion.
The LM30 works on Ortofon's patented Variable Magnetic Shunt
principle, which has many similarities to induced magnet types, with, in
this instance, a ring magnet placed concentric with a lightweight
permeable element on the cantilever. A line contact stylus is used and
recommended tracking force is 1-5 g. As with most Ortofon cartridges,
disc clearance is limited, but the compliance is not great and bottoming
should not be a problem. A higher compliance (' H') version of this
cartridge is available. Generally, it is best to match this cartridge with low
or medium effective mass arms. With a6garm the resonance would occur
at around 11 Hz, for example.
The stylus guard is removable and cueing unobstructed as a result.
There were no problems in mounting this cartridge.
Ortofon recommend that this unit, like all their non- moving- coil types,
work into a high capacitive load of 400 pF. Padding capacitors that clip
onto the output pins are available.
Measured performance
Overall response of the LM30, shown in fig. 4, shows the steadily falling
HF output, with a 2dB drop visible on the left channel. Other samples
were better than this, though, with slightly less treble loss. Reducing the
capacitive load makes matters worse, as the top trace shows. However, the
overall characteristic is asmooth one and separation also proved to be
wide, even at 20 kHz, the point of tip- mass resonance. There was some
additional HF loss on vertical modulation, but since the lateral response is
much like the left/right response, the stereo stage will remain coherent. As
fig. 4shows, the output drops rapidly above 20 kHz, effectively attenuating the distortion products. The LM30 gives avery clean treble signal on
test, primarily for this reason. The LF resonance occurred at 7 Hz ( 45°
mod.), suggesting a medium compliance value of 22 cu. Ortofon quote
compliance as 25 cu ( 10 Hz, lat. mod.) which is a relatively good
correlation considering the variables involved. Dynamic compliance is
similar to static at these frequencies.
Tracking performance was good at LF and in the mid- band. As usual
with Ortofon cartridges, lateral distortion levels were low, but asurprisingly high vertical tracking angle of 28° on the review sample pushed
distortion on vertical modulation to 7.4%.
Output was extremely high at 6.9 mV for amod. velocity of 5cm/sec
and this provides agood S/N ratio. The cartridge may run one or two older
preamp designs into overload, though, especially at HF.
Listening panel results
The LM30 was auditioned twice during the second listening session to
gauge the consistency of results within the session—and it gave the panel
ahard time! It was rated down against the reference on treble coloration,
while some sibilance effects were noted together with a 'flat top- end' with
'HF roll- off'. On treble coloration it was rated close to reference, with some
disagreement as to whether it was marginally better or worse.
The mid- band was liked for its smoothness and lack of coloration and it
was also rated very highly for its detailed, clear and precise delivery. In this
respect the panel felt that the LM30 excelled. Bass delivery was
considered clear and free of ' boom'.
On both image precision and depth the LM30 was rated very highly,
with 'secure' and ' precise' images and good depth. Stereo imagery was
praised for ' better placing' and lateral precision, although there was some
feeling on asecond sample that it suffered loss of depth. But overall, the
LM30 was liked and was marked up for its imaging abilities.
Tracking was also liked, but with areservation about HF spitching from
one panellist. Another thought it was very 'confident' on violins, however,
and on balance the unit was rated more highly than the reference.
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FIG. 39

LF & HF response and below separation. The HF response shows he tip
resonance frequency.
From their overall comments the panel were generally ambivalent in
their feelings about this cartridge. It was liked, but with reservations.
Generally, the mid- band was liked for its clarity but people were upset by
the treble. The cartridge has an identifiable tracking problem and this was
certainly a contributory factor in the reservations expressed.
Measurements showed that even before mistracking occurred, third
harmonic distortion began to increase significantly and two panel
members noted that they could hear the distortion with this cartridge.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Ortofon LM30
The LM prefix of this cartridge refers to its most obvious distinguishing
feature: Low Mass. Being of such small size and low weight does make it
(and the LM20) aperfect practical embodiment of acartridge designed to
accord with current theories on the advantages of low total effective mass
in any arm/cartridge combination. The benefits are improved warp riding,
reduced sub- sonic output, smaller dynamic variations of tracking force,
and lower distortion. A weight of 2.7 g is at least half that of most
competitors and this will on many occasions lead to difficulties with initial
arm balancing. If this is the case, then extra weights fitted under the
cartridge can be used. One is 1mm thick and weighs 1-6 g, while the other
is 1.5 mm thick and weighs 2.2 g. These are capable of increasing
cartridge weight to amaximum of 6.5 g, afigure most arms will cope with.
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Taking_
the headames
out of hi-fi
STEP ONE
Until now, buying aphono
cartridge has been adifficult decision.
You could choose the superb sound —
and high price tag — of amoving coil
cartridge. Or you could elect the
economy and adequate hi-fi
performance of amoving magnet
cartridge or other magnetic cartridge
type. But GLANZ Moving Fluxcre
Systems have made decision easier.

output voltage. This phase distortion
results from aphenomenon known as
magnetos friction or magnetic time delay.

The Moving Flux We'
cartridge.

In the pole pieces of any magnetic
cartridge this non- linearity translates
into musical sound that is reproduced
with less than full fidelity.

It's astate of the art breakthrough —
anewly patented principle in cartridge
design which uniquely combines the
performance characteristics of the very
best moving coil transducers with the
economy of moving magnet types.

Like amoving coil...
Glanz Moving Fluxe° cartridges
convert stylus mechanical motion
directly into electrical energy Musical
detail is more clearly reproduced than
with moving magnet designs. That's
because moving magnet cartridges and
all other magnetic types have an in-built
source of phase distortion — the pole
pieces that transfer magnetic energy
from the stylus to the output coils as

Write for our free brochure
for technical specifications on
the Gltmz MF Series.

Dr. Heinrich George Barkhausen
discovered magmetostriction over 80
years ago. He found that iron, because
of variations in size, shape and
alignment of its molecules, becomes
magnetized in discrete stops rather than
in asmooth, linear manner.

Moving Flux cartridges, like the
movine coil, eliminate this source of
distortion by eliminating pole pieces
and thus ensuring that the flux is cut
directly. The results are clearly audible.
Sound quality is effortlessly transparent
with the kind of spatial detail and
imaging qualities that you would expect
from the very best moving coils.

Unlike the moving coil...
Glanz Moving Flwe cartridges
exhibit very high output and thus do not
require transformers or head amps,
which in themselves can introduce

noise, hum, various forms of distortion
and signal degradation. The extremely
low inductance and load impedance of
MFee' systems permits proper matching
to any magnetic input stage, obviating
the need for special loading modules or
modifications. And unlike the vast
majority of moving coils, you can
replace the stylus assembly yourself but
in away which guarantees that no signal
loss can occur through the kind of loose
fitting, characteristic of many
user- replaceable systems.

We could tell you so much
more...
About our patented single point
suspension system. Or about our
innovative stylus/cantilever geometry.
Or about the high-trackability
characteristics of each of our seven
models. Or about our unique three year
guarantee.
Or about the fact that Glanz MF''
systems range in price from £15.70 to
£86.40. But perhaps the best thing to tell
you is that you can hear the results for
yourself from any of the selected Glanz
dealers throughout the country.
A Glanz Says It All.
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Profi Audio Imports, 8Harforcl Street, Norwich NR1 3AY. Tel: (0603) 616221
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mid- band output and treble by amild amount, as shown in the upper trace
of fig. 5. An extreme treble fall is then produced, however.
Separation measured well and was balanced between channels.
Frequency response on lateral and vertical modulation was very similar to
that at 45° ( ie, left and right channels), giving the stereo stage an even
tonal balance.
Altogether, the G900 measured extremely well in the important area of
frequency response. Furthermore, the sample variability graph ( fig. 1)
shows very good stability of behaviour in this area.
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Goldring G900IGC
The G900IGC is arelatively new product from Goldring which uses the
basic G900 moving- magnet generator system, but is equipped with a
special Van den Hul line- contact stylus of minor ( contact) radius 4.5 pm
(see p. 75). Like Ortofon, Goldring have paid attention to keeping
cartridge weight down to aminimum and all the G900 series units weigh
just 4g. As with the LM30, this is likely to cause problems with arm
balancing, particularly on integrated record decks from Japan. Unlike
Ortofon, though, Goldring don't supply any additional weights to counter
this problem. Consequently, arm compatibility should be checked.
Iexperienced no problems in fitting the G900IGC. Its removable stylus
guard allows aclear view of the stylus in use for accurate cueing, and disc
clearance is reasonable for successful warp tracking.
Goldring recommend atracking force of 1.25 gand aload capacitance
of 150 pF-200 pF, both figures easy to achieve in practice.
Measured performance "
With the recommended load, frequency response was very flat, exhibiting
just agentle upper mid- range dip of less than 1dB. Above 10 kHz the right
channel remained flat, but the left output peaked slightly to + 1dB at
16 kHz. Increasing capacitive load had the useful effect of raising upper

Goldring G900IGC: typical
selling price f60
Manufacturer: Goldring
Products Ltd, Anglian Lane,
Bury St Edmunds IP32 6SS
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LF & HF response and ( below) separation. The HF response shows he tip
resonance frequency.
On overall ratings one listener enthused about the LM30, describing it
as ' nice, sweet, smooth and detailed'. Another thought it had more finesse
than the reference, while a third accurately described it as a movingmagnet with a line- contact stylus(I) and said it sounded thin. All three
gave it a good overall rating, but the odd man out thought that the
cartridge was generally more lifeless on virtually all material and preferred
the reference.
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LF & HF response and below) separation. The HF response shows he tip
resonance frequency.
Tracking performance was excellent at 300 Hz and exceptional at
1kHz, where the unit was almost alone in coping with asine- wave signal
at 25 cm/sec rms.
The level of distortion produced on lateral modulation was highest of
the group, and this was repeated by a second sample, so it is not an
isolated problem. Performance relative to the other cartridges in this
respect is shown in fig. 2. It is impossible to say what effect this might have
on reproduction—other factors such as tracking performance appear to
have a far greater influence than harmonic distortion—but coloration,
coarseness and grittiness are all possible manifestations. Unfortunately,
both samples tested also suffered heavy distortion on vertical modulation,
8% or more, due to the high vertical tracking angle of 27°.
Output was adequate at 4.4 mV for 5cm/sec modulation velocity, and
this figure tallies with Goidring's spec. Channel balance was good,
displaying 0.6 dB error.
Unfortunately the first sample of this cartridge was abandoned when
the stylus assembly collapsed, although two later samples didn't suffer
this weakness; but taking into account the high compliance of 28 cu at
45° ( compliance is lower vertically), low body- weight and limited disc
clearance, the G900IGC is obviously best suited to low- mass arms.
Listening panel results
Perhaps the most astonishing thing about the listening session with this
cartridge was the degree of unanimity it drew from the panel on just about
all counts.
Treble coloration was marked down against the reference for a ' brittle'
quality and some 'spitch and edge' on vocals. Surface noise emphasis was
also noted by two people. However, the cartridge was rated highly for its
HF clarity, with 'excellent definition and detailing'. Mid- band performance was liked for a 'sweet' quality, for 'good clarity', ' openness',
'excellent definition' etc.
The panel were equally complementary about bass performance, feeling
it was tighter than the reference and both 'strong' and 'clean'. The praise
continued into image precision-and depth, where the unit scored very well.
Tracking performance was rated above that of the reference, although
one listener was worried about the possibility of HF mistracking.
The G900IGC was liked by all members of the panel for its clarity, open
121

rendition, better dynamics, pleasant bass quality and generally sweet
sound. The presence of aline- contact tip was detected, however, and it
probably had a bearing on both the surface noise and treble coloration
comments
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Glanz MFG-71E
As with Nagaoka, you may not have heard of Glanz. It is aproprietary name
used by aJapanese company called Mitachi, who provide components
under sub- contract to many of the better known Japanese hi-fi manufacturers. Their product catalogue contains many familiar looking items!
The MFG- 71E boasts several unusual features. It is amoving- magnet
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Glanz MFG- 71E: typical selling price £ 72
Importer: Prof iAudio Imports,
8 Harford St, Norwich NR1 3AY

generator where the magnetic flux directly 'cuts' the signal coils, rather
than via pole- pieces and a magnetic circuit. This, and a one- point
suspension of novel design which supports the magnet at its centre of
gravity, Glanz claim to be advantageous.
The cartridge is light at 5.5 g but should balance out with most arms. I
had no trouble in fitting the cartridge, but with the pivoted stylus guard up
in its playing position you cannot see the stylus and there is no guiding
mark. The cartridge rides close to the disc and will not clear serious warps.
Glanz recommend atracking force of 1.25 g and acapacitive load of
100 pF. However, the generator has such a low impedance that it is
relatively insensitive to load.
Measured performance
Frequency response, shown in fig. 6, was flat within + 1dB limits on both
channels from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and free from peakiness. In this, the MFG71 Ewas much like Goldring's G900IGC. Not unexpectedly, increasing the
capacitive loading to 400 pF had absolutely no affect ( see the top trace).
Separation between channels was wide and well balanced, but there
appears to be a mild resonance at 8kHz which causes separation to
decrease and the frequency response to dip. The tip- mass resonance
occurs at 30 kHz, validating the claims made for low tip- mass, the
energising magnet being pivoted at its centre of gravity. ( Such elements
are usually placed either in front of or behind the pivot, increasing effective
tip mass.) Response on lateral modulation exhibits a suckout at 8 kHz
which could affect central images and cause veiling.
LF resonance occurred at 6 Hz, which places dynamic compliance at
26 cu. This is moderately high and, together with limited disc clearance
and low body mass, suggests that the cartridge is best fitted to low or
medium mass arms.
Tracking performance at 300 Hz was excellent and in the mid- band
quite exceptional. The MFG - 71E cleared a 1kHz torture track with an
alacrity that sets it apart in this area.
Glanz claim low distortion figures for this cartridge and again their
claims are proven. It was best of the group on lateral modulation and fared
very well on vertical. The vertical tracking angle was very nearly correct at
21°.
In spite of the unusual generator system the Glanz produced a very
healthy 5-4 mV at 5cm/sec, with negligible channel imbalance. The
sample variability graph shows little variation in performance between
units.
Listening panel results
Like the Goldring G900IGC, this cartridge had a particularly strong
character about which panel members were virtually unanimous. Treble
performance was marked down against the reference for being 'tizzy',
'edgy' and ' forward'. But two panel members accurately identified the
fairly smooth, peak- free treble response. In spite of the feeling of some
coloration, the cartridge was rated up for treble clarity, but two listeners
thought that it sounded forward in this area. Definition was thought to be
good, possibly as a result of this forwardness.
All listeners thought the Glanz suffered some mid- band coloration and
it was marked down in this area. But in spite of this the mid- band was rated
highly for its clarity.
LF performance excited much more comment than usual. Everyone
thought it large and possibly a trifle boomy. However, it was liked for
clarity and extension. Overall, the Glanz was liked for its bass performance
and was marked up strongly against the reference.
Image precision was felt to be good and rated highly. One member
thought that central images were particularly strong. Image depth was
placed on par with the reference.
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Tracking was correctly identified by all listeners as being extremely
good and rated accordingly.
Generally, the panel were in agreement about the nature of sound
quality from the MFG- 71E. It was liked but described as 'tonally
unbalanced', and ' lacking in subtlety' and ' less delicate' than the
reference. The cartridge was given ahigh overall rating, but the panel were
suspicious about the 'accuracy' of the sound.
Shure M97HE
The main distinguishing feature of Shure's M97HE is its 'dynamic
stabiliser', an innovation first seen on the V15- IV which comprises a
hinged guard with a brush that sits on the disc surface just beyond the
stylus. The hinge is lightly damped and the stabiliser performs no less than
five distinct and useful functions: it carries the arm over warps; minimising
tracking force variations; acts as adamper, controlling arm/cartridge LF
resonance and reducing subsonic output; comprises a cleaning brush
and static remover; and protects the stylus assembly if the arm is dropped. I
have tested and used many Shure cartridges fitted with the device and it
has always performed faultlessly. The stabiliser can be clipped up if not
wanted, or flipped down to guard the stylus.
At 6.8 gthe cartridge is moderately heavy and certainly not in the lowmass league. It is fitted with Shure's Hyperelliptic stylus which Isuspect is
very similar to types described as Superelliptical, where the basic elliptical
shape is improved to give asymmetrical shape—like the Van den Hul, but
unlike the Shibata. An optimum tracking force is not quoted, but arange of
0.75-1.5 g suggests that 1g is asensib1e. figure to begin with.
The stabiliser obstructs aclear view of the stylus, but awhite cueing line
is provided. Ihave not experienced any problems mounting or using the
M97HE and it rides warps extremely well, due to both the stabiliser and
good disc clearance. Recommended capacitive load is 200 pF-300 pF.
Measured performance
Considering Shure's preoccupation with aflat response for the V15 series,
Iwas surprised at the significant upper mid- band droop of the M97HE.
seen in fig. 7. This type of roll- off is usually a result of high signal- coil
inductance and it is not surprising that avalue of 700 mH was highest of
the group. This gives the generator a — 3dB point at 10.7 kHz when
working into asimple 47 k ( against 60 kHz for the Glanz for example).
Two other samples supplied to check for variability were slightly better in
their response characteristic. Increasing capacitive loading doesn't help
matters, as the top trace shows.
Separation was good, although somewhat unbalanced—atrait Ihave
also noticed in the V15- IV. Tip mass resonance occurs at 21 kHz. Both the
lateral and vertical response curves are identical to the left/right characteristic, providing atonally balanced stereo stage.
The LF resonance occurred at 5 Hz, which suggests avery high dynamic
compliance figure of 36 cu. The dynamic stabiliser compensates for this,
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Shure M97HE: typical selling price f57
Importer: Shure Electronics Ltd, Eccleston
Road, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6AU

though, allowing usage in most arms. This device worked very well and
effectively controlled the resonance, reducing the subsonic output by
6dB. In theory at least, this sort of LF control should also reduce
distortion.
Tracking performance at 300 Hz was excellent, but the M97HE was
inferior to both the Glanz and Goldring in the mid- band, although by
current standards it managed well enough.
Shure's claim for low tracing distortion from their Hyperelliptical stylus
was verified by measurement, shown in the block graph of levels for lateral
modulation in fig. 2. But while Ihave measured low lateral distortion on
many occasions. Ihave consistently found vertical distortion to be very
high. This is always due to ahigh vertical tracking angle of 28°-30°. The
M97HE tested here was no exception, producing no less than 11%
distortion due to its VTA of 28°.
Output was good at 5-5 mV for 5cm/sec rms, with achannel balance
error of 1dB, which is acceptable.
Listening panel results
The Shure was singularly different in sound quality and produced astrong
reaction from the panel. The first sample, responsible for the measured
results, was auditioned in the first listening session. Because of its
measured response Iarranged for asecond sample to be auditioned in the
second listening session. The panel likèd the first sample more than the
second, but there is evidence that the first reduced surface noise—to be
expected from its falling response. However, the second sample had atip
problem and increased surface noise in spite of afalling response.
On treble coloration the first sample was marked up against the
reference for lack of peakiness and asmooth quality, although one listener
accurately noted an ehf lift' ( extra high frequency lift), due to tip- mass
resonance ( fig. 7). The second sample was marked down on treble
coloration due to a 'veiled' or 'opaque' quality.
The pattern was repeated for treble clarity, where the first sample was
marked up as ' less sibilant', 'clean' and 'clear. But the second sample was
SHURE M97 HE
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marked down for loss of detail, particularly at low levels.
Mid- band coloration on the first sample was, overall, rated on par with
the reference, but differences of opinion set in here. Two listeners marked
the M97HE up, but whilst one said it was 'smooth', the other said it 'was
full bodied to the point of being unreal'. The remaining two panel
members marked performance down in this area, saying it sounded
'recessed' and lubey'. On the second sample mid- band coloration was
firmly marked down as 'dulled and hollow sounding, but smooth', and
'opaque and coloured'.
On mid- band clarity the first sample was again liked and marked up
overall, although one listener disagreed. It was described as forward',
'rounded' and ' open'. The dissenter said it was 'coarser' than the reference.
The second M97HE produced another rift in the panel on mid- band
clarity, since two marked it up and two down. However, one person who
marked it up made the qualification that although vocals were 'clear and
smooth', they were also 'forward and bland'. Those who marked it down
made broadly the same observations.
Low frequencies were marked down on both the samples for coloration.
On clarity, though, the cartridge received a more complementary appraisal. Generally, both samples were rated well for their slightly exaggerated but clear bass.
Stereo imagery was liked on the first sample for asecure quality and
clarity, but the panel were less happy about the imagery on the second
sample, feeling it was 'flat' and ' phasey'.
Tracking performance was rated highly on both samples of the M97HE,
so Shure's reputation for trackability was sustained.
Overall impressions of the first sample showed that the panel liked it but
harboured considerable reservations about its accuracy. Iworry that the
mid recession is giving the sense of ease, but is also taking away some of
the detail. On balance it was marked up against the reference.
Two listeners said the second sample emphasised noise. Generally, the
second sample was criticised as ' bland', ' lacklustre' and 'contrived' in its
sound.

Satin M117S
This cartridge is unusual on two counts: it is amoving- coil type, but has
sufficiently high output to be connected directly to an amplifier—and the
stylus is user- replaceable. Thus the M117S skirts two of the major
drawbacks associated with moving- coil designs, yet offers true m- c
characteristics.
It has avery low output impedance of 40 ohms and this makes it loadinsensitive and removes frequency limitations from the fundamental
generator.
The stylus carrier is held in place by its own magnet, housed within the
cartridge body, and in practice only the stylus cantilever assembly is part of
this removable section—the signal coils remain within the body. The
alternative system, now used by Audio Technica for example, is to render
the cantilever and signal coils removable, making signal connections
through miniature contacts between the carrier and cartridge body.
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Satin M117S: typical selling price f138
Importer: JOsawa & Co Ltd, 10 Forge
Court, Reading Road, Yateley,
Camberley, Surrey

The M117S is very heavy at 9-3 g and may prevent some arms from
balancing out, although most will accept cartridges up to 10 g. There is no
integral stylus guard and the tip can be seen for accurate cueing. Disc
clearance is sufficient for competent warp riding.
The stylus fitted possesses avery small contact radius of 5pm ( 0-2 mil)
and is described as a 'Super Elliptical'. No optimum tracking force figure is
provided, but a wide range of 1-2 g is quoted. We used 1.7 g. The
cartridge will normally be loaded by 47 kwhen feeding an amplifier direct,
but any load down to 40 ohms is quoted as suitable. Load capacitance is
of no consequence with such a low output impedance.
Measured performance
The most notable characteristic of this cartridge's response, shared by
other moving- coil units, is the lack of an upper mid- range suck- out that is
suffered to agreater or lesser extent by most fixed- coil designs. The Satin
has avery smooth response, punctuated by asmall treble lift of 1dB above
10 kHz (see fig. 8a). The trace of response up to 50 kHz in fig. 8b suggests
that the tip- mass resonance occurs at 30 kHz, although channel separation starts to deteriorate within the audio band.
Separation between channels was, however, good and well balanced
and the response proved flat on both lateral ( central images) and vertical
modulation.
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LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
Remember how, last time, we were
telling you that, when it comes to
the purchase of Hi -Fi, you do have a
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The twin peaks visible at LF resonance are produced by the different
vertical and lateral compliance values, the former being 7cu and the
latter 13 cu. These are very low values, but the mean figure is in
accordance with Satin's quote of 10 c.u. Due to its weight and low
compliance the Satin is best fitted to medium or high- mass arms.
Tracking at 300 Hz was excellent, but this performance wasn't repeated
in the mid- band where the M11 7S failed to clear high levels. Distortion
levels on lateral modulation were on the high side ( see fig. 2), but the low
VTA of 19° ensured good results on vertical modulation. Overall, the unit
managed well in these tests.
Output was low at 2.6 mV for amod. velocity of 5cm/sec, although in
accordance with the manufacturers spec. However, the Satin will effectively short- out the input of an amplifier, thus reducing noise by many
decibels compared with high impedance fixed- coil designs, and this
should ensure that a good S/N ratio is achieved. Channel balance was
within 0.5 dB, a low figure.
Listening panel results
On treble coloration the panel were unanimous in marking the M1175
down against the reference. On treble clarity it was also marked down, two
panel members detecting an HF peak. But criticism wasn't strong in this
area.
SATIN M-1175
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The panel also felt that the Satin was coloured in the mid- band and
consequently it was marked down against the reference. Clarity was also
rated as poor, with a 'confused rendition' and somewhat ' bland' quality.
Bass output was felt to be fairly free of coloration, but lacking some clarity.
It was also marked down. Image depth was judged to be poor and the
panel also marked image precision down.
Generally, the M1175 was thought lifeless, bland and somewhat
coloured. It was unanimously rated down against the reference—heavily
so by two panellists, who thought it was ' much worse' in performance.

Westrak 501 PH
Like the Satin Mil 7S, the Westrak 501 PH is ahigh- output moving- coil
type. Unlike the Satin, however, the Westrak does not have a userremovable stylus assembly.
A curious feature of the 501 PH is its low height—so low in fact that it is
supplied with afibre shim that can be placed between the cartridge and
the headshell. Height from mounting face to stylus tip is 13 mm, to be
compared with acommon figure of 18 mm ( although Ortofon's LM30 is
only 15 mm). The fibre washer isn't necessary with arms that are height
adjustable of course, unless the headshell is taller than the cartridge.
Fitting the 501 PH is afiddle, since you cannot easily hold the mounting
nuts unless the fixing screws are inserted from beneath to pass up through
the headshell. This apart, the cartridge will fit most arms, although it is of
low weight at 5g. As Ihave already mentioned, there are one or two arms
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Westrak 501 PH: typical selling
price £ 109
Importer: Howland West Ltd.,
3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0
that won't balance properly with cartridges weighing less than 6g.
The stylus is a special elliptical shape and a tracking force range of
1.2-2.4 gis quoted, which is rather wide. No optimum figure is given but,
like the Satin, it is wise to start at 1-7 g.
With acoil impedance of 80 ohms the Westrak is not load- sensitive and
tests showed that it worked well down to 100 ohms. It is, of course, meant
for direct connection to an amplifier and input capacitance will be of no
consequence.
The Westrak was easy to use and could be cued accurately onto adisc. It
supplied with a thin removable plastic cover. Its biscuit- tin shape is
reminiscent of the Decca London.
Measured performance
The 501 PH chosen for measurement returned aresponse that was flat to
6kHz, after which output rose to apeak of 3dB at 9 kHz, which should be
very audible, and then fell somewhat to aplateau of + 1dB or so to 18 kHz
(see fig. 9a). The crosstalk curves suggest that the peak is due to a
subdued resonance in the mechanical system, since separation drops
suddenly at this point. We used this cartridge in the listening tests, but
unfortunately the sample variability graphs show that of all those tested,
this model varied most in response. The two other units measured returned
aflatter response, free of the 9 kHz peak.
Tip- mass resonance occurs at 24 kHz and there is afurther resonance
out at 46 kHz that brings output back up to 0dB level. This cartridge could
drive some poor amplifier inputs into supersonic overload!
LF resonance occurred at 9 Hz, giving the 501 PH adynamic compliance value of 11.5 cu. Because of its low body weight and low
compliance the cartridge should not be fitted to arms of effective mass
below approximately 12 g, otherwise the large lift of 10 dB at resonance
will begin to affect audio band response. This means that the 501 PH is
most suited to medium and high- mass arms.
The cartridge tracked moderately well, failing to clear only the highest
level bands at 300 Hz and 1kHz, irrespective of tracking force.
Distortion on lateral modulation was moderately low, but the high
vertical tracking angle of 26 0 made matters worse on vertical modulation.
In spite of this, the graph ( fig. 2) shows that overall the 501 PH still
performed fairly well in this area.
Considering that the Westrak is a low impedance m- cunit the output
level is astonishing, being ten times higher than most other m- cdesigns.
At 3.6 mV output it was even higher than some fixed- coil types, and
channel balance showed a negligible 0-3 dB error.
Listening panel results
The panel were divided on the matter of treble coloration with the Westrak,
and generally mild in their opinions. Two listeners marked it above the
reference but two marked it as worse, the only complaint being about
sibilance. Treble clarity was felt to be better, overall, than the reference,
and on balance the panel quite liked its treble performance.
In the mid- band some slight coloration, described as boxy, was
observed and also a certain degree of forwardness—which is hardly
surprising considering the 9kHz peak. It was marked down against the
reference as a result. To balance this, though, the panel liked mid- band
clarity, one person accurately noting that a 'slight presence plateau brings
up detail, such as breath on voice'. Another thought it 'delicate and sweet'.
On bass coloration and clarity the Westrak fell from grace, being marked
well below the reference on both counts. In quality, the sound Was
described as 'woolly' and a 'bit muffled' while in clarity it was rated as
'hazy', 'weak' and of 'less impact' than the reference.
The panel were again mild in their observations on imaging qualities. It
was rated on par with the reference for image precision, and although one
person thought it had a'wide, easily constructed stage', another thought it
'vague'. There was agreement over loss of image depth, however, and the
unit was marked down accordingly.
Tracking was thought to be better than the reference, but one listener
thought the Westrak experienced difficulty with recorded sibilance.
Three listeners liked the Westrak and marked it up overall, although with
reservations. One thought it emphasised surface noise and said it ' lacked
coherence', while a second found it ' more forward'. The person who
disliked the cartridge thought it gave a ' leaden rendition of music'. In spite
of this criticism, though, he still said it was 'quite a neat performer' and
otherwise had no vices.
Howland- West have complained that reviewers of the 501 PH have
come to differing conclusions about it. Considering the wide variations in
frequency response between samples this is not really surprising, and it is a
point to bear in mind with respect to this review.
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Coral MC81: typical selling
price £ 50
Importer Videotone,
98 Crofton Park Road,
London SE4
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Coral M C81
The MC81 is aconventional moving- coil cartridge and needs astep-up
device. Both a headamp and atransformer are available from Videotone
who, Ishould mention, now sell all their products directly to the publicand
not via retailers. The signal coils have alow impedance of only 6ohms and
are mounted on aberyllium cantilever which also carries aShibata stylus.
Body weight is low at 5 g and my comments about arm balancing apply
once again.
The stylus assembly is not removable and this cartridge must be returned
if the stylus needs replacement.
The tracking force requirement is fairly high, with a quoted range of
1.8-2.3 g, but no optimum figure is provided. Recommended load is given
as 20-100 ohms, which can be provided by most transformers or
headamps.
The MC81 is easy to fit and use and Iexperienced no difficulty with
cueing, since you can get a clear view of the stylus. A removable stylus
cover is supplied. Disc clearance is good and the unit warp- rides safely.
Measured performance
Like the other m- c cartridges in this report, the MC81 suffers no upper
mid- range suckout. A characteristic it also shares with them is treble lift
due to the tip- mass resonance, and this can be clearly seen in fig. 10a.
Output is strongly maintained right up to 50 kHz, so it will feed supersonic information into the preamp and with one or two inferior types this
may cause overload.
As you can see from the plot, the Coral only moves out of tight + 1dB
limits above 12 kHz, so it ranks highly within this group for response
flatness.
Separation was good between channels and moderately well balanced,
although the right channel suffers slightly more breakthrough at HF than
the left. Frequency response on lateral and vertical modulation was
identical to that at 45° ( left and right channels), ensuring an even tonal
balance across the stereo stage.
For an m- c cartridge, the MC81 is fairly compliant at 20 cu.
Consequently it can be used with most arms. There will be some LF lift in
the audio band if it is used with an arm of less than 6g effective mass,
though ( and that includes the SME3009111).
Tracking performance was good at 300 kHz but mediocre in the midband, even at the highest recommended tracking force of 2.3 g, and there
seems to be little advantage in using this cartridge at more than 2.
g.
Distortion was high on lateral modulation and Iwas surprised to see
more third harmonic than second; usually the second harmonic is
dominant. Odd harmonics such as third are generally thought to cause
more distress than even ones. A vertical tracking angle of 24°, within I
EC
limits, allowed the Coral to do fairly well amongst the group on vertical
modulation, with second harmonic distortion predominating—as with the
126

other cartridges.
Output, lor alow output' m- cdesign, was relatively high at 0.47 mV for
5 cm/sec modulation velocity and the output level from both channels
was identical.
Listening panel results
the panel felt that treble output from the MC81 was a bit coloured and,
although not being too upset on this score, marked it down against the
reference. They did, however, feel that treble clarity was good, commenting that the cartridge was ' clean' and ' detailed'. The cartridge was
marked up on this count.
The mid- band was consistently criticised for ahollow, brittle and grainy
type of coloration Two people praised the cartridge for mid- band
clarity but one added the rider that clarity was enhanced by atreble peak.
One person thought it fatiguing for much the same reason.
Bass output was judged to be a little light, and it was felt to be
occasionally muddled, or less open' with " less clarity'.
Little was said about imagery relative to the reference, and on balance
the panel thought the two cartridges similar in this respect.
Tracking performance was rated on par with the reference, but one
person commented on ' sibilance splash' whilst a second noticed ' HF
mistracking'. Both seemed to be identifying the same thing here, so
although the Coral generally came through well on subjective assessment
of its tracking performance, its measured weaknesses appear to be just
detectable at times.
On an overall rating all panel members found the MC81 cartridge
reasonable to listen to, yet one listener thought it was'let down by its bass'.
One thought that it didn't quite compare with the reference on any
parameter, while another thought it better than the reference in some
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respects and worse in others, and therefore marked on par saying that he
didn't personally like the cartridge due to occasional brittleness caused by
an ' HF peak'. This suggests that the treble lift of the Coral is clearly audible,
and it was common to all samples. So, although the panel broadly agreed
on the nature of sound from this cartridge, they reached slightly different
conclusions about it.

Fidelity Research FR-1 Mk3F

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR- 1
Utt
Ii

Ode

—

101

—

1111 to

The FR- 1Mk3F is aconventional moving- coil cartridge and needs astepup device. A matching transformer is available with high and low
matching input impedances, the low input being for cartridges of 3-10
ohms. The FR- 1Mk3F has an impedance of 10 ohms. The stylus assembly
is not user removable.
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Fidelity Research FR1 Mk3F:
typical selling price £ 97.75
Importer: Wilmex Ltd, Compton
House, 35 High Street, New
Malden, Surrey
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The cartridge is very heavy at 10 g, marginally the heaviest in this group
in fact, and as Ihave already mentioned, this is just on the upper limit with
most pickup arms. Weight apart, construction is normal and Iexperienced
no problems in fitting it into ordinary headshells.
A line- contact stylus is fitted and Fidelity Research advise that the
cartridge should be tracked at 2g only. They say that for optimum
performance this value must be adhered to. The stylus is clearly visible in
use, and the stylus cover is removable. Disc clearance is adequate.

FIG.1113
LF & HF response and ( below separation. The HF response shows the tip
resonance frequency.

Listening panel results
It's best to point out immediately that whilst three of the listening panel
found that the FR- 1gave an acceptable sound, the fourth thought its lack
of upper treble output worked against any possible benefits. Clearly,
matters would have been better without the recommended capacitors.
On treble coloration the FR- 1 was generally liked by three members
Measured performance
who thought it 'better around piano and strings' and 'dim, but more
Frequency response proved to be much the same in its basic çharactermusical'. It was marked up slightly against the reference as aresult. The
istics as that of the other m- cunits in this report, with aflat mid- band,
fourth thought it 'dulled and grey' and marked it down. Treble clarity was
treble peak—this time at 7kHz—and upper- treble plateau. In fact only the
liked, too, with comments like ' less spitching' and ' better detail' but the
left channel of the test sample provided areasonable upper treble output.
dissenter thought it worse than the reference. The others thought it
The right output fell away rapidly above 10 kHz, to 5dB down at 20 kHz.
slightly better.
This is rather excessive, and although detail should be enhanced by the
Three panellists thought that the mid- band wasn't coloured and rated it
7kHz peak, listeners with extended HF hearing could expect some dulling
just above the reference, but the fourth described it as ' hollow sounding,
on upper partials, particularly frorrumetallic percussion instruments.
closed- in and veiled'. On mid- band clarity the FR- 1was firmly marked up
Unfortunately, this cartridge was a latecomer to the group, being
for detail and an 'open presentation', but again the dissenter thought
brought in to fill agap caused by the non-appearance of another. It had to
otherwise and whilst acknowledging 'forward, smooth vocals', stated that
be tested after the listening panel sessions, during which we used it as
'violin was hopelessly dulled and blurred'.
advised with acapacitive load of 1.51JF between cartridge and transLittle comment was made about bass coloration and the cartridge
former. This further emasculates the treble output of course, pulling
received arating that put it on par with the reference here. The bass output
left channel output 7dB down at 20 kHz and right channel 9dB down.
was considered large, though—'more musical' and 'clear'.
The main resonance occurs at 40 kHz, a very high figure, so this is
Stereo imagery was rated as 'solid' and ' precise' and the panel liked this
another cartridge with strong supersonic output. There is apossibility of
aspect of the FR- 1better than the reference. On image depth it attracted
HFinput overload with some poor preamps, although output is lower than
less comment, however, but it was rated just above the reference.
that of the Coral.
Tracking was judged as more 'secure' than the reference.
Separation is wide, particularly in the mid- band, and crosstalk is equal
Overall, three panellists said that they liked the sound of the FR- 1,
on both channels. Frequency response on lateral and vertical signals was
describing it as ' musical', with ' moving- coil type qualities' and ' natural on
much the same, producing atonally coherent sound- stage.
LF resonance occurred at 5Hz, seen in fig 11 b, suggesting that the FR- 1 voice'. Treble loss was noted by two of the three, but neither seemed to
think it serious enough to mar the good qualities.
is unusually compliant, the calculated dynamic compliance being 30 cu.
There will be little benefit in using low- mass arms, since cartridge mass
will 'swamp' them, and high- mass arms are best avoided too. The FR- 1is
•In fact, there had been some confusion about the required loading. The old FR1 Mk3 did
require1.5pF but the newer version, suffixed F. should not. Readers should bear in mind
best fitted to medium- mass arms.
that, in any case, this is not an extreme capacitance value, given the very low source
The tracking performance of this cartridge was exceptional by any
impedance of m- ccartridges.—Dep. Ed
standards and it was on par with both the Glanz and Goldring.
Distortion on lateral modulation was average in level, with ameasured
value of 0.3% ( see fig 2). Fidelity Research claim an extremely low VTA of
15° in their specification, doubtless for the US market where this figure
was acommercial standard. The I
EC Standard of zy is more practical and
Empire EDR9
more widely adopted now, and measurement showed that the FR- 1did in
Empire incorporate what they call a 'tuned stylus' system in the EDR9
fact possess aVTA of 24°, which helped to keep distortion on vertical
where, by incorporating aminiature iron bar within the cantilever tube just
modulation down to areasonable level.
above the pivot, the problems of 'vinyl- tip' resonance ( HF resonance of
Output from the cartridge, unloaded, measured 0.22 mV at 5cm/sec
tip- mass against disc vinyl) are 'solved'. Shure use asimilar resonant subrms, which is afairly low figure. The unit needs to be used with amatched
system on the cantilever of the V15- IV, so Iam surprised that Empire claim
transformer if sufficient gain is to be obtained. Channel balance error was
to have developed this innovation, although of course 'dtveloped' is
small at 0.6 dB. Due to the late arrival of this cartridge in the group, only
different from 'invented'! Both companies use this clever mechanical
one sample was tested.
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200 Tuner £ 114.35
300 Tuner £ 145.30
30L DD Turntable £ 146.95
40FL DD Turntable £ 239.95

"New,
compact,
and powerful!'
R.E.D. Radio Hi- Fi Centre
11 Olive Street, Sunderland.
0783 72087

103 Moving Coil Cart. £83.95
103S Moving Coil Cart. £92.83
103D Moving Coil Cart. £ 139.50
PMA 400 Amplifier £ 149.96
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IN Tangent Monitor TM3 £ 129.95
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I.N
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£225.00 Ariston RD 11S
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....
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Empire EDR9: typical selling
price £ 98
Importer: Hayden
Laboratories Ltd, Hayden
House, Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St Peter, SL9 9EW
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system to mask the effects of the tip resonance.
The EDR9 is avariable reluctance cartridge with apermeable element on
the cantilever and field magnets in the body. It weighs only 5.3 g, so may
produce balancing problems in the odd arm or two, although most will
accept cartridges of this weight
Empire fit an ' LAC' or Large Area of Contact stylus and quote atracking
force range of 0-75-1.25 g. Although no optimum tracking force is
quoted, a figure of 1g is best adopted initially. Recommended load
capacitance is 150 pF, but Empire claim that the EDR9 is not sensitive to
load and with ameasured mid- hand impedance of 2,500 ohms suggesting
an inductance of around 370 mH, this claim appears justified.
A hinged stylus guard is fitted, but this swivels right up out of the way
and doesn't obstruct accurate cueing. Ihad no difficulty in fitting or using
the EDR9 and good disc clearance allows it to warp ride easily.
Measured performance
For afixed- coil cartridge the EDR9 is unusual in having aresponse free
from upper mid- range droop, as you can see in fig. 12a. In fact it measures
much like the m- cunits in thisreport, displaying asmall treble peak of 1dB
at 8kHz and from then on staying within + 1dB limits to 20 kHz.
Obviously. Empire's tuned stylus system works well and provides the
response tailoring they claim.
Increasing capacitive loading up to 400 pF caused aslight increase in
treble output from 8kHz upward, seen in top trace of fig. 12a.
The plot of response up to 50 kHz ( fig. 12b) shows no definite tip- mass
resonance point, but another run with increased disc speed to take the
upper limit to 68 kHz showed that output does fall very rapidly after
50 kHz.
Separation was good on the left channel but there was some crosstalk
breakthrough onto the right channel. Lateral frequency response was
similar to that of the left and right channels, suggesting atonally balanced
stereo stage. Vertical response shows some treble loss.
Dynamic compliance was 26cu and the cartridge is best suited to low
and medium effective mass arms. Tracking was competent, although not
exceptional: the unit baulked at the highest levels, but it is on apar with
most of the competition in this area.
Distortion on lateral modulation was high, as fig. 2a shows, and a
second sample produced the same levels. Empire quote avertical tracking
angle of 20°, but it measured 31° and caused high distortion on vertical
modulation. Again, this pattern was repeated with asecond sample.
Output level was normal at 4.7 mV for 5cm/sec rms modulation
velocity and channel balance good at 0.8 dB error.
The sample variability plots, fig. 1, show that HFresponse of the EDR9
changes between samples. One unit peaked up to + 2dB at 10 kHz and
then output fell away to - 3dB at 20 kHz. There is approximately 3dB
variation in output at 20 kHz amongst the three samples tested. Iwould
expect slight differences to be detectable in the sound between samples
due to this effect.
Listening panel results
The panel felt that treble was tinged by ' hardness' or ' harshness' and rated
the ED R9 more coloured than the reference. They did not agree over treble
clarity, though, two rating it down, while two rated it up for being 'clear'
and 'detailed'.
There was little criticism of the mid- band coloration, although a 'slightly
metallic tone' was commented upon and, on balance, the unit was rated
just below the reference. It was also marked down on mid- band clarity,
but overall the panel were not very critical here and one person remarked
that it was good in this respect.
Bass was felt to be ' lumpy' and 'uneven', but also more powerful than
the reference. As a result the cartridge was marked down below the
reference for bass coloration but on par for bass clarity.
The overall rating for stereo imagery was below that of the reference,
although again the criticisms were mild. Image depth was rated just below
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FIG. 12B

a.

LF & HF response and ( below) separation. The
resonance frequency.

HF response shows the tip

the reference. Tracking ability was rated as equal to the reference, but
some sibilance was commented upon.
Overall, the EDR9 was rated down against the reference. One listener
thought it had atip problem due to emphasised surface faults, and that this
also caused asomewhat harsh treble. Another thought it lacked mid - range
body. Two people thought the upper top was missing overall, but one was
upset by atop end 'sting', which was undoubtedly due to the peak.

Conclusions
It Is clear from the comments of the listening panel that while there is

agreement over both good and bad cartridges, somewhere in between is a
grey area where the same characteristics are liked by one listener but
disliked by another. This is well illustrated by the FR- 1assessment, where
three people liked the sound, in spite of noting treble loss, whilst the fourth
found the degree of loss unacceptable. In instances like this, judgement is
based on taste and prior experience. It's impossible to say who is right in
these circumstances, so I'm afraid that you should use this report for
guidance and try to exercise your own judgement when buying.
Starting at the top, there were some products here that everybody liked
in most areas of performance. Goldring's G900IG Cwas much liked and is
highly recommended. It's apity the cantilever sank on one sample, but the
other two remain healthy. Ifeel certain, though, that Goldring would
replace a stylus that did collapse. The Glanz MFG- 71E did extremely
well too, even though some thought it larger- than- life in its sound.
Cartridge's liked, but with reservations, were the Fidelity Research FR1, Ortofon LM30, and Westrak 501PH. The FR- 1 brightens up without
capacitive loading and is avery good cartridge that Ithink most listeners
would like. The LM30 is smooth, although perhaps not lively enough for
some people's taste, while the Westrak has a poor bass performance.
These last two cartridges also vary somewhat in response between
samples.
Iwas surprised that the Nagaoka M P50 didn't manage rather better, but
Iam beginning to find that this cartridge varies alot between samples and
it is also quite temperature- sensitive. Ihave now tested five samples and
the variations are abit disturbing.
The Coral and Empire were not disliked so much as not enthusiastically
received. Both displayed amixture of good and bad properties which in
the face of strong competition caused them to be voted down.
It is difficult to know what to say in summary about the Shure M97 HE.
Samples seem to vary alot and Iwould suggest careful auditioning if you
are attracted to it.
This leaves us with just one cartridge--the Satin M11 7S. Sadly, this
wasn't really liked by anyone and cannot be recommended, even though
technically it is avery interesting design •
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CASSETTE (
CD )/TAPE RECORDERS (
TR.)
(P & P £2.75)
Aurex . . . . . . . P.O.R.
Aiwa ADM200 £114-00
Aiwa ADM100. £80-00
Akai CS703D. . £75-00
Akai 706D . . £110-00
Akai GXM10. £140-00
Akai GXM30 .£ 55.00
Akai GXM50. £217.00
Akai 7090 . . £172.00
Akai 4000D. . £189-00
Akai 4000DB . £199.00
Akai CX620D. £390-00
BIC
P.O.R.
B & 0
P.O.R.
Dual
P.O.R.
Ferrograph . . P.O.R.
JVC . . . . . . . P.O.R.
JVC 1635 Mk 3 £203-00
Nakamichi . . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF500 £82-00
Pioneer CTF650 £160-00

Pioneer CTF600
£101-00
Pioneer CTF850
£21 5.00
Rotel RD300 . £74-90
Rotel DR18F . £83-00
Rotel RD25F . . £99-00
Rotel RD1000 £169.90
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui 090. . . £79-00
Sansui SC1300
£139-00
Sansui SC3300 £189-00
Sony TCU2. £92.00
Sony TCK35 £105.00
•Sony TCK45 . £142.00
Tandberg
P.O.R.
Teac
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Trio 10(550
P.O.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
_LP & P £1.751

Koss 1(6A . . . £15-95
Sennheiser HU414
Koss K6ALC . . £16-50
£18-50
Koss PRO4AAA £44-00
Sennheiser HD400
Micro Seiki . . . P.O.R.
£12-95
Pioneer 5E305 . . P.O.R.
Sennheiser HD420
Pioneer SE505 . . P.O.R.
£22-75
Sansui. . .
P.O.R
Sennheiser HD430
Stax
P.O R
£32.00

IIIIIIIMIE11:5=111111111111M1
(
;2P £2.75)
Akai AP100. . . £62.00
Akai APB10C . £54-00
Akai APB20C £69-00
Akai AP206. £86-00
Aiwa AP2200 £110-00
ADC 1500/C134 £67.00
ADC 1600/Q36 £86-00
ADC 1700/XLM
£107-00
Connoisseur
BD101
P.O.R.
801 Kit
P.O.R.
602 Chassis. P.O.R.
8D101 /SAU4 P.O.R.
BD2P/C . . . . P.O.R.
B02/A
P.O.R.
Dual
P.O.R.
Garrard
GT20(M75ED)£59-00
GT25(M75ED)£63-00
GT35(M75ED)f86-00
SP25 75/6.
£47-00
DD130/75ED £89-00
DD131/75ED £89.00
DD132/75ED £99.00

JVC JLA20. . . . P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Michell
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL512 £47.00
Pioneer PL200. £85.00
Pioneer PL300 £103-00
Rotel RP2300 £102.90
Rotel RP300 . . £84-00
Rotel RP6400 £99-90
Sanaui SR222/2 £63-00
Sony PS212 . . P.O.R
Technics . . . . . P.O.R
Thorens TD115 £139-00
Thorens TD1 04 £89-00
Thorens TD105 £108-00
Thorens TD126B/C
£208
Thorens TD160BC
£95.00
Trio KD1033 . . view
Trio KD2070 . . £85-00
Trio 1500 . . . new
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £2 50)
Aurex
POR.
ADC SS1 . . £63-00
ADC SS2. . £140.00
Akai AM2250 . £ 59.00
Akai AMU01. . £64-00
Akai AMU02. . £74.00
Armstrong 621 £121-00
Cambridge P80 . P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Maranta
P.O.R.
Clued . . . . . . P.O.R.
Radford HD250 P.O.R.
Pioneer SA408. £55-00
Pioneer SA508. £88-00
Pioneer SA608 £121-00
Revox . . .
P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2 . P.O.R.
Rotel RA300 £59-90
Rotel RA350. . £79.90
Rotel RC1000 £109-90
Rotel R81000 £109-90

Rotel RA1000 £109-90
Rotel RA414. . £79-00
Rotel RE700 . . £69-00
Rotel RA314. . £67-00
Rotel RA714. £109-00
Sony
P.O. R.
Sanyo . .
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 . P.O.R.
Sansui AU217/1
£110-00
Sansui AU317 £165-00
Sansui AU417 £199-00
Sansui A40. . . £65.00
Sansui A60. . . £92.00
Sansui A80. . £122-00
Technics
P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KA405.
£119-00
Trio KA305. . . £91-00
Trio KA3700 . . £75.00
Yamaha A450 . . P.O.R.

CARTRIDGES (
C)/STYLI (
S)
(P & P £1 20)
£35-00
£14-00

AKG P8ES
£ 57-00
AKG P7E. . . . .
£28-00
A/Technica AT145SA
P.O.R.
A/Technica AT155SA
P.O. R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 . . £39-00
ADC VLM Mk 3 . . £28-00
ADC 036 Mk 3.
£18-00
Decca Gold
£61-00
Empire
P.O.R.
Grado
P.O.R.
Goldring G800 .
£6-88
Goldring G850 .
£5-00
Goldring G800E
£11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 f41 - 00
JVC
P.O. R.
Mayware
P.O.R.
Ortofon Concord 10 £29-00
Ortofon Concord 20 f39.00
Ortofon Concord 30 f52-00
Ortof on M20E Super£49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . £13-00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £26-00
Ortofon F15E/2. . . £19.90
Ortofon MC10 . . . £43-50
Pickering V15/AME3
£19-38
Pickering P/ATE . £12-25
Pickering P/AC . . . . £8-20
Shure M55E £9.70
Shure M75/8/2. £15-24
Shure M75G . . . f1 6-20
Shure M75ED . . . £15-50
Shure M95ED. . . . £20-30
Shure M75EJ/2. . . £1420
Shure V15 Mk 3 . . £47-00
Shure V15/IV . . . . £65.00
Shure M95HE. . . . £24.00
Stanton 681/EEE . . £48-00
Stanton 500EE . . . £22.50
Stanton 680EE . . . £31-00
Ultimo 20A
£70-50
Ultimo 2013
£92-00
Ultimo 10A/10X £ 54-00

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
POR.
POR.
P.O.R.
POR.
POR.
£3-95
£3.95
£7-87
£11.71
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

£23-00

£16-00
£6.75
£5-86
£8-60
£7-85
£9-75
£13-95
£1 6-95
£10.10
£20.95
£34.00
£27.00
P.O.R.
£20-95
POR.
PO R.
P.O.R.

MUSIC CENTRES (
MC )/ CASSEIVERS (
CR )
(P & P £3.95)
Akai AC3750L
Aiwa AF3070
Aiwa AF5600
B & 0 4600
Garrard GA200
Hitachi SDT170
JVC MF33L
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony
National SG6000 Dolby
National SG3000

£318-00
£239.00
£350-00
P.O.R.
£326-00
£263.00
£250.00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£349-00
P.O.R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large S.A E. for brochure and enquiriesi
All prices include VATat 15% and are subject
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases.
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment - Callers only

PICK UP ARMS
(P & P £1.75)
ADC LMF1 .
ADC ALT1 . .
A/Technica 1005
Connoisseur
SAU2
SAU4
Hadcock

£60-00
£33.00
£38-00
£21-00

new
P.O.R.

Mayware
P.O. R.
Ortofon . . . . . £64-00
SME 3009/S2 . £60-00
SME 3009/ND. £56-00
SME Series Ill . £97-00
SME FD2000. . £20-50
SME Series Ill S £75-00

TUNERS (
T)/ RECEIVERS (
R)
(
P & P £2.75)
Akai AT2250L . £85-00
Akai AA1125. £109-00
Akai AAR30 . £105.00
Akai AAR20 . . £89.00
Akai ATKO2 . . £74-00
Aiwa AX7300 £108-00
Aiwa AX7700 £14000
Armstrong 625 £185-00
Armstrong 626 £213-00
Armstrong 623 £132-00
Armstrong 624 £102-00
Goodmans . . . . P.O.R.
Harman Kardon . P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
P.O.R.
Maranta . . . . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SX590 £92-00
Pioneer TX408 . £55-00
Pioneer TX608. £87-00
Pioneer SX790 £187-00
Pioneer SX690 £153-00
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers. . . . . . P.O.R.
Ratel RX1000 £139-90

Rote RT1000 . £89-90
Rote RX304 . . £95-00
Rote RX504 . £11 5-00
Rote RX404 . £109-00
Rote RX604 . £129-00
Rote RX300 . . £89-90
Rote RT226 . . £65.90
Sansui TU217 £107.00
Sansui TU317 £118-00
Sansui R30. . . £92.00
Sansui R50. . £110.00
Sansui R70. . £139-00
Sansui T60 . . . £69-00
Sony ST515L. . . P.O.R.
Sony STA3OL . . P.O.R.
Sony STRV3L . . P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KR3090 . £129-00
Trio KT5300 . . £85-00
Trio KT313L . . £85-00
Yamaha
P.O.R.

(P & P £275 each)
Armstrong 602 £179-00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research
P.O.R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chanwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121
£70-00
Ditton 322. £240-00
UL6
£139-00
UL8
£169-00
Ditton 33.
£189-00
Ditton 442 £299-00
Ditton 15XR £111-00
Ditton 22. .£ 47.00
Celestion County
£95-00
IMF
P.O.R
Jordan Watts.. PO.R.
Module. . . . £16.50
KEF Corelli . . f148.00
KEF Calinda . £230-00
KEF 104AB. . £279-00
KEF 13139. . . . £29-00
KEF B200. . . . £12-75

KEF 6110. . £11.20
KEF T27
£8.70
KEF 101. . . . £169-00
Kef Celeste 3. £112-00
Kef Concord 3 £189-00
Kef 104 AB kit £130-00
Kef Cantata kit £172-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Rogers BBC . . . P.O.R.
Mordaunt Short . P.O.R.
Peerless
P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8. . . . £53-00
S/Triple. . . . £77-00
Tannoy
P.O.R.
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 £ 51-00
Linton XP2. . £81-00
Glendale XP2.
£104-00
Teesdale . . £145-00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton XP2 ( pr)
£46-00
Glendale XP2 £66-00
Denton 2XP . £33-00

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities

Aiwa AF5600 £350-00
Akai AM2250 . £59-00
Akai CS7030. . £75-00
Akai GX704D . £99-00
Akai GX706D £110-00
Akai 1722/2 . £179-00
B & 0
B/Centre 4000
£405-00
B/Centre 4600
£399-00
Celestion 33 . £169.00
Celestion 22 . £137-00
Goodmans module
80 ( SH). . . . £89-00
Hitachi HA330. £89-00
Hitachi 0560. £11 9-00
Hitachi 0580. £145-00
Hitachi HT350 . £75-00
JVC JLF50 . . £89-00
JVC JAS1.1. . . £70-00
JVC JTV . . . £70-00
JVC KD720. . £69-00
Maranta 2100 . £70-00
Microseiki
DC1)(500 . . £228-00
Panasonic ST2400
£65-00
Rotel RA 414. . £79-00

Rote RA 714. £109-00
Rote RX304 . . £95-00
Rote RX404 . £109-00
Rote RD 25FD £99.00
Rote RT 726. . £89-00
Rote RX504 . £11 5-00
Rote RX604 . £129-00
Sony TAF30 . . £92.00
Sony TA333 . . £87-00
Sony PS333 £89-00
Sony TCK35 . £105-00
Sony TAF212 £45-00
Tandberg TR2025
£139-00
Tandberg
TR2060L. . £ 259-00
TEAC CX210. . £99-00
Teac A3300SX £480-00
Tecnics RS7500
£250-00
Technics
SA5460 ( S/H)
£169-00
Technics
£218-00
SL1400/2
Technics
£195-00
SL1500/2
Technics
£240-00
SL1300/2

5floorstanding speakers
reviewed by Trevor Attewell
Acoustic Research AR91 /92
Manufacturer's Specifications (
data given for AR91, with AR92 in brackets where
different): Three-way sealed enclosure. Drive units: 300 mm ( 250 mm) bass unit,
38 mm liquid- cooled dome midrange unit with semi- horn, 19 mm liquid- cooled dome
tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 700 Hz and 7.5 kHz. System low frequency
response: 3 dB down at 35 Hz ( 44 Hz). Power handling: Suitable for amplifiers of up
to 200 W continuous per channel, clipping less than 10% of the time, music or speech, in
non-commercial applications. Impedance: 4 ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 1W for
87 dB SPL at 1 m on axis. Finish: Walnut veneer ( Walnut grain vinyl) Dimensions:
800 mm ( 797 mm) high >< 356 mm ( 365 mm) wide x290 mm deep overall. Weight:
24 kg ( 21 kg). Price: £555.68 ( C426.88) inc. VAT. Manufacturers: Teledyne Acoustic
Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Beds. LUS 5C1J.
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range of loudspeakers, of which the biggest, the AR9, was
reviewed in our March 1979 issue. The AR90 comes next in the pecking
order, followed by the AR91 and AR92. The latter are so similar that the
question ' What's the difference?' severely tempts one to offer the glib
reply 'About ahundred- odd quid'. From the technical details given in the
press release we find that the 91 has aveneer finish, while the 92 sports a
plastic substitute, there are minor differences in cabinet dimensions
(though the free volumes are the same) and the 91 has mitred tops to its
sides. The main operational difference is that the bass driver in the 91 is
larger than that in the 92, giving avery slightly extended bass response,
while the 91 has aQ at resonance of 0.6 against 0.7 for its companion.
In view of the great similarity between the two models, it seemed
reasonable to combine the reviews, giving full details of the AR91 and
indicating where the AR92 differs.
Both types have basically rectangular cabinets, veneered on sides and
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top and having asmooth brown finish on the back and on the unit panel.
A 12 mm block of compressed material covers the base, presumably to
prevent the corners from digging into carpets. The front cover extends
from the top to within 80 mm of the floor, and is slightly flared outwards
over its bottom half. It is made from a plastic moulding, covered with
black material, and is almost entirely open, with plastic peg- and- socket
attachments to the front panel. The top corners are chamfered in both
models, matching the enclosure outline in the case of the AR91. The
bass driver is clamped to the panel by aplastic moulding that surrounds
it, and a ring of plastic foam acts as an air seal. Behind this unit is the
crossover, attached to the inside of the rear panel. In the early samples
submitted the crossovers were clearly not production items, but the
maker assures me that they are electrically finalised versions, and that the
construction of those for sale will be to the same standards as the AR9.
AR distrust PCBs, and prefer hard- wiring—our previous comment on
the AR9 was to the effect that the crossover was hardly elegant, but was
electrically and mechanically satisfactory. The interior was fully, but
loosely, packed with BAF wadding, but no panel damping was
observed.

Left AR/97
Right AR/92
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Above the bass driver is another plastic moulding which evidently
serves only as afinish, and perhaps helps to reduce diffraction effects.
Above it is the much- publicised AR 'Acoustic Blanket', a, piece of felt
some 250 mm wide x315 mm high x13 mm thick, surrounding the midand tweeter units. The felt is cut out immediately around the units, and
the missing portions are fitted with Declon foam inserts, suitably
contoured so that the units are exposed in front of their domes. The
remainder of the foam is flush with the surrounding felt, and these inserts
132

are secured by ' plastic Velcro' pads. The general idea is to reduce the
problems caused by diffraction at the enclosure edges, and the principle
has been applied to some degree in anumber of designs. Both midrange
and tweeter units use a ferromagnetic liquid in their gaps. This
'marginally reduces the gap reluctance and greatly improves heat transfer
from the voice-coil to the magnet assembly, thus giving better overload
margins. A recess at the rear contains the input terminals, with integral
4mm sockets and two three- position toggle switches. These allow the
attenuation of either the mid- range or the top ( or both) by nominal
amounts of 3or 6dB.
Like the AR9, the AR91 and AR92 are designed to give an optimally
flat response when placed with their backs against awall and not less
than 600 mm from aside wall. Such alocation was not possible in the
listening room used, or at least not practicable, and this would be true in
many homes. AR suggest various other possiblities, and the advice given
is useful and technically sound. For listening purposes, the 'dual' of the
recommended position was adopted, that is, each loudspeaker was
placed within six inches of aside wall, and over ametre from the end
wall. Placement with the back against the side wall would not have been
very sensible, but any difference between the two cases was minimised
by angling the speakers inwards somewhat, so that the drive units were
at a distance from the wall not greatly different from that in the
recommended position. Subsequent movements showed changes in
overall balance, and these occurred at frequencies calculable from the
dimensions, as one would expect, but it was thought that these would
not affect the balance of the review but only minor matters of detail. A
few minutes of playing with the response controls confirmed that they
did what they were supposed to do. In the absence of any reason for
deliberately degrading the sound quality they were therefore reset to ' 0'
and left alone.
Listening tests were carried out first on the AR91 alone. The general
impression after hearing awide range of material without comparison
with any other reproducer was that the AR91 performance was slightly
above average for its specification, but that it was not quite as neutral as I
would have liked, especially in the midrange, where there was some
hollow coloration, some uneveness in orchestral parts, and atendency to
hard edges on some material. The bass was alittle warmer, though quite
well extended.
Next came the usual comparisons against the Quad ELS, used as a
transfer standard for the purpose of aural description, a technique
outlined •
so often in reviews that it is, hopefully, unnecessary to delve
into it again here. The source material is always on tape, apart from the
occasional use, when available, of live FM transmissions. The differences noted were as follows—in each case the AR91 sound is
described with respect to that of the ELS.
Starting with the all-important human voice, speech was atrifle down
in the lower midband and had some hollow coloration. Singing voices
varied with type and pitch; in most cases the male bass was warmer, the
tenor harder ( especially on high notes) and with less timbre, though
comparatively atrifle louder in the lower register, while sopranos were a
little less 'full' and were also harder. Low female voices were darker. In
the orchestra, the brass section offered asomewhat different balance,
with trombones fuller and trumpets having more edge and hardness.
Clarinets were more 'tubby' at the bottom of their range and harder at the
top, the oboe pretty similar on both speakers except for alittle nasality in
midrange. Upper strings were more edgy, but the cello was distinctly
warmer and more full-bodied. The harpsichord showed more bite at the
top end and more warmth in the 8' parts. With organs, there was more
'boom' in 8' stops, while 2' stops, especially reeds, were sharper, and
some flute stops sounded as if bamboo had been used in their
manufacture. Bass extension was slightly less, and the bass drum alittle
lower in level, though taut enough.
The next job was to compare the AR91 with its less expensive lookalike, the AR92. To avoid the difficulties of placement, it was decided to
compare one sample of each, in mono, the speakers being placed sideby- side in the middle of the room. Although the character of both would
then be different from that obtaining in normal use, specific differences
due to the speakers should show up. All the usual tape sources were
again used, but asummary is probably the best way to avoid alot of
cross-referencing and confusion. In general, then, the AR92 was slightly
more muddy in midband, transients were not so accurate, the top not so
hard, and the overall impression was that of arather duller sound. There
was little practical difference in bass extension, though the upper bass
was ' up' on the AR91. A detailed cross-check against the ELS as a
common reference confirmed the A/B test between the two AR units in
most essentials. The differences were by no means great, and one must
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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•amber that an A/B test brings out sharply differences that would
rbe noticed if the speakers were heard on different days.
both speakers gave very satisfactory stereo imaging over an ample
area of the room, and vertical anomalies ( due to interference effects
between drivers near crossover frequencies) were no more noticeable
than with any speaker of this typical design. The power handling
capacity was indeed impressive—the amplifier used to test this had a
capability of 120W continuous and 200 W peak per channel, and was
driven just into clipping, as permitted by the specification, without ill
effect. There are no protective devices as such, but there cannot be many
applications in which it would be necessary to exceed the specified
maximum power ( commercial activities such as discos are excluded). At
well below maximum power the sound output was considerably above
any reasonable domestic demand.
To a large extent, the usual sinewave and third- octave pink- noise
responses with these loudspeakers confirm what was heard. The bass
region shows afairly smooth roll- off starting from the lower midband,
though this is an anechoic measurement which will be modified so that
the bass output increases in the recommended position within aroom.
Since the roll- off is smooth, compensation by means of amplifier tone
controls will usually be effective. Irregularities in the midrange are
apparent, and they are different for the two speakers. The curves also
confirm the observation that the top was less hard on the AR92, which
shows more roll- off in the last two octaves. The rise in upper bass relative
to the AR91 is not so obvious, but can be distinguished if one looks
carefully at the curves. The midband distortion components are larger
than one would like, and one would expect these to make an audible
contribution in the form of some loss of clarity and openness.
The impedance moduli's curve shows that neither of the designs falls
below the nominal 4 ohms, except briefly and marginally at high
frequencies. Most decent modern amplifiers should be capable of
driving aload of this character.
The sensitivities of both models were practically the same, 7V at the
terminals, measured on an ordinary AC meter, giving 93 dB spi of pinknoise at 1metre in the listening room. This is somewhat on the low side,
bearing the impedance in mind, but certainly not embarassingly so.
Both these models offer a slightly above- average performance,
though both are quite pricey, and Isuspect that their sound may produce
sharp divisions among hearers, since it tends just a little towards the
Trans- atlantic. One obvious question arises: is the extra cost of the AR91
justified by the differences between it and the AR92? To the extent that
the question involves individual and largely subjective choice, there is no
simple answer, and Ican only offer apersonal opinion, which is that the
differences are small in relation to the price differential. The obvious
course is to look at, and listen to, both loudspeakers. If you are happy
with the AR92, than you can save abob or three without any sneaking
doubt that you might have made the wrong choice!

Monitor Audio MA2
Manufacturer's Specification 3- way sealed enclosure. Drive units: 250 mm bass,
100 mm midrange, 25 mm soft- domed tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 350 Hz and
4kHz. Power handling: Suitable for use with amplifiers from 10W minimum to 120 W
(speech and music, not driven i
nto clipping). Impedance: 6ohms nominal. Distortion:
Less than 1.5% second harmonic and 0.5% third harmonic at 90 dB spl, 60 Hz-20 kHz.
Dimensions: 850 mm high . 300 mm wide . 350 mm deep. Weight: 26 kg approx.
Finish: Teak or Walnut lacquered veneer, or black as standard. White or rosewood to
order at 5% extra.Price:f 395.60 per pair, incI/AT. Manufacturer: Monitor Audio
Ltd, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ.
ON ITOR

Audio's new ' Series 80' range comprises eight speakers,
of which the MA2 is the second in the hierarchy. Top of the list is
the MA10 Studio Professional, while the smallest model is the Mini
Monitor. The MA4/II is also in this group, and was reviewed in October
1978. The MA2 is designated as a ' Domestic Reference' loudspeaker.
The construction of the MA2 is unusual in several ways. It is narrower
than it is deep, to improve stereo accuracy, and has an integral stand as
part of its main construction. The cabinet is veneered on the sides, top
and bottom, with a black front panel which is inserted flush into the
rebated sides, and a light brown- and- white Tortafleck back. The
enclosure proper occupies the majority of the space, being sealed off
some 650 mm from the top. Between the bottom of the enclosure and
the base is the 'stand', formed by continuing the sides downwards, but
leaving the back and front open except for a50 mm 'tray' in the bottom,
which is filled by ablock of foam ( which damps what might otherwise
be an audibly resonant cavity, of course).
The front cover is in two sections, one concealing the units, the other
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the open space at the bottom. Both covers are fixed by pegs, and
comprise wood frames with brown facing material. A narrow aluminium
strip shows between them, and the front of the tray is used as awood
trim along the bottom. The whole rests on four castors and moves quite
easily as long as one does not try shoving it from the top, when it tends to
tip. Connections, recessed in the rear panel, are by terminals with
integral 4mm sockets.
Inside the main enclosure, the crossover is built on two boards and
fixed to the bottom. It is fairly neat, perhaps 'servicable' would be the
best description, and is covered with BAF wadding. The bass driver is
the lowest unit and has acone that is straight- sided on its outer part and
flared towards the middle to take the motor coil, the flared portion being
covered by aconcave cap ( as viewed from the front). The unit is quite
light and has aplastic stiffener round the outer part of the basket. The
next unit up is the tweeter, with the midrange unit at the top. The
advantages of this arrangement are that there is no need for the usual,
rather awkward, separate cylindrical enclosure for the midrange unit.
Instead, apiece of wood sloping down from the rear top edge of the box
and filling its cross-section, forms atriangular, wedge-shaped enclosure
for the midrange unit. Not only is this less susceptible to standing waves
than the usual shapes, but it forms asloping roof to the bass enclosure,
helping to suppress vertical resonance modes in that also.
Both sections are well damped with bituminous pads and foam, and
the latter is arranged in the bass enclosure so that a part of it hangs
downwards from the sloping roof in asort of loop ( it is secured by
adhesive where appropriate), and this should give additional help in
breaking up resonances. The cabinet is further stiffened by a 19 mm
square wood bracing frame, placed around the inside at an angle of
about 30° to the horizontal. An air- leak between the enclosures was
subsequently traced to the hole through which the midrange unit wires
are fed. However, this hole has ahigh acoustic impedance and seems to
have no adverse effect on sound quality. Of course, every enclosure must
have some small leakage, otherwise changes in temperature or atmospheric pressure would displace driver cones, but the leakage is usually
supplied by the drivers themselves.
The mid- range and tweeter units are aligned vertically to one side of
the panel, the bass driver being central. This allows the midrange unit to
be placed further from awall, while stereo performance is retained by
supplying the speakers in handed pairs. The prototype users' leaflet did
not explain this, but amore up-to-date version ( which Ihave not seen) is
now . available.
For listening purposes the MA2s were moved around the area of room
usually found suitable, and it soon became clear that exact positioning
was not necessary in order to get good results—any spot reasonably
away from walls and corners was satisfactory. The final position adopted
was about 1- m from the side walls and 14- m from the end wall. A period
of listening to anything that took the fancy followed, using only these
loudspeakers. It had already been noted with great relief that there were
no knobs or switches against which to pit one's wits in an attempt to get
aflat response. This loudspeaker was flat, as near as dammit, and the
maker had had the good sense to leave it at that. The sound quality was
thought to be remarkably open and neutral, and the transient response
was excellent, as claimed. The bass was smooth and tight, as well as
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01-686 2599

SURREY
WE MATCH PRICES

248-256 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE,
WEYBR1DGE, SURREY
JVC
JBL
TANNOY
PANASONIC : SANYO
OPTONICA r SANSUI
SENNHEISER : iii
KEF
MARANTZ
TEAC

SONY : TECHNICS
HITACHI
SHARP
WHAREEDALE
ROYAL
AKAI
ORTOFON
AR

mum 54522

OuNES)

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
WEST SUSSEX

EAST MIDLANDS

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA, JVC,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, FERROGRAPH,
IMF, SONY, DENON, DUAL

and many other leading makes.
WE WILL EQUAL ANY RETAILERS PRICE
DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE
45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM
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87762

LINCOLN.
Telephone Lincoln 38 718

AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS,
J.V.C, AR., K.E.F.,
MORDAUNT SHORT,

Telephone

64 A HIGH STREET,

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

DISCOUNT PRICES ON MOST EQUIPMENT

Demonstrations by appointment only
39 CARLTON ROAD
WORKSOP, NOTTS

Ariston, S. T. D., Meridian, etc... etc ...

5. Swan Street,

THE

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

Main agents for: Linn, Nytech, A & R, Thorens,

OF VVILMSLOVV \IV iiMSIOW . Cheshire.

HI- Fl & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

BANG & OLUFSEN
ALL LEADING BRITISH,
JAPANESE & CONTINENTAL HI-FI

783 862

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

eWILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • TetWorihing 6414 1

MONITOR AUDIO MA2

1
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3.31.

The stereo image, using Blumlein sources, was accurate and stable,
with agood depth, and over asubstantial room area—no problem here.
More than ample volume for domestic purposes was available without
&stress. At very high levels Ifound the tweeter hardness becoming a
little uncomfortable, but few people would want to listen at such levels
anyway, except perhaps at parties where such subtleties would be lost in
the alcoholic haze.
There is no doubt in my mind that the MA2 is avery worthy sound
source, with a most commendable neutrality. The slight upper bass
warmth and top hardness were well within the tolerance that most folk
would need for long-term listening, and the various design parameters
have clearly been given effective thought. The price is reasonable for
what is offered, remembering that no stands need be bought. Ican
recommend this model for audition, without hesitation.
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around 350 Hz. Although rather low for aBritish model, thi•
cause any problem with the general run of amplifiers, but I, .
matter to check your amplifier manual for any warning conce..
minimum load values. If still in doubt, your dealer should be able to
advise.
The measured sensitivity was 7t, V at the speaker terminals for an
output of 93 dB spl of pink- noise at 1m in the listening room.
Considering the impedance, this figure is about average, and the maker's
reference to ' high efficiency' is comparative in respect of this particular
range only.

On-axis sine wave response at 1m(7m above the ground)

Tannoy Cheviot II
Manufacturer's Specification: Dual- concentric integrated drive system in reflex
enclosure. Drive unit: Dual with low- frequency 341 mm direct radiator and highfrequency compression driver with 50 mm diaphragm. Crossover frequency: 1.2 kHz.
Frequency range:40 Hz to 20 kHz+ 4 dB.Power hendling:60 W continuous
program. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 4 W for 96 dB spl at 1 m.
Recommended amplifier power output: 60 W continuous max. Dimensions:
850 mm high . 450 mm wide . 260 mm deep. Weight: 28 kg approx. Finish: American
Walnut. Price:£543 per pair inc VAT.Manufacturer: Tannoy Products Limited, St.
John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR
On- axis response at trn li3octave analysis o pink noise

T Britain. Just as any vacuum cleaner is liable to be called aHoover,

MODULOS OF IMPEONCE OHMS

ANNOY may well be the best-known loudspeaker manufacturers in
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reasonably extended, and the only slight reservations concerned aslight
warmth in the upper bass, and some hardness in the top.
Proceeding to detailed comparisons with the ELS, it was found that
most of the inevitable differences were quite small in degree. Speaking
voices were alittle harder, so also were singers, some of the higher voices
having slightly less timbre. The orchestral trumpet was atrifle less 'keen'
in low notes and more edgy on top ones, the trombone generally
warmer, and woodwinds warmer at the bottom of their range and more
hollow at the upper end. Wide range sources— piano and harpsichord,
for example—gave more output in the upper bass and less in some
midrange areas, while the organ had slightly less bass extension, more
fullness in 8' stops, and was abit thinner in the 4' range, with more 'bite'
to the mixtures. Percussion showed fairly small differences, sharp bells
and cymbals being brighter and the bass drum not quite so gutsy but
equally tight. Plucking and fingering noises were generally very similar.
With organ pedal, the use of highish levels below about 50 Hz gave
audible harmonics. Although the ELS was not being used ( and never is
used) as an absolute standard in this comparison, one cannot but admit
that the ELS is widely admired for its exceptional midrange performance,
and Ibelieve that Monitor Audio are sufficiently open-minded to take
the results of this comparison as something of acompliment.
Open-air testing at a height of 7m by James Moir and Associates
produced the on- axis sinewave and third- octave pink- noise responses
shown in the curves. These are very good results indeed, indicating a
+ 21- dB total spread from about 60 Hz to 17 kHz. The distortion curves
verify the limits specified for both second and third harmonics. The
impedance curve indicates awell- controlled modulus with an average
magnitude of about 5ohms, and abrief minimum of just under 4ohms at
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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whoever made it, public address systems are called 'The Tannoy' by most
folk, while followers of recording practice know the Tannoy Monitor,
with its prodigious output, as an ( almost) immovable feature of many
studios. The marque also has a dedicated following among many
listeners at home, though the majority of their production is exported,
particularly to the USA and Japan. So it isn't surprising to read that
Tannoy have been in the audio field for more than fifty years. The Cheviot
II is very much aimed at the hi-fi market, with its modest dimensions and
output ( if you can call well over 100 dB modest!), and is afollow-up to
the earlier model of the same name.
Constructionally, it is a plain rectangular enclosure of high- density
chipboard finished on the sides, top and bottom with natural American
Walnut veneer, the back and the recessed unit panel being textured black
paint. The cabinet stands on an integral black plinth, three- sided and
50 mm high, fitted with simple 'domes of silence' beneath. On the front,
flush with the cabinet edges but slightly gapped from them, are two
covers. The main, upper one is of wood with a hole only fractionally
larger than the drive unit behind, while the small lower one is cut away to
clear both the reflex port on the left and two switches on the right. Both
covers are finished with the usual acoustically transparent material, and
are secured by plastic pegs with mating sockets. Connections at the rear
are by terminals with in-built 4 mm sockets. Inside the cabinet the sides
and the upper part of the back are damped with bituminous pads and
25 mm foam, while the top and bottom are similarly treated, using
50 mm material. Across the back and front panels are screwed
35 x35 mm bracing sections of wood, and these are connected by a
back/front brace measuring 25x150 mm. The crossover and HF controls are built as asingle unit, the controls being on aplastic moulding,
mounted in a hole in the panel and secured by screws passed through
into aflange on the rear of the moulding. The components are on aPCB
stood- off from the plastic moulding on brackets, and loose leads run
from this assembly to the drivers ( connected by aplug and socket) and to
the input terminals. The speaker lead is quite heavy, and my inclination
would be to cleat it firmly to prevent any possibility of rattles. The heavy
dual driver is inset into the panel and secured by four cap screws, with a
plastic seal. The port dimensions are 120 mm long x68 mm diameter.
The whole enclosure is very well made and finished.
The technical manual recommends angling the speakers so that their
135

axes intersect just in frol,t of the listener- --the classical arrangement. This
was done, keeping both speakers well clear of walls or corners ( not
mentioned).There was no reference to stands, and the built-in plinth
makes it clear that floor mounting is anticipated. The next problem, of
course, concerned the controls, to which devices in general Ihave
frequently expressed aversion. These have been written about on a
previous occasion, and discussed editorially, so the subject need not be
reopened here except to say that some examples are a reviewer's
nightmare. If the designer has done his job, they can merely be set 'flat'
and then ignored as acost- ineffective overhead; but if he hasn't, some
days can be wasted in frustrating attempts to optimise the response in
order to be fair to the product. In this case the two controls are labelled
'Roll- off' and ' Energy'. The first increases the rate of roll- off above 5kHz
in 3steps plus a 'flat' position, the second increases or decreases the
output from about 1kHz. Listening tests were started with both controls
'flat'
TANNOY CHEVIOT II
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on-axis sine wave response at unt7rn

brass instruments ( trumpets in particular) and organ reed tones had more
nasality, while the trombone varied in level somewhat with the note
sounded. Low strings ( cello and double bass) were slightly up in
loudness, and uppers strings and high bells were harder. Pianos in general
showed some level variations in midrange, as did the harpsichord, the
top notes being more brittle and the upper bass less prominent. The bass
extension was greater, but there was some boominess above the lowest
notes, and the bass drum was alittle less 'tight'. Clarinets were warmer in
the low register, but the oboe slightly thinner. Organs produced some
very complex differences, mainly due to differences in level over various
parts of the overall upper bass and mid ranges. Applause was clearly
more 'tunnelly', an effect subsequently confirmed with pink- noise.
A particularly good feature of the Cheviots was their stereo imaging,
which showed significantly less variability with the position of the
listener than is often observed with multiple drive units, particularly in
the vertical plane. The image was also adequately deep, and physically
well isolated from the individual loudspeakers.
No protective devices are fitted, but extended driving with pop music
at amean level of 60 W had no ill effect, and gave an output comfortably
(uncomfortably?) exceeding any remotely likely domestic requirement. I
might add that high-level tests are always left until after all normal
listening tests and all measurements are complete, and dismemberment
for examination is done last of all.
Turning to the measurements, the response was plotted by James
Moir and Asssociates in the open air, at a height of approximately 7
metres, with the speaker radiating upwards and the measuring microphone one metre above the unit,on axis.The curves show both sinewave
and third- octave pink- noise responses, which can be seen to be in
generally good agreement. As well as the nominally flat curve, the effect
of maximum roll- off ( flat 'energy') is shown, also the results obtained by
using maximum and minimum 'energy' with the roll- off set to 'flat'. The
observed effects of these adjustments agree with the trends of the curves
in Tannoy's booklet, though the basic response is not as good as
indicated, falling about + 1dB outside specification. The treble rise

above the ground)
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of pink noise
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A period of general listening showed up a certain amount of
boominess in the bass, and ahard and brittle top. Mid frequencies had
some slight coloration, mainly tunnelly. Reducing the 'energy' improved
the top response, but the - 2position was too dull, and both negative
settings tended to emphasise the midband irregularities. After some
experiment on arange of material, the - 1setting was chosen as the best
all-round compromise, and was used for the remainder of the tests.
Moving the loudspeakers relative to the walls had little effect at any
sensible distance.
Our usual A/B tests against Quad ELS as transfer standards produced
the following differences—quoting the sound of the Cheviot II with
respect to the ELS. Male voices, both singing and speaking, were slightly
harder, with the impression of aslight cold in the nose; similarly, some
136

certainly accords with the impression of hardness during the listening
tests; the makers state that the published response is measured 15° offaxis to compensate for the treble beaming effect, thus corresponding
more to anormal listening position. The slight, flattish peak between 70.
and 100 Hz may well account for some of the boominess. The harmonic
distortion, raised by 20 dB relative to the fundamehtà1 for better
readability, is on the high side in some respects, eg, the third harmonic
content in the midband. Taken together, these curves offer sortie
reasonable explanation for the sound impression obtained.
The impedance modulus is nowhere below 6ohms, and the Cheviot
proved an easy load. Sensitivity, measured in the 83 m3 listening room,
was good, one speaker requiring an input of 61- Vfor an output of 93 dB
spi of pink- noise at 1m on axis.
Summing up, the Cheviot II struck me as having aquite distinctive
character which might well be loved by some and disliked by others, and
which might fit better into some environments than others. Perhaps this
is also apolite way of saying that the samples sent for review showed
departures from a flat response to an extent that Icould not accept
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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personally, despite the off- setting virtues of excellent stereo performance and easy power handling. My guess is that this model will appeal to
those who liked its predecessor, and also, perhaps, to those who prefer a
slightly ' larger- than- life' response.

Wharfedale TSR110
Manufacturer's Specification: 3- unit sealed enclosure. Drive units: Bass/mid:
2.200 mm mineral filled homopolar type, 25 mm damped dome tweeter. Crossover
frequencies: 300 Hz and 3-5 kHz. Frequency response: 50 Hz to 25 kHz+ 3 dB.
Power handling: 140 W ( music), 85 W average, Impedance: 6 ohms nominal.
Amplifier requirement:1 5to 140 W. Sensitivity: 1W for 90 dB spl at 1 m, anechoic,
sinewave drive. Finish: Natural walnut veneer. Dimensions: 695 mm high . 332 mm
wide.335 mm deep. Weight: 17-5 kg. Price: £275 inc. VAT. Optional stand ( adjustable for tilt) £ 25 inc. VAT. Manufacturer Rank Hi- Fi, Highfield Road, Idle,
Bradford, West Yorkshire BD10 8S F

T

HIS is the middle member of arange of three 'TSR' loudspeakers, the
others being the smaller TSR 108 2- unit reflex model and Big
Brother TSR 112, a sealed enclosure with four drivers. All incorporate
time- delay compensation, achieved unobtrusively by aslight slope ( 3°)
on the front baffle combined with suitable for- and- aft placement of
individual drivers. The two cone drivers use material developed by
Wharfedale with the aid of their laser holography analysis. Mid/bass
frequencies are dealt with in an unusual manner by combining the two
(nominally identical) larger drivers in the bass, and rolling off the lower
one at around 300 Hz.
The construction is based on the normal chipboard cabinet, veneered
on its sides, top and bottom, with a black front baffle, sloping slightly
inwards from bottom to top, and ablack back. The input is in the back,
and offers the alternative of a 2- pin DIN socket or a pair of terminals
which do not take banana plugs. The drivers are vertically aligned, and
the bass/mid units have chassis built out into flat rectangular metal box
form, with sloping sides, thus bringing the effective radiating plane of
the unit into its correct position. These structures are fixed by screws to
the front panel, and the units are sealed by thick foam rings placed
around the outside of the ribs of the unit basket. The tweeter is sunk into
a recess, and its dome radiates through an elliptical hole in a piece of
high- density foam which fills the remainder of the recess. This in turn is
covered by athin layer of Declon foam, secured by ablack metal plate,
extending widthways to match the lower units and having a ' contour
control' on the right. The latter comprises a potentiometer labelled ' HF
level' and marked with the integers from — 4 to + 1. Units are not
associated with these integers, which are presumably arbitrary, except
that ' 0' might reasonably be considered to indicate ' flat'. The front cover
is built as awood frame, with aknitted black yarn covering, and covers
the unit panel. The lower three-quarters of the cover is sloped so that it
sits vertically when fitted on the panel by its four plastic studs, while the
top slopes inwards, giving apleasant finish to the general apppearance.
Inside, the cabinet damping is by fibre wadding which loosely fills the
interior, and there are no bituminous or foam pads. The crossover

appears to be stuck to the inside of the back panel. Though clearly not
intended for display, to judge from its appearance, it neverthless appears
serviceable enough. Wharfedale can supply an optional stand for this
model, but it was not sent for review.
For listening purposes the TSR 110s were placed on low stands about
50 mm higher than the recommended 200 mm, some preliminary checks
having shown that the difference was not significant. As always, some
experiments with various placements were carried out, and the best
position proved to be abou41-m clear of the side walls, and 1:;- m from the
end wall, angled slightly inwards. The ' HF level' control did amischief to
the sound at any negative position, and was finally set at + 1, which,
when the measurements were made subsequently, proved to be flatter
than ' 0'. Well, that's how it looks to me, but please yourself! After getting
this time- wasting, non- response- modifying preliminary out of the way,
the performance on all types of clean sound- source was very satisfactory, and was thought to be clearly above average. A little midrange
constriction and slight loss of detail was noted, with an occasional
nasality, but nothing too obtrusive, and most program could be
enjoyed without any hint of fatigue. The sound level and bass extension
were commendable in such arelatively modest- sized reproducer, which
does indeed have an output belying its appearance.
Comparing the sound against our ELS transfer standard as previously
described, showed differences in detail as follows. Voices in general,
both speaking and singing, were slightly less full-bodied and showed
some nasality. Brass instruments tended to be less ' meaty', and their
ambience weaker, trumpets sounding somewhat less resonant in the
midrange, the clarinet reedier and less rounded, while the oboe seemed
more constricted and had more edge to its upper notes. Strings, on the
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YORKSHIRE

EAST SUSSEX

JEFFRIES HI- Fl

As recommended by HI-FI ANSWERS - April 1979
Linn, Naim, Meridian, T.V.A., Revox, Nytech, A &
R., Reg a, Nightingale, Rogers, Neal Ferrograph,
Exposure, Elite, Pioneer, Tandberg, Sansui, Celef,
Ram, Audiomaster, Dual, Teac, Harbeth, Lentek,
HK, Thorens, Entre, Grace, E.W.C., Videotone,
Optonlca, S.M.C., A.K.G., Tangent, Mordaunt
Short, Castle, Gale, Hadcock,J.R., Micro, Bolivar.
Nakamichi, Satin, Tannoy, J.B.E.
FULL CREDIT
*

Pickups &
Cartridges

local specialist guide

FACILITIES

o

ENFIELD 01-363 7981

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE
Hi Fi Consultants for

QUAD, ROGERS, SUGDEN, EXPOSURE, GRANT
LUMLEY, RADFORD, CRIMSELECT, 1SLEWORTH,
ARD, CAMBRIDGE, SAE, STD, ARISTON, TEAC,
TASCAM, REVOX, SONY, BLACK TULIP, TECHNICS,
ETC.

ERIC WILEY

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations

GRADO
From stuck

TN38 ODX

Main Agents for:
SANSUI, MISSION, KEF HAFLER,
PLUS ALL HIFI MARKETS PRODUCTS.

IRELAND

REAL HI-FI
IN IRELAND

SUPEX
JR

NAIM AUDIO

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH

QED

ELITE

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT
SPENDOR

DENY°

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

HEYBROOK

ENTRE

DISCWASHER

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Mews,
Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6

Leinster

154

Leinster

Tel: 961316

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

SON US
Blue Label £70-80
Blue ..
Gold/Blue £77.90
Gold/Blue

SATIN

.Phone today for an appointment-after all, it
costs nothing to listen and compare.

031 557 1672

P.O.A.

ORTOFON
FFIOE Mk 11 £8.50
NFIOE II
£6-45
FFI5E 11
£ 12.95
NF15E II
E9-05
F15E II
£ 18-25
NISE 11
£11.65
VMS20E/I 1
£24.95
D2OE II
£ 16-85
M20E Super £31.90
D2OE Super ..
£22-05
M20FL
£36.50
D2OFL Super ..
£25-55
MCIO
£4400
STM 72 Transf. £22-50
MC 20
£61.95
MCAIOPre-amp £60-00
SHORE
N44-7 ..
.. £4-35
M44-7 ..
£6 95
N55E
£5-45
M55E
£8 40
N75-6
..
£4-50
M75-65
£7 15
N75B II
.. £5-15
M758 II
£10-05
N75E.1 II
.. £7-35
M75E1 11
£1230
N75ED11
.. £ 10-65
M7ED Il
£14-35
N9SEJ
..
£7-80
M95E.1
£13.15
N95ED
£13-90
M95ED
£19-35
N95HE..
..
£
14-80
M951-1E..
£20-35
VN3SHE
.. £ 17-40
M97HE
£33-95
VN45HE
£
24-90
VI5 II1HE
£47.70
VN78E (78 stylus) £16-40
VIS IV
£63.78

Tel. Hastings (
0414) 439150

NYTECH

£40.25
£16-10
£ 10.25
£8.30

EX!)

EAST SUSSEX

N.A.D., HITACHI, TECHNICS PIONEER,

A&R A60

AKG
£63.00
X8S
£29.90
X7E
£19.75
X6E
El S• 15
X6R

DECCA
Gold £59.90
Manufacturer exchange
ELITE
EEI 300H £ 11.20
EEI styli range
P.O.A.
EEI 500
£3945
EE1550 .•
£28-45
EMPIRE
2000E IV
£ 15-45
S2000E IV ..
£9.50

3 MARINE COURT

LINNSONDEK

«MUM.

ADC
QLM 32/111 £9.80
RSQ32..• .
£8.80
QLM 34/III £ 10.75
RSQ34 • .
£10.35
QLM 36/III £ 17.55
RSQ36 ..
£15.60
VLM III
£25-50
RSV ... •
£18.70
XLM Ill
£37.25
RSX .. • .
£22.85
ZLM
£58.15
RSZ
£33.25

London

Video Stockists

ST. LEONARDS-ON-SEA

HIFI

Monday - Saturday 10.00-18.00

CARTRIDGES

ALIDlO TECHN1CA
ATIIE
£9.60
ATSIIE
£8.40
ATI3Ea .. £ 16.80
ATNI3
£ 14.05
Signet TK5E, TK7E, TK7SU
P.O.A.

0977-553066

V.H.S.

01-518 0915

442-444 Cranbrocek Rd • Gants Hill - Ilford • Essex IG2 6LL

P8ES
P7E
P6E
P6R

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

. 8;

ILFORD

Also, Worksop's only Bang & Olufsen dealer
Demonstrations by appointment only
10IA Ecclesall Road
39 Carlton Road
SHEFFIELD 511 8HY &
WORKSOP, Notts.
Tel: 23365
Tel: 87762

3- years All Parts and Labour Guarantee *

4 Albert Parade, Green Street
Eastbourne, Tel: ( 0323) 31336

191 Chase Side • Enfield • Middlesex EN2 OQZ

This latest amplifier from England's leading
designer uses the latest techniques and components to provide impeccable performance
audibly equal to or better than commercially built
units costing many times as much. The design
concepts were described in the February and
March issues of Hi Fi News Magazine. Every care
has been taken to ensure the utmost ' musicality',
even to the extent of using separate power
supplies for each channel. The Kit is designed as
a whole rather than a disjointed set of modules
and this leads to incredible ease of building and the
almost total elimination of conventional wiring.
The unit is housed in a solid steel case having a
silver anodised front plate with recessed turned
aluminium knobs. All components can be bought
separately at a total cost of £88.69. Special
Bargain Discount price for all parts bought
together £ 475 ( inc vat) P & P. L.50.
Cassette Tape Heads. We import alarge range
, of cassette heads for domestic and professional
' use on chrome ferric or metal tape. Send for
further details.
TCI Test Cassette. Special Copyright multipurpose test cassette enables tape speed, head
azimuth and VU level to be set up without test .,,,,„,n
equipment. £3.16 (
inc vat) P & P50p.

l'e4

çc-c'eceec
s
eel -.
u,-te.N. 0-"sesoe.
Logg
eri‘-el
steces -2,94
eeeegbe

£38.25
P.O.A.

STANTON
500A .. £ 11-85
D5I07A £7-55
500EE
£ 15.25
D5100EE £ 11.95
681EEE £37.20
D6800EEE £21.60
88IS
£71.80
D8I
£38-60
ULTIMO
10X .. £54-50
Through importer
20A Mk 11 ..
£75.90
Through importer
20B Mk II .. £105-20
Through importer
20C
fl 10:40
Through importer
PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 15%
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p
NB.-All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & 0.E.

A. T. LABS
191 Chaseside, Enfield,

Mdx.

Please send the following items by return postmell
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.
Make

Qty.

I enclose a Cheque/Postal
A. T. LABS

L

Type

Cost

Order made payable

to

inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.
Name
Address
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other hand, were alittle less ' edgy', and the overall string balance, taking
some sort of average over the whole frequency range, was somewhat
warmer. Guitars showed only small differences, with perhaps alittle less
fullness. Transients, particularly in the bass (
eg, bass drum) were tight,
though some plucked sounds, such as the harpsichord lute stop, were
just ashade more blunt. Organs indicated acomparative fall around the
'presence' region, some 4' reed stops being lower in level and with less
'ring', while compound stops such as the cornet and mixtures showed
apparent changes in composition that would suggest differences in midand upper frequency responses, corresponding with the previously
noted differences in ' presence'.
The bass extension was very similar in both loudspeakers, though the
TSR 110 could be driven to higher levels. In fact, at normal listening
levels some bass boost below 50 Hz can easily extend the bass to under
40 Hz, giving avery impressive response for aloudspeaker of this size. As
always, it may be as well to point out that the differences noted above are
comparative—nobody is claiming that A is right and B is wrong. We
merely try to convey ageneral idea of the sound of each speaker tested
by comparison with a constant reference which is well-known and
widely available. Only the individual buyer can then short-list the
possibilities according to his own tastes and circumstances, and only his
ears can make the final choice.
Stereo imaging was fairly precise, slightly regressive in the middle of
the stage, and extending beyond the speakers just alittle. There were no
unpleasant phase effects on good material. Maximum levels ( tested last)
were more than adequate for any likely domestic application, and the
maximum output from aQuad 405 amplifier, driven to occasional slight

EADER
ROBLEM
examined by
Crossover

Stereo/Mono HF Losses
Dear Sir, Recent correspondence and an edi.
torial footnote on the topic of track alignment in
cassette recorders, with special reference to HF
losses when playing astereo recording in mono,
seems to have by-passed a problem I had
thought would be familiar to readers with
cassette machines. If you are playing back a
stereo recording, and switch the amplifier from
stereo to mono, there is an obvious high
frequency loss. It is not aquestion of incorrect
head- azimuth on a deck, or of head- azimuth
variations between decks ( the cure for that is
obvious). It happens even when some—and
probably all—respectable machines replay their
own recordings.
I'm not interested in reducing astereo signal
to mono, but Ihave aproblem of wider interest
which is probably the same fault showing up in
another light. Ihave agood cassette deck which
compares favourably with my open- reel facility
in frequency response and dynamic range. It
would be nice to forget about open- reel, but
there is just one respect in which it is much
superior to the cassette machine: the latter gives
a far less precise stereo image when
record/reproducing from agood stereo source.
An earlier correspondent proceeded from the
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clipping by rock music, was withstood for an hour, on and off, without
bother. Fortunately, this test can be conducted from another room in the
house, with all doors shutl
The sinewave and pink- noise responses were measured by James
Moir and Associates in the open air, at a height of 7m, with the
microphone at 1mon the tweeter axis. Apart from an odd dip at just over
8kHz the response is within the specification. The dip is unlikely to be
significant, and is probably an interference effect—from the frequency
involved it seems possible that it is related to the oval tweeter window
(no doubt used to give the desired dispersion characteristic) and/or the
exact position of the microphone in relation in the presence region.
Harmonic distortion is satisfactorily low, and the brief second harmonic
peak at 300Hz is not significant. The impedance modulus has minima of
about 5ohms just above 100 Hz, and 4ohms at 4kHz. This is reasonable
for the nominal impedance, which is an unusual figure. However, it is
well within the drive capability of any self-respecting amplifier.
Checking the sensitivity under practical conditions showed that an
input of 8V, measured on an ordinary AC meter, gave 93 dB spl of pinknoise at 1m on axis in a listening room of 83 m3— about average,
considering the impedance.
Taking all the relevant facts into account, the TSR 110 is a wellbalanced design which offers comfortable listening over an extended
frequency range, with output capacity to spare, all in awell- finished
enclosure of modest proportions. Such departures from the strict truth as
it exhibits are not obtrusive, and are unlikely to intrude into most folks'
listening pleasure. It is aworthy representative of its marque in its price
range, and Ishould expect it to become apopular choice.

assumption of poor phase correlation between
the tracks, which would explain also my degraded stereo image. This could be due to
imperfect tracking of the head by the tape, a
point on which your reviewers have remarked
on occasion. But poor phase stability is surely a
vice inherent in the medium—wasn't that the
strongest argument for the ill-fated Elcassette
alternative?
G. N.,Victoria, Australia.

I think you are confusing two separate
matters. In any stereo recording, if instruments or
other sources spaced significantly towards the
left or right extremes happen to carry higher than
average HF energy ( as could happen with upper
strings on the left and spiky brass on the right),
there will indeed be an overall reduction of
perceived brilliance when switching to mono
operation. This is simply because any left or right
signal will carry by definition 3dB of out- ofphase information, and will thus be reduced in
amplitude relative to centre sources when the
two channels are commoned. It is fairly easy to
confuse this effect with simple reduction of
treble, but it is not in fact that simply a
necessary corollary of two- channel stereo. Also,
if it should happen that the studio in which the
recording is made has a 'bright' acoustic, then
the additional out- of-phase information in the
recorded ambience will also effect an apparent
reduction of treble when switching to mono.
However, and this is my main point, the above
should not be confused with agenuine loss of
treble due to phase cancellation at high
frequencies, resulting from poor head/tape
alignment. This latter will also apply to acentre
sound in a stereo recording, and usually involves an altogether more obvious effect. The
effect is indeed dependent on such factors as
tape contact and alignment in addition to the
strict matter of head angling, and from this latter
point of view could apply to recordings made
and replayed on the same machine, as you note.

Reduced stereo precision in your cassette recordings is most likely due to poor phase
correlation, but if this is so then you must also be
suffering from treble loss due to adegree of HF
cancellation, when playing in mono. Try recording asimple double-mono signal as if it were
stereo, and if that becomes dimmer when
switched to mono on replay there is almost
certainly some azimuth correlation problem.

Tweeters Inside or Out
Dear Sir, Ihave a problem with some KEF
speakers which Ihave built—that is the enclosures of course. Should Ihave the tweeters
nearer the wall side or at the outside of the
cabinets? Ihave them at present at the sides
remote from the room walls and they give
excellent results.
P.R., Laindon, Essex
Assuming that you are using a mirror- image
pair, and that the room is of adequate width to
give a broad enough stereo image with the
tweeters on the insides, then the latter would
normally be the preferred position. The reason
for this is that ideally one should attempt to
minimise reflections from the side walls of a
listening room, as these tend to increase the
sound intensity down the sides of the room from
each speaker, whereas ideally there should be
an increased intensity at an angle across the
room if one wishes to maximise the usable
listening area for a reasonably stable image.
Having said that, if the two side walls are
curtained or otherwise heavily absorbent,
andl or the room dimensions are such that the
speakers may in any case be kept well away from
the side walls, then the matter becomes largely
academic. Ultimately, you will simply have to try
it each way with avariety of program material in
your room, and decide on a basis of personal
preference.
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Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1 Wed. Cheques with £50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A - Price on application.
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash.
P.P.T.B.A - P 8. P to be advised.

Sansui SC3330 Black
Sansui SG5100
Sharp RT3151/Timer
Teac A103 ( Sp. off.)
Teac A106, A107
l
eac A108 Simul Sync.
Toshiba SCX10
Toshiba PC2300
Toshiba PCX20
Toshiba PCX40
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off . )
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.)

£185.00
£299.00
£179.50
£119.00
£139-00
£145.00
£82-90
£115.00
£129.90
£145.00
£84.00
£99-00

ON SALE=Special low prices for limited
stock.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%.
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
• TAPE RECORDERS (P P f4 50)
Akai GXC4000D
. £220-00
Akai GXC4000DB Dolby
£259.00

• RECORDERS ( P/P £4-50)
Aiwa AD1250 ( Sp. off.)
On sale
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2
£380-00
Aiwa AD2000 ( Sp. off.)
£99.90
Aiwa AD6400 ( Sp. off.)
£149-90
Aiwa AD6600 ( Sp. off.)
£179.00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Metal & Remote) £269-00
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.)
£199.90
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.)
£298-00
Aiwa ADM100 ( Metal) ( Sp. off.) . £78.00
Aiwa ADM200 ( Sp. off.)
£114.00
Aiwa ADM600
£178-00
Aiwa ADM700 ( Metal) 3 head £225.00
Akai GX4000D ( Black)
£175-00
Akai GXM10 ( Metal)
£137-50
Akai GXM30
£155.00
Akai GXM50
£222.00
Akai GXF80 Metal
£299-00
Akai GXF90 Metal
£335.90
Akai CS702D Mk2 ( Sp. off )
£99.95
Akai CS703D
£87-50
Akai GXM10
•
£137-50
Akai GXC325D (Sp. off )
rao-oo
Akai GXC570D/2 (
Sp. off.)
£480.00
Akai GXC725D
£235-00
Akai GXC730D (
Sp. off )
£22000
Akai CS7320
£255-00
Akai GXC709D (
Sp. off )
£169-90
Akai GXC750D ( Sp. off
)
£359-90'
Akai GXC706D ( Sp. off )
£129-00
Akai GXC704D
£128.00
Akai GXC715D
£245-00
Akai GXC735D
£299.00
Akai CS703D ( Sp. off)
£88.90
Hitachi 0580
£157-00
Hitachi 0850 ( Sp. off.)
£171.50
Hitachi D900 ( Sp. off.) 3- head £210-00
Hitachi D3OS
£94-00
Hitachi 0405 ( Sp. off .)
£98.00
Hitachi D22S ( Metal)
£72.50
Hitachi D45S ( Metal)
£99-90
Hitachi D55S
£111.00
Hitachi D75S
£158.00
Hitachi D77S (Sp. off )
£149.00
Hitachi 02360 ( Sp. off.)
£83-00
Hitachi D230
£7&00
Hitachi D3300M Metal
£309.90
Hitachi 0980 ( Sp. off.)
£168-00
Hitachi D5500A ( Sp. off.)
£339-00
JVC KDA2, KDAS
P.O.A.
JVC KD720
£ 5.00
JVC KD25 ( Sp. off)
P.O.A.
Marantz CD312 ( Sp. off.)
Plus 3TDKC90 Free
£75.00
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby £124.00
Marantz 50108 ( Sp. off )
£125-00
Marantz C205 Portable
£87.00
Marantz SD1000
£95.00
Marano SD3000
£119-90
Marantz SD4000. . . . .
£199-90
National Technics RS612US
£89.90
Pioneer CTF500
£84.50
Pioneer CTF600
£108-00
Pioneer CTF650 Metal
£160-00
Pioneer CTF750 Metal Auto Rev £205-00
Pioneer CTF850 Metal
£224.00
Pioneer CTF950 Metal
£324-00
Pioneer CTF1250 Metal
£458-90
Pioneer CTF506
£93.50
Rotel RD20 ( Sp. off)
£99.00
Roetl RD1000
£164-90
Sansui SC2000
£145-00
Sansui 090 S/B
£76.00
Sansui 0100 Metal
£89-90
Sansui SC 1110 Black (Sp. off.). . . £89-50
Sansui SC1300/Silver
•
£137-00
Sansui SC3300 Silver
£185.00
Sansui SC1330 qlack
£137.00

• RACKS, ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1•25)
ADC SLM2 ( P/P £2•50) . . . . . . . . D11.00
ADC SS1 Sound Shaper ( P/P £3-00) £11.00
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £3-50)
On sale
ADC SS- 110
On sale
ADC SS- 3
On sale
Awia CM2000A Stereo Mic
£23.50
Akai ADM2OP ( Sp. off.)
£7-40
Akai ADM40
£8-50
Akai ADM80
£10-50
Akai ACM100 Electret Cardioid . .
(£23.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid
£9-50
Audio Technica AT605 feet
£1400
Audio Technica AT606 feet
£16.90
Beyer M818LM
£63.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser 02
a 1-25
Goldring Exstatic Mat
£3•60
Goldring Exstatic Disc Cleaner
£6-00
Goldring Exstatic Sweep arm
£6.75
Goldring Hi -Fi Turntable light
a 1 .99'
Harman Kardon TS4 Stand Pair
HS1, HS2, HS
£19.00
Marantz AT5 Digital Timer
£45.00
Marantz EQ10/10 Band Equalizer .£95-00
Marantz EC1
£6.99
Marano EC2
£9-75
Marantz EC12B
£21-00
Marantz EC33S
£24.00
Micro H505 Headshell
£7-90

• TUNERS (P/P £ 4.00)
Aiwa AT9300 LW ( Sp. off.)
Aiwa AT9700
£235.00
Akai 4,12200 ( Sp. off.)
£57-50
Akai AT2250L
£78-00
Akai AT2450L
£132.00
Armstrong 623
£132-75
Armstrong 624
£102-00
Harrison ST210 ( Sp off )
£196-50
Hitachi FT340
£87-50
Hitachi F1440
£119•90
Hitachi FT4000
£85-00
Hitachi FT5000
£137.00
Hitachi FT8000
£206-00
JVC JTV6
£99-00
Marantz ST300L
£99-90
Marantz ST400L
£139.90
Marantz 7800 Mk2
£168•90
Marantz 9800
£224-90
Pioneer TX408L
£59.25
Pioneer TX608L
£89-50
Pioneer TX7800 M k2
£169-90
Pioneer TX8500 Mk2
£182•90
Pioneer TX9800 Mk2
£225-00
Pioneer TXD1000
Quad FM3 . ...... P.O.A.
Rogers 175 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut. . . P.O.A.
Rote RT426 ( Sp. off.)
£79-90
,
Rote R1226
£59-50
Rote RT226L
£65.00
Rote RT426L
£74-90
Rote RT726
£99.90
Rote RT1000
£89-90
Sansui 160
£68.90
Sansui 180
£98-90
Sansui TU217
£99-90
Sansui TU317
£110.00
Sansui TU417
£135-00
Sansui TU517
£181.00
Teac ATX30
£99-00
Toshiba ST220
£75.00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off )
£99-90

• STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P £4.00)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off)
£199.00
mitai RMZZOi)
£75-00
Akai AM2450
£129.50
Akai AM2350
£95-50
Akai AM2650
£195-00
Akai AM2800
£22000
Aiwa AA8100 ( Sp. off.)
£73-00
Aiwa AA8300
On sale
Aiwa AA8700
£260.00
Armstrong 621
P0 A
Hitachi HA250 ( Sp. off.)
£79-90
Hitachi HA3300 ( Sp. off.)
£79-90

'Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.)
£119-90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet
£356.00
Hitachi HA3500S Slimline
£87-00
Hitachi HA4500S Slimline
£109-00
Hitachi HA5700S Slimline
£163-00
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
(Sp. off.)
£63•90
Hitachi HMA6500 Power Amp
£125.00
Hit(a
Sc
phi oH
f2A7500
£224.00
Hitachi HA8300
£206-00
Hitachi HA5700
£169-90
Hitachi HMA8300
£38 990
Hitachi HA7700 ( Sp. off.)
£199690900
Hitachi HCA 8. HMA6500 (Sp. off.) L16 9
9: 90
90
Marano PM750 ( Sp off)
7
£
Marano PM1072 ( Sp. off.)
£89-90
Marano PM200
£75.90
Marantz PM250
£93-50
Marano PM450
£125-00
Marano PM500
£137.50
Marantz PM700
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA408
£59.50
Pioneer SA508
Pioneer
ee SA608
Pioneer SA708
££
124
3 8 :90
"
64
Pioneer SA7800 Magniwide
£
£2
138:00
"
Pioneer SA8800 Magniwide
£279.00
Pioneer SA9800 Magniwide
£349-90
Quad 44/33/303, 33/405
P.O.A
Rogers A75 (Series Il), A100
P.O.A.
Rote RA214 ( Sp. off.)
£57-00
Rote RA414 ( Sp. off.)
£89.90
Rote RA714
£129-90
Rbte RA413 ( Sp. off.)
£79-90
Rote RA300 RA312 ( Sp off )
£59.90
Rote RA314, RA350 . . .
£79-90
Rote RA1000, RC1000, Fi.61
£109.90
Sansui AU117 Mk1
£69-90
Sansui AU217 Mk1
£87-50
Sansui AU117 Mk2 (Sp. off.) . , .
£79.90
Sansui AU217 Mk2
£105.00
Sansui Al/317 Mk2
£159-90
Sansui Al/417
£185-50
Sansui AU719
£278.00
Sansui AU919
£438-00
Sansui A40
£64-00
Sansui A60
£98.90
Sansui A80
£128.90
Teac-ASM30
£99-00
Teac ASM50
£159-00
Toshiba SB620 ( Sp. off )
£159-90

Teac AG5700 ( Sp. off)
Toshiba SA420 ( Sp. off)
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off)

£189.5
£112.(
£188-C

• STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa AA8700, AT9700, LP3000 . . £695-0
Aiwa Micro System A ex. Speakers . £258-0
Aiwa Micro System B inc. Speakers £429-0
Aiwa Micro System C inc. AP2100. £465-0
Aiwa Micro System S ( Sp. off.) . . . £299-0
Aiwa System 1 ( Sp. off.) + speakers £335-0
Aiwa System 2 Rack + speakers . . £399-9
Aiwa AF3060 ex. spkrs ( Sp. off.) . . £210-0
Aiwa AF5300 + speakers . -£339•9
Aiwa AF5600 ex. speakers
£269•9 ,
Aiwa AF3070 ex. speakers
£235-0
Aiwa AF3090 ( Sp. off.) exc. spkrs.
£275.0
Akai Pro 100 inc. spkrs
£449-9
Akai Pro 200 inc. spkrs
£589-9 ,
Akai AC3500, limited stock
£279•9
Akai AC3750L
£299-01
Goodmans MCD100 Mk2 ex. speakers
£299-01
Goodmans MCD100 Mk2 + MC35
(Sp. off.)
£380-01
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver
plus MC35 ( Sp. off.)
£230.9
Hitachi SDT300
£373-0(
Hitachi SDT4001 Casseiver inc speakers
£149.9(
'' 50T7820
£245-5(
Hitachi SDT7840 (Sp. off )
£231-0(
Hitachi SDT7765 ( Sp. off)
£278-0(
Hitachi SDT7785 ( Sp. off )
£352-5(
Hitachi ACT Cl Mini System . .
£325-0(
Marantz 0C9/2L System
£395- Of
Marantz 1515L Rack System
£374-9(
Panasonic 5000
PO4
Panasonic SG5090 ex. Speakers . . £449-9(
Panasonic SG5070L+513208 . .. . £390.0C
panasonic SG6070L ex. Speakers

obi:,
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a
p
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• RECEIVERS ( P/P £ 4'00)
Aiwa AX7300
£125-00
Aiwa AX7700
£159.90
Aiwa AX7800
£259.90
Akai AA1175 ( Sp, off . )
£175-00
Akai AA1200 ( Sp, off.)
£215-00
Akai AA1125 ( Sp. off . )
£108.00
Akai AA1135 ( Sp. off . )
£128.50
Akai AA1150 ( Sp. off . )
£150-00
Armstrong 625
£185.00
Armstrong 626 Long wave
£218.00
Audio- Pro 3D Gruppen
Microprocessor Receiver ( Sp. off.) £399-90
Harman Kardon 330C
£95.00
Hitachi ST703 ( Sp. off.)
£149.50
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.)
£199-00
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.)
£9&00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave
£127-50
Hitachi SR503 Long wave
£135.00
Hitachi SR304L
£125-00
Hitachi SR504L
£143.00
Hitachi SR604
£164.90
Hitachi SR804
£219-00
Marantz 22268 (Sp. off )
£169.90
Marantz 22168 ( Sp. off )
£119.90
Marano 2238BL ( Sp. off.)
£228-50
Marantz SR1000L
£124-90
Marantz SR2000L
£149.90
Marantz 4000L
£199.90
Marantz SR6000
£289-00
Marantz R1270, 1615L
£95-00
Marantz SR2000
£139•90
Maranta SR4000
£189-90
Marano SD1000
£88-00
Marantz SD4000
£189-90
Pioneer LX690
£165-90
Pioneer SX590
£99-90
Pioneer SX690
£128.50
Pioneer SX980
£397.90
Pioneer SX790
£202.90
Pioneer SX890
£254-00
Pioneer SX1080, SX1980
POA
Rotel 152/2 ( Sp. off)
£49.50
Rotel RX303 (Sp. off.)
£85-00
Rotel RX403L (Sp. off
)
£95-00
Rotel RX203L (Sp. off.)
£76.50
Rotel RX603 (Sp. off.)
£179•90
Sansui 9090 ( P.P.T.B.A.)(Sp off.) £359-00
Sansui TA300 (Sp. off.)
£139.90
Sansui TA500 ( Sp. off.)
£169.90
Sansui R30
£99.50
Sansui R50
£114-00
Sansui R70
£139-00* ‘

£599-00
£22000
Panasonic SG208OLD (
Sp. off.). . . £339-90
Panasonic SG2080L ( Sp off )
£299-90
Pioneer X33 excl. speakers
£299-00
Pioneer X55H excl. speakers
£429-00
Pioneer X55V excl. speakers
£445.00
Pioneer X77H excl. speakers
£
£4
48
99
5
Pioneer X77V excl. speakers
01
Pioneer X991-Iexcl. speakers
Pioneer X99V excl. speakers
£618-90
£629-9°
Pioneer X99H/CTF600 excl. speakers
£549.00
Pioneer X99V/CTF600 excl. speakers £565.00
Pioneer 424-2 ( SX690)
£359•90
Pioneer
Rotel
RX30
MiniRack
System
( Sp.3000
off )

£340-00
£545-00

Rotel RK350 inc. spkrs
Rotel RK1000 Rack excl. spkrs .
Sansui G301 Rack System A
Sansui GX60 System
Sansui GX70 System
Teac Libero 3000
Teat Libero 5000
Toshiba SM3750
Toshiba SM3350
Toshiba SM3650

£344-90
£39
E
45 9
7: 00
90
£270-00
£320.00
£375.00
48 0
£39
5:
1
0
£
£2
00
£ 38
89
5:00

Toshiba-220 Rack System ex.
Speakers

£450.00

Toshiba 335
225 Rack System
System
ex.

£490-00

Speakers
Toshiba 445H System
Toshiba SMD30 plus Rack

£465-00
£ 535-00
£399-90

• LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Aiwa SCE11 Mini
£66-50
Armstrong 602 (J2 stand extra) . . . £175.00
Audio Pro 82.50 Sub Woofer . . . . £495-00
Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off.)
£99-90
Castle kendal Mk2 Teak
£124-00
Castle Richmond
£84•50
Celestion 442
POA
Celestion 551
POA
Celestion 662
POA
Celestion Ditton 15XR
POA
Celestion Dillon 22
POA
Celestion Dillon 33
POA
Celestion Dillon 44
POA
Celestion CoOnty
POA
Celestion Dillon 121
POA
Celestion Dillon 120
POA
Celestion Dillon 332
POA
Celestion UL6
POA
Celestion UL8 . . . . . . . . .. '
POA
Chartwell LS3/5A, PM110, PM210. . . POA
Goodmans XB25, XB35, X845 . . . . On sale
Goodmans R818 ( Sp. off)
£ 7•50
Goodmans R820
£T3.50
Goodmans HE1 (carr. free)
049-90
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166 St. Albans Road,Watford,WD2 4AS.Tel:Watford 40633
Creditchargee
.
HERTS HI Fl
123 5b1
à I LYE.....

Open a Credit
Charge Account
with Herts Hi Fi
(Callers only)

ACCESS CARD

r7A71 C
-LAYCARD
SARCLAWARIO

your order quoting
WSA

Access or

HE2 (can. free)
£222-90
RB35
RB65 ( Sp. off
)
£115-00
Achromat Beta ( carr. free)
£139-90
Goodmans Achromat Kappa (carr. free)
£259-90
Goodmans Achromat Sigma (carr. free)
t259-90
Goodmans Mini 2
£53-50
IMF
POA
JR149 (various finishes to order) £129-90
JR150
£220-00
KEF Cantata
£384-00
KEF Calinda
£218.60
KEF Corelli
£134.50
KEF Reference 101
£162-00
KEF Reference 104AB . £255.00
KEF Reference 105
£705.00
KEF Celeste Ill
£97.50
KEF Concorde 3
£165-00
KEF ULS1 & ULS2 Stands Pair £18.50
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off )
£56-00
Marantz Avon
47-50
£
Monitor Audio MA2
POA
Monitor Audio MA9
POA
Monitor Audio MA16
POA
Monitor Audio MA84
POA
Monitor Audio MA4 (carr. free) . . £175.00
Monitor MA2, MA6 improved, MA16,
MA84 (all available in teak/walnut) . . POA
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( carr. free)
£79-90
Mordaunt Short Carnival (carr. free) . £89-90
Mordaunt Short Festival ( carr. free). £114-00
Mordaunt Short Pageant
(Series 2) carr. free)
£172-00
Mordaunt Short Signifer Teak/Walnut . . POA
Pioneer CS333
Pioneer CS434
£65-60
Pioneer CS535
new
Pioneer CS636
£112-00
Quad Electrostatic
POA
Ram Range
POA
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands . POA
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut
POA
Rogers Compact Monitor
POA
Sansui ES203 (carr. free)
£54.00
Sansui ES207 (can, free)
£145-00
Spendor Bd 1 Mk2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SAl. various finishes POA
Tangent SPL1
£79-95
Tangent RS6
£299.95
Tannoy Range
POA
Videotone Minimax 2 (add P/P £3.50)
On sale
Videotone GB3
£57-50
Wharfedale E20
POA
Wharfedale E30
On sale
Wharfedale E50
On sale
Wharfedale E70
On sale
Wharfedale Chem XP2
£34-00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Teak . . . £137-00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2 Teak . . . £184-00
Wharfedale Denton XP2
t49-60
Wharfedale Shelton Xi"
t58-60
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£79-00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2
£103-90
Wharfedale Laser 2000
£159-00
Wharfedale T.SR range
POA

nose°

• STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P fl SO)
Aiwa HP30
Akai ASE7
£8-70
Altai ASE11
£12-75
Akai ASE22+Volume control
£14-60
Akai ASE80C Electret
£69-00
AKG K240 ( Sp. off )
£43-90
Beyer ET1000
£114-00
Beyer DT220
£24-50
Beyer DT440
£24-50
Beyer DT441
£31-00
Koss Range
On sale
Pioneer Monitor 10
£35-00
Pioneer SE205
£11-50
Pioneer SE305
£18-00
Sennheiser HD224X ....... . . £35-75
Sennheiser HD400
£11-75
Sennheiser HD414X
£19-00
Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheiser HD420
£23-50
Sennheiser HD430
£30-50

aseo

Buy itwith Access

Barclaycard No.

leYutificiegleolmlplete
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans
Goodmans

\

You may telephone

System

Ortofon LM2OH
£34.00 Stanton 681EEE
.. £37-00
Sennheiser Unipopular 2000 £311-90 Rotel RP900 C1LV132 ( Sp. off.)
f59-95
£34.00 Stanton 881S
£55-00 Ortofon LM20
Stax SR5/SRD6S8 Electrostatic
£47-00 Stanton 681EES
£52-00
£57.50 Ortofon LM30
£91-50 Sansui SRB200+Cart
Ultimo
20A
Mk2
£75-50
£47-00
Ortofon LM3OH
Stax SR44 Electret
£70-00 Sansui SR222E Mk2 Improved
£49-60
£8-90 Ultimo 10X
£66.50 Ortofon FF10E ( Sp. off)
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB . . . . £143.00
Stax Sigma+SRD6SB . . . £221-00 Sansui FR1080P ( Sp. off.). . £59.00 Ortofon MC10 ( Sp. off.) . . . £37-90 Ultimo Dynavector 30A £95-00
Ultimo
308
£119-00
Ortofon
Fl5E
Mk2
£22-00
Sansui
SR333E
Direct
Drive
(
Sp.
off.)
Stax Lamda
POA
£133-00
£99-90 Ortofon FF15E Mk2 ( Sp. off )£12-50 Ultimo 30C
Wharfedale Isodynamic 2 . . £26-00
Ultimo 20B Mk2
£95-00
Sansui SR838E
£218.50 Ortofon M20E Super ( Sp. off.)
UAD
Preamp
£37.50
£43-90
Sansui FRD3
£84.90
• TURNTABLES ( P/P f3.50) AND Sansui FRD4
£129.90 Ortofon M20FL Super ( Sp. off.)
ARMS ( P/P £ 1.50)
Sansui FRD5 ...... . .
£147-50
£51-00
ADC LM F1
£61.00 Sugden 8D101 & SAU2.
£54-00 Ortofon VMS20E/2 ( Sp. off.) £24.50
ADC LMF2
£67.50 Sugden 80101 excl. arm
RADIOS
. £48-00 Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £61.50 • PORTABLE
ADC LMG-1 Headshell
£5.00 Sugden 2 P&C & SAUS .
CASSETTES
. £51-50 Ortofon MC10 and STM72 ( Sp. off.)
ADC LMH-2 Shell
£6-75 Sugden BD103 & arm . .
(P/P
Free)
£54.00
. £94-00
ADC ALT- 1
£32.90 Sugden BD2A P&C & SAU2 compact Ortofon MCA10. . .
£99.95
£ 54-00 Aiwa TPR906 ( Sp. off.)
Gerrard SP25 Mk6 Chassis
£29.50
£114-00
£39-90 Ortofon MC10 & MCA10 .
£88-00 Aiwa TPR903
Hadcock D Arm Unilift p/p free
£143-00
£57-00 Aiwa TPR940
Sugden BD2A P&C & SAU2 Standard Ortofon MC20
£75-00
£189:00
£46-00 Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm £85-00 Aiwa TPR950
£9900
Hadcock ' F' Arm & Unilift p/p free
t7-90 Aiwa TPR905
Free Headshell, belt and GLM36 Mk2 Pickering P/AC
£75-00
£163-00
£4.99 if purchased with the Sugden Pickering P/ATE ..... . . £12-75 Aiwa TPR935
Hadcock GH228 & Unilift p/p free
£182-00
Pickering V15 Micro 4AME . £20-25 Aiwa TPR945
packages.
£59-50
£62-00 Aiwa ATP990 Dolby .
STD
POA Pickering XSV3000
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm. . . £39-90 Teac TSF15 + AT11
£26-75 Marantz CR1053 ( Sp off.) . £29-90
£66-80 Pickering XV1562E
SME F3DS Damper
£12-00 Teac TSF30 + AT11
£58-90 Marantz CR1053L
ris•ao Satin M117G ( Sp. off)
uses
SME S2 Headshell
£5-75 Thorens 125 MkC
£38.90 Marantz CR1203L
noses Satin M1172
SME 3009 5/2 Det. Head. . £59-60 Thorens TO160S excl. arm £140-00 Shure M44E
£89-95
£7.90 Marantz CRS2024
SME 3009 Fixed Head. £55-60 Thorens TD126 Mk3 BC/Series 3S
£
170-90
Shure M55E
£8.90 Panasonic DR26
SME Series 3 . . . . . . . . . £96-50
£7-90 Roberts RT22
t295-00 Shure M75-65
£
£57
39-00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1)
-00
Thorens TD104
£10.75 Roberts R606MB
£86-90 Shure M758 Type 2
£19-00 Thorens TD105
£104-60 Shure M75ED Type 2
£15.25
Roberts RM20
SME CA1 Series 3 Spare Arm/Shell
Roberts RM30
4:
1
£
5"00
5°
50
Thorens TD110 (manual)
£110-00 Shure M75EJ Type 2
£12-90
£16.25 Thorens TD115 (automatic) asses Shure M95ED
£19-90
Roberts RM50
Sugden 8D1 Chassis Kit . .
£17.90 Thorens TD126 Mk38C . . . On sale Shure M95EJ
£25-75
Roberts Rambler
£13.90
Sugden 601 Module Kit. . . £44.00 Thorens TM 608/C Mk2. . . £89-90 Shure M95HE
Sharp GF8585
£159-90
£20-25
Sugden BD1 Chassis
£20-90 Thorens TD160B/C/SME 3009
Sharp GF9191
£182-00
Shure M97ED
£29-90
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis
Sharp GF9090
£149-90
Fitted
. .... . 049-90 Shure M97EJ
£22-50
(Sp. off )
£36-00 Thorens .
Shapr GF9191
t179-90
Shure M97HE
£33-50
761068C + 3009 Fixed
Toshiba RT6510 Auto Reverse
£55-00
£157-50 Shure V15 Type 3
t103-50
Shure V15 Type 4
£54-50
• TURNTABLE PACKAGES ( P/P Toshiba SR220, SR225, SR335,
SRA230. SR330. SR430 . . . POA Shure V15 Type 3HE
POA
£5-00)
£21-90
£125-00 Shure 95HE
ADC 1500FG & OLM34/3. . awes Toshiba SR270
£85-00 Stanton 500E
£13.95
ADC 160000 & CILM36/3 . £85-00 Toshiba SRF225D
• VHS VIDEO TAPE (P/P 65p)
£11.75
ADC 17000 Quartz & XLM/3
Toshiba SRF325 + cart. . . £85-00 Stanton 500A.
TDK VHS E120
£10.50
Stanton 500EE
£15-20
£106.00 Toshiba SRF530 Direct Drive + cart.
TDK VHS E180
£13-00
£23.95
Aiwa AP2100
£ 59-50
£99-90 Stanton 680EE
Aiwa AP2300 & Cartridge. £107-50
Aiwa AP2400 & Cartridge. £713-50 • CARTRIDGES ( P/P fl .50)
Aiwa AP2500 ( Sp. off.) . . . £99-90 ADC XLM Mk3 Improved . . £36-00
Aiwa AP2600
£149-90 ADC XLM Super, Case and Headshell
£33-75
Aiwa AP3000 Linear Track ( Sp. off.)
ADC VLM Mk3 Improved £24-50
Aiwa AP206 ex. Cart
£95-00 ADC ZLM Mk3 ( Sp. off.) £57.50
Aiwa AP006 ( Sp. off.) . . . £99-90 ADC QLM30/3
£9.25
BSR BDS95 Module inc. carr.
£8.90
ADC CILM32/3
NAD Range from Hi Fi
£44-00 ADC QLM34/3
£9.90
Markets of Watford. 131
Gerrard 00130 & M75ED2 . £87-00 ADC GLM36/3
£19-90
Gerrard GT25P and M75/65. £75.00 ADC CILM36 Improved.
£15-90
The Parade, High Street,
Harmon Kardon ST7 ( Sp. off.)
ADC ZLM/3 Improved . . . £61-00
Waftord. Tel: 34644
£255.00 Buy an LMG-1 Magnesium Headshell Clearance of 1979/80
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
for f3.50 with any of above ADC
ranges
and
demonstration
£89-90 cartridges saving f1.50
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)
AKG P6E
£17-50 stock. Rogers, Chartwell, Amplifiers
£8600
3020
£26-00 Quad, Monitor Audio,
£115-00 AKG P7E
£99.95
3030
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive (
Sp. off.) AKG P8E
£39.50
Celestion, Teac,
£87-00 AKG P8ES ....... . . . £ 57.00
Goodmans,
Hitachi,
Audio Technica AT3OE Moving Coil
Hitachi HT353 Quartz (SP. off.)
.90
£33.50 Wharfedale, Pioneer,
Tuners
Hitachi HT463 Quartz ( Sp. off.)
:: dies
Audio Technica AT630 Transformer
4020
Aiwa, Toshiba.
£116-00
£38-00
4030
.. £99.95
Decca London Mk5 Export £38-00
Hitachi HT550 Quartz (Sp. off.)
£89-90 Decca London Export Gold . £55-00 e. g:
Hitachi HT324 ( Sp. off.) . . . £49-90 Decca London Maroon. . . . £42.00
Turntables
Hitachi HT354
£79.00 Decca London Blue
£33.00 Teac Libero 3000 Rack
£74•95
5020 inc. Cart
Hitachi HT356
£98.00 Empire 999REX
£6-00
.. £89.95
5080 Direct Drive
System excl Cart/
£6-90
Hitachi HT660 ( Sp. off.) . . £742.00 Empire 2001E
£299.90
Spks.
£13-90
Marantz 6100W ( Sp. off.) .,. £57-50 Empire 2000E IV
£75.00 Casette Decks
£26.00 Goodmans XB25
'
Marantz 6170
£92.00 Empire 2000X
£69-25 Goodmans X835 ..
..
£89.95
Marantz TT2000 Quartz . .
£75.00 Empire EDR9
195.00 6020
£13-75
Marantz.TT4000 Quartz . . £107-00 Grado FCE + 1
£105-00 6100M .. .. £ 179.00
£19-25 Goodmans XB45
Pioneer PL200X. PC110/11 . £85-00 Grado F3E +
£99.90
Pioneer PL300X, PC150 . . £102-00 Grado F2E
£29-50 Goodman R865 ..
Pioneer PL400X, PC150 . . £127.90 Grado F1 +
£41.00 Goodmans Beta ..
199.90 Receivers
Pioneer PL600X
£199-90 Goldring G9001GC
£49-00
Goodmans Kappa.. £129.90 7020 • • .. £ 157.00
£16-75
Pioneer PL512
£48.90 Goldring G900E
Pioneer PL117D ( Sp. off.). £69-90 -Goldring G800
£5-75 Goodmans Sigma .. £189.90
£9-50 Good mans HE I ..
Pioneer PLL1000
£369-00 Goldring G800E
£189.00 Cartridges
Pioneer PL1170D & Grado FCE-H
£31-25
Goldring G900SE Mk2
£9.50
£169.00 i5.100
Goodmans HE2
(Sp. off )
£79-90 Goldring 0110 Stylus
£3.10
£16.50
9200
Reference Hydraulic, Electronic,
£5.90 Good mans 4000
Goldring D110E Stylus
£22.00
9300
Focus 1
POA Lentek Pre- amp DIN or Phono
Casseiver+ MC35 1230-00 Rack
£39.95
Rotel RP1000DD & Can. . . £89-90
£57.00
Rotel RP6400DD & Cart. . . £99.90 Lentek Entré
£99.90
Rotel RP9400 Quartz & Cart
EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
£149-55 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
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Telephone us to check our latest low price

Summer sale

We warmly invite all HiFi enthusiasts to listen to

LASKYS
felicerta
CLASSICS
Laskys are proud to be sponsoring
three of the most important classic
concerts in the British music calendar.
Claudio Abbado conducting the
London Symphony Orchestra at the
Edinburgh Festival.
André Previn conducting the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra at the Royal
Festival Hall.
We, at Laskys, feel that sponsoring
the creation of fine music and musical
events, is avery important tribute to
their excellence and significance and,
indeed, goes hand in hand with our
particular role in helping Hi Fi
enthusiasts to re-create them. It is our
small contribution to aworld in which
we are specialists.

7I
k

Listen to

Usher Hall,
Edinburgh.
Saturday, September 6th 8.00pm
Claudio Abbado conducts
The London Symphony
Orchestra,
The Edinburgh
Festival Chorus and
the Scottish National
Orchestra Junior
Chorus in aprogramme of
Debussy, Ravel and Berlioz.

Royal Festival Hall,
London.
Thursday, October 9th 8.00pm
André Previn conducts

The Royal
Philharmonic
Orchestra in works

including Brahms and Prokofiev.
And on Sunday, October 12th,
3.15pm in aprogramme of
Richard Strauss, Mozart,
Debussy and Mendelssohn.
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Lem/4e the leaders in Hi- Fi
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Dont listen
when they say
you cant afford
to specialise
with
Mordaunt-Short.
Of all Hi - Fi components, speakers are those
which are probably open to the
widest variations of subjective
taste. So when you are selecting a
pair of speakers you shauld be able
to choose from the widest possible
range. You should be able to listen
to the specialist manufacturers as
well as the mass market' names.
Some large Hi - Fi retail chains
might try to suggest that you don't
need this choice and that in any case the specialist'
brands are expensive and difficult to come by. But at
Laskys we give you the opportunity to hear and
appreciate asuperb range of speakers from afine
specialist manufacturer like Mordau nt - Short. And

Listen to

because we are the largest Hi - Fi
specialists in Europe we can also offer
excellent prices - plus something
that's exclusively ours - Laskys Hi Fidelity Service - the most comprehensive before and after sales service
Hi - Fi has ever known.
Why not come in soon and hear the
Mordau nt - Short range for yourself?,,

D.?
Peter Klein, Managing Director, Laskys

idervie the leaders in HiFi.

MORDAUNT-SHORT CARNIVAL II
1Acompact 2-way infinite baffle system with abass response that's remarkable for its size. Low distortion and smooth upper frequencies combine with
sensitivity and apower rating of 10-80 watts making this Carnival II ideal for
avery wide range of applications.
Laskys price £88.90.
MORDAUNT-SHORT FESTIVAL II
2Extended bass response, high power handling and low distortion characterise
the Festival II. This 2-way infinite baffle speaker is ideal for shelfmou nti ngeither horizontally or vertically. Suitable for amplifiers rated 10-90 watts.
Laskys price £114.50.
MORDAUNT-SHORT PAGEANT II
3A 2-way reflex system with mid and upper frequency range controls to tailor
the sound to suit any listening conditions. Designed for floor mounting on
stands. Suitable for amplifiers rated 15-100 watts..
Laskys price £169.90
MORDAUNT-SHORT SIGNIFER
4The flagship of the Mordaunt-Short range, the Signifer is a3-way reflex
system. Its negligible colou ration, smoothness of response and excellent
stereo imaging make the Signifer areal listening experience. Aperfect match
for the most sophisticated systems, the Signifer is suitable for amplifiers rated
at 20-250 watts.
Laskys price £498.00.
2

Stereoclub the
easy way to buy
better Hi Fi.
Buy through Laskys Stereoclub.
Once you have your card you get instant no deposit credit right
up to 24 times your monthly payment For payments of just £5amonth
you would get credit up to £120.
*Interest charged at 2.5% per month on monthly balance outstanding. Equivalent to
annual rate 34.49%. Interest rate and prices including 15% VAT are correct at time of going to press and
subject to alteration without notice. All offers subject to availability.

3
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Mall Order: If you can't get to your local Laskys just post your order to:
I

I

IIMPILYS The Hyde. London NW9 6JJ or telephone 61-2005250/0444

l

Add £450 per item Secuncor oelivery ( UK mainland only)
Please send me

I

I
I

I

Payment details please tick where applicable
1Please charge to my Stereocub account CI ri
ZiPi account no

I

3lenclose full cash paymentt) E

chequer,0 no

,

I

I

would like to apply for aStereoclub account 0
2I
I

4Please charge to my Barclaycard/Access/Diners Club/American Express a1
11711111lSt Ab

L

,

,L

Credit Card No

III

All costs refunded if goods returned within 7days in perfect condition

I

Name

I

Address

Ill

Signature

LUK
4

I
II
I

Date

I

.

I
Allow 28 days for delivery All items subject to availability
HN/AUG
Mainland only
IBM
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Hardman Hi Fi Centres Ltd. Chancel House. Neasden Lane. London NW10 2XE Registered No 347947

LASKYS SUPERSTORES London- 42 Tottenham Court Road. Tel: 01-636 0845. Birmingham - 19/21 Corporation Street. Tel: 021-632 6303. Bristol-16/18/20 Penn Street
Tel: 0272 20421 Chester- The Forum, Northgate Street Tel: 0244 317667. Edinburgh- St James Centre. Tel: 031-5562914. Glasgow- 22/24 West Nile Street Tel: 041-226 3349.
Kingston- 38/40 Eden Street Tel: 01-546 1271. Liverpool- 33 Dale Street Tel: 051-236 2828. Manchester- St Mary's Gate, Market Street Tel: 061-832 6087. Preston- Guild Hall
Arcade. Tel: 0772 59264. Sheffield - 58 Leopold Street Tel: 0742 750971. Slough - 75 Qu eensm ere Centre. Tel: 75 24401.
AND NATIONWIDE London (8Branches), Birmingham ( 2Branches), Cardiff, Chatham, Colchester, Croydon, Dartford, Golders Green, Leicester, Manchester (2Branches),
Northampton, Nottingham, Oxford, Reading, Richmond, Romford, Sheffield ( 2Branches), Southend, Tunbridge Wells, Wolverhampton, Watford.

tHI-FI )
LOWEST PRICES - THAT'S A PROMISE
There's no need to shop around before buying at Comet. Our prices are the
lowest in the business, we know - we check the competition ourselves. If
however, you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is being currently
advertised at alower price elsewhere - let us know and . . .
WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ADVERTISED PRICE - ON THE SPOT
On all brand new current merchandise in stock
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AA8100 2 x 25
AA8300 2 x 45

52.90
89.90

AKAI
AM 2350 2 x 35
AMU 01

57.90
69.90

ALBA
2025 2 x 27
3035 2 x 30
2050 2 x 50

MARANTZ
1050 2 x 25
1040M 2 x 20
1072 2 x 36
1070M 2 x 35

59.94
56.90
64.90
89.90

PIONEER
SA
SA
SA
SA

408 2 x 20
7800 2 x 65
8800 2 x 80
9800 2 x 100

59.90
229.90
279.90
366.90

ROTEL
RA 300 2 x 20
RA 314 2 x 25
SANSUI
A40 2 x 25
A60 2 x 45 DC coupled
A80 2 x 65 DC coupled

63.90
89.90
124.90

32.90

Turntables-continued

GOODMANS

ARAI
APB10C belt drive inc.
cartridge

52.50

ALBA
3002 semi-auto belt drive
inc. magnetic cartridge

49.90

AMSTRAD
TP12D belt drive

25.90

2000 MW/LW/FM
3000 MW/LW/FM with
5 FM pre sets

59.90

4000 2 x 28 with Dolby
cassette

79.90

MARANTZ

AMSTRAD
EX 202 MW/LW/FM
EX 303 MW/LW/FM
T101 Micro digital MW/
LW/FM
'

34.90
47.90
69.90

2050 MW/FM
2100 MW/FM
2060 ML LW/MW/FM

99.90

189.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

49.90
64.94
79.90

TX 408L LW/MW/FM
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM

59.90
168.90
224.90

ROTEL
RT300 LW/MW/FM
RT426 MW/FM
RT1000 LW/MW/ FM

59.90
54.90
89.90

AX7300
2 x 25 LW/
MW/FM

49.90

Digital

62.90

2125 2 X 27 LW/MW/
FM
2150 2 x 50 LW/MW/
FM

69.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
EX222 2 x 25
EX333 2 x 30

49.90
69.90

94.90

SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120

27.90

ROTEL

SOLAVOX
ST 3002 FM/MW/LW.
KT 5550 MW/FM

1535ML 2 x 30

109.90

PIONEER

52.90

RX
RX
RX
RX
RX

300 2 x 20
504 2 x 40
604 2 x 50
1203 2 x 120
1603 2 x 180

362.90
448.90
84.90
109.90
129.90
189.90
239.90

SANSUI
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
Combinations

R30 2 x 25
R50 2 x 45
R70 2 x 65

89.90
108.90
137.90

AIWA

AKAI
179.94

3926 2 x 20 watts RMS
4 waveband with
Dolby cassette

139.90

BSR
P208 belt drive auto
fitted ADC QLM33
mag. cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
Quanta 600 belt drive
DC Servo auto return
Quanta 700 direct drive
auto return
Quanta 800 direct drive
quartz locked, auto
return
GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM
MARANTZ
6025 belt drive
PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
PL200X
Direct
drive
inc. cartridge
PL300X Quartz locked
direct drive auto.
return inc. cartridge
PL400X Quartz locked
direct drive fully auto
inc. cartridge
ROTEL
RP310 belt
cartridge

drive,

31.90
39.90
49.90
59.90
89.90

34.90
49.90
59.90
84.90
99.90

119.90

inc.

TRIO
KD1033B belt drive

49.90
49.90

TURNTABLES

SPEAKERS

AIWA

FERGUSON

57.90

84.90

MARANTZ

SANSUI
T60 MW/FM
T80 MW/FM
display

AIWA

ALBA

AC3500L 2 x 25 Dolby
cassette

AIWA
AT9300 LW/MW/FM.

4025L 2 x 25 with
Dolby cassette LW/
MW/FM

AF3090 2 x 40 Dolby
cassette
269.94

TRIO
KA3750 2 x 25

Casseivers-continued

TRIO
57.90
54.90

SOLAVOX
SA3020 2 x 25

Tuners-continued
ALBA

PIONEER
39.90
74.90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
inc. VAT

MARANTZ
44.90
79.90
59.90

AMSTRAD
EX 220 2 x 25
A101/P101 Micro 2 x 25

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AP2100 belt drive auto
return, inc. magnetic
cartridge
AP2300 semi-auto direct
drive inc.
magnetic
cartridge

54.90

99.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
AC 40
Micro 101

27.90
39.90

8/80
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Speakers-continued

Cartridges-continued

CELESTION

Styli

Hadleigh
Ditton 121
County
Ditton 15XR
Ditton 22

39.90
68.90
87.90
114.90
154.90

GOODMANS
RB18
MC 35

49.90
59.90

ICLH
331
317

94.90
134.90

MARANTZ
4G
4G3
HD440

54.90
69.90
84.90

SANSUI
J11 Mini

79.90

SOLAVOX
PR25 Mk. II 2waY
PR35 Mk. II 3 way
PR45 Mk. II 3 way
HS55
HS70

39.90
59.90
79.90
99.90
149.90

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP2
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
E20 High power
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power
E90 High power

37.90
49.90
59.90
79.90
109.90
134.90
159.90
199.90
299.90
349.90
499.90

CARTRIDGES
AKG
P7E
1
38E

GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E

SHURE
M55E
M75ED
M75EJ
V15- Mk. 3
V15- Mk. 4

69.90

BINATONE
6764 Dolby

64.90

8.45

LLOYTRON
H522

49.90

17.90
5.50
8.50
12.50
15.90
17.90
23.90

HEADPHONES
ALBA
H5/H6

5.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

11.50

GOODMANS
OHPIO

14.90
9.90
volume
13.90
21.90
14.90
19.90

6.50
12.90

SANSUI
SS30

14.90

44.90

SOLAVOX
300

5.90
8.90
11.90
15.90

VVHARFEDALE
1D2

5.90
26.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

11.90
24.90
29.90
16.50

AIWA
ADM100 Dolby
ADM200 Dolby variable
bias

8.50
13.90
12.50
39.90
57.90

AKAI
CSMO1 Dolby
CSMO2 Dolby with
metal tape facility
GXMIO Dolby with
metal tape facility.

109.90

3.25
5.90

7.90

SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15
Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

59.90

AMSTRAD
EX700 Dolby

PIONEER
SE205
SE305

ORTOFON
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
SL20E Moving coil .. .
STM72 Transformer for
SL20E

ORTOFON
NF15E Mk. II for
FF15E Mk. II
D2OE Mk. II for VMS
20E Mk. II

ALBA
2200 Dolby
3300 Dolby with metal
tape facility

9.90

24.90
29.90

AUDIO
TECHNICA ATIIE...
TECHNICA AT13EA.
TECHNICA AT3OE
Moving coil including
AT630 transformer ..

4.90

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800) . .
D110E Stylus (G800E)
DIIOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E)

KOSS
K6
K6/LC (with
control)
PRO-4AA

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
Hz -Fi Cassette Tape Recorderscontinued

AUDIO
TECHNICA
ATS11 E
(for AT 11E)
TECHNICA ATN13
(for AT13EA)

66.90
79.90
69.90
89.90
137.90

Cha,rmar ,

MARANTZ
5050M Dolby
CD320 Dolby 2 head
battery/mains
CD330 Dolby 3 head
battery/mains

74.90
104.90
124.90

PIONEER
CTF500 Dolby
84.90
CTF650 Dolby metal
139.90
tape
CTF750 Dolby auto
reverse,
metal
tape
209.90
facility
ROTEL
RD 300M Dolby with
metal tape facility....

74.90

SANSUI
D90 Dolby

72.90

SOLAVOX
SCD 2070 Dolby

59.90

TRIO
KX503 Dolby

82.90

OPEN REEL
TAPE RECORDERS

Blank Tapes-continued
BASF CRO2
C120
C90 Twin pack

2.32
2.50

TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
D60
D90
D120

0.65
0.89
1.35

TDK Al) CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120

1.05
1.20
1.95

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

1.20
1.75

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
LASER SP. PACK
C90 5pack with rack...

2.20

LASER SP. PACK
C90 high bias 4 pack
with rack

3.25

MAXELL
UL C60
UL C90
UL C120
UDXLI C60
UDXLI C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

0.65
0.90
1.05
1.25
1.50
1.40
1.75

MEMOREX MRX3
C60
C90

1.10
1.45

1.30
1.60

MICROPHONES

AKAI
GX4000D
194.90
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack
549.90
GRUNDIG
TS 945 4motor, 3heads
249.90
and echo
TS 1000 Semiprofessional electronic
switching,
3 heads,
399.90
3motors
PIONEER
RT 707 Auto reverse ...

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

389.90

BLANK TAPES
BASF LB
C60
C90
C120

0.60
0.85
1.25

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

1.10
1.45
1.80

BASF CRO2
C60
C90

1.20
1.75

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(Pair)
MARANTZ
Superscope EC1 Electret
condenser
Superscope EC3 Electret
condenser

13.90

5.90
8.90

ALBA
2100 Hi-Fi Cabinet ....
3001 Rack

14.90
39.90

IDEAL
L20 Hi-Fi cabinet

29.90

MARANTZ
MR500

28.90

ROTEL
RK310/RK300V
RK1000M

39.90
49.90

SANSUI
GX60 Receiver rack
GX70 Amplifier rack

34.90
44.90

TRIO
SRC 75
Mk. 2

37.90

System

rack

All offers subject to availability.
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CASSETTE
DECKS
Al BA 2200

LLOYTRON H.522

LLOYTRON H-522 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

ALBA 2200 CASSETTE DECK

A big specification, big value for money — this is the
stylish H-522 front-loading cassette deck from
Lloyd's. Where else can you get abudget huy with
these features? Three-position tape bias control for
normal, Cr02 and FeCr tapes, piano- key function
controls, cue and review facilities, large VU meters,
LED recording indicator and auto shut -off. Check out
the H-522 at Comet!

Here's an impressive front - loader with distinctive
new styling — acassette deck with aperformance in
keeping with its elegant good looks. There's Dolby, of
course, and features such as 3-step bias and
equalisation selectors for spot-on tape matching.
There's a memory rewind facility, solenoid-assisted
buttons for controlling tape movement, large VU
meters, recbrd balance control, and a 40-step
recording level control. With full auto-stop on all
modes.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

AIWA AD- M100
CASSETTE DECK

This Dolby front-loader incorporates an automatic
Cr02 tape selector and 2-step peak-reading LEDs.
With features including full auto-stop,cue and review,
and oil-damped cassette ejection the AD- M100 is a
fine value-for-money buy from Comet.

COMET PRICE £66.90 inc. VAT

SANSUI D90 FRONT-LOADING
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
WITH DOLBY

AKAI CS- M01 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

COMET PRICE £72.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

A competitive Comet price is just one of the reasons
why this Dolby front- loader is proving a popular
addition to home HiFi systems. The easy- to- use
controls enable you to change tape-travel modes
without pressing the stop button, and there's
independent biasand equalisation to perait recording
and play-back on all types of oxide-based tapes. Easy
to load vertical tape mount with soft eject button and
removeable cassette cover for easy access to the
heads for cleaning and demagnetising. Other features
include auto shut-off and large VU meters.

Here's aDolby front- loader which brings you top HiFi
facilities. The CS-M01 incorporates apermalloy head
and the neatly-arranged control panel includes such
features as: piano-key function controls, tape selector
switch for normal, CrO2andFeCr tapes,easy-to-read
VU meters, large recording level control, Dolby noise
reduction switch and timer facility.
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AKAI CS.M02
MARAN .IZ 5050M

TRIO KX.503
PIONEER CTF500

AIWA AD M200

AKAI CS-M02 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

MARANTZ 5050M
CASSETTE DECK

COMET RRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 74.90 inc. VAT

With its Sendust head to bring the best out of normal,
Cr02 and the new metal tapes, this superb Dolby
front-loader is a fantastic performer. Other
impressive
features include:
extra- responsive
fluorescent bar recording meters with peak level
indication, all-new auto-play function, rec/mute
button, filter, output/phone control, tape selector
switch and timer facility

TRIO KX-503 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK

A versatile front- loader packed with impressive Hi -Fi
features — this is the 5050M cassette deck. There's
Dolby noise reduction, super hard permalloy head,
bias and equalisation selection — and large VU
meters. Marantz quality makes this one of the best
value-for-money music- makers around.

AIWA AD-M200
CASSETTE DECK

PIONEER CTF500 CASSETTE
TAPE DECK

This Dolby front- loader has been designed to match
the KA3750 and KT-5550 in terms of size and
performance, and is impressively styled in the same
handsome black finish. A servo-controlled motor
system provides maximum stability, and other
features include, bias and equalisation selection, large
VU meters and auto shut-off.

A really impressive specification includes adjustable
bias for optimum frequency response from
LH/Normal tapes and Dolby noise reduction. For an
equally impressive Comet discount price you also get
2- step peak- reading LEDs, full auto-stop, cue and
review, and independent 3- step bias and equalisation

No f
rills, no fuss, yet all the high-level performance and
reliability of Pioneer's more expensive models
this
is the CT- F500 Dolby front-loader. Driven by anewlydeveloped DC motor and incorporating a large
flywheel to ensure speed stability. Features include:
all mode auto shut -off , 3- mode tape bias/nqualisation
switching, soft-damping cassette holder, permalloy
head and large VU meters,

COMET PRICE £82.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT
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ROTEL RA314

MARANTZ 1040M

AMSTRAD EX.220
STEREO AMPLIFIER

TRIO KA3750
STEREO AMPLIFIER

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

Offering a full 25 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power, the EX.220 incorporates many HiFi
features normally associated with much more
expensive amplifiers. There are click-action volume
and tone controls, arange of filters operated by cuedown solid aluminium levers, loudness control and a
stereo/mono switch. Designed for stacking with other
matching Amstrad units, the EX.220 also has extra
sockets which enable the unit to perform on four
loudspeakers. See it at Comet now — at aprice you
can afford to pay.

ROTEL RA314
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Delivering a power output of 25 watts RMS per
channel with total harmonic distortion as low as0.05%
at full power, the RA314 is an impressive all-round
performer. Circuitry is DC coupled, giving improved
bass performance, and an important feature is the
inclusion of large, quick-response twin power meters
which also serve as ' power-on' indicators. Other
features include full tape dubbing in both directions,
low and high filters, loudness and mono/stereo
buttons, and provision for 2pairs of speakers.

COMET PRICE £54.90 inc. VAT

Delivering an output of 25 watts RMS per channel of
low distortion power, the KA3750 is superbly engineered to deliver excellent tonal quality with crisp,
clear efficiency at every audible frequency. This nononsense amp has an advanced specification which
includes direct-coupled low noise phono equaliser,
click-stop tone controls and low-boost loudness
control.

MARANTZ 1040M AMPLIFIER

With an output of 20 watts RMS per channel, the
1040M has an impressive specification, including:
bass and treble controls, output level meters, 41-step
detented volume control, mic/source mixing,
loudness control and low filter. There's a comprehensive selection of inputs and outputs too.

COMET PRICE £56.90 inc. VAT

AIWA AA-8100
STEREO AMPLIFIER

Modestly priced, but with a far from modest
performance, this is Aiwa's AA-8100 stereo integrated
amplifier. Output is a satisfying 25 watts RMS per
channel of low distortion power, and the precision
phono equaliser stage adheres closely to the R1AA
curve. Other features include: individual bass and
treble tone controls, loudness switch, low and high
filters and 4-way speaker system selector switch.

COMET PRICE £52.90 inc. VAT
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AMPLIFIERS

AKAI AM U01

........

AIWA AA- 8300

AKAI AM 2350

SANSUI A 40

PIONEER SA408 AMPLIFIER

AKAI AM-U01 STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

Unbeatable HiFi value ... abudget- priced stereo amp
that delivers 20 watts RMS per channel with no more
than 0.1% total harmonic distortion! The elegant
cabinet houses ahigh performance phono equaliser,
CRType tone control and features including stereo
tape monitor, loudness switch, click-stopped volume
control, bass/treble tone controls and speaker select
switch (A. B. A and Bor OFF). Pioneer quality — at a
Comet discount price you can afford!

Delivering acrisp 20 watts RMS per channel with no
more- than 0.3% total harmonic distortion, the AMU01 has a performance that belies its slim, elegant
design. With features like large, easy-to-see power
output meters, input selector with LED indicators,
tape monitor switch and loudness switch, here is an
amplifier that represents outstanding value for
money.

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

AKAI AM 2350 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI A-40 AMPLIFIER

Producing asubstantial 35 watts RMS per channel of
low-distortion power, this stereo integrated amplifier
incorporates pure complementary OCL circuitry to
give excellent stability over a wide frequency and
power bandwidth. The specification includes: twin
output power meters, loudness switch,3-way speaker
switching, mode selection, tape dubbing facilities,
bass and treble controls, and large calibrated click.
type volume control. At this low Comet price it all
adds up to aonce-in-a- HiFilifetime offer!

The low Comet price on the Sansui A-40 makes this
integrated stereo amplifier outstanding HiFi value for
money. With alow-distortion output of 25 watts RMS
per channel, the A-40 has aformidable specification
including:— complementary OCL power amp
section, twin power meters, defeatable tone controls,
loudness switch and provision for the use of two
stereo pairs of speakers.

COMET PRICE £57.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £63.90 inc. VAT

AIWA AA-8300 STEREO
AMPLIFIER

Delivering apowerful 45 watts RMS per channel, with
total harmonic distortion down to as low as 0.1%, the
AA-8300 is an impressive performer which comes to
you at an impressively- low Comet discount price. A
full complement of HiFi features includes: logarithmic
type peak power meters, 2-deck capability with A- B,
B-A dubbing, muting switch, lowand high filtersand 4way speaker system selector switch.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT
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TUNERS

AMSTRAD EX 202

e
MARAN

ROTEL RT426

TRIO KT-5550 STEREO TUNER

Here is an AM/FM tuner which fully reflects Trio's
uncompromising attitude to tonal quality and stereo
performance. Even the weakest of FM stations are
received very clearly without interference and noise,
and an advanced PLL (phase-lock-loop) IC maintains
awide stereo separation. Junction FETs give ahigh
stability, and65 dB of selectivity enables you to choose
from stations that are crowded together without
overlap distortion.

COMET PRICE £52.90 inc. VAT

MARANTZ 2050 AM/FM TUNER

AMSTRAD EX .202
STEREO TUNER

Designed to complement the EX.220 — and most
ottier HiFi amplifiers and cassette decks — this
stereo tuner gives crisp, clear FM reception of all radio
stations available in the UK. Unlike most HiFi tuners
the EX.202 also incorporates Medium Wave and Long
Wáve coverage. There's an AFC switch for
preventing drift, LED stereo beacon and a signal
meter which enables you to tune for maximum signal
reception. Amstrad have kept the price low and the
specification high. Subtract the Comet discount —
and you have one of the best HiFi bargains around.

COMET PRICE £34.90 inc. VAT

ROTEL RT426 AM/FM TUNER

With aspecification that includes dual gate MOSFET
FM front end circuitry based on ceramic F filters, and
phase locked loop (Pli) demodulator which gives
exceptional selectivity as well as optimum FM stereo
channel separation. Other features include: 3 gang
FM tuning capacitor, signal strength and centre
tuning meters, and mono and FM muting switches.

The R1426 is packed with features to ensure excellent
AM/FM reception.
An impressive specification
includes Negative feedback phase lock loop MPX to
pull in marginal programme signals and to give long
term stability of stereo separation, low drift and low
distortion. A signal meter serves for both FM tuning
and signal strength — and buttons for hi-blend and
interstation muting are also provided.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £54.90 inc. VAT

AIWA AT-9300 AM/FM
STEREO TUNER

This high sensitivity phase- locked- loop/MPX stereo
tuner is competitive in both price and specification.
The perfect complement for the AA-8300 and AA.
8100 amps. the Aiwa AT-9300 incorporates AFC for
drift- free FM reception, separate signal strength and
centre tuning meters, Hi- blend switch, FM muting
and FM stereo indicator.

COMET PRICE £57.90 inc. VAT
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AIWA AX 7300

SANSUI R-30

AMSTRAD EX 222

GOODMANS 4000

AIWA AX 7300 FM/MW/LW
STEREO RECEIVER

SANSUI R-30 FM/AM
STEREO RECEIVER

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

This comprehensively-equipped receiver comes to
you at an incredibly-low Comet price. The power
output is ahealthy 25 watts RMS per channel and the
radio section offers crisp, clear reception. Amongst a
host of features are:— signal strength and centre
tuning indicators, loudness switch, FM muting, AFC,
stereo indicator and 4- way speaker system selector.
See the Aiwa AX 7300 at Comet now.

AMSTRAD EX.333 FM/LW/MW
STEREO RECEIVER

Despite its low Comet price the R-30 brings you
almost all the features of Sansui's higher-powered
models. Power output is a clean, low-distortion 25
watts RMS per channel and FM/AM reception iscrisp
and clear. Amongst a host of HiFi features are:
bass/treble tone controls with defeat, loudness, tape
monitor/record (stereo). LED signal-strengt h/cent retune display, speakers switch for 2stereo pairs, FM
muting balance and volume.

GOODMANS HI-FI CASSEIVER
4000 with Dolby

AMSTRAD EX.222 FM/LW/MW
STEREO RECEIVER

Amstrad state-of-the-art engineering at its best, with
an amplifier section delivering 35 watts RMS per
channel of low-distortion power. The FErequipped
FM section incorporates an additional IF gain-stage
for greater sensitivity, and there's a centre- tuning
meter, signal strength meter, and two output meters.
Other features include rumble and scratch filters,
loudness control, switchable AFC and interstation
muting . . . not forgetting the low Comet discount
price!

All the convenience of afront- loading cassette deck
combined with FM/LW/MW/SWradioanda28watts
RMS per channel amplifier — this is the HiFi
Casseiver 4000. It's compact and very competitively
priced with features including: twin VU meters, signal
strength meter, Dolby indicator lamp, stereo beacon
— and buttons for contour, rumble filter and scratch
filter.

The amplifier section delivers ahealthy 25 watts RMS
per channel, and has a full range of filters including
scratch, rumble and loudness control. A
comprehensively-equipped tuner section features
MPX phaselocked-loop(PLL), stereo decoder and
LED FM beacon. A bargain buy — even by Comet
standards!

COMET PRICE £69.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT
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SOLAVOX HS70

SOLAVOX HS55

Suitable for use with amplifiers ranging from 15 to 70
watts, these 4-way speakers bring anew meaning to
the word 'sensitivity'. The elegant cabinet houses a
250mm bass unit, two 100mm mid- range speakers
with transmission line absorber, and a50mm treble
unit. Wit hacrossover network designed and matched
to the particular drive units in each system, the
Solavox HS70 represents not only fantastic value for
money, but a dramatic step forward in the
reproduction of high fidelity sound.

'The recommended amplifier range for the Solavox
HS55 is 15 to 55 watts, but whatever the output the
high sensitivity of the H555 will enable you to keep
power in reserve to reduce distortion to aminimum.
Behind the deluxe, acoustically transparent, snap- on
grille is aperfectly matched combination of drive units
. 250mm bass, 100mm mid- range ( with transmission
line absorber) and 50mm t
reble. At aComet price that
brings state-of-the-art loudspeaker engineering well
within your reach.

COMET PRICE £ 149.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT

SOLAVOX PR45 Mk II

SOLAVOX PR35 Mk II

Gives outstanding clarity of tone and wide frequency
response without objectionable sound colouration.
Three-way speaker system with 200mm bass unit,
120mm mid-range and 70mm tweeter. Power handling
up to 35 watts RMS. Variable mid- range control. Size:
(mm) 272w X 493h X 240d.

Compact in size, yet oftering full deep rich bass
and impeccably balanced sound. Two-way speaker
system incorporates 200mm bass unit and 70mm
tweeter. Power handling 5 to 25 watts RMS. Size:
(mm) 272w x 375h X 240d.

COMET PRICE £79.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT

Superb all-round performance froma speaker system
incorporating a precision-designed
8-element
crossover unit. Large 250mm bass unit, 120mm midrange and 70mm tweeter. Power handlirig up to 45
watts RMS. Variable mid- range control. Size: ( mm)
335w X 565h X 294d.

SOLAVOX PR25 Mk II
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DENTON

SHEL ION
CHE VIN

WHARFEDALE GLENDALE XP2

Wharfedale make you sit up and listen with the
Glendale XP2, a speaker producing a power
handling of 15 50 watts, and designed for either floor
standing or bookshelf locations. A large 250mm bass
unit is used with acoustic suspension loading to give a
—3 dB cut oft point of 50 Hz. The bass response is
superb, and the Glendale's performance amply
explains its outstanding reputation — as a
loudspeaker capable of covering the entire musical
spectrum from classical through to jazz and pop, in
even the most difficult of acoustic environments.This
is a unit heading a range of loudspeakers bearing
advanced development not seenon products costing
twice as much or more.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE LINTON XP2

A world-famous model with a quality performance
that has made it aHiFi household word — that is the
Linton XP2. Wharfedale applied the ( weight of their
advanced engineering and measurement programme
to to XPs, and the.Linton emerged with a power
handling of 10-40 watts, an increase of 5wat ts over the
earlier model. The bass and treble drivers joined the
outstandingly successful middle- range unit proved on
the Linton 3XP to complete a 3-way speaker that
generates smooth, undistorted sound.
•

COMET PRICE £ 79.90 inc. VAT

The superb Shelton XP2 incorporates adome tweeter
to put it firmly on the peak of the budget market.
Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is
well in keeping with Wharfedale's impressive
international reputation. Behind the attractive grille is
speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure,
colouration-free sound . . . a deep- flared bass unit
cone, 70". more metal around the voice coil than on
conventional speakers to improve power handling,
and acomplex 8-element crossover network.

WHARFEDALE CHEVIN XP2

The smallest Wharfedale loudspeaker on the market,
the Chevin XP2 has a performance way outside its
compact dimensions. And although it's small, it's by
no means simple. High and low frequency cones,
mounted on the same coil and chassis, decouple at the
right frequency to forma 2-way system that will handle
20 watts of power without protest. It's abargain at this
Comet price!

WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £37.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2

Featuring a wide margin of power handling, the
Denton XP2 has a performance which has enabled
Wharfedale to consolidate their lead in the budget
loudspeaker market. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30
watts RMS output, the Denton incorporates afibrous
cone which is terminated in a compliant, highly
plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an
exceptional acoustic performance.
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TURNTABLES

AMSTRAD TP12D

GARRARD SP25 Mk VI

MARANTZ 6025

BSR Quanta 50C1

PIONEER P1-512

AMSTRAD TP12 D TURNTABLE

MARANTZ 6025 TURNTABLE

COMET PRICE £25.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT

Thé stylish, belt- driven IP12D . . acompetitivelypriced unit with an impressive specification. Features
include: solid diecast aluminium platter, S-shaped
tonearm with viscous-damped cueing, adjustable bias
compensator, lightweight detachable headshell and
removable hinged dust cover.

This semi-automatic, belt-drive unit features the
revolutionary tonearm design used on every Marantz
turntable. Tracking error distortion has been lowered
by 30% below that of aconventional tonearm. Other
features of this perfectly engineered turntable include:
AC synchronous motor, bias control and calibrated
counterweight, and automatic return/shut off.

GARRARD SP25 Mk VI
TURNTABLE •

BSR QUANTA 500 TURNTABLE

COMET PRICE £34.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £39.90 inc. VAT

A super buy — even by our standards — this is the
Garrard SP25 Mark VI from Comet. Belt- driven by a
4- pole synchronous motor, this elegantly engineered
automatic turntable is packed with HiFi features.
These include a low mass S-shaped tonearm,
precision ball bearing pivots, viscous-damped cueing,
and calibrated stylus force and anti-skating
adjustment. A Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge
completes this outstanding value- for- money bargain.

Here's a value for money BSR belt-driven, semiautomatic turntable that is packed with HiFi features.
The specification includes S-shaped tonearm,
aluminium plug-in heacishell, viscous-damped cueing,
auto- return and aluminium platter with anti- static
mat.

PIONEER PL512 BELT-DRIVE
TURNTABLE

For this low Comet price you get asynchronous belt
drive with outstanding 0.055% wow/flutter, anti- howl
cabinet, low- resonance S-shaped tonearm, oildamped cueing and anti- skate. Coming to you
complete with free- hinged acrylic cover, the PL-512
brings superb hi-fi quality within the reach of most
pockets.

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT
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Mffir (

The Complete )
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 pm. (with the exception of branches marked t)
*Raw Mere* Phetoweplfte Deparlsweet now ow. et all Drenchee except eft.
Mewed
SCOTLAND
IMUSIDIONSES
DUNDEE

W.elfl.Hdel.oneWylld

EDINBURGH
GLASGOW

1Newhaven Road
Tel, 031-554 4454
West Lodge Road, lillyessrood
Trading Estate, Renfrew ---------- 0619965731
Kilmer, Road, 13.4.11. Induetri•I
Estate, Tannockelde Menge. . TM Ueklingeton

GLASGOW

Tel 0382 28101

015134

swots« DICRO
ABERDEEN
}AYR
}DUMFRIES

ConsteMion Mreel
41-43 Dalblair Arcade
66 Glaegow Street

Tel: 0224 29434
Tel: 0292 62284
Tel 03.63058

}DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK

12/14 Chad...eel
118 Delry Road, Wee, Haymarket
How.te

TM: 031. 35126/7
Tel: 031-348 0191/2
Tel: 0324 342.

GLASGOW
}GREENOCK
}KILMARNOCK
}KIRKCALDY
'WERTH
STIRLING

22 Dyne Road
4Jamaica Street
30 Grange Street
27/29 High Street
35-39 George Street
Wells. Street.

Tel:041-334 4667
Tel: 0475 2026E1
Tel -0563 20126
Tel: 05926.65/6
Tel. 0738 363116
Tel. 0766 2376

HORSFORTI.
HUDDERSFIELD

101 New Roed 51.
12 2Mand Street

Tel. 0532 568679
Tel: 0464 40201

HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER

96-104 George Mewl
65 Low Meet
9Geoege Street

Tel: 0482 20881
Tel 0535 67021
Tel: 0524

LEIGH
LIVERPOOL

96 Bredshewpate
52 Bold Street

Tel: 0642 670711
Tel Cal 70e 7170

MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER

170 Cheatergata
Deans.. Home. 274 Deansgete

Tel: Oe2.5 610030
Tel 061-134 1661

MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT

320-326 Palatine Hoed, Nort
henden
Gollygate

Tel: 081498 1163
T01 .0077 704249

ea.

LEEDS
LIVERPOOL
'MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

76 Arrnley Roml
Tel 0502 440551
Sefton Works, Field Lane, LitheTland Tel: 051-928 OMB
Marlborough Mill,
Poplar Street, Fallsurordi
Tel:061-6Se ISO.
Sayille Row.
(off Northumberland Street).
Comer at Wee th• Lane

ROCHDALE

and Chreenevray

Tel: 0632 29.6
Tel 0706 50.6

SHEFFIELD

The Mill, 1Losley Road.
Malin Bridge

Tel: 0742 341721

STOCKPORT

Lower Mitigate

Tel: 051-477 2000

STOCKTON
WIGAN

Teeaway, Portreck Lene
«had NW, Princess Street

Tel: 0042 812311
Tel: MU 34741

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER
LYRE . Clarence Arcade, SM..] Steel
72 Eldon Street

BARNSLEY
BARROW-.
FURNESS . Resrlineon Street
BIRKENHEAD
220 New Chester Road,
Lower Trenmere, Nr. Root Ferry

Tel: 081-3064225
Tel 0226 83358/0
Tel 0220 31529/31595

49-51 Danven Street
63-79 Blackburn Reed
106107 Manningharn Lane

Tel:.. 57813
Tel: 0204 387153/5
Tel: 0274 35353

BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE

65The Promenade
38-40 Alsmheater Road
40-42 CeMI Street

Tel: 0262 73150
Tel: 0282 35214
Tel: 05T36 36441/2

CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD

43-45 St James Street,
off 131.1t Dire.. Street ......... Tel: 0244 313724
40 St Mary's Gate
Tel: 024671390

CREWE

240/251 Edl.ton Road

Tel: 0270214328

DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER

57 Ru.ell Street
71 Delay Hill
17 MaMe1 Place

Tel : 0325 57361
Tel 0924 461203
Tel: 0302 00520

DRIFFIELD... .... 30/30a Merhat Place
GOOLE
62/64 Pasture Road

Tel, 0377 43277
Tel: 0405 3448

HALIFAX
HARROGATE

Tel: 042256634
Tel .0423 67312

70 Horton Street
16 Part iknent Street

15 Station Sheet

. Tel 0273 68242116

EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN

. Chickenhall Lane
Aks Way,
. Feny Hinkeey Road, Olney Me.
Monarch House,
75-81 Caversharn Road

.

. Tel 0703 614722
TM: 07912 5081
Tel : 0685 44232

SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS

156 legh Street
167 Lord Ste.?
..
Kwik Save Centre. Boundary Road

Tel: 0724 811615/6
Tel: 0704 31813
Tel: 074435118

ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON .

klaelstone Road
.
. Tel 0634 49171
East Street Con., East Street . Tel : 0703 36944

DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY

Unit 2A, Cambridge Close

4-7 St. Thomas Street
14-16 klarygate

Tel. 0783 509.3
Tel 0924 71499

BASILDON
BEDFORD ..

High Road. Venge. Filleera .. Tel 0268 556290/556349
18/20 St. Peter's Street . . Tel 0234 46625/6

230 Peter Street
55 Piccadilly

Tel MOD 63476/7
Tel: 0604 21.4/5

BOURNEMOUTH
210 Old Christchurch Road
CAMBRIDGE . . 72/74 Norma.. Road . .

SUNDERLAND
*WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

CANTERBURY .
COLCHESTER
EASTBOUR.

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
Tel, 021-472 6161

1570-1572 Coventry Road. Yardley
LEICESTER .
Syston Meet
NORWICH .
Round.» Wey
MOTT ...I/DERBY . 121 Town Street Se.lame
WILLENHALL
°MOUNT SHOPS

Walaell Rom,

Tel
Tel:
Tel:
Tel:

021-706 0084
0633 52238
0603 411831
0612 306116

Tel 0902 00411

BURTON-ON-TRENT Bar.. Shopping Centre
DUDLEY
119 WellIngton Road

Tel: OM 45751/2
Tel: OM 214511

GREAT YARMOUTH . 137/138 Klng Street .
HANLEY .
52 Town Road .

Tel: 0463 508128/9
Tel: 0782 264.5

KETTERING

93.07 Montegu Street

Tel:0536 515191

KINGS LYNN

18/20 Railway Rued

Tel:0653 62043/4

LEAMINGTON SPA .
30 Beth Street

Tel: 0026 3.17

LINCOLN .
12-14 Claslietgate
MANSFIELD
57 Weetgate
NEWCASTLE UNDER
CYME . London Roed/Brook Lane

Tel: 0622 37437/8
Tel:
35112

tees

Tel: 0762 626435

NORTHAMPTON
36 Gold Street
NUNEATON
96/100 Gueen's Road
•PETERBOTIOUGH . 8The Hereon. Centre

Tel: 060422151/2
Tel: 0062 387023
Tel 073340633/46083

SHREWSBURY
7Barker Street
Tel 0743 676213
TELFORD
6-10 Tan Bank, WellIngton
Tel: WU 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH . 121 HIgh Steed
Tel: 021-553 11./0
WOLYERIUMPTON . 41 Exchange Street Queen'. Spume_ Tel: 0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
4Wyk* Lane
T.1.0906 356805

Tel: 051-647 4427

BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD

BRIGHTON

OXFORD
READING

Tel: 0709 61901
Tel 0723 75537

Tivoli Shopping Centre,

Tel: 0472 50623
Tel: GIM 46441
Tel: 08321102,11

WARENOUSES

Tel orn 21501

Heeley Road. Sell! Oak

Tel C61-647 M65

SOUTH

Canklow Road
68 9 York Place

BIRMINGHAM
360 Victoria Se.t .......
Reservoir Road, Clough Road
5664 Ellison Street

01-572 5013/5023
01-549 8799
01-765 9601/2
01-801 6777

37 Church Street

BIRMINGHAM

10-22 Hamilton Street

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel

PRESTON

«sums«
GRIMSBY
HULL
JARROW

. 10 Staines Road . .
35-31 London Rued . .
270 Upper Richmond Road .
422 High Road .

ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH

NORTHERN ENGLAND
BIRKENHEAD

HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM

LONDON
vmsamousEs
DAGENHAM
Ralnharn Road South •
HACKBRITIGE
Mr. Croydon) . 100 Lo.on Road
HAYES ( 8ilddleees) Si.rdale Rawl, Pump Lane
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR

The Old Book Centre Building,
North Circuler Road
.. StatIon Clon., Dark. Lane

Tel 01-W5 5111
Tel: 01-800 4321
Tel: 01-573 1641
Tel: 01-450 W07

FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HASTINGS
HIGH WYCOMBE

Tel 0134 590911

. Tel 0296 28771/2

Tel. 0202 293334/5
Tee 0223312248

Unit 4, Cotton Road,
WIncheap Indenelal Ea..
27/31 St Botolph'a Street .
50 Kingfisher Dr..
Lang ney restrict shopping Centre
26-30 To.. Street .
e. Wo.Orldge Road .
366 London Road,
St Leonard.- on Sea
. 16 Frogmoor

Tel 0424 436462
Tel : 04. 444771/2

St. Margaret's Green
52-52A Wellington Seeet .
64/90 Palmeraton Ro•d. Soothsea
33 Catherine Sleet

SLOUGH
SOUTHEND

Mt i
ph Street
617-621 London Road,

STEVENAGE
SWINDON

WestclIff-on-Sea
14 Oueensway
73-75 Cricklade Road .

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 41 Mount Pleeeent Road
WATFORD
78 Ouse...
54 St. Thorne, Street
6/7 High Street

Tel. 0323 766010
Tel: 0103 59166/7
Tel: 0483 36003/4

IPSWICH
LUTON ...
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY

WEYMOUTH
WOKING

Tel, 0227 56744
Tel 0206 41362

Tel
Tel:
Tel:
Tel

0473
05412
0705
0722

215596/7
414965/419688
24666/7/8
24562/3

.

. Tel : 0753 70535/6

.

Tel: 0702715151
. Tel : 0431 66545/6
.. Tel 0793 41506/7

...

Tel : 0892 41477
Tel: 092321311/2

-------- .0305774711
Tel: 046 62 20028

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WARENOUSES
BRISTOL
CLEVECON
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
DISCOUNT SRO.

B1U1011 HIll Trading aft.
4-9 Kimberley R.41,
(oll Strode Road)
Maesglas Industrial Er..
1•9 Mayflower Str.t .

Tel: 0272 559841
Tel: 0272 876041
Tel: C633 50431
Tel: 0752 29501

BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF

Unit 2, H•rn Gardens .
1. St. Thomas Street
558 Cowbridge Road F•st

.

... Tel: 022564302/3
Tel ozn 213395/6
Tel 0222 566130/9

CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD

18-22 St. James See.
Summer.. Seeet
Werovray House Station Road
65 SI. Owen Street

SWANSEA
TAUNTON

218 High Sheet ................. Tel: 0792 41094
. St. James Street
Tel 0823 86116/7

Tel:
Tel:
Tel:
Tel

0242
0362
0462
0432

257.
76435
411233
59250

TORQUAY

1114 Higher Union Street

Tel 0803 211581/2

WREXHAM

20-26 Brook Street

Tel, 0978 57115

Tel: 0707 43491
CHANNEL ISLANDS

DISCOUNT.40111

Prkes are ae those operating ill the U.. I.e. V.A.T.

BEXLEYHEATH

286-290 Broadway

BROMLEY
CATFORD

266272 High Steel
82162 Fluehey Green

CHELSEA

413/415 King. Road

Tel: 01-321 Teal
Tel: 01-464 0430
Tel 01-6°311611/2
Tel:01-352 4846

bol with • emoll Mend eenseonatim char. Included
'GUERNSEY

Charioteers Mille St. Peter Port

*JERSEY
ICSoeed

Tel .0481 27141

9 Commercial Building., St Heller .. Tel : 0534 72501
..«“MY

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate'delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD
include your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CREDIT CARD - .
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
Comet Discount Warehouse, 78 Armley Road, LEEDS LS1 2 2EF.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 50p; Headphtsnes£1; Pick-up Arms
£1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity, Spool
tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
Securicor Delivery All stock itemswill bedeliveredbySecuricor(mainland U.K.
only). Please add £4.50 to ygur order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay the
driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS,
BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532
440551, ask for Credit Mail Order, stating your card number with your order.
You can leave the rest to us!

CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices.
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £70 can be purchased
on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 12, 24 and 30 months. Send your
requirements tothe Mail Order Department marked " Credit Ma il Order" andwe
will send you by return of post an application form and details of our repayment
terms - all entirely without obligation.

A.1

Ask for details
of the new
Comet Credit Card

C. DIT I
,AFC
11,4567.
CUSTOMER
em•

11,

Buy it with Access

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532 440551.
using ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CREDIT CARD.
All pricesquoted in Comet'sAdvertisementsarecorrect at timeof going to press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department, 78 Armley Road, Leeds LS1 2 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches; no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in advance.

8/80
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AZAT

Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/4 lines

HI-FI, VIDEO, T.V. CHEAP PRICES & GOOD SERVICE
RECEIVERSOTLINER AMPS
Akai
AA1125•.
AA1135
.
Aiwa.
JVC ..
Pioneer
SX590
SX690
Sansui
G5500 . •
R30. •
R50• •
R70. •
Sony
STR232L
STR333L
STR434L
Technics
Yamaha

£ 109.00
• £129.00
P.O.A.

£92.00
£ 120.00
£ 185.00
£ 92•00
£ 110.00
£ 138.00
£109.00
£138.00
£230.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
A M2250}
A M2350
AM2450
Denon
PMA200
PM A400
PM A850
JVC
AS3
AS5
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55
Nakamichi
410

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£123.00
£149.00
£259.00
P.O.A.
£65.00
£106.00
£172.00
£208.00

Inquire
for
Best
6
Prices
620
Pioneer'
: . £ 56610
SA408 ..
£87.00
SA508 ..
£121.00
SA608 ..
£159.00
SA708 ..
£226.00
SA7800
£262.00
548800
P.O.A.
SA9800
Sansui
£66.00
440
£92.00
460
£124.00
A80
£104.00
4U217 MO 2
£159.00
AU317 Mk 2
£238•00
AU719
P.O.A.
AU9' 9 ..
P.O.A.
BAF1
P.O.A.
CAF1
Sony
. • £ 55 00
TA212A
.. £59 00
TA333
• £68.00
TA F30 ..
£79.00
TA F3A
..
£138-00
TA535
. • £138.00
TAF40
.• £
156.00
TA636
£175.00
TA F60 .
Technics
£80.00
SU8011
£99.00
SU8022
P.O.A.
SU8044
P.O.A.
SU8055
P.O.A.
SU8077K
£299.00
SU8088
£162.00
SU9011
£197.00
SE9021
P.O.A.
Yamaha
420
10

TUNERS
Akai
AT2250
AT2450L
Al 2650
Denon
TU200
TU300

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

JVC
TV3L
TV5L
T4OP
JTV77
1X5 ..
Pioneer
TX408L..
TX608L..
TX7800
TX9800
TXD1000
Sansui
TU217
TU317
TU417
TU719
TU919
1UX1
T60
T30
Sony
ST212AL
STA3OL
0333L..
STJGO
ST636
Technics

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£168.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£56.00
£87.00
£159.00
£212.00
£193.00
£91.00
£105.00
£132.00
£168.00
£278.00
P.O.A.
£66.00
P.O.A.
£72.00
£86•00
£89.00
£152.08
£212.00
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Aiwa ..
ADC
£73.00
1500FG
£118.00
1700
Denon
DP2500..
P.O.A.
DP2550..
P.O.A.
JVC
LA11
£63.00
LA55
£85.00
QLA5R.. .. £107.00
Micro Seiid
MB10 wicart
£554:10
MB14 w;cart
£65.00
MB24 w/cart... £85.00
Pioneer
PL512
£48-00
PL200
£ 84.00
PL300 •
P.O.A.
PL400
P.O.A.
PL600
P.O.A.
PL1000
P.O.A.
Sansoi
SR222/11
£61.00
FRD3
£80.00
FRD4
£119-00
FRQ5
£ 145.00
P50 w/cart. £59.00
Sony
PS212A £ 56 00
PST15
£ 79 00
P5333 .. £ 92•30
PSX35
£101 - Où
PSX40
£119 ,00
PS636 .. £156.00
Technics
SL150Il
P.O.A.
SL1500 10 II £250.00
SL1400/1 0 11 .. £275.00
SL1300/10 II .. £276.00
S1,180011 7,
Inquire for
SL16001I
Best Prices
SL17001I .. £192.00
SLB2
£ 67 ,00
SLB3
£ 83.00
SLD2 .. £87.00
SLD3
£99.00
SLQ2
£125.00
SLQ3
£ 145.00
Thorens
TD104
£90.00
TD105
£109.00
TD106BC/II .. £96.00
TD115
£ 141.00
TD160 Super.. £140.00
TD126/11I/C £262.00
TD126/III/BC .. £214.00
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.

ARMS & CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
AT1100
P.O.A.
£89.50
Signet XK50
£13.00
AT605
£15.00
AT606
AT620 sp cables £15.00
£11.00
ATMS ..
£5.00
MG10
£8.00
MG9
Arm- lift
£9.50
Denon
DL103
£69.00
DL103D .. £115.00
DL103S .. £77.00
AU320 .. £70.00
DL303
£ 131.00
HA500
£85.00
Ortofon
Complete range P.O.A.
SME
300911IS ..
£79.00
3009/111 £109410
3009 Mk 2 .. £64.00
3009 non DT .. £59.00
Shell S2 .. £6.00
FD200
£20.00
HADCOCK
"D" type arm
£80.00
MAY WARE
formula 4
Mark III
.. £ 49.95
SHURE
M75ED
.. £15.00
M75EJ
.. £14.00
.. £ 20.00
M95ED
M95EJ
.. £17.00
V15MK III HE ,£ 40.00
V15MKIV £60.00
M95HE
£25.00
Platter Pad .. P.O.A.
Glass Mat .. P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
Audiomaster
Inquire
for Best Prices.
Full
Range
A.R.
AR9
P.O.A.
AR90
P.O.A.
AR18 • • .. £78.00
AR14 • . £175.00
AR25 • • .. £ 122410
AR91 . • .. P.O.A.
AR92
P.O.A.
Celestion
D15XR
Inquire
022
for
D33
Best
D442
Prices
JBL
55VX .. £122.00
77VX .. £151.00
99VX .. £202.00
L40
Inquire
L50
L110
for Best
Prices
JR
JR149
P.O.A.
Woofer
P.O.A.
JR150 .. •.. P.O.A.
Dalesford
D
£90.00
KLH
300 ..
P.O.A.
331 ..
P.O.A.
317 ..
£134410
Monitor Audio
MA16
£58.00
Mini Monitor .. £884)0
MA9
£88.00
MA6
£120.00
MA4MK2 £165.00
MA84
£210.00
MA2
£240.00
Tannoy
Cambridge .. £115.00
Oxford £134.00

Ascot .. .. £245.00
Chester .. £245.00
Dorset .. £286.00
Mayfair .. £327.00
Barkley Mk II
P.O.A.
Marantz
7 Mk11
£178.00
HD440
£102.00
HD550
£ 178.00
4G/3 .. £73.00
Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 £34.00
Denton XP2 £51.00
Shelton XP2 £66.00
Linton XP2 £79.00
Glendale XP2.. £105.00
Dovedale SP2 £ 179.00
Teesdale-SP2
E20
Inquire
E30
for
Best
E50
Prices
E70
E90
£450.00
Laser 200 .. £154.00
Yamaha
615 ..
P.O.A.
655 ..
P.O.A

CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CS70313 £83£10
GXC706D £128.00
GXC715D £215•00
GXC730D £200 ,00
GXC732D £200.00
GXC735D £ 265 00
GXF90
£ 324 00
GXM10
£ 131 00
GXM30
£ 148 00
GXM50
£200.00
GXF80
£268.00
Aiwa
ADL40 .. • • £20 ,
400
A D6700 • • £300.00
ADM100 £93.00
ADM200 £115 ,00
ADM600 • • £215.00
A DM700 . • £259.00
AD69001I .. £383.00
JVC
KDA2
£83.00
KD720
£80.00
KDA3
£ 139.00
KDA5
£195.00
KDA7 .• P.O.A.
Nakamichi
480 .. £226•00
481
482
Inquire
580
for
581
Best
582
Prices
670
680
Pioneer
CT F500
CT F600
CTF650
Inquire
CTF750 ,
for
CTF850 '
Best
CTF950
CTF1250
Prices
Sansui
D90
£80.00
D100
£100.00
SC1300/1330 .. £132.00
SC330/3330 .. £186.00
Sony
TCU2
£92.00
TCU30
£68.00
TCK35
£110.00
TCK45
£142.00
TCK55 Mk II .. £125.00
TCU60
£179.00
TCK65
£212.00
TCK81
P.O.A.
Technics
RS673
£ 199.00

ORDER BY
PHONE OR POST
USE ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £5,00 per item in U.K. specialists in Export
Credit facilities available
PRICES SUBJECT TO

CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR

NOTICE

REEL T0 REEL DECK
Akai
GX4000D £ 196.00
GX4000DB £ 229 00
Sony
TC399
£240.00
Technics
P.O.A.
Teac
P.O.A.

Buy it with Access

'11ARCLAYOUtD

SALE
Akai
GXC704D .. £94.00
G XC709D .. £99.00
Aiwa
AD6600 .. £172.00
AD6900 .. £299.00
Amstrad
.. £28.95
3000 Mk 2
.. £91/00
EX333
Harman Kardon
Citation 15 .. £130.00
330C
£91.95
JVC
P3030 pre amp £235.00
M3030 power
amp .. £350.00
Marantz
6270Q .. • . £119.00
2252B .. • • £200.00
2238BL .. • • £165.00
1530L .. £120.00
2120 • • £100.00
5000 .. £72.00
5010B .. £90.00
5030 .. £190.00
1072 .. £65.00
Micro Seiki
DD40
£210.00
Rotel
RX603
£229.55
Sansui
G401 .. £130.00
SC5110 £269.00
Sony
TC510/2 reel to
reel portable
deck .. £430.00
TAF3A
£99.00
Yamaha
CR420 .. • • £150.00
CA1010 • • £250-00
CA810 .. • • £195.00
CT810
£136.00
CT1010 . • £170.00
CA510 . • £99.00

VIDEO
Akai
9700EK £550.00
9800EK
P.O.A.
National
9600 .. P.O.A.
WV3300
camera £659.00
Sony
SLC7 free
cabinet
P.O.A.
SL8080 .. £ 520.00
Sanyo
9300 .. £499.00
JVC
GC4100EK P.O.A.
GC4100EK
portable P.O.A.
H.R. 4100 EK
camera
P.O.A.

"We stock
and recommend
Bose!'
Hamilton Electronics,
35 London Road,
Southampton. 0703 28622

SHACKMAN
For crystal clear
electrostatic
.sound
THE DYNASTATIC LOUDSPEAKER

Sound by
1. ..
Hi Fi and Pro-Audio Products

"Now offering
unbeatable valuer
Stuart Westmoreland Ltd.,
33 Cattle Market,
Loughborough LE11 3DL.
0509 30465

The Dynastatic model AS7 loudspeaker incorporates not only
the world famous Shackman E.S unit but also amagnificent
10" bextrene cone bass driver. The units are housed in a
superbly styled enclosure of unique and beautiful appearance. The E.S unit radiates the sound both front and rear
and is completely isolated from the bass chamber. We regard
the model AS7 as the world's finest loudspeaker for sheer
clarity, absence of colouration and for its unparalleled
response to transients. It is the only loudspeaker which
successfully combines the virtues of aperfected electrostatic
mid/high frequency unit with atop quality powerful 10"
bextrene coned bass driver. You are urged to attend a
demonstration of this masterpiece of sound reproduction and
be convinced. The AS7's are priced at £450 the pair excl.
VAT. WE OFFER A GENEROUS ALLOWANCE FOR
YOUR SPEAKERS IN PART EXCHANGE.

UPGRADE YOUR LOUDSPEAKERS
IN READINESS FOR
THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
* * * * * *

HOME CONSTRUCTORS, QUAD E.S.L.
USERS AND OTHERS

Shackman E.S. units are available either in chassis form or in
acoustically transparent cabinets to incorporate in your loudspeaker
system. A volume control is fitted for you to balance the sensitive E.S.
unit with your woofer. The units come ready to connect to your
amplifier but require woofers crossing over at 500 Hz. The units are
priced at £ 130 the pair in chassis form or £ 1.60 the pair in cabinets.
Prices exclude VAT. Suitable woffers and bass enclosures are
available ou request.
The Shackman E.S. unit demonstrably improves the
performance of the Quad E.S.L. without having to
modify the Quad unit in any way, and Quad E.S.L.
users are cordially invited to attend ademonstration
and check for themselves.
The Shackman E.S. unit is also suitable for use as a
replacement for the B & W DM70 E.S. unit which we
understand is no longer manufactured. The Shackman
E.S. unit will improve all makes of loudspeakers, just
disconnect internal squawkers and tweeters and stand
E.S. unit on top of the enclosure.
Leaflets
- send SAE
for full details.

Studiocratt®
EiL£717

--.7

Specialist consultancy service
freely available to those
attending demonstrations.

AU ID
SERVICES LIMITED

Proprietor Alex Shackman
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. Tel: 01-449 6605
Shop hours 09-30 — 18-00 Monday to Saturday. Closed all day Thursday.
We offer credit facilities and accept Access and Barclaycard.

Nu*

ligbe

Shackman speakers are also available from Wilmslow Audio,
Wilmslow, Cheshire. Tel :W il
ms l
ow 529599, who also deal with all
export enquiries.
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 17p per word ( private), minimum £ 3.40. Box Nos. 75p extra.
Trade rates 20p per word, minimum £ 4.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in SEPTEMBER issue must reach
these offices by 1st August addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1976. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless

(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The
Business Advertisements ( Disclosure) Order
1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above date, consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE- private
Pioneer TX950011 tuner, £ 150. Quad 405 100 wpc, £ 160.
Marantz 3200 control preamp versatile design, £80. Trio KD500
marble turntable SME 300952, Shure M95ED, £ 165. Complete.
Pair B & W DM2A's speakers, £ 155. Hadcock GH228 tonearm.
£45. Demonstration. 01-864 6868. Middlesex.
H.
SME III Entre MC cartridge Pioneer PLC590 quartz lock
turntable, all immaculate, agood match, £300 ono. Stafford (0785)
58707.
H.
Pair Pageant Series speakers with stands. Very little used mint
condition. £75 ono. Tel: Redhill 63970 after 11 th July.
H.

Revus B77. High speed half track tape deck plus remote control.
N.A.B. adapters, 3-101 tapes. dust cover, £510, ono. Tel: Barnsley
(0226) 744731.
H.
Tangent RS4 speakers, 12 months old, £ 150. Ultimo 10X
cartridge Imonth old, used once, £35. Both excellent. Tel: 021426 1071.
H.

Thomas TDI10 L. mass arm Concord 20, spare VMS20E11,
Nion RN I
F40 mat. super sound, 8 months old, £95.
JR149s + stands, £95. Ultimo 10x, £35. Michell clamp, £ 5. All as
new very little use. Tel: 01-367 0550 most evenings.
H.
Matched pair KEF R105 series I
s, Serial number 3574. Teak, as
new, £450. Akai 4000D Tape deck. £40. Lord, Harleston (0379)
852764.
H.

ELECTRONIC TIMER
Accurate and reliable ideal for capturing
programmes on your recorder while

absent

details from

4

YNWOOD

Pair Voight domestic horns with Lowther PM4 drivers. All
sensible offers considered. Davies Lingfield 832559.
H.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

Ortolan M20E super cartridge six weeks old. Absolutely mint
condition, with stylus, £25, ono. Tel: evenings Leicester ( 0533)
694607.
H.
Quad Electrostatics ( too big for new flat) £275. Also 33/303 and
Garrard/SME/Shure deck. Can demonstrate. deliver. Tel: 01794 7247.
H.
Tandberg 3641 XD Dolby open reel quarter track tape deck.
Cover tapes and service manual. Very little use, £ 100. Tel: 01882 5891.
H.
Luz L. 100 amplifier 100 wpc, £330. Lux T. 110 FM tuner. £ 160.
Pair Tangent R.S.8. speakers, £350. Technics SLI 500/11, Stanton
681 EEE, £ 140. JVC KD 35 cassette deck, £95. All immaculate
complete manuals and cartons. Smith, 219 Victoria Road, Ruislip,
Middlesex.
H.

160

the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.'
Quad Valve Amplifier, in manufacturer's packing after check
out. Also mono Quad Control unit and Tannoy DC speaker in
Chatsworth' Corner enclosure. Offers to I. Coull. 01-720 4221
(9.30-5.30).
H.
Dayton Wright XG8-3 electrostatic loudspeakers for sale. Superb
Audiophile product in excellent condition. Serious enquiries only
please. Philip Statham. Tek Cheltenham 21491 ext. 4764 (work) or
517866 ( Home).
H.
Klipschorn Type loudspeakers. Model ' W Oiled American
Walnut. Three years old. Magnificent price, £995. Replaced by
three channel Triamped Klipsch system. Nottingham (0602)
397446.
H.
fiber 4400 report portable stereo tape recorder. Superb condition. Used only twice annually since new. With black leather case
and mains PSU. Worth over £400 new. A bargain at £240 ono. Also
new boxed B & 0 1500 Beogram. Used only once. Need cash.
Current discount price £ 120. Only £90, ono. Tel: 01-460 525I.H.

Quad Electrostatics 1979 Bronze, demonstration available.
Reasonable offers or swop for KEF 105 or equivalent. Tel:
Haslemere Surrey 3994.
H.
AIWA AP2200 tumtable and ADC QLM 34 cartridge with
magnesium headshell. Brand new, unwanted gifts, £95, ono. 041332 7666.
H.
Celef Monitor (Improved) speakers, as new. Demonstration
arranged, £ 140, pair. Tel: Sunbury on Thames 82381.
H.

Michell Hydraulic Reference turntable original model, Shure VIS
Ill, SME 3009 11 improved arm, complete, £ 140. Akai 4000D old.
Little recent use, £35. Tel: Graham, Wokingham 787767.
H.

Lowther Acoosta Enclosure teak complete with PM6 drive unit.
Leak Varislope Mono amp. TL/ 12 power amp. 5ft record housing,
teak cabinet. Tel: Walton-On-Thames 27431, lot £75.
H.

t

'For the best prices and largest stocks In

Meridian 105S power amps, as new, £350 pair. Reason for sale,
bought Meridian M2 speakers. Tel: Derby (0332) 367354.
H.

LECTRONICS

20 Stourcliffe Avenue,
Bournemouth
Tel: ( 0202) 426299

IMF Professional monitors, teak. Immaculate. Realistic low
response, gladly demo. Deliver. £450. Peizo electric studio monitors, ultra clean sound, very efficient castors. Black Ash £350.
Dartford 76235 evenings.
H.

THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

Gale 40IC speakers, Gale Stands. £ 325. Mission 774 arm plus
Linn Board, £90. All boxed. immaculate. Newcastle upon Tyne
672332.

Tandberg Cassette Deck TCD330 year old, £295. Pair KEF
Celeste speakers. £40. Shure M75EJ/2, £6. Goldring GL70 turntable, £ 10. Offers. Tel: 01-398 1478 evenings.
H

BASF Ferrochrom 90 cassette tapes. Brand new, never unwrapped, £ 1-40 each or offers. Tel: 0602 785356 ( Nottingham).
H.

WILMSLOW AUDIO

incomparable

Lowther
LOUDSPEAKERS
IN STOCK AT THE

AUDIO

CENTRE

CROYDON

49 South End Croydon CRO 1BF
Telephone 01-681 1964
Demonstrations. Closed Sats.

FOR SALE-private

a

FOR SALE-private

HiFi News For Sale. 1973 to 1979 inclusive, 1973 to 1975 bound
mint condition. Offers. Tel: Runcorn 711256 evenings.
H.
Teac A2500 tape deck with auto-reverse. 2-channel 4-track with
triple head triple motor drive, £275. Tel: Kenilworth (0926) 512172.
H.

rttach this adverti
nnun sement
sement to
man
your nn
order or fetch i71
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

Leeson Ad 1c/unit, API amplifier, 60 wpc. Superb sound, firstclass condition, demonstration if required, £260. 220 Holt Road,
Cromer 511529.
H.

Pair RAM 200 loudspeakers, mint condition, only 3months old.
Little used, £ 190, (upgrading). Tel: 01-870 0938 after 6pm.
H.

JR Soper Woofer with LPA booster amplifier. Suits any system
reviewed HFN June. Excellent condition, £ 130. Tel: Hull 492810.
H.

Pair Lemlber DP Acousta enclosures, Elac units, £85, ono. Leak
stereo twenty valve amp/preamp £35, ono. All vgc, buyer collects.
Tel: Dumbarton 32010.
H.

Rega Planar 3 turntable without arm, £70. Thorens TDI605,
Grace G707, Supex 9005, £300; Technics SU8080, Amplifiers £ 175;
ST8080 Tuner £ 125; AR3A Loudspeaker £ 175. All in excellent
condition. Tel: 01-882 0430.
H.

Quad 44/305 in perfect condition. 44 with moving coil and
moving magnet disc inputs. Current price £520. Yours for £375.
Contact D. J. Hall, 97 Clearbrook Close, High Wycombe, Bucks.
H.
For Sale. HiFi News Volumes 8 ( 1963) to 22 ( 1977). Complete
unbound, excellent sondition. Buyer collects. Offers Brentwood
212190 evenings.
H.
Quad 44 preamp little used as new, £200. K. Richardson. 4Astley
Crescent, Freclikton, Lancs.Freckleton 633/466
H.
morass 125 Mk 11 turntable complete with SME 3009 series Il
improved arm, Shure VIS type III cartridge. All in SME 2000
plinth system little used and manufactured packing, £ 150. Box No.
0663.
H.

Build your own P.A., Group and Disco Speakers.
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source, IB.,
Horn and Reflex types, for F-18" drive units. £3•95
post free ($ 8overseas).

JVC 600 receiver IIORMS ( Forerunner of JVC 501 which sells
approx. £600). Unused still boxed. Bargain, £240. Tel: 0963 404 23

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment
DCM
KLH
Bose
Amcron
Theta
Snell
Advent
McIntosh
APT/Holman

Mark Levinson
Magneplanar
Phase Linear
Threshold
Carver
Venon
Hailer
JBL
DB

Tel : 617-734-2727
Sound Advice
Box 782
Brookline Village
MA 02147 USA
GAS
Cizek
Cotter
Dynaco
Dahlquist
Conrad-Johnson
Precision Fidelity
Marantz (tubes)
Audio Research

The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15, 12" and
10" drive units. £2.95 post free ($ 6overseas).

Equipment bought, sold,

The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a musc for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for 1.8., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centre
bass system. £
2-20 post free ($ 5overseas).

Money Back Guarantee

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING

o

r
;
... ;;e1
Ortofon FF10E
£7.98 °apron D2OE ME 11 £14.80
PA P26p. sent by
" 915E Mk II £9.13
RECORDED DELIVERY " NF15E Mk 11
£
a.90

ii. ALL MAIL TO ,ESTUARY AUDIO, DEPT. AC/ 11 F

ESAueluTI
Tue.,

traded & brokered

1

1HIGHBURY STATION, HIGH
BURY CORNER, LONDON 145
1607 06441 CALLERS WELCOME

LINIINWC2 LINIINECZ
Leicester Sq. Stn.
Masons Aye.
Ificket Hal
30 Coleman St.
Cranboorn St. esitl
01-606 4102
01439 9210
.'ISTIL
ESSEX
29 Denmark Street 113 Rectory Grove
Leigh- on- Sea
(behind liippodromel
0702 712861
0272.290900
11111
11 811•11111
1

Cartridges, styli, lowest prices! Ultimo 10X, £42; Grado
FCE + 1, £ 12•20; F3E + , £ 16.75; F1 +, £28-95; GI +, £55.00.
Hadcock D' type, £62.00. ADC, Nagaoka, Satin, Ortofon,
Stanton, Empire, Pickering, etc-also many accessories. A-TQED.
ADC LMG-I headshells, £4.15; A-T Litz wires, £ 1.95. Linecontact and elliptical styli for many models. Write or phone
(evenings)-Christchurch Cartridges, 5Bodowen Close, Burton.
Christchurch, Dorset. Tel: 0202 471654.
H

IT HELPS

STYLI
£15.75
ADC RXL
£12.95
ADC RVL
£24.25
ADC RSZ
£17.80
ADC RSX
£13.90
ADC RSV
£11 - 90
ADC R5036
£7.80
ADC R51334
£870
ADC RS032
£7.20
ADC 88030
£4-315
ADC Headshell
£3.25
Shure 930
£546
Shure N44-3
fens
Shure N44-7
£15.24
Shure NUE
£6.39
Shure 955E
£6-09
Shure N750
fees
Shure 975-6
£5.27
Shure N75-3
Shure 9755 Mk II
£514
Shure 97550 Mk 11 £10.49
Shure 9755.1
£1•29
£9.75
Shure N75G Mk 11
£5.88
Shure 995.3
Shure 99550
£13.74
Shure N95EJ
£7•74
£16-56
Shure VA36E
£16.84
Shure VN15E

I 'ip"rtmorn'iMEUrik"ii 1;;I; u
7 0540e 142411

Send only a 10p stamp for our full list of hi-fi accessories.
featuring Audio Technica, BIB, MetroSound, Nagaoka, Osawa,
Lam, Shure, SME, Zerostat, etc. Plus all the leading cartridges.
headphones and speaker stands. Quadraphenia, 10 Nursery Street,
Sheffield S3 8GG.
X.

........

CARTRIDGES
Shure SA95 HE £23.85
Shure M30
£4.90
Shure M44-7 £6.94
Shure MUE
£7.55
Shure M55E £8.39
Shure M75-6$
tees
Shure M768/11 £10.04
Shure M75ED/II £12.85
Shure M7SEJ/11 £12.24
Shure M75G/II £16.95
Shure M95ED £18.80
Shure M95EJ £12.94
Shure M95HE £19.99
Shure M24H £27 ,75
Shure V16 III £45.85
Shure V15 IV £ 54-44
Shure M91E £16.40
Shure M91E0 £14.16
Shure M93E £10.07
ADC ZLM
£ 64.90
ADC XLM Mk Ill
f33.90
"'VIM Mk III £23.90
"016436 Mk III £13.90
"PLM34 Mk III £8.89
"016432 Mk Ill £8-81
"01.6.430 Mk III £8-40
Onolon VMS 206Mk 11£23.60

1

FOR SALE-trade

5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

CARTRIDGES STYLI u,

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at the.* ' ultra.
special' prices. ( Errors and price changea excepted.)

TO MENTION

a
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ONDON SE14
New XGale
Station
01-691 7294

.
è
Bull Ring Subway .,„ , , n
(Moot St. Stn exit) `" t
on "" " ad
10742 I
loll Open Market)
021.643 1766
58 /
726
MANCHESTE'3
LEEIS2
6Victoria Station 62 Wellington Sr.
Approach
loft City Square)
061 832 4592
0532 444692
31

SERVICES
Audio repairs by electronics engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford,
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc.
Will travel. Tel: R. Lucas, Tadworth 2073 (Surrey).
X.
Cassette Copying. Superb quality one to one copying service.
Ring or write for full details: Gemini Sound. Braeside, London
Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks. Tel: (0344) 54935.
X

STUDIO FACILITIES
Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. 13n Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0033.
X.

HI- II NEWS

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. Sae. brochure. 1Broomfield
Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X.

Valve Sound. Rebuilt Quad 22 amplifiers ex-stock with new
GEC. KT66 valves, exchange, on demo. Valve sound is still the
best. To get the open cleamound from valve equipment it must be
expertly set-up. All top quality valve amplifiers serviced. For details
and professional advice, please telephone Audio Repair Service.
Coventry 25430 or Earl Shilton (0455) 43752, Leicestershire,
England.
K.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and monomasters
and laquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathe. London
Road, Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire. Tel: Bracknell 54953. X.

when
answering

Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc, demosdiscs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Heridale Avenue,
London NW4 4LP. Tel: 01-203 0306.
X.

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS

Your tapes to Disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite pressings;
sleeve labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e. for photo leaflet.
Deroy Records, PO Box 2, Morecambe, Lancs.
X.

These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mail order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless.
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E
(1 3ip stamp) for price list PL12. (Overseas $ 1bill).

WANTED

,advertisements

Sugden R2I FM Tuner. Tel: Wakefield 271256, evenings.

J

H.

AKAI GX 3651) or similar, auto-reverse tapedeck in very good
operating condition, state price to Geoff Jeanes, HiFi News
Editorial, 01-686 2599, ext 241.
H.

Mail Orders and callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8JP
Telephone 0508-78272

161
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Buying Monitor Audio
is your guarantee...
... of quality, reliability
and outstanding value for money

'Monitor Series 80 .
MA2
MA84
MA6
MA9
MA16

Domestic Reference
Reference Monitor
Improved
Compact Bookshelf Model
High Efficiency Model

120
100
80
60
40

watts
watts
watts
watts
watts

Some press comments about the Monitor Audio MA9
le All

in all avery nice little
speaker providing a
reasonably accurate
detailed sound with good
imaging properties, high
standards of
construction and asmart
appearance, which is an
important factor when
Hi Fi equipment is in the
living-room...
e
Hi Fi Answers February

Overall sound quality is
nicely open and detailed
and lacks noticeable
colouration for which it
scores good marks.
Large scale choral works
come across in avery
satisfyiqgianner, as did
most of
pes of
music.

oAlthough the MA9 is the
smallest speaker, it must
be regarded as the best
design. Unless you're
interested in impressing
people with big boxes,
the MA9 is also the best
buy.
What HiFi April 1980

Practical Hi Fi March
1980

Listen to the new ' Monitor Series 80' range
at your nearest Monitor Audio stockist.

tn

Monitor
Audio Ltd

Telephone
347Z Cherry
(0223)
(
0223)
Hinton
46344
Road
& Cambridge
42898
England
Telex 817343 Blue CAM/G
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z
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The Metal Age dawns.
Nakamichi reflects its brilliance.
Anew day in sound recording. Pure metal tape, bright with
magnetic energy.
Energy that could be wasted on lesser equipment
than Nakamichi.
Our 582 Discrete 3-Head cassette deck, forged with
infinite skill and patience, captures the brilliance of metal.
Losing nothing.
It sets the standard for others to follow.
The new micro-precision Crystalloy head handles
metal's super-high bias requirement with room to spare.
The 2nd Generation Direct Flux Erase Head leaves nothing
behind. While the Discrete 3-head configuration is the
perfection of its kind. Shedding new light on sound.
Listen to conventional tape on the 582, and the sound
is illuminating.
Then listen to metal. And hear how it da77Ies the ear

nkNakamichi
Products of unusual creativity and competence.
Write for more information to Nakamichi, Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, VVealdstone, Harrow Middx. HA3 7TL. Tel: 01-863 8622

